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ABSTRACT
This thesis examines how an armed group understands and manages the operation of
informers against it, using the case-study of the Irish Republican Army (IRA). The research
argues that the IRA’s policies and discourses in relation to the practical and political threat of
infonning are located within their wider governance efforts, during and after the Northern
Ireland conflict. The study is based on interviews with former IRA members and others as
well as extensive archival research, and draws upon a wide variety of literature from
criminology, sociology and other disciplines. It argues that although rarely used for the
context of armed groups, the framework provided by the “punishment and society” field in
particular offers the most appropriate theoretical backdrop to analyse the IRA’s response to
infonning.
The first part of the thesis analyses how the punishment of informers by the IRA during the
Northern Ireland conflict was shaped by a range of goals, including deterring informers,
maintaining the organization’s legitimacy, and finding the most effective way to reduce the
threat of informing. It also looks at how the IRA developed a range of adaptation strategies,
such as “defining-down” infonning and employing public pedagogy campaigns; and how
infonning, while a major security problem for the IRA, was also an important resource in
facilitating and legitimizing its governance efforts. The second part examines how during the
post-conflict era the issue of informing continued to both challenge and enable the
governance efforts of the IRA and the Republican Movement more broadly. It analyses, for
example, the enduring hostility to informers and how they became useful post-conflict
enemies for Republicans; the importance of rumours in relation to alleged informers; and the
way the issue has been used by “dissident” Republicans who oppose the peace process.

Several themes cut across these questions and issues, such as the tension between ideology
and pragmatism in the response to informing, the complex relationship between armed
groups and the communities from which they operate, and the importance of local context in
shaping armed groups’ policies and practices. The shadow of the informer, omnipresent and
ever-shifting, is therefore a key prism to understand punishment, governance and dealing
with the past by armed groups.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
“I was looking across at a Fenian hop-head. Or a hop-head who'd pretended to be a
Fenian.
I spoke.
-How’s the informer Business?
-Booming. ”
(Roddy Doyle, Oh Play that Thingj

One of the most insightful scenes in modem Irish literature takes place in the first part of
Roddy Doyle’s novel The Dead Republic (2010), the final installment in his Last Round
Up trilogy. Henry Smart, the trilogy’s protagonist, is a Zelig-like character whose life is
intertwined with major events and figures in 20th century Irish history. In the first book,
A Star Called Henry (1999), Smart is a teenage member of the IRA during the Irish War
of Independence, specializing in killing informers under the instructions of IRA leader
Michael Collins. In the second book, Oh Play That Thing (2004), Smart escapes to the
USA, where he is constantly on the run from some of the former informers he has failed
to kill. The Dead Republic opens at the end of the 1930s, when Smart is found by IrishAmerican film director John Ford, who is then in the process of filming The Informer,
an adaptation of Liam O’Flaherty’s eponymous 1925 novel about the IRA.1 In Doyle’s
plot, Ford appoints Smart to the position of an “IRA consultant”, and asks him to watch
first cuts of the film and ensure its historical accuracy. This intricate scene, then,
presents Doyle’s re-imagining Ford’s adaptation of O’Flaherty’s depiction of the
conflict in Ireland - the history of the Irish conflict and its representations worked into
one concentrated moment. The novel’s comment on this complex vision is revealing;
Smart’s first substantive response is: “I was never a fucking informer” (2010:12).

1 On John Ford’s — better known as the director of celebrated Westerns - adaptation of The Informer see
Goldblatt 2002.
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Smart lashes out at informers when confronted with the story of the Irish conflict - and
his reaction is symptomatic of much of Irish Republicanism. But so is a later
development in the novel: as the plot reaches the 1970s and the modem Troubles, Smart,
having returned to Ireland, becomes an informer himself. This complex duality of an
intense and prominent hatred of informers and the ubiquitous nature of informing
underlines the fervent preoccupation with informing in the Irish context: “on the bloody
stage of Irish history, the informer is the villain, a cultural bogeyman” (Toolis
1995:194). A general book on policing noted of Ireland that “probably no country in the
world has more history, songs, ballads, literature, and folklore dramatizing the
treacherous and traitorous behaviours of police informers” (Klockars 1985:68). Yet this
reflects the frequency rather than paucity of informing in Irish history; “The character of
the informer is more despised in our country than any other, is it not? Rightly so in my
opinion. Though, indeed, the creatures swarm there”, says a protagonist in another Irish
novel (O’Brien 1970:109).
Notwithstanding the historical, cultural and political significance of informing in
Ireland, no single work has so far systematically explored the ways in which Irish
Republicans responded to informing. It is a gap which this thesis aims to fill. While the
phrase “the shadow of the gunman”, taken from the title of Sean O’Casey’s famous
play,2 has become a common byword for the effects of the conflict in Ireland (e.g.
McBride 2011, Vannais 2000, Vaughan and Kilcommins 2008:67), I argue that the
shadow of the informer has been often no less significant, and certainly less adequately
analyzed. In this research I therefore examine how the Irish Republican Army (IRA) and the Republican Movement more broadly - responded to the shadow of the informer,
both during and after the conflict in Northern Ireland, and how their policies and
discourses in relation to informing formed a part of their wider governance efforts.

The shadow of the informer as such is of course not unique to Ireland. As I describe
shortly below, almost every armed group has to deal in some way with the issue of

2 The play premiered in 1923 and is set during the Irish War of Independence.
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informing. Indeed, I have approached the topic as a case-study of governance by armed
groups, not as a case-study in Irish history. However, this research delves deeply and
systematically into the particularities of the Irish context in ways which I hope will bear
fruit for the understanding of armed groups in general and the Irish case in particular.

In the course of the research I have identified and sought to explain a series of
unexpected questions and puzzles; the dissertation was shaped and developed by these
findings, and did not follow a pre-conceived template. While these will of course be
introduced in an orderly way in subsequent chapters, it may be useful to point out some
of them briefly here. For example, some of the questions I will explore in this
dissertation include: why has the aversion to informers become so intense, enough to
make one of the people I interviewed for this research say that he would rather be called
a paedophile than an informer? Why would the IRA, a ruthless underground
organization, insist on holding a system of court-martials for suspected informers in
order to project an image of “legality”? Why would the IRA eventually contradict its
own code which prescribed death to informers, and let most of them live? How come
one of the responses to the persistence of informing was to define it more narrowly?
Could informing and the reaction to it have actually had some positive benefits for the
IRA? Why has the issue remained so prominent even after the conflict has ended, and
why have informers remained hate figures for republicans while Loyalists, police
officers and British soldiers have been ‘forgiven’, even in some instances become
partners in peace-making activities? Why did some informers became celebrities in the
post-conflict era? And why would the IRA dedicate some of its final public statements
to exonerate some alleged informers? I will return to these questions and others in due
course throughout the dissertation.

The remainder of this introductory chapter is structured as follows: section 1 provides a
general overview of informing. Section 2 focuses on armed groups, informing, and
governance. Section 3 explains the research choices and theoretical framework, and
section 4 addresses the methodology and sources I have used. Finally, section 5 provides
a brief historical background on informing and the conflict in Northern Ireland.
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The following substantive chapters are divided in two parts: part I, consisting of chapters
2-5, addresses the conflict era and part II, chapters 6-8, deals with the post-conflict era.
Each part begins with an introduction that sets the research questions and offers a
breakdown of the chapters included. Chapter 9 provides the conclusions.

1.1. Informers: an overview
The use of informers has been an integral part of authorities’ efforts to maintain law and
order “from the dawn of history” (Marx 1974:402), and “so long has there has been law
enforcement” (Schreiber 2001:301; see also e.g. Cooper and Murphy 1997:1,
Dunnigham and Norris 1998:21). Indeed, the use of informers predates the emergence of
organized police forces (Dunnigham and Norris 1996:1). Put simply, the main value of
informers to the authorities is the “insider knowledge” that they possess, often acquired
through their own participation in crime or their close affinity with those who engage in
criminal activities, which gives the authorities access to information they would not
otherwise have (Innes 2000:358).
Informers, acting either for financial rewards or for pardon for their own crimes, played,
for example, a prominent role in the arrest and prosecution of offenders during the 18th
and 19th centuries in countries such as Britain and France (Radzinowicz 1965:33-35,
Hillyard and Percy-Smith 1984:335, Fijnaut and Marx 1995). More recently, it has been
argued that policing “would be impossible without informers” (Billingsley et al 2001:5;
see also Rosenfeld et al 2003:292), and that in some cases informers have become “law
enforcement’s investigative tool of choice” (Natapoff 2006:110). The use of informers
by police forces has been documented in various contexts, including in relation to street
gangs (Laskey 1997), drug markets (Manning 1980; Williams and Guess 1981),
organized crime (Marx 1988, Wilson 2005), and within prisons (Akerstrom 1988). The
emergence of “proactive policing”, as well as the demand for an increased degree of
efficiency in the delivery of policing services, have contributed to an even greater use of
informers by contemporary police forces (Innes 2000, Dunnigham and Norris 1996).
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The term “informers” can be defined broadly or narrowly. At its broadest the term can
relate to any person who provides information about a crime to the authorities (see e.g.
Hewitt 2010:18). However, such a definition is too broad to be meaningful, and can
include complaints by a direct victim of the crime or anyone who calls a police
emergency number. Others have narrowed the definition by focusing on the motives of
the person giving the information, for instance, describing informing as “the exchange of
incriminating information for reward or leniency” (Rosenfeld et al 2003:291). Still, such
focus on motivation leaves out much else that needs to be considered. A more useful
approach was used by Greer (1995a), who carried out the most elaborate attempt to
define those who pass information to authorities. Greer suggested distinguishing them
according to two factors: their relationship with the authorities and with the people on
whom they provide information. The first factor is whether they provide a one-off tip to
the authorities or have a regular longer-term relationship with state agencies. The term
“informer” generally relates to the latter, and implies a regular, often paid, relationship
with an authority (as argued also by Fitzpatrick and Gellaty 1997:1, Ericson 1993). The
second factor used by Greer is the type of relationship with the activities and people
about whom they provide information: whether those who provide information are
outside observers or insiders who have some involvement, contacts or shared
background with the people or acts they report. Here as well, the term “informer” relates
to the latter, and many have specified that it should be used in relation to individuals
who are criminals themselves or have criminal associates or shared background with
them (Billingsley 2009:xiv-xv), thus distinguishing them from victims, complainants
and others who pass information to the police. Therefore, in the wide-ranging group of
those who pass information to authorities, the informer “proper” is normally a long-term
insider. This is the category that I concentrate on in this dissertation.

Much of the literature on informers focuses on legal and normative debates in relation to
their use by state agencies. Although a few works have examined why some criminals

3 Informers should also be distinguished from undercover police officers: the latter are already working as
state officials and may, in the course of an assignment, assume a false identity in order to infiltrate
criminal or political groups.
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turn informers and how they rationalise such a move (e.g. dayman 2011, Marx 1974,
Akerstrom 1988, 1989, Williams and Guess 1981, Firestone 1993) or on how criminals
attempt to identify informers (Gambetta 2009, Jacobs 1996), most of the works on the
topics concentrate on assessing the ethics and efficacy of the use of informers, from the
perspective of state authorities. Such debates have long been of interest in criminology:
Becarria objected on moral grounds to the offer of rewards to accomplices turned
informers (1986:69-70), whereas Bentham supported such a policy as serving the greater
good (1968:223-4). More recent literature has focused on issues such as the difficulties
of regulating the conduct of informers, the extent of immunity that should be given to
them, the reliability of evidence from informers, how such evidence can distort fair trial
proceedings, the potential invasion of privacy, the role of entrapment in the activity of
informers, or the relationship between police officers and the informers they run (e.g.
Skolnick 1966:112-138; Brown 1985; Marx 1988; Settle 1995; Cooper and Murphy
1997; Dunnigham and Norris 1998; Glover 2001; Hirsch 2002; Natapoff 2006; Clark
2006; Billingsley 2001, 2009; Ross 2008; Crous 2009).

In general, informers often appear to be viewed with disdain by society. Judas, who
betrayed Jesus by acting as an informer for the Roman authorities, became the
archetypical villain for much of humanity and a symbol of evil (Shklar 1984:140).
Indeed informers are frequently associated with betraying friends, associates or an “in
group” (Taslitz 2006:405, Akerstrom 1991:105), and attract the scorn associated with
the act of betrayal (Ben-Yehuda 2001). The rich vocabulary of abusive terms used to
describe informers - e.g. rat, snitch, grass, squealer, stool-pigeon, sneak, snout or narc,
and in the Irish context, tout - is but one indication of the contempt in which they are
often held.
The tradition of retaliation against informers spans centuries. In 18th century England,
for example, informers were threatened and attacked (Thompson 1975a:268-271); an
18th century English smuggler prosecuted for killing a custom officer and an informer
said that “he did not think it a crime to kill an informer” (Winslow 1975:166). In more
recent times, despising informers and retaliation against them have been identified as a
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major part of the '‘code of the streets” (Anderson 1999, Rios 2011:22-23). Informers are
universally hated by criminals (Rosenfeld et al 2003), and always in danger of reprisals
(Settle 1995: 200). In street culture, there is little worse than being labelled an informer
(Jacobs 2004:296).4 Similarly, the most inflexible directive in the “inmate social code”
is “Never rat on a con" (Sykes and Messinger 1970: 402, emphasis in the original), and
many authors have described the intense, obsessive, hatred of informers among prison
inmates (Marquart and Roebuck 1985:218, Akerstorm 1991:96, Brown 1993:56).5 The
figure of the informer is shunned not only by their peers but often also by wider
segments of society, including in popular culture (Marquart and Roebuck 1985:217). For
example, the “snitch” is a despised figure in American urban popular culture, and in
recent years the denigration of informers acquired a new intensity with what has been
termed the “stop snitching campaign”, in which informers were vilified by hip-hop
artists and others (Woldoff and Weiss 2010, Morris 2010).

While the literature cited above deals with informing in the context of law enforcement
of ordinary crime, this dissertation addresses informing in the particular context of
political conflicts. Some scholarly attention has been paid to informing in the context of
the policing of political opposition in totalitarian regimes such as Nazi Germany (Hall
2009), the Soviet Union (Figes 2007) or East Germany (Miller 1999). My focus,
however, is on a political and military conflict between a state and an organized
opposition armed group, wherein the armed group seeks autonomy, independence or
control. The use of informers by state agencies in such circumstances is very common.
During counter-insurgencies, incumbents - whether French forces in early 19th century
Spain or American forces in contemporary Afghanistan - have faced what Kalyvas
called the “identification problem” (2006:89): as insurgents mix with the local civilian
4 This is nicely captured in a scene from The Wire, when a character who is approached to turn informer
replies: “Tell you this, I don’t know shit about shit, but I do know this: anybody who spend their time
witnessing shit, you gonna get got. I know that sounds kind of harsh, but that’s the way things go around
here, officer.”
5 The issue can be illustrated by the following quote, describing the attitude to informers by fellow inmates
in a British prison: “at the very bottom of the hierarchy of scapegoats were two men: one with a firm
reputation as a ‘grass’, and another who has killed his own child [...] these men [...] filled what appeared
to be the lowest status positions within the lowest status groups of the lowest status sector in English
society” (Priestly 1980:70).

population, identifying who the militants are is a constant and prominent problem.
Informers, either from the insurgents themselves or from the civilian communities from
which they operate, help solve this problem, in addition to providing a direct military
advantage (e.g. preventing or facilitating ambushes) (Kalyvas 2006:105). More broadly,
as members of the groups and communities which are under surveillance, informers
have access to information not easily available by other means of intelligence gathering
(Cohen and Dudai 2005:230, Wilkinson 2000, Bamford 2005:590), and is often the only
way to access information on anti-state armed groups (Herman 1996:65).6

Indeed, writings on counter-insurgency and counter-terrorism have consistently
identified the use of informers as one of the major strategies of states fighting such
groups (Leites and Wolf 1970, Trinquier 2006, Joes 2006:148, Hewitt 2010), and
informers were recruited and operated by numerous states fighting armed groups. For
example, Israeli authorities have made extensive use of informers against Palestinian
armed groups (Be’er and Abdel-Jawad 1994, Ronen 1989, Siton and Sasson 1990), and
the South African Apartheid authorities used informers against the ANC (Ellis and
Sechaba 1992), as well as against SWAPO in Namibia (Conway 2003:71). In Asia, the
Indian government has used informers against the insurgencies both in Punjab and in
Kashmir (Mahmood 2000:83); the Indonesian government used informers against the
East Timor guerrillas (Turner 1992); and in the Philippines, informers were used against
the separatist Muslim insurgency (McKenna 2000:195). In Latin America, informers
were used against guerrilla groups in, among others, Argentina (Robben 2006) and Chile
(Payne 2001). In Europe they were used against e.g. armed groups in Italy and West
Germany (Ross 2008:241), as well as the Cypriot EOKA (Beckett 2001:156). In Canada
informers were used against the separatist FLQ (Front de Liberation du Quebec) (De
Vault and Johnson 1982); and in the USA authorities made widespread use of informers
against groups such as the Black Panthers (Click 1989) or the Weather Underground
(Varon 2004:117). More recently, US operations in Afghanistan, as well as drone attacks
in Pakistan, have relied extensively on informers (Mayer 2009). Since the 9/11 attacks
6 For example, Evelegh notes that “the only weapon that can destroy a subversive organization in the end
is information given to the government from within the terrorist ranks” (1978: 133).
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American and British governments have also sought to recruit informers from Muslim
communities and groups, as part of the effort to reduce the threat from A1 Qaida-inspired
Islamist violence (Bartosiewicz 2012, Hewitt 2010:121-146, Phythian 2005, Ross
2008:263-265).

Although there are many resemblances between the operation of informing in ordinary
law enforcement and in political conflicts, there are a few key differences. Firstly, in the
latter context, informers are often used for broader aims: not just to secure prosecutions
but also to facilitate military operations against armed groups, spread mistrust and
paranoia in the ranks of armed groups in order to weaken and undermine them, or to act
as a '‘proxy” to obfuscate responsibility of the state for certain types of operations (Marx
1974, Abdel-Jawad 2001, Jamieson and McEvoy 2005, Hewitt 2010). Secondly, the
element of betrayal associated with informing in identity-based conflicts is much wider
and more intense. In this context, informing entails the crossing of identity-based
community boundaries, be it ethnic, national or religious, and assisting a perceived
“enemy”. In these cases, informing is more akin to treason - the betrayal of a state than to informing in the context of ordinary crime, and therefore is frequently met with
particularly intense hostility. Treason is often considered as “the most heinous of
crimes” (West 1995:1) and “worse than murder, worse than incest” (Fletcher 1993:41).
It is one of the earliest and most universally punished crimes by society (Hagan
1997:118), and for example the only criminal offence mentioned in the US constitution
(Shklar 1984:140).7 8The reactions of many armed groups and communities to informing
frequently reflect similar attitudes.

o

Finally, while retaliation against informers is

7 One manifestation of these universal attitudes is in the severe penalties for treason. In countries that
retain the death penalty treason convictions would commonly carry the death penalty. In many countries
that abolished the death penalty for ordinary crime the penalty would be retained for treason. In the UK,
for example, before the death penalty was completely abolished, treason remained a capital offence long
after the punishment was abolished in relation to murder.
8 It should be noted that in many cases informing would be viewed, in the eyes of relevant communities,
as a form of the broader category of “collaboration” (Cohen 2008) with an enemy. Collaboration can
include serving a government in various political roles, often through serving in civil service or police
forces; the formation of pro-state militias by members of minority groups (kalyvas 2006); and at times in
culturally-specific roles: for example, Palestinians consider those who sell lands to Israeli as collaborators
(Dudai and Cohen 2007) and Kurds in Turkey consider teachers who use Turkish language rather than
Kurdish as collaborators (Marcus 2007). While informing can be consider as collaboration by the relevant
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common in the context of ordinary crime, as mentioned above, the response to informing
in the context of political conflicts is much more widespread and systematic, because
organized political armed groups have a much higher level of both capacity and
motivation to punish informers. The next section discusses these points in greater detail.

1.2. Armed groups, informing and governance
The term “armed groups” refers to organized groups that use violence (often alongside
other means) for political ends, and which operate outside effective state control. While
sometimes referred to negatively as “terrorists” or approvingly as “freedom fighters” or
“liberation movements”, the term “armed groups” is considered the most neutral
empirical description (see e.g. Zegveld 2002) and will be the one used here.

Non-state actors have of course been involved in violence throughout history, and in the
post-WWII era they were particularly prominent during the de-colonization struggles in
Africa and Asia in the 1950s-1960s, and the waves of civil wars and political violence in
Latin America in the 1970s-1990s, as well as in Western Europe in e.g. Italy, the Basque
region of Spain and Northern Ireland. However, armed groups have become even more
prominent since the end of the cold war, and have been active in virtually all major areas
of current or recent violence: for example, Iraq, Afghanistan, Somalia, Pakistan,
Lebanon, Gaza, Colombia, Cote d’Ivoire, Guatemala, Peru, Liberia, Nigeria, the
Democratic Republic of Congo, Chechnya, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Algeria, Sierra Leone,
Kosovo, the fragmented set of conflicts with A1 Qaeda and its affiliates, and the recent
conflicts in Libya and Syria. Purely inter-state conflicts are a rarity today, and armed
conflicts involving non-state armed groups are the dominant form of conflict in world
affairs. Because in many cases there is more than one non-state armed group operating
in any one conflict, by definition the majority of actors in contemporary conflicts are
armed groups and not state actors (Kaldor 2006, Schultz and Dew 2006, UN High-Level

communities, it is different in that it is individual and private, as oppose to other forms of collaboration,
defection and “switching sides” which could also be collective and/or public (Kalyvas 2006:105).
Deception often appears to make betrayal worse in the eyes of the betrayed (Shklar 1984:142), which
could account to intense feelings toward informers.
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Panel on Threats 2004, Wilkenfeld and Gurr 2010, Mulaj 2010, Krause 2010, Blin 2011,
Dudai and McEvoy 2012).9

Virtually all armed groups have identified informing as a major threat to their success
and have consequently threatened, attacked and killed informers. The impact of
informers was defined as “the most deadly disease that can affect a covert revolutionary
group” (Bell 1991:257), and as Petersen noted, “the ability to threaten and retaliate
against informers is a key to the development of any underground organization”
(2006:24). Attention to the role of informing and the need to respond to it effectively is
evident in influential writings by rebels groups’ leaders and theoreticians. One of the
most influential books written on underground operations is The Revolt by Menachem
Begin (1953), the leader of the Irgun, a Jewish group fighting against the British
Mandate in Palestine (and who decades later became Israel’s Prime Minister). Sean
MacStoifan, the first leader of the Provisional IRA, read The Revolt in British prison in
the 1960s before taking over the IRA, and later wrote that it was the book that most
influenced his thinking (1975:10). In The Revolt, Begin notes that the “ugly shadow” of
the informer is cast over many underground movements (1953:99),10 and makes his
approach to it very clear: “A fighting underground has its own laws, one of which is that
the informer must pay with his life” (1953:151). Begin explains the reason behind this
“law of underground” by the fact that “the underground has no prisons in which to keep
its enemies and prevent them from continuing their destructive work: and the informer is
the most terrible of its enemies” (1953:102). Other important sources have echoed this
attitude. In his influential guide to guerrilla warfare, Che Guevara wrote that one of the
“fundamental parts of guerrilla tactics” is “absolute inflexibility toward all the
despicable elements that resort to informing” (Guevara 1998:24). Mao called for “blows
9 There is also often an overlap or convergence between armed groups and organized criminal gangs.
Sometimes armed groups rely on criminal acts — such as robbery, smuggling or drug trafficking - to
finance their operations; at times armed groups morph into criminal gangs in the aftermath of conflicts;
and in some cases — such as in Mexico or Brazil - drug gangs have obtained power, including de-facto
control of territory and military confrontation with state forces, which is akin to that of armed groups. This
led some commentators to suggest that the line between “political” armed groups and “criminal” gangs is
no longer always clear. For an overview and discussion see Dudai and McEvoy (2012:19-23).
111 Interestingly, Begin notes the “Irish Underground” as an example of a movement plagued by informers
(1953:99).
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to the traitors and collaborators who undermine the army and the people” (cited in
Heilbumn 1967:145) and emphasized the importance of discovering and punishing
traitors (Mao 1961:63). TE Lawrence (“Lawrence of Arabia”) wrote that a sympathetic
population which will not betray rebel movements to the enemy is essential to rebels’
success (1920); and Fanon saw the punishment of “traitors and those who have sold out
to the enemy” as an integral part of anti-colonial struggles (Fanon 1963:132). Similarly,
the influential “Mini-manual of the Urban Guerrilla”, by Brazilian guerrilla leader
Carlos Marighella (1969), includes the following instruction: “the urban guerrilla must
not evade the duty - once he knows who the spy or informer is - of physically wiping
him out”.

Treating informing as a major threat is also common across armed groups from diverse
regions and ideological backgrounds. For example, Ahmad Yassin, the founder of the
Palestinian Islamist movement Hamas, said of informers that “it is preferable for there to
be a thousand enemies on the outside to one enemy on the inside” (cited in Be’er and
Abdel-Jawad 1994:148), and the position of the German left-wing Red Army Faction
(also known as the Baader-Meinhof gang) was similarly that “traitors in the ranks of the
revolution cause more harm than the police can without traitors” (Moncourt and Smith
2009:156-7). Accordingly, loyalty to the organization - and the dire consequences for
those who betray it - has been a key feature in armed groups’ codes of conducts and
oaths (Bangerter 2012:1). For example, those who joined the KLA (Kosovo Liberation
Army) had to take an oath that “if I commit treason may my blood be spent”.11
Similarly, the Penal code of the SPLA (Sudan People’s Liberation Army) made
communicating intelligence to the enemy an offence punishable by death;

and

punishment of treachery was included in codes of conducts of the Taliban and of the
MK, the armed wing of the South African ANC (both reproduced in Sassoli et al 2011).

11 Kosovo Liberation Army, Interim Regulations on the Organization of Internal Affairs, reproduced and
translated by the International Criminal Court for former Yugoslavia and available at
http://www.ictv.Org/x/cases/diordievic/trans/en/090318IT.htm
12 The Code is reproducded at <http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/
docid/469e0bbd2 .html
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There are numerous examples of armed groups punishing suspected informers from
within their ranks or among their communities.13 For example, informers were killed by
African armed groups such as the South African ANC (Cherry 2011), the Algerian FLN
fighting against France (Evans 2002), or armed groups in Somalia.14 In Asia, informers
were attacked by armed groups ranging from the Viet Cong fighting against both French
and American forces (Townshend 2011:62), to Fretilin, the East Timor movement which
fought for Independence from Indonesia,15 the insurgents in Southern Thailand
(International Crisis Group 2009:14; Human Rights Watch 2007), the Maoist rebels in
Nepal (International Center for Transitional Justice 2008), armed groups in Kashmir
(Human Rights Watch 2006), the Taliban in Pakistan (Amnesty International 2010a:4546) and in Afghanistan (Burke 2007), the LTTE (Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam) in
Sri Lanka (Hussein 2010), or GAM in Aceh (Indonesia) (Human Rights Watch 2001). In
Latin America, informers were attacked by various armed groups in Colombia (Amnesty
International 1994), insurgent groups in Guatemala,16 or the Shining Path (Sendero
Luminoso) in Peru (O’Leaty and Silke 2007:398). In Europe informers were attacked by
armed groups such as the KLA in Kosovo,17 insurgents in Chechnya (Lyall 2009), or
ETA in the Basque region of Spain (Zulaika 1988:85). In the Middle East informers
were attacked by, for example, the Kurdish PKK in Turkey (Marcus 2007:135), and
Palestinian armed groups before 1948 (Cohen 2008), during an uprising in Gaza in
1970-1 (Sayigh 1999:287), during the first intifada of 1987-1993 (Be’er and AbdelJawad 1994), as well afterwards and during the second intifada (Dudai and Cohen 2007).

13 Anti-state armed groups that seek independence, autonomy, the end of perceived foreign or hostile
domination, or a radical transformation of the political order, tend to operate within a broader community,
usually with similar national, ethnic, religious, cultural, or linguistic attributes, in which there is usually
wide passive support for the goals (if not always the means) of the group, from which active members are
recruited, and which the group can claim as a constituency.
14 “Somali Militants Executes ‘Spies’”, BBC, 29 September 2009.
15 Final Report of the Commission for Reception, Truth, and Reconciliation in Timor-Leste, Chapter 7(7),
paras 45, 271.
16Guatemalan Commission for Historical Clarification (CEH)., conclusions and recommendations,
memory of silence
http://shr.aaas.org/guatemala/ceh/report/english/conc2.html
17 ICTY, Prosecutor v. Limajet al, Judgement, 30 November 2005.
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It is very important to locate such attacks against informers in the context of what is
often a much wider effort of governance by armed groups. Significantly, many armed
groups are not simply “anti-state” organizations whose sole aim is violence against state
actors, but are in fact involved in governance, including punishment and social control,
of their own members and of the population under their control or their influence.
Armed groups often see themselves as the legitimate army of an “embryonic state”
(Felices-Luna 2011:70). They not only wage war but also “mimic the functions of a
state” (Somer 2007:656). Such armed groups seek to act as would-be states, and are
often willing and able to provide basic services beyond their own membership for larger
segments of the civilian population. In some instances, these services may work as
“functional equivalents” to regular state activities. Therefore such armed groups were
defined as “governance actors” (Schneckener 2009). As Lea and Stenson (2007) note,
armed groups can be seen as one example of what they described as “governance from
below”. As they argue, while armed groups are often associated with an image of
disorganised rule by pure fear, this contrasts with the reality of the structures of
governance enjoyed by more stable armed groups, such as the IRA, which engage in
what they termed “armed non-state governance” (Lea and Stenston 2007:19).

In his influential work on insurgencies and civil wars, Kalyvas notes that across many
regions, non-state armed groups carry out “state-like activities” such as the collection of
taxes, policing or administration of justice. Such groups are involved in state-building or
the development of “counter-states”, processes captured by terms such as “shadow
government”, “parallel hierarchy”, “rebel infrastructure”, or “alternative government”
(Kalyvas 2006:218-219). With the exception of genocidal groups or those carrying out
“ethnic cleansing”, actors in civil wars “seek to govern rather than exterminate” the
population they wish to control (Kalyvas 2006:28-9). Especially where armed groups
have a secessionist or ethno-national agenda, they have an interest in demonstrating to
the affected population their ability to act as a de-facto government and therefore need to
engage in “governance-performance” (Mampilly 2011:77). Mampilly captures these
ambitions and processes with the somewhat counter-intuitive term “rebel rulers”. Such
rebel groups seek the trapping of statehood and aim to establish a quasi-governmental
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apparatus capable of providing at least limited public services to the affected population,
resulting in “insurgent governance”. They adopt some of the empirical functions of the
state and gain a degree of legitimacy implied by mimicking the fa9ade of a nation-state
(Mampilly 2011; see also e.g. Jackson 2003). As a result, there could be “a great deal of
overlap between states and non-state armed groups”, and in some cases, armed groups
“look and behave like would-be states” (Policzer 2006:216, emphasis in the original).18

Although governments and international agencies are often naturally reluctant to admit
that armed groups can operate in ways which are akin to governments (Clapham
2006:502, Dudai and McEvoy 2012, McConnachie 2012), the reality is that many armed
groups have gained legitimacy for their governance actions in the eyes of internal
audiences (Mulaj 2010:15-16). In this sense, contemporary armed groups are seen to be
explicitly challenging the Weberian notion of the state’s monopoly on legitimate
coercion (Krause 2010). Particularly in cases where central governments are weak or
failing, this can be described as “governance without a state” (Risse 2011).19

Very pertinently to the context explored in this thesis, as part of their governance efforts
many armed groups operate systems of punishment which are at times analogous - at
least to some degree - to states’ criminal justice systems, and engage in punishment of
individuals under their control. Many armed groups have internal constitutions, internal
regulations, codes of conducts, disciplinary codes and at times penal codes: these were
used for example by armed groups in Burundi, Colombia, Burma, Nicaragua,
18 For example, in Afghanistan, after 2001, the Taliban has maintained “shadow governments” in many
districts, collected taxes, maintained law and order, and adjudicated disputes (Filkins 2012). The KNU,
fighting the Burmese government for self-determination for the Karen people, developed “a parallel ‘civil
service’ infrastructure” (McConnachie 2012:46). Hamas, the LTTE and Hizbualla all undertook
governance functions, including the provision of welfare, health and education services (Roy 2011;
Flanigan 2008; Stokke 2006, Mulaj 2010:16, Kelly 2006). Rebel armed groups in contexts ranging from
Nepal to El Salvador (Kalyvas 2006:211-212), Colombia and Sudan (Mampilly 2011) established systems
of governance to regulate civilian life in territories under their control or influence; the LTTE in Sri Lanka
operated education and health systems, a legal system and even an LTTE bank, and engaged in civil
planning and administration (Mampilly 2011). The PLO (Palestine Liberation Organization) created a
state-like body with a constitution, executive, “government” departments, legislative assembly and
internal statutes (Sayigh 1999:666).
19 Of course characterizing armed groups’ actions as governance does not imply any normative evaluation:
such governance efforts can work toward ensuring the well-being of refugees (McConnachie 2012) or
toward depriving girls of access to education (Amnesty International 2010a).
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Afghanistan or South Africa; the Sudan People’s Liberation Army, for example, had an
elaborate, dozens-pages long, Code of Penal Justice (Bangerter 2012).

Armed groups

that obtain control over territory also sometimes establish prisons and hold people in
detention (Casalin 2011:753). Armed groups frequently establish “courts” to try the
organization’s own members or members of the local population - including for
suspected informing - or to address disputes between civilians (Sivakumaran 2009,
Somer 2007). Armed groups justify these courts as being in the interest of the population
or couch them in the language of “people’s courts”, while states and the international
community tend to ignore them or dismiss them as an illegitimate exercise
(Sivakumaran 2009). In some instances, such courts are an integral part of armed
groups’ attempt to provide “public services” to the population under their control
(alongside their attempt to provide health or education services), and other
manifestations of political control. It is a component of an effort to provide services
traditionally delivered by states in order to normalize their control and present a state
like image (Sivakumaran 2009:509).

Armed groups’ courts were established for example by the FMLN in El Salvador
(Americas Watch 1990), the Iranian armed opposition group MKO (Mojahedin Khalq
Organization) (Human Rights Watch 2005), the Burmese KNU (McConnachie
2011:179-214), Naxalites groups in the north and east of India (Human Rights Watch
2008), the National Democratic Front of the Philippines (NDFP),21 the Taliban in NorthWest Pakistan (Amnesty International 2010a), and armed groups in Colombia (Amnesty
International 2010b). The South African ANC established “people’s courts” as part of its
efforts to render the country “ungovernable” (Nomoyi and Schurink 1998), and had a
court system for its members in its camps in exile (Ellis 1994). The CPMN, the Nepalese
armed group, established its own courts during the insurgency in the 1990s, which have
flourished and were considered as the heart of the shadow CPNM administration (Somer
20 For example, see Codes of conduct by National Liberation Army (ELN) in Colombia, the New People’s
Army in the Philippines, the National Redemption Army (NRA) in Uganda, or the National Transition
Council (NTC) in Libya (International Committee of the Red Cross 2011).
21 Report of the Special Rapporteur on Extrajudicial, Summary or Arbitrary Executions, Philip
Alston: Mission to the Philippines, UN Doc. A/HRC/8/3/Add.2, 16 April 2008, paras. 31—33.
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2007). A notable example is the LTTE in Sri Lanka, which established 17 courts in
hierarchical structure, including district courts, high courts, an appeal court, and a
supreme court; between the early 1990s to 2004 they heard over 23,000 cases, including
land disputes, financial matters and offences by LTTE cadres themselves, relying on the
LTTE civil and criminal codes, which were based on a mixture of Sri Lankan, Indian
and British laws (Sivakumaran 2009:49).

While most armed groups do not develop

systems as elaborate as the LTTE’s, and at times employ their “justice” systems to deal
only with their own members rather than the wider population, such court structures
generally feed into armed groups’ broader governance narratives.

As subsequent chapters explain, attacks on informers by armed groups should be
examined in the context of these broader governance efforts. Such attacks are shaped by
and related to both the means and the ends of governance. The punishment of informers
is simultaneously enabled and constrained by broader governance discourses and
policies, and by the complex relations between armed groups and the communities in
which they operate, seek to control and influence, and on whose support they depend.

1.3. Research choices and theoretical framework

In political/national conflicts, especially those between a sub-state movement and state
authorities, informing creates a triangular relationship involving the following actors: the
state authorities, which recruit and operate the informers; the informers, who inform the
state authorities about the anti-state movement; and the oppositional armed group, the
object of the informing. In this research I focus on this third actor: on the ways in which
political movements, armed groups and communities perceive, manage, punish and
respond to informing, during and post-conflict.

My choice was shaped by several factors. First, as mentioned above, armed groups are
increasingly important actors in world politics, and virtually all armed groups need to
address the phenomena of informing. To date, no work has systematically explored this
22 Such armed groups’ courts were established also in earlier insurgencies, for example by Sinn Fein
during the Irish War of Independence of 1918-1921 (Auld et al 1997).
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issue. The focus of this research, therefore, allowed me to develop an original piece of
work which could have implications for several important bodies of literature. The
choice was also shaped by practical considerations: interviewing a significant number of
current or former informers or members of the security forces was not realistic for the
purpose of this dissertation; though interviewing former IRA members was challenging,
as explained in more detail below, it was ultimately possible. While I am conscious that
this choice leaves out important perspectives on the broad topic of informing in Northern
Ireland (which hopefully might be covered by other researchers) these perspectives are
less pertinent to the focus of my research.

There were other self-imposed limitations. Firstly, I had no ambition - nor the ability to engage in investigative efforts in relation to specific allegations about individuals who
were or were not informers. I did not seek to expose anyone as an informer, or to prove
that any alleged informer was not in fact one (I do describe and analyze such allegations
but only in order to examine perceptions of informing and related theoretical concerns).
Secondly, the decision to focus on armed groups and communities, and therefore not to
explore in much depth the role and perspectives of state agencies, has meant that I do not
engage in normative evaluation of state actions in relation to informing and the conflict.
Coming from a background of human rights activism where the consideration and
critique of state actions is a given, this was not an instinctive decision for me. However,
I ultimately concluded that it was the correct one for this particular piece of research. I
have earlier, along with a college, offered a human rights analysis of the actions of Israel
in relation to informing in the Palestinian context (Cohen and Dudai 2005), but have
decided not to replicate such analysis in the Northern Ireland context. Such a statecentred analysis would of course be of much importance, but remains beyond the remit
of this particular work.

In pursuing the question of how armed groups respond to informing, the IRA has been a
particularly appropriate case-study. The IRA was “the largest and most destructive
irregular army” in western Europe after WWII (Tonge 2010:49); the British army itself
acknowledged that the IRA had been a professional, dedicated, highly-skilled and
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resilient organization (Tonge 2010:60). It has long been regarded as “one of the most
highly organized and sophisticated"’ armed groups in history, and “has had the longest
running paramilitary campaign the modem world has yet seen” (Horgan and Taylor
1997:1). It had a political wing and a national programme (Hoyt 2008), and was noted as
a centralized, organized and disciplined organization (McEvoy 2001). Indeed on many
levels, the IRA operated as a “bureaucratic institution”, with a multilevel management
structure and elaborate written rules (Jackson 2005:95-96). It is therefore certainly an
organization that repays close analysis such as the one offered below.

My focus on the IRA also meant that I do not deal with the operation of informers and
agents within Loyalist armed groups (Bruce 1992). This issue involved informers acting
against Loyalist groups, as well as “collusion” between state agencies and these groups,
which is discussed at length elsewhere (see e.g. Murray 1998; Lawyers Committee for
Human Rights 2002; Larkin 2004; Rolston 2005; Jamieson and McEvoy 2005). Loyalist
activists belonged to pro-state groups, sharing the ideology and political aspirations of
the state (but frustrated at its inability to “take on” the IRA) (McEvoy and Mika
2001:364). This means that the operation of informers in their rank, while often derided
and occasionally resulting in reprisals against alleged informers, did not generate the
same magnitude of response as it did in the anti-state IRA. Loyalist groups were also
less organized, centralized and disciplined than the IRA (McEvoy 2001), which make
them a less obvious case-study for this research. Similarly, although informers also
operated in the ranks of - and were killed by - other Republican groups, including the
Official IRA (Hanley and Millar 2009:193) and the Irish National Liberation Army
(Holland and McDonald 1995:187-210, Sanders 201 1:158),23 these groups were much
smaller and short-lived compared with the IRA, and therefore I do not address them in
this research.

As indicated above, I focus on how the issue of informing has been perceived and
managed - questions which can be captured under the general term “governance”. In

23 See the historical background section below on these groups.
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this context, governance means the efforts to guide and direct the conduct of others. It
involves strategies of control, regulation and discipline, punishment and social control;
the specific ways of thinking and acting (“rationalities” and “technologies”) which
underpin modes of exercising power (Rose, O’Malley and Valverde 2006). I should
emphasize that I use the term governance fairly broadly, especially in the latter part of
the dissertation, where the focus shifts from the control of informing during the conflict
to the efforts to respond to the legacy of informing during the post-conflict era.

With a dearth of academic literature on the response of armed groups to informing, there
was no obvious choice of scholarly tradition within which to place this research. The
two most common academic perspectives for the analysis of armed groups, terrorism
studies,24 and human rights,25 have not been particularly useful in relation to my research
focus. The prism of terrorism studies involves several limitations. It is a perspective
which tends to consider violence by armed groups as pathological and abnormal
(McEvoy and Ellison 2003), and is based on a premise of discontinuities between
“normal” state actors and abnormal armed groups (Della Porta 2004:210). Consequently,
terrorism studies also tend to isolate violence from its social, political and historical
context (Smyth et al 2008), and most pertinently have been distorted by attempts to form
anti-terrorism policies as an effective response to terrorism, at the expense of social
science oriented understanding the actions of armed groups (Della Porta 2009). Such
perspective, then, often “excises analysis for a polemic” (Burton 1978:120). The human
rights perspective often approaches the issue from a very different political outlook, but
has a similar limitation to terrorism studies in that both treat the actions of armed groups
as a problem which needs resolving and focus on developing a policy response.
Therefore, across these perspectives, the emphasis on (often very valid) normative
condemnation as the starting point for discussion has meant there is much less attention
to explaining the behaviour of armed groups. Therefore, they were of little use to my
research.

24 For example, Wilkinson 2011, Hoffman 2006, Schmid and Jongman 2005, Pape 2003.
25 For example, Sivakumaran 2006, Bassiouni 2008, Zegveld 2002, Clapham 2006, Dabone 2011,
McHugh and Bessler 2006.
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Other works that have been more useful in the current context come from political
science and sociology and aim to explain the logic of the behaviour of armed groups.
In addition to the focus on social science explanations rather than normative
condemnations, one of the important features of these works is a level of analysis that
focuses on the armed group itself. As Della Porta explains, most studies of armed groups
focus on either the "micro-level” or “macro-level”. The former examines individuals, for
example the psychological profile and motivations of those who join armed groups,
while the latter examines the general conditions which can foster political violence.
However, for some research questions it is most productive to concentrate on the “mesolevel” - examining the armed group itself. Meso-level analysis looks at, for example,
armed groups’ organizational characteristics and dynamics, strategic choices, the factors
that influence their decisions given their range of possible choices, and their interactions
with the communities they wish to influence or govern (Della Porta 1995:9-10).

In this

research I mainly follow such a meso-level analysis.

However, the topic of this thesis - how armed groups respond to informing and how this
corresponds with their broader governance efforts - has been generally neglected across
all the relevant literatures on armed groups. I therefore largely relied on the theoretical
perspective of “punishment and society”. Punishment and society is “a distinctive and
productive field at the intersection of criminology, sociology, political science and
history” (Simon 2012:60), which explores “a certain set of puzzles, questions and
explanatory problems” relating to punishment (Simon and Sparks 2012:1). It is a
perspective which examines the powers that are activated in the name of punishment, the
resources generated and consumed, the claims made and emotions aroused, and is
focused on interpreting forms of punishments in terms of the social, political, cultural
and historical conditions of the society in question (Simon and Sparks 2012:2, Garland
1999). Punishment and society is best understood not as a discipline but as an
26 The most important works from this perspective include Kalyvas 2006 and Della Porta 1995; and see
also Weinstein 2007.
27 See also Della Porta (2005:114) and (Kalyvas 2006:10) on the distinction between these three levels of
analysis.
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“intellectual tool kit” (Simon and Sparks 2012:11), using a broad range of theoretical
tools “with a pragmatic willingness to create a mixed toolbox appropriate to the
particular topic addressed” (Simon and Spark 2012:13). While I do draw on a range of
theoretical frameworks, the intellectual tool kit of punishment and society has proven
very helpful in accounting for and illuminating armed groups’ responses to informing,28
and has served as my principal theoretical orientation.

It is important to note that applying the punishment and society perspective to the study
of armed groups is a fairly original step. In this research I have relied on the work of
authors associated with punishment and society (whether or not they self-identify as
such), such as David Garland, Jonathan Simon, Stan Cohen or Isaac Balbus, although to
the best of my knowledge none of them has paid any systematic attention to armed
groups. Indeed, although authors in criminology have moved “beyond the state”
(Garland and Sparks 2000:5) to discuss social control by some non-state actors,29 and
began exploring what Lacey has aptly termed as the “diaspora of non-state social
control” (2008:10), armed groups have by and large been missing from punishment and
society accounts.30 The phenomenon of armed groups as agents of social control and
their role in governance should be a perfect fit for scholars of punishment and society,
providing fertile ground for applying and testing theories, but thus far this phenomenon
has been generally neglected, perhaps reflecting a lingering blind-spot of criminology in
relation to political violence and conflict (Moon 2011, Cohen 1993, McEvoy and Ellison
2003:45).31 Therefore, while this dissertation aims to contribute to the understanding of
28 In addition to the clear relevancy to the subject-matter of the research, the interdisciplinary nature of
punishment and society (Simon and Sparks 2012:9) is particularly useful in the context of research into
political violence and conflicts, whose “inherent complexity” makes theoretical eclecticism productive
(Kalyvais 2006:392).
29 For example private security companies, private prisons, and civil society involvement in schemes
ranging from restorative justice to ex-offenders management and crime prevention (e.g. Shearing and
Johnston 2003).
30 For example, when Rose and Miller published their oft-cited article on “political power beyond the
state” (1992), they completely ignored what was perhaps the most dramatic expression of political power
beyond the state at the UK at the time: the IRA.
31 Although there have been several recent works in criminology on terrorism and armed groups (e.g.
Ruggiero 2006, Deflem 2004), they have generally not addressed punishment and social control by such
groups. The issue of “punishment violence” against suspected offenders by armed groups in Northern
Ireland has generated widespread academic attention (e.g. Silke 2000, Hamill 2010), but has generally not
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armed groups by drawing upon insights from punishment and society and other
frameworks, it also aims to contribute, in turn, to the field of punishment and society
itself, through applying its tools to a fresh and novel context, as a means of expanding
the conceptual and comparative reach of thinking about punishment and control (cf.
Garland 1999:9, Garland 2005:795-6). Simon has recently argued that for the future
development of punishment and society, “the kind of detailed work required in this field
is local research unconstrained by ‘great visions’ of an ideological nature; research
which would facilitate an appreciation of local strategies and moves in the game of
social control” (Simon 2012:68). In this dissertation I aim to provide an example of such
research.

1.4. Methodology and sources
Given my focus on the response to informing by Republicans, I have concentrated on
primary sources that will provide the most insights to the Republican outlook on the
topic. Therefore, in carrying out the research I have relied on two types of primary
sources: interviews, and statements and other materials by the IRA.

The task of accessing relevant individuals who would be willing to be interviewed on
the topic of informing has been difficult. The literature on political violence in Northern
Ireland underlines the difficulties that fieldworkers encounter in accessing respondents
(Feenan 2002:149), and several authors highlighted a “culture of secrecy” affecting
fieldwork in Northern Ireland (Feldman 1991:11, Lundy and McGovern 2006:78). The
topic of my research added to the difficulty. For Republicans, informing is a particularly
embarrassing and unsavoury topic.32 This relates both to the embarrassing fact that many
in their ranks were in fact informers working “for the enemy”, and to the punishment of
informers by the IRA. The latter, which was one of the issues I was most interested in,
can be disconcerting and awkward for Republicans to discuss these days. While many of
been grounded in the theoretical framework of punishment and society (with the exception of applying
restorative justice techniques - see McEvoy and Mika 2002). It is perhaps telling that a recent handbook
on punishment and society (Simon and Sparks 2012) did not include a chapter on armed groups.
32 Informing was identified as sensitive topic for fieldwork in other regions as well (e.g. Be’er and AbdelJawad 1994:9).
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them would recount with some pride tales of attacking the British army or police, the
punishment of informers does not have such ‘heroic’ resonances.

Moreover, during the

course of the research, one of the most persistent topics in the news (from 2010 and
continuing at the time of writing) has been a scandal involving an oral history project
with former IRA members, carried out by local Northern Ireland researchers affiliated to
Boston College, which involved among other things the publication of a claim that Sinn
Fein President Gerry Adams ordered the killing of an informer. The project came to
prominence following efforts by the local police to gain access to interview recordings
via legal challenges in the US courts, despite the fact that the participants in the project
were guaranteed by the researchers that their interviews would remain confidential until
after their death.34 Needless to say, this very prominent political scandal, involving
former IRA members discussing the punishment of informers for an academic project,
added another layer of difficulty in accessing interviewees.

A list of potential interviewees was drafted in consultation with my primary supervisor.
Many of the interviewees were approached first by my supervisor who has extensive
experience working with Republican paramilitaries and vouched for my bona fides.
Others were approached through other “gate-keepers” who similarly vouched for me. 35
In some cases 1 approached interviewees myself, based on contacts I made during my
time in Belfast.36 Though not significant as such to this research, my credentials as a
human rights activist also appear to have helped gaining access and trust with some of
33 As one interviewee noted, the killing of informers can be “the most barbaric way you can show an
organization [...] an uneasy thing for people in many ways” - interview with an academic researching
armed groups in Northern Ireland, Belfast, June 2012.
34 See e.g. Henry McDonald “Police 'laying siege to journalism' over claim Gerry Adams ordered killing”,
The Guardian, 7 Oct 2012; Dara Kelly, “Boston College legal battle could mean Gerry Adams goes to
trial over IRA”, Irish Central, 18 Jan 2012.
35 On the importance of “gate-keepers” and introductions through a “friend of a friend” in fieldwork in
Northern Ireland see, for example, Feenan 2002, Burton 1978.
36 The difficulties of arranging interviews can be illustrated by the fact that I did not manage to create a
“snowball” effect among the former IRA members. It was a standard practice in my research protocol to
ask interviewees, at the end of the interviews, if they could recommend other people I could talk to. In
previous cases of fieldwork I have carried out the majority of interviewees recommended others, but in
this case one of the indications of the sensitivity of the topic was that none of the former IRA members I
have interviewed has suggested anyone else I should or could talk to. One interviewee said, when I asked
him if he has ideas as to who else I can interview: “Who wants to talk about this? [laughing] I don’t know
anyone, [thinking pause] No. I honestly can’t think about anyone who want to talk about it” (interview
with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011).
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the interviewees, who would otherwise not be forthcoming when asked to talk with an
outsider about this sensitive topic. I have worked at Amnesty International and
B’Tselem, the leading Israeli human rights group - both organizations enjoy a very
favourable reputation among Republicans in Northern Ireland and this association
appears to have helped in gaining access.

•77

In order to facilitate the interviews, all

interviewees were promised anonymity, which has been essential in securing access. I
have also kept interviewees’ identity confidential from other interviewees who
sometimes asked me who else I had interviewed.

I conducted a total of 22 interviews. The majority of interviews were held in Belfast;
several in Derry, and others in Armagh, Dundalk (Republic of Ireland) and London.
Interviews were semi-structured and lasted on average just over an hour. Eleven
interviews were held with former IRA members. Three of them were former senior
members, reputed to have served on the IRA’s ruling Army Council at different periods,
and one of whom is reputed to have been an IRA Chief of Staff at one point. This
seniority of course lends further authority to their interview. The majority of the former
members are today active in Sinn Fein or in civil society, thus remain attuned to current
political and community developments. One interviewee has become a vocal critic of the
current policies of Sinn Fein, and another has a reputation as a maverick and maintain
some links with dissident Republican groups. The other 11 interviewees are people with
deep and intimate knowledge of Republicanism, whose perspectives shed further light
on the research. They include key figures from Northern Ireland’s civil society (from
human rights NGOs, victims groups, ex-prisoners groups and initiatives on dealing with
the past), some of them from Republican background themselves and all of them with a
long experience of working with Republicans on conflict-related issues. They also
include academics who have researched these issues for many years and have long
standing relationships with Republicans, and/or who have been also political and

37 One interviewee explicitly told me “Because I knew you used to work for B’Tselem my door was open
for you, it wouldn’t have been the case otherwise.” Another interviewee similarly told me that when he
first received the approach from me he checked my profile on google and only after he saw my human
rights association decided to reply back and arrange an interview.
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community activists themselves, and a leading journalist with decades of experience
reporting on the IRA.

The fact that my fieldwork was in Northern Ireland itself meant that I was able to spread
the interviews over the course of the research. While the majority of interviews were
conducted in 2011, about half-way through the research, I also conducted several initial
interviews beforehand and subsequent interviews afterwards. This allowed me to spend
time reflecting on each round of interviews, refine and adjust my interview questions,
and follow unexpected responses and insights I gained through previous interviews. I
also often confronted interviewees with views expressed by previous interviewees
(without naming them), which allowed me to assess the validity and prevalence of such
views. Insights expressed in the interviews were also analyzed in comparison with
secondary sources.

In order to facilitate openness, I emphasized to the interviewees, before each interview
started and sometimes repeating it through the interview, that my interest was in
observations and insights on a relatively general level, and that I was not interested in
specific details in relation to incidents involving informing and the punishment of
informers. One of the former IRA members I interviewed told me at the end of the
interview that he felt much more relaxed after I clarified this and advised me to repeat
this emphasis in subsequent interviews. 38

Given the sensitivity of the topic and the cautiousness of many of my interviewees, I
used several techniques in an attempt to encourage them to talk freely and share as many
facts, observations and insights as possible. In order to get the conversation going, I
typically opened by asking the interviewee what first comes to their mind when they
hear the word “informer”. This was designed to get people to start talking - as all of
them would have some association of the word - and also to document their instinctive,

18 Interview with a former IRA member, Dundalk, April 2011. As Feldman wrote of his fieldwork in
Northern Ireland: “in order to know I had to become expert in demonstrating that there were things,
places, and people I did not want to know” (1991:12).
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unrehearsed, response before moving on to more detailed and context-specific questions.
Similarly, in some cases I have emphasized my status as foreigner, at times deliberately
‘‘playing dumb”. This was done partly in order to get the conversation flowing by
encouraging people to give me the traditional “lecture” on Irish history, but more
importantly to encourage people to talk about what would otherwise seem obvious to
them and their communities. My experience in previous fieldwork was that people often
do not articulate what seems to them taken-for-granted, and that actually this could be
the most important element for the researcher. In this case the hatred of informers is
axiomatic among Republicans, and while condemning informers would be a common
topic of conversation between them, I suspect they would rarely articulate to each other
why informers are such hated figures. Playing up my status as a foreigner in this and
other contexts allowed me to force my interviewees to articulate such issues.

In other cases, the reverse has happened and the detailed knowledge of Northern Ireland
I was able to display allowed me to gain trust. During my long experience working on
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict I have come across numerous outsiders who came to
study the conflict and displayed major gaps in their knowledge, which often caused me
to view them with a certain suspicion or resentment. With that experience in mind, I was
adamant not to be perceived as such by people in Northern Ireland. I have dedicated
quite a lot of time to reading and studying many aspects of the conflict, including those
which were less relevant to my particular research, and delayed the bulk of the
interviews until I felt confident enough in my overall knowledge of Northern Ireland’s
history, politics and culture, as well as having detailed knowledge on aspects relating to
informing. This has paid off and in some interviews I was able to display detailed
knowledge of relevant dates, names, details of incidents and so on, as well as
appreciation of some of the nuances of Northern Ireland politics. Some interviewees
appeared to appreciate this and told me “you have done your homework”.39 The fact that
although I was a “foreigner” I clearly have made an effort to study Irish history probably

39 One interviewee, a prominent Republican, is reputed to insist that any student who interviews him has
to confirm that they have read at least a dozen stipulated books on the conflict before he will permit an
interview so that interviewers do not waste his time.
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encouraged the interviewees to open up on this sensitive topic a bit more than they
would have done otherwise. Another technique I tried at times was to be deliberately
dismissive in relation to the IRA’s capabilities (e.g. in relation to its court-martials or
later inquiries) in order to provoke a response which would reveal details and
perceptions.

In addition to these formal interviews, I also held around six “background”
conversations with academics and activists with relevant knowledge and perspectives on
the issues. I have arranged these meetings specifically to discuss the research topics, but
for various reasons did not record them and so I do not count them as formal interviews,
although I have learnt a lot from them. More broadly, I have benefited from dozens of
informal conversations on the topic during my time in Belfast. I was fortunate that my
research topic was familiar to virtually anyone I met and everyone had some perspective
or something to say about the issue. My accent meant that in almost any social encounter
people asked me where I was from and what was I doing in Belfast, and often when 1
volunteered the topic of my PhD people responded in ways which contributed to my
understanding of the perception of informing. Indeed I became quite adept in triggering
such responses. Though these cannot be adequately referenced, I have learnt enormously
from such conversations in the university corridors, pubs, cafes and so on. I also had
conversations about the topic with Republican ex-prisoners while participating in several
“political tours” guided by them (I participated in around five such tours in Belfast and
one in South Armagh).

A second type of sources for this research was statements and publications by the IRA
itself and by some of its members. In line with current punishment and society literature,
I was interested in examining “the realm of discourse”, following Garland’s advice to
“pay attention to what gets said as well as what gets done” (Garland 2010:286), and the
importance attached to representation of punishment and deviance in popular cultural
discourses, media and political rhetoric (Simon and Sparks 2012:4-5). More specifically,
statements and publications by armed groups enable exploring what they say in their
own words in order to understand their mindset and processes of decision making, how
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they justify, rationalize and legitimize their actions, how they explain their actions to
diverse audiences as well as to themselves, and how they see themselves and what they
think they are doing (Cordes 1987).

The main source for such statements was the principal Republican publication An
Phoblacht, a weekly newspaper published by Sinn Fein since the early 1970s, which has
published reports and articles as well as verbatim IRA statements. Copies of An
Phoblacht are archived in the Northern Ireland Political Collection at the Linen Hall
Library in Belfast, mainly in the form of microfiche (digital access is only for issues
from 1997 onwards). This format of course unfortunately does not allow perfonning a
word search, and there is also no index. At first I was looking for issues from specific
dates: as part of the research I created a database of incidents in which the IRA has
killed alleged informers, and looked for issues immediately after the relevant dates in
order to locate relevant IRA statements. However I gradually realized that many
interesting statements and articles - for example warnings to informers-to-be, offers of
“amnesties”, and so on - would not necessarily follow specific killings. I therefore
decided to read through the majority of the issues available on the microfiche, and
“scanned” whole years searching for relevant materials. This has been an extremely
time-consuming exercise but ultimately a fruitful one. In addition, I used media accounts
of IRA statements and actions, from local newspapers such as the Irish Times, Irish
News or Fortnight Magazine (these are archived in hard copies in Linen Hall Library);
here I mostly searched specific dates following incidents of killings of alleged informers.
I have also used several Republican pamphlets from the conflict era I have found in the
Northern Ireland Political Collection, and in addition the IRA’s code of conduct known
as the Green Book, which has been published in several books (e.g. as an annex in
Dillon 1990).

Another major source for the research was books written or co-written by former IRA
members. While these varied in stylistic or scholarly value, they have proven invaluable
for this research. Such works include memoirs and autobiographies written or co-written
by Sean McStoifan, the IRA’s first chief of staff (1975); Joe Cahill, another chief of staff
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(Anderson 2002); Sinn Fein’s president and reputed IRA chief of staff Gerry Adams
(1990, 1996); prominent former IRA member Danny Morrison (1999); Brendan Hughes,
a former IRA leader (Moloney 2010); and former IRA members Shane O’Doherty
(1993), and Gerry Bradley (2009).

I have also relied on non-fiction books on the

conflict by former IRA members Tommy McKeamey (2011), Laurence McKeown
(2001), and Anthony McIntyre (2008). Another type of memoirs which has been very
useful for this research is books written by former IRA members who turned informers,
including Eamon Collins (1997), Martin McGartland (1997, 1999), Sean O’Callaghan
(1998), Raymond Gilmour (1998) and Kevin Fulton (2006).40 I have also used memoirs
written by leaders of the “old” IRA from the War of Independence, Dan Breen (1981)
and Tom Barry (1993). As noted above, I have also relied extensively on Northern Irish
newspapers and websites, especially in relation to the more recent post-conflict era
discourses on informing.

While I am confident that the sources I have used are more than adequate to address the
research focus, it is important to acknowledge some of the inherent methodological
limitations in conducting research on this topic. In general, the topic of the use of
informers by state agencies has been described as a “murky world of half-truth,
deception [and] innuendo” (Billingsley et al 2001:5), and it was argued that the nature of
the topic and the limitations of data sources requires “more tentative conclusions” (Marx
1974:404). Such general limitations are exacerbated in what was also termed “Northern
Ireland’s murky world of informers”,41 and which was defined by a leading historian of
Northern Ireland as the one aspect of Northern Ireland politics where reliable
information is the hardest to find. 42

One important limitation is the lack of any access to state’s records on the use of
informers. The activities of intelligence agencies are by nature highly secretive
(Bamford 2005:600). In Northern Ireland state agencies have never confirmed or denied

40 Kevin Fulton is a pseudonym of an informer whose real name was later revealed to be Peter Keeley.
41 Brian Rowan, “Northern Ireland’s Murky World of Informers”, Belfast Telegraph, 6 March 2010.
42 Richard English, “Did Stakeknife Cut the Mustard?”, Fortnight Magazine, July/August 2003.
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their use of an informer in any specific case or incident and have never confirmed or
denied the identity of any informer,43 and have never formally provided any general data
or acknowledgment in relation to the scope of the use of informers. Access to such
records would have perhaps taken the research to different directions,44 but the reality is
that such files are completely confidential and will very likely remain closed for
academic research for years to come. Records of decision-making processes by the IRA
also remain out of the reach of academic research. Minutes of the IRA’s Army Council
meetings or full records of courts-martial it has held would have allowed this research,
for example, to pinpoint more accurately when policy changes took place. With the
obvious lack of access to such records the ability of the research to answer such
questions is inherently limited. The lack of access to such records, combined with - as
was mentioned above - the need to avoid too many operational details during my
interviews, have perhaps resulted at times in a certain level of generalization in the
dissertation. I am not providing, for example, concrete immediate details regarding the
killing of any specific informer. All of this results in evidence which is far from optimal,
but optimal evidence is simply unattainable for the issue explored in this research (cf.
Kalyvas 2006:13).

While these limitations of data are important to acknowledge, given the nature of my
research they were less pertinent. My focus was not on estimating the “real” risk from
informers and therefore whether the Republican response was cost-effective, but instead
I sought to describe and theorize the ways in which Republicans, rooted in a particular
historical, cultural and political context, interpreted and perceived informing and the
specific strategies they chose to employ (on this distinction of types of analysis see
Simon 2005:121-122). Put differently, as I was examining the shadow of informers - not
the informers themselves - my sources were sufficient for the research.

43 With the exception of informers who acted as state witnesses in trials, and only one more case - detailed
in chapter 8 below - where, in 2006, the police denied in that a person killed in 1971 was an informer.
44 For example full access to the security services files would have allowed to examine how many of those
approached to become informers have agreed to do so and how this has changed across different political
periods or following successes or failures of the IRA’s campaign.
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In concluding this section, a brief note on normative issues is in order. Conducting
research on issues relating to political violence tend to involve some nonnative
assessment, and as someone who has been working for many years as a human rights
activist I am all too aware of this, and in much of my previous work I was, consciously
or otherwise, “taking sides” (Becker 1967). However, in this thesis I have aimed to
suspend as much as possible explicit normative judgments. The killing of informers, and
for that matter of anyone else, cannot be condoned. However, my aim in this research
was not to condone or condemn anyone but rather to seek to understand and explain the
behaviour of an armed group during a conflict and the legacy of such actions in its
aftermath. As Kalyvas wrote, sympathy for victims of violence, for example as exhibited
by human rights NGOs, results in a discourse of condemnation: “this is fine from a
normative point of view, but can be fatal from a theoretical one, because condemnation
surreptitiously substitutes for explanation” (Kalyvas 2006:33). A closely related issue is
the “partisan bias”, resulting in a “scholarship of combat” in which authors explicitly
engage in justification of one side to a conflict and condemnation of the other, in
polemics involving “competitive discussions of comparative cruelty” (Kalyvas 2006:35).
Studies of Northern Ireland very often exhibit such partisan bias, and many of them can
be very easily categorized as either pro or anti-Republican. In this thesis I have sought
not to be affected by such partisan bias, and in this context the fact that I am an outsider
to the conflict has hopefully helped me in attaining the necessary scholarly detachment.

Moreover, analyzing the obviously hostile approach of the Republican Movement to
informing, without in-depth engagement with the perspectives of the informers
themselves, might create a false impression of some negative normative assessment of
informers on my side. That is not the case. Informers have played a complex role in the
Northern Ireland conflict, as they have played in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and
elsewhere, and cannot be treated as a monolithic category. Some of them undoubtedly
saved civilian lives, some were directly involved in abuses, many have done both. The
attempt to understand and explain the Republican attitudes and actions toward informers
should not be seen as any form of statement on my behalf on the justness or lack thereof
of such Republican actions and attitudes. Though I characterize the actions of informers
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as “betrayal”, this only means they violated the expectation of loyalty by many in their
communities. But betrayal is an inherently ambiguous category, difficult either simply to
condone or condemn (Shklar 1984:139-141), and the use of term should not be seen as
implying any overall negative normative assessment on my part.

1.5. The IRA and informing: historical backeround
The Irish Republican Army (IRA) descended from the Irish Volunteers which initiated
the 1916 Easter Uprising, and it led the fight against the British government during the
1919-1921 Irish War of Independence.45 After the Anglo-Irish Treaty ended the war
with the partition of Ireland to an Irish Free State (later to become the Republic of
Ireland) and Northern Ireland which remained part of the UK, the IRA split into pro and
anti-Treaty camps, with the latter remaining an underground organization for decades to
come. In 1969, at the beginning of the modem phase of the conflict, that was triggered
initially by the civil rights campaign against discrimination of Catholics in Northern
Ireland, the IRA split again into an “Official” IRA and a “Provisional” IRA. The former
declared a ceasefire at the early 1970,46 while the latter became by far the biggest and
most important Republican group, and has come to be commonly seen as the IRA.
References to “the IRA” in this dissertation are to the Provisional IRA.47 The IRA’s
declared goal was the end of British rule and the establishment of a United Ireland.
During its campaign of political violence it attacked security forces, Loyalist groups,
civilians and economic targets. The IRA declared its final ceasefire in 1997, and in 2005,
after decommissioning its weapons, declared an end to its armed struggle (Bishop and
Mallie 1988, Coogan 1993, English 2003, Moloney 2007).48

45 Space of course does not allow including a general historical background to the conflict in Northern
Ireland (for this see e.g. Tonge 2006, O’Leary and McGarry 1995).
46 The ceasefire in turn triggered a split in the Official IRA and the establishment of the Irish National
Liberation Army (INLA), which has continued to operate through the conflict (Holland and McDonald
1995).
47 Though occasionally the term “provisionals” or “provos” will appear in quotes from interviews, media
accounts or literature.
48 The ceasefire led to the establishment of new Republican armed groups, known as “dissidents” in local
parlance, including among others the Real IRA and Continuity IRA (Sanders 2011).
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The Nationalist population of Northern Ireland was divided between the supporters of
the more moderate Social Democratic and Labour Party (SDLP), and supporters of
Republicanism, represented mainly by the IRA and its political wing Sinn Fein that
began contesting elections in the 1980s. The term “Republican Movement”, as used in
this dissertation, describes a broad movement which includes the IRA together with Sinn
Fein.49 The term “Republican communities”, as used in this thesis, refers more broadly
to supporters of Republicanism (the majority of whom were not themselves formal
members of either the IRA or Sinn Fein).50 Such communities were bound by social and
family ties and cultural and religious background as much as by ideology, were often
concentrated in specific geographical areas (such as West and North Belfast, the Bogside
area in Derry, or South Armagh) and were predominantly from working class
background (Sluka 1989, Burton 1978).

Informers - assisting in arrests, prosecutions and curtailing of military operations featured in virtually all episodes of rebellion by Irish nationalism, including the 1641
rebellion (Boyd 1984:8), the United Irishmen’s 1798 rebellion (Knox 1997), the 1848
rebellion (Bowden 1973:7), and the Fenian movement of the second half of the 19lh
century (Jenkins 2008). The use of informers was also prominent during the Irish War of
Independence, and the actions of IRA leader Michael Collins against suspected
informers are often cited as one of the reasons for the ultimate success of the IRA at that
time (Coogan 1990:3, Feehan 1981:28). Through all these episodes and periods alleged
informers were threatened and killed by Irish rebels (Jenkins 2008:92, Hart 1998:293).

Informers continued to play a major role after the partition of Ireland and the re-forming
of the IRA. In the late 1920s and 1930s the IRA threatened, attacked, and killed several
informers (English 2003). According to Sean MacStoifan, the first chief of staff of the
Provisional IRA, the IRA bombing campaign of 1939-1940 was sabotaged by informers
(1975:42), and in 1941, Stephen Hayes, IRA Chief of Staff at the time, was suspected of
49 See the entry for “Republican Movement” at CAIN (Conflict Archive on the Internet), A Glossary of
Terms Related to the Conflict, at http://cain.ulst.ac.Uk/othelem/glossary.htm#R
50 In this context “communities” are the social environments from which and through which armed groups
emerge and sustain their support (Feenan 2002:148).
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being an informer and convicted by an IRA court-martial, although he later escaped
(English 2003:55-58). The nature of the next major IRA surge of activities, the 19561962 campaign, was strongly affected by suspicions about the prevalence of informers in
the Belfast Brigade, which, according to Joe Cahill (an IRA chief of staff in the 1970s),
led to excluding Belfast from the operations and instead carrying out attacks primarily in
the border regions (Anderson 2002:118-137; and see also Flynn 2009:61). Informers
continued operating against the IRA in the 1960s (O’Halpin 2008:664).

After the eruption of the modem phase of the conflict in 1969, the British government
response again involved a prominent role for informers. The use of informers was an
integral part of British counter-insurgency doctrines, and their operation in Northern
Ireland followed similar British policies during the 1950s and 1960s in Kenya, Malaya,
Cyprus or Aden, and preceded such policies in Iraq in recent years (Mumford 2012,
Charters 2009). Given that British or Protestant members of the security services were
very unlikely to be able to infiltrate the IRA or the tight-knit Republican communities,
the role of “turned” informers was particularly crucial for the authorities (Sluka 1989:29;
Dingley 2009:70). According to an authoritative source, the IRA “was plagued with
informers from the beginning” (Bishop and Mallie 1988:401), and the proceedings of the
Saville Inquiry on the events of Bloody Sunday confirmed the operation of several
informers in the IRA from the very early phases of the conflict (Murray 2011).51

Several state agencies were involved in recruiting and running informers, including the
local police (The Royal Ulster Constabulary, RUC - renamed the Police Service of
Northern Ireland (PSNI) in the wake of the Good Friday Agreement), the British army,
and the secret security service MIS, as well as the Irish Police (in relation to activities in
the Republic of Ireland) (Bamford 2005). In the early years of the conflict the level of
intelligence on the IRA collected by the RUC was considered inadequate by the
government (Ellison and Smyth 2000:63; Ryder 2000:107), and the army sought to
51 According to McGladdery, the growing numbers of informers in their ranks in Belfast and Derry in the
early years of the conflict was one of the reasons behind the IRA’s decision to begin a bombing campaign
in England in 1973 (2006:58), though that operation was also in turn compromised by an informer
(2006:63).
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develop its own intelligence capacity, including the recruitment of informers (Urban
1992, Charters 2009). The recruitment and use of informers became gradually more
central to the army, with the rise in importance of the counter-insurgency doctrines
advocated by influential army officer and theoretician Frank Kitson (Faligot 1983), who
emphasized the significance of informers, especially '‘turned'’ militants, for the success
of counter-insurgencies (Kitson 1971:95).52 By the late 1970s, the RUC regained an
important role in operating informers, as part of a broader British government policy
shift of “criminalization” - denying the political aspect of IRA violence and treating it as
ordinary crime instead, and “Ulsterization” - giving primacy to the local police and
withdrawing the British army from the more visible frontlines.53 As a result of these
policy shifts the RUC Special Branch became more prominent in the recruitment of
operation of informers (Southern 2009, Brown 2006, Flolland and phoenix 1996),
though the other actors continued doing it as well. MIS, while always involved in
collecting intelligence against the IRA, including through informers, became more
dominant by the early 1990s, as the end of the cold war led to shifting of resources
(Andrew 2009). All these agencies placed a premium on the running of informers
against the IRA: a complex intelligence network was built up by the police, army and
MIS, resources were made available and the system of recruiting and operating
informers throughout Northern Ireland was extended and refined, with informers being
the primary source of intelligence for all the security services (Taylor 1997:256-265,
Dilon 1990:309-363, Moloney 2007:527, Charters 2009, Hamill 1985:135).

Informers assisted state agencies in a range of activities. In public statements the IRA
attributed to the work of informers arrests of its members,54 raids on houses and arms
dumps,55 and ambushes.56 Such claims are supported by secondary sources. Informers

52 While army informers were initially ran by ordinary battalions, later on they were operated by
specialised units - first the Military Reconnaissance Force (MRF), and later the Force Research Unit
(FRU), which was established in the early 1980s and whose motto was “fishers of men” (Urban 1992,
Frampton 2008).
53 On this policy shift see McEvoy 2001:227-229; Ellison and Smyth 2000:80-86; Cunningham 2001:2425.
54 “IRA: We executed informer”, Irish News, 17 August 1973
55 “IRA executes informer”, An Phoblacht, 25 July 1991.
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were expected to provide details of personnel, weapons and forthcoming operations, and
at times, if informers themselves were taking part in operations, they were asked to
baulk the operation by sabotaging detonators or weapons (Bishop and Mallie 1988:401).
Informers sometimes travelled in armoured personnel carriers around Belfast,
identifying individual IRA activists for the army (Dillon 1990).57 Informers also passed
information about meetings of IRA units, and about planned bombings and attacks, for
example the identity of police officers who were targets of planned operations (Phoenix
and Holland 1996).

A particularly high-profile element in the use of informers was the “Supergrass” trials of
1981-1986, in which hundreds of people were arrested based on testimony by members
of armed groups.

This was one of the main strategies of the British government at the

time and it invested substantial financial resources and ideological support in the
Supergrass system.59 The vast majority of the convictions were later overturned, as the
evidence from informers was eventually considered unreliable by the courts and the
policy was abandoned in 1986 (Greer 1995b, Hillyard and Percy-Smith 1984).

Especially since the late 1980s, informers were involved in setting up ambushes in
which IRA members were killed and injured by the security forces (White and White
1991, Sanders 2011:140, Frampton 2008, Coogan 1993:576-7, Bamford 2005:596). As
noted above, informers were also important in relation to weaponry, an issue that has
been a constant concern for the IRA throughout its existence (Hoyt 2008:50). They
assisted the authorities in the discovery of arms and explosive dumps, as well as the
interception of arms smuggling into the country (Boyne 2006:271-278, Bonner

56 “Informer ordered out”, An Phoblacht 14 June 1990; “Derry brigade statement”, An Phoblacht 15
March 1990
57 This is described for example by former IRA member Danny Morrison, who was himself arrested in
such a way (Morrison 1999:122).
58 The Supergrasses testify openly in courts and therefore are different than the usual secret informers.
However, several of them have acted as secret informers before turning state witnesses, and more
importantly Republicans referred to them as “informers” without any distinction between them and other
type of informing (Boyd 1984, Sinn Fein 1983, Greer 1995b).
59 The Supergrasses included not only IRA members but also members of the INLA and Loyalists armed
groups, who assisted in prosecuting other members of those groups.
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1988:32), including, in one case, the seizure of a vast arms cargo from Libya in 1986
(Moloney 2007, Tongue 2006:71). More broadly, the use of informers by state agencies
was also motivated by a desire to sow suspicion, mistrust and doubts among IRA cadres,
undermine morale, encourage internal feuds, and thus affect the organization’s overall
operational capacity (Hewitt 2010, Dingley 2009:70-1, Clarke and Johnston 2001:94,
Bonner 1988:32, Bamford 2005:592-3).

Informers were recruited from within the ranks of the IRA, as well as from the networks
of supporters who were not IRA members but assisted the organization (for example
through providing cars or “safe houses”, or alerting members to army patrols), and more
broadly from the Catholic working-class areas where the IRA was based. In relation to
the latter, for example, taxi drivers or barmen in Republican areas who could overhear
conversations, neighbours of known IRA members or shopkeepers in their local areas,
were all considered valuable informers (Southern 2009:192).60 Some informers were
tasked with fairly low-level activities such as phoning their handlers if they saw specific
cars in specific locations. Others were tasked with more active assignments, for example
sabotaging weapons before operations, as described above (Dillon 1990, Urban 1992).
Similarly, some informers provided “background information”, for example, on the
IRA’s membership and structure, and others provided exact “tactical information”, for
example, the precise details of a planned operation or the whereabouts of a wanted
person or a weapons cache (Bamford 2005:591).

The motivations of informers varied. Many were recruited in exchange for not being
prosecuted for their IRA activities (Taylor 1997:256, Bishop and Mallie 1988:401), or
after being exposed to other threats by their interrogators (Sluka 1989:198). IRA
members who faced a second imprisonment after already serving time in prison seemed
to be particularly vulnerable to recruitment attempts (Greer 1995b:50). Informers were
also recruited from within the community in exchange for not being prosecuted for
“ordinary crimes” such as car thefts (Mulcahy 2006:79-81). Offers of money and other
60 Another example is estate-agents, who gave the IRA very useful help in arranging “safe-houses” for
meetings, and in turn were recruited as informers (Moloney 2010:281-286).
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rewards, blackmail, as well as a desire to take revenge against members of the IRA, and
sometimes the thrill of operations, were other common motivations (Dillon 1990:309).
While “human weaknesses” were commonly exploited in the recruitment of informers
(Frampton 2008:90), at times, beyond coercion and temptation, there were also
apparently ideological motivations for some of those who became informers (Burton
1978:90, Urban 1992:104).61 This wide range of motivations is consistent with findings
in other localities.

f\')

The exact scope of informing, the number and level of informers, and their overall
impact on the operation of the IRA are all currently contested (as described in chapter 7
below), and it is likely that in the foreseeable future it will remain hard to quantify these
accurately. However, it is clear that throughout the conflict informers played a major
role in the struggle of state agencies against the IRA (Frampton 2008:88, Dingley
2009:69, Bamford 2005:581), and that the IRA considered it as a major issue of concern,
as the next chapters will analyse.

61 As one senior former IRA member summed up: “People from all walks of lives would have been
involved in informing. Petty criminals, especially young people who were susceptible, people stopped for
drinking and driving, people who were suspected of being involved in sex crimes against kids. Some
people who were taxi drivers, if caught drinking, you can lose your license and your livelihood. There
were other people who had a political axe to grind against the IRA, who would not have been difficult to
convince — maybe a family member was killed by the IRA or they had some grievance against the IRA.
[...] and then obviously you had people in the IRA itself who were recruited [...] Most people were
blackmailed, they were caught doing something and that was used as a leverage against them” (interview
with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010).
62 As Kalyvas noted in his general comparative work on political conflicts: “the motivations behind
informing are mixed. They may reflect genuine political preferences, expectations of personal gain,
private grudges, coercion and blackmail, or survival considerations” (2006:105). A similar range of
motivations for informing was also noted in the Israeli-Palestinian context (Be’er and Abdel-Jawad
1994:32-33; Yahya 1990:94).

PARTI

Republican Responses to Informing during the Conflict:
Punishment, Adaptation, and Governance
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“Any man who may suspect another of being an informer, beholds in him an enemy”
(Cesare Beccaria, An Essay on Crimes and Punishments)

“Mr Mcllmurray, like anyone else living in West Belfast, knows that the consequence for
informing is death ”
(Gerry Adams, after the 1987 IRA killing of alleged informer Charles Mcllmurray)

“I would say the IRA let go five times more [informers] than what they shot”
(Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011)

“Of course things are never going to be as black and white as what they may seem on
the surface

”

(Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012)
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Introduction to Part I
In the following four chapters I analyze the response of the IRA to informing during the
conflict in Northern Ireland. After a chapter setting out the general attitudes toward
informing amongst Republicans and the communities from which they come, the
subsequent three chapters explore three modes of responses: punishing informing;
adapting to informing; and governing through informing. As was explained in more
detail in chapter 1, the focus here is on the reaction to informing by the Republican
Movement, rather than on the motivations and perspectives of either the informers
themselves or their handlers. In an analogy to the criminological literature which focuses
on the problem of crime-control rather than crime (Garland 1996a:446), I am interested
here in “informing-control” - the ways that the IRA understood and managed the threat
of informers, rather than the aetiology of informing itself.

In many general accounts of the IRA, the response of the organisation to informing is
reduced to one aspect: the killing of alleged informers. Statements from Republican
leaders have certainly contributed to this image. In one of the most infamous of such
statements, Sinn Fein President and alleged former IRA Chief of Staff Gerry Adams,
said, after the 1987 IRA killing of alleged informer Charles Mclllmurray: “Mr
Mcllmurray, like anyone else living in West Belfast, knows that the consequence for
informing is death’' (Cited in McKittrick et al 1999:1072, emphasis added). Such a view
was echoed by former IRA commander and current Deputy First Minister Martin
McGuinness. In an oft-cited 1988 TV interview held after the killing of another informer
by the IRA, McGuinness said: “if Republican activists go to the other side, then they
more than anyone else are absolutely and totally aware what the penalty for doing that
is”. When the interviewer asked in response: “death?”, McGuinness replied: “death,
certainly” (cited in Clarke and Johnston 2001:162-3).63 The notion that a certain death

63 A clip from this interview on the BBC Panorama program, containing McGuinness’s answer, is also
available on http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ch5u8YbOvIE
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was the only response the IRA had to informing can be found in many other sources on
the IRA, from both sympathetic and hostile commentators.64

In reality, however, while the killing of alleged informers was certainly a major part of
the IRA’s response, it was far from being the only policy. My analysis reveals a range of
complexities, ambiguities and tensions within the Republican response to informing.
When asked about a potential gap between rhetoric (by both the IRA and other actors)
and reality in the response to informing, a senior ex-IRA member told the author that:
“of course things are never going to be as black and white as what they may seem on the
surface”.65 In what follows, I aim to go below the surface. Based on extensive archival
research and interviews with former IRA members and others, I will argue that the
IRA’s response to informing actually involved a much broader repertoire of practices,
policies and discourses than may first appear. I will contend that such complexity
reflected the fact that Republicans had to juggle a range of competing and sometimes
contradictory goals and dynamics in their reaction to informing. As detailed below, such
variables included, for example, maintaining their legitimacy in the eyes of their
supportive communities, finding an effective way to reduce the very real security threat
of informers, and framing the public image of the informer in ways which would least
harm their political struggle.

The general theoretical literature on armed groups has paid little systematic attention to
responses to informing by such groups. As in the case of the Northern Ireland specific
literature, when the issue is addressed, the tendency is to focus almost exclusively on the
64 For example see the following statements: IRA informers faced “certainty of death” (Toolis 1995:196);
“the penalty if discovered was almost certainly death” (Tonge 2005:83); “if they talked, they faced death”
(Bishop and Mallie 1988:408); “it was a job that sometimes paid well, until the informer was caught by
the IRA and summarily executed” (Geraghty 1998:151); “The penalty for betrayal was death” (Harndem
1999:35). The killing of informers has also been the dominant theme in fictional accounts representing the
IRA’s response to informing, ranging from e.g. David Park’s novel The Truth Commissioner (2008), to
films such as Shadow Dancer (Directed by James Marsh, 2012). In an interesting cross-over, the killing of
informers — as the only response to informing - was also described in novels written by conflict
protagonists, for example in novels written by former Republican prisoners Danny Morrison (1996) and
Ronan Bennent (1991), as well as in a novel written by Stella Remington, who was head of MI5 during
the conflict, where she wrote: “in the pre-peace years, without exception every informer the IRA had
unearthed and managed to get hold of has been murdered” (2006:59).
65 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012.
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killing of informers. In most cases, authors treat the killing of informers simply as
another form of violence by an armed group, distinguished from the violence directed
against the state only by the target. Thus, for example, Thornton (1964) categorises the
response to informers by armed groups as a form of what he labelled “enforcement
terror” (as opposed to the “agitational terror” directed at state targets); Della Porta
(1995) treats it as “control violence” (as opposed to “propaganda violence” directed at
the state); De la Calle and Sanchez-Cuenca (2007) define it as “control killings” (as
opposed to the “attrition killings” directed at the state); and for Silke (2000:84), actions
against informers are simply a case of the use of “physical force” by an armed group.
There are several gaps across this literature. Firstly, informers are identified as a
common target for violence, but there is little attempt to explain the factors which make
them such a target in specific contexts or to identify distinct strands in the attitudes of
armed groups to informers. Secondly, the practice of killing informers is described in a
superficial way: there is little attention to how such systems of punishment are actually
carried out in practice, the nature of the killings, constraints evident within this practice,
and the use of alternatives to killings. Thirdly, the focus tends to be exclusively on
violence and killings of informers, neglecting other strategies, practices and forms in
which an armed group can adapt to the predicament of informing. Fourthly, the response
to informing is analysed solely as a tool to deter informers,66 and there is little attempt to
explore broader implications and whether the reaction to informing may also have
additional benefits for an armed group. The next four chapters aim to address such gaps,
using the IRA as a case-study.

Chapter 2, entitled Republican Attitudes to Informing: Fear,

Loathing and

Normalization seeks to go beyond the uni-dimensional image of informers as hatefigures and identifies three distinct themes in attitudes toward informers. “Fear” refers to
a rational instrumental analysis which identifies the informer as a threat to the armed
struggle; “loathing” refers to an emotional response, embedded in culture and history,
which views the informer as a folk-devil; and “normalization” refers to a grudging
66 This is consistent with a trend in studies of political violence, which as Kalyvas noted tend to see
violence as an outcome of narrowly instrumental goals (2006:32-3).
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acceptance of the informer as an unavoidable fact of life and an acceptable risk in
underground operations.67

Chapter 3, Punishing Informing: Retribution, Legitimacy and Pragmatism, seeks to
explore in detail the organisation’s punitive response to informing and identifies several
dialectical tensions that shaped it. Building on Balbus’s (1973) concept of‘‘dialectical
repression”, I argue that the IRA’s retributive impulse toward informers was tempered
by two other considerations: a political need to maintain long-term legitimacy in the
eyes of various audiences, and a practical need to reduce the threat of informing in an
effective way. Accordingly, while on the one hand the IRA carried out killings of
informers and created a “spectacle of suffering”, it also made an effort to project a
“performance of legality” and used court-martials to try alleged informers, and also
offered amnesties to informers who confessed to it voluntarily.

Chapter 4, Adapting to Informing: Defining-Down, Publicity Campaigns, and
Organizational Restructuring, uses David Garland’s concept of “adaptation strategies”
(1996, 2001) to analyse a set of strategies which go beyond the imposition of
punishments and instead seek to adapt the organization, in various ways, to the
phenomenon of informing. I identify and analyze three such strategies: defming-down
the type of behaviour considered as informing; the use of publicity campaigns to
influence the community’s behaviour in order to reduce the threat of informing; and a
restructuring of the IRA’s organizational structure in order to reduce its vulnerability to
informing.

Chapter 5, Governing through Informing? The Hidden Benefits of Counter-Informing suggests that while informing was a major security problem for the IRA, counter
informing also afforded the IRA leadership pragmatic benefits in pursuing other goals.
Adapting Simon’s (2007) “governing through crime” framework, I argue that the
67 In this analysis I use the term “normalization” in the sense of how a certain risk or undesired behaviour
becomes a “normal social fact”, “a routine part of [...] consciousness, an everyday risk to be assessed and
managed [...] a standard background feature” (Garland 1996a:446), not in the sense that the term
“normalization” has acquired in the context of Foucault’s (1977) work.
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response to informing had important political, sociological and ideological functions for
the Republican Movement in asserting authority and a state-like image, signifying an
“imagined community'’, and facilitating internal control within the organization as well
as in Republican communities more broadly.

Hence I argue that rather than being simply a default, mechanical, retributive response,
the IRA’s reaction to informing involved a complex set of responses and a series of
tensions and complementary strategies. Organisational attitudes fluctuated between
intense fear and loathing and realistic normalization. Within the system of punishment,
there were tensions between brutal killings and the image of “due process” and across a
spectrum from brutal torture and death to pragmatic amnesties. The punitive response
was employed side-by-side with an adaptive response. And, finally, I suggest that while
infonning was viewed as an internal security problem it can also be seen as a
governance solution. In short, while the fact that the IRA has killed informers is of
course well-known and well-documented, what has been missing is an analytical
account which provides a both a “thicker” description and a more rigorous theoretical
exploration of the dynamics at play. The following chapters seek to offer such an
account, and adopt a broad view of the IRA’s “penality” (Garland 1985) in this context the totality of institutions, practices and discourses that surround punishment and
control.

Before beginning the analysis in detail, it would be useful to recall some of the caveats
offered earlier in chapter 1. Firstly, the following chapters seek to analyse general
patterns and attitudes - they are not an exhaustive account of all instances in which the
IRA has targeted informing. Secondly, in identifying these general patterns I do not
mean to suggest that there were no occasional deviations. I am conscious that in
discerning patterns and attitudes, there are dangers in over-reading events that occurred
in a violent and messy 30-year conflict and missing the human narratives therein - what
EP Thompson famously described in his critique of overly rigid Marxist accounts of
history as “the enormous condescension of posterity” (1963:12). In practice the IRA’s
conduct may have been haphazard at times, there were likely some variances in practice
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over time or between regions, and the policy principles were not universally followed in
practice. As with most systems of punishment, there were likely some “govemmentality
gaps” (McNeill et al 2009) where front-line practices were out of tune with official
policies, and processes of “organizational de-coupling” - where gaps emerge between
rules and practices (Meyer and Rowan 1991), a process often evident in policing (Marx
1972, Punch 1985).

zo

Bearing all of this in mind, the aim of the following chapters is to

identify broad dominant themes and trends in the thinking and practice of the IRA,
stepping back from the often-disputed details relating to a specific incident or a
suspected informer, and instead examining and explaining the general policies, norms
and strategies.

68 For example there were claims that the IRA sometimes allowed high-level informers to escape without
punishment while killing low-level informers (Moloney 2007:582), that sometimes alleged informers were
spared from executions if they came from well-connected families (Interview with an academic
researching armed groups in Northern Ireland, Belfast, June 2012; Interview with an academic and
political activist, June 2012; McKay 2009), that there were “occasions where rules where set aside”
(Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, July 2011) or simply that there were cases of unexplained
variations in the treatment of alleged informers (Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April

2011).
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CHAPTER 2
Fear, Loathing, and Normalization: Republican Attitudes to Informing
As discussed in chapter 1, the notion of informers as the ultimate outcasts in Republican
communities is well established in the literature (see e.g. Toolis 1995:194, Sluka
1989:140). To be an informer in these communities is to be the “lowest of the low”
(Smyth and Fay 2000: 27), and the term “informer” is considered as the deepest insult in
Republican vocabulary (McKay 2009: 235); as one interviewee observed: “the whole
notion of the informer, it’s probably the worst insult that you can use, the worst slur that
you can make against another person”.69 Such an outlook has been consistent over the
years: Dan Breen, a prominent IRA leader from the War of Independence, wrote that “an
Irishman fears nothing more than to be suspected of being an informer” (1981:56), and
Sean MacStoifan, the first chief of staff of the Provisional IRA, referred in this context
to “something that goes very deep in the psychology of the Irish people: they cannot
stand a traitor” (1975:307).
However, while commentators agree that there have been strong negative attitudes
towards informers, there is a need to further unpack and explain these attitudes. The goal
of this chapter is to provide a richer and thicker account of the general attitudes to
informers among Republicans, and it thus also serves as a foundation for the subsequent
chapters which will cover more specific aspects of the response to informing. It proceeds
by identifying and explaining three themes underpinning the reactions to informing,
which I label as: fear, loathing, and normalization.

The term “fear and loathing”, originally coined by Hunter Thompson (1971, 1972), has
become one of the most commonly-used terms in social sciences generally (as noted by
Anleu 2004) and has also become common in criminology (e.g. Simon 2001). Though in
most cases authors do not distinguish its two components, and indeed fear and loathing
are often co-experienced (Miller 1997:26), my analysis below will separate, for
69

Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012.
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analytical purposes, fear from loathing. As will be elaborated below, in this context fear
refers to an instrumental rational response to the threat informers represent to the success
of an underground organization and to the safety of individual members. Loathing, on
the other hand, refers to a culturally-embedded hatred of informers, who emerge as folkdevils in Republican communities. The third theme, normalization, refers to attitudes in
which informing is grudgingly accepted as a “fact of life” and routinized as an
“occupational hazard.” These themes sometimes overlap and converge, and some topics
- such as the effects of history and the role of trust - cut across them. However I argue
that it is useful to analyze them separately as the dynamics underpinning them as well as
their effects are to a large degree distinctive.

2.1. Fear: the informer as a threat to the struggle
The concept of fear can be related to irrational dreads associated with pre-modem
superstitions or to rational modem threat-assessments (Gold and Revill 2003), and it is
in the latter sense that 1 use it here. This is based on understanding of fear not just as a
psychological emotion but from a sociological perspective, which argues that fear is
embedded in social, political and environmental contexts (Tudor 2003). This usage is in
line with the literature on political violence that views fear as an instrumental response
to existing threats and a heightened concern for security (Lake and Rothchild 1996;
Posen 1993; Petersen 2002).70 In our context, the most pertinent themes of those
generally associated with fear are “anxiety” produced by personal insecurity, and the
“response to perceived hazards and dangers” (Gold and Revill 2003:31).

The concept of “fear” in this context then denotes a rational, instrumental approach
among Republicans, based on recognizing the threat informers constitute to an
underground military organisation. It is premised on the well-grounded understanding
that informers were a central tool of the counter-insurgency in Northern Ireland. Killias
(1990) has suggested that the conditions under which people tend to become fearful in
general include exposure to non-negligible risk, loss of control over the environment,
70 Within this framework, the threat to security can be exaggerated or manipulated, but is not completely
invented or manufactured (Petersen 2002:75).
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and anticipation of serious consequences. All of these conditions have featured in the
current context: the levels of risk were both very high (imprisonment and death) and
likely and routine; and the superior power of the British state agencies meant that in this
context IRA members had little control over their environment.

On the most immediate level, informers were feared as their actions could lead to arrests
and killings of individuals, as elaborated in chapter 1 above. On numerous occasions the
IRA attributed the killing and arrest of its members to the actions of informers.71 Beyond
this immediate threat, informers can lead to failure of operations in which many
resources and long planning were invested, or to the discovery of much-prized arms
dumps or shipments (Moloney 2007; Tongue 2006:71). More broadly, informers posed a
threat to the overall success of the struggle in which individuals and the organization
were ideologically, emotionally and materially invested. Thus, informers are feared and,
correspondingly, dealing with such a threat is seen as essential for the success of the
insurgency. While in the next section I will expound on the cultural-historical roots of
the loathing of informers, it is important to emphasize that the fear of informers was
concrete and visceral - operating in an underground organization is in itself a scary
undertaking, and IRA volunteers were often told when recruited that they were likely to
be captured or killed (O’Doherty 1993:65), and were living with the “stresses and strains
of being on the run [...] under constant fear of apprehension [and] might easily be shot”
(Burton 1978:112). Informers increase the likelihood of such outcomes, and it is not
surprising that this results in fear. Such a pronounced “fear of the informer” is common
in many underground groups (Bell 2006:266). 72

Support for the theme of informers as threat to the struggle can be found in statements
by Republicans themselves, as well as in secondary sources. A senior IRA ex-combatant
71 See for example “Shot man was an informer - Provos”, Belfast Telegraph, 25 Feb 1974; “We executed
man found on the border, say Provos”, Belfast Telegraph, 13 July 1979; “IRA says shot man was a police
informer”, The Guardian, 9 October 1985; “Executed man ‘informer since 1972’, An Phoblacht, 20 July
1989; “Newry informer executed”, An Phoblacht, 19 April 1990.
72 See also e.g. Thiranagama’s reference to the LTTE’s “fear of traitors” (Thiranagama 2010:128), to the
fact that informers were “particularly feared” by insurgents in Kashmir and Punjab (Mahmood 2000:83),
or to the “fear” of informers among political protest groups in the USA in the 1960s and 1970s (Glide
1989:42).
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told the author that because of informers, “You had operations being compromised and
people being shot dead, ambushes, [and] a lot of people went to jail because of
informers” . Another senior IRA ex-combatant said that “the work of informers has
delayed freedom, perpetuated suffering [...] your best friend you send him to his death
or to be caught and sent to prison for a long time, depriving a wife of a husband,
children of a father [...] So I think it’s the frustration that, you know, you make all of this
effort, the secrecy with other comrades to defend each other, to uphold the principles of
the struggle, only for someone to betray”.74 Another ex-combatant told the author that
because of informers there were “Numerous instances of weapons being bugged and
sabotaged. I had personal experience of that when firing weapons. That had to have been
facilitated either by someone in the IRA or the person in whose house the weapons
would have been kept”.75 A former IRA member who was asked a broad question as to
what is his first association when hearing the word informer replied: “Well, I was in
prison as a consequence of the conflict twice, both times as a result of an informer.
Members of the IRA who were working as double agents for the British security forces,
who informed on me, and led to me being captured and imprisoned. So when I think of
informers I think of the people who betrayed my struggle, betrayed people like me, sat
us in prisons, and in some cases had us killed”.

Similarly, Sean O’Callaghan, a senior

IRA member who decided to turn against the organization and became an informer,
wrote, based on his experience in the organization, that “there was simply no more
effective way for me to damage the IRA than by informing from the inside”
(O’Callaghan 1998:133). The consciousness about the potential existence of informers
seems to have been engrained in IRA members from an early stage: a former member
described how while taking the oath to join the IRA in the early 1970s the recruiting
officer ordered others to leave the room in order to limit the opportunity that other
members could later give evidence that they saw the person taking an oath (O’Doherty
1993:66).77
73 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012.
74 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011.
75 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010.
70 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, July 2011.
77 Being a member of the IRA was an indictable offence punishable by imprisonment.
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The role of informers as a threat to the struggle was publicly acknowledged at the time
by Republicans. For example, a Sinn Fein pamphlet acknowledged that the use of
informers is “one of the main counter-insurgency strategies” (Sinn Fein 1991:12).
Secondary literature confirms that for the IRA, “the threat of informers [...] was the
major concern of all” (Bell 2000:244). Taylor for example found that “an agent recruited
from within the enemy’s rank” was key to undermining the IRA (1997:256), and Sluka
concurred that informers were “the greatest threat” to the IRA (1989:29; and see also
e.g. Hewitt 2010:64). In short, the “fear of betrayal” from informers was a key concern
for Republicans and with good reason (Clarke and Johnston 2001:106).

While this in itself may not be unexpected, it is worthwhile to understand the particular
type of fear that informers triggered. As Kalyvas perceptively wrote, “the sort of fear
that is so pervasive in civil wars is not just generic fear of armed actors but often fear of
being denounced by one’s own neighbours” (Kalyvas 2006:178). In their general
overview of the sociology of fear, Gold and Revill identify a sub-set of fear which is
triggered by uncertainty and is associated with social mistrust and lack of control over
events (Gold and Revill 2003:31). This type of fear corresponds to the reaction to
informing. The fear of informers had a particular character and intensity as it was based
on uncertainty. While the existence of informers in general was suspected or assumed,
the identity of specific informers was of course not known. The fear triggered by this
uncertainty is different than the fear of the visible enemy such as military personnel or
police officers. As one ex-combatant told the author, the fear was strong “also because it
wasn’t known - almost by definition you didn’t know who the informer is. A sinister
figure out in the dark”.

This echoes the insight of Taussig (1984) who suggested that

fear frequently thrives on ambiguity, obscurity and confusion and is often greater in the
absence of the thing that causes it than in its presence. Keen importantly observed that
fear of betrayal is fear of “unknown quantity” (Keen 2002; see also Bartov 2000), which
is amplified by uncertainty. As Appadurai notes, while political and ethnic violence is

78 Interview with former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011.
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usually associated with heightened conviction in relation to the ethnic enemy,
uncertainty also plays an important role in creating fear and violence, as in the context of
treachery, betrayal and “false solidarity” and the search for hidden enemies among social
intimates (1998:917).

An important aspect of the uncertainty-induced fear is the lack of knowledge whether or
not one is under the ongoing surveillance and impending betrayal of an informer.
According to Stem, such situations, in which people cannot be certain whether or not
they are actually exposed to a harm, create a particularly intense dread (Stem 1999:36).79
A related element is not knowing which innocent-looking civilians might be secret
informers for the enemy. Robben argues that the existence of civilians who are
potentially not steadfast in their commitment to the armed struggle creates particular fear
and anxiety among armed groups combatants (1999). Keen developed this notion and
suggested the concept of “fear of the innocent”, according to which armed groups
combatants fear not only the government’s combatants but also seemingly innocent
civilians of their own side, because they can pass information to the enemy. As Keen
notes, “only those who appear benign can actually betray: those who are unambiguously
enemies might kill you but they could never betray you since you never trusted them in
the first place” (Keen 2002:15). The same fear of the betrayal of those trusted can apply
of course not just to civilians but to fellow members of the armed group. Counter
insurgencies often place a premium on instilling such uncertainty-based fear, founded on
not knowing whether comrades have been furtively collaborating with the state (Robben
2006:365).

Fear triggered by uncertainty often leads to paranoia, and indeed in several periods the
fear of informers by the IRA appears to have descended into paranoia (e.g. Moloney

79 Stem gives the example of the dread experienced by people potentially exposed to radiation or harmful
chemicals who for a long period cannot know whether or not they were indeed harmed (1999). Another
useful analogy is the anxieties generated by pollution because while it can lead to major harms it is
invisible and people affected by it may be unaware that they were exposed (Douglas and Wildavsky
1982:26).
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2010; Clarke and Johnston 2001:149, Morrison 1999:139).80 For example, unexpected
police raids were often explained by a betrayal by an informer (O’Doherty 1993:161).
One interviewee described one specific period in which the exposure of several
informers “led to paranoia - who else was involved in this? [...] The witches of Salem
type of situation. How do you prove that you’re not a tout? You know, you can’t prove
that you’re not a tout [...] So you have all of this madness which spreads like a virus”.

o I

Another interviewee described how following exposure of informers within a prison in
the early 1970s, suspicion and fear quickly escalated into paranoia: “At this point we’re
suspecting 85, 95 percent of our own personnel [...] That type of paranoia runs riot [...]
Tm sure there were more than what we knew about, but it didn’t extend to that level [...]
but that’s the idea of making the opposition believe that you have spies in their camp
and then they go on a witch hunt - and we did this for those months on the early
years”.82

At this juncture it might be useful to illustrate these themes with a longer quote from an
interview with a former IRA member. This necessarily lengthy quote demonstrates the
concrete effects of informing, the way informers often lurked in the background, and the
paranoia informing could induce:

“A friend of mine, he worked with me every day in the IRA - I had no idea, not
the slightest idea in the world, that he was an informer. Not the slightest. When
the question was put to me, is [name omitted] at it? I said get the fuck. And he
says well he’s away [being interrogated by the IRA internal security], and I says
what the fuck, I’ll have to listen to him when he comes back. Because I thought
he was coming back, because I thought he wasn’t an informer. [...] And two
weeks later he was shot dead, on the border. And he had put people in prison, I
80 One ex-combatant described how “Everybody’s looking around the room and wonders [who’s an
informer]” (Interview with a former IRA member, Derry, April 2011). Another interviewee described,
based on his discussion with former combatants: “they were paranoid about so many things. [...] It
reached a stage by the late 80s that they believed they’re completely riddled with informers. They didn’t
know what was happening. They were completely paranoid about telling anything to anyone” (interview
with an academic and political activist, Belfast, April 2011).
81 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012.
82 Interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011.
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couldn’t believe it. I just couldn’t believe it. What the fuck would cause him to
do that. [...] He would do anything for me if I said it, he would jump through this
window, he would have done it [...] I think about it all the time [...]
So, he admitted it all, stuff he done. I was shocked. I was saying to myself Jesus
Christ. I just couldn’t believe it. It did give me answers to why things had
happened. Why somebody’s house got searched, when nobody should have
known. At the time, when people asked me - that’s a brand new house type of
thing, never been used, and it gets raided - and they ask and I have no idea. They
asked who knew and I said only me. That was the worst part. Because I put
[name omitted] out of the equation. [...] he drove me, and I said to him drop me
here, I’ll be back in five minutes; but when six months later somebody asked me
who else knows about this house, I wouldn’t have thought about him, I’d say just
me. And I know this for a fact - he got people caught on a car bomb, they got 20
years each. Now, the two guys that had the bomb parts were giving it to
somebody, to bring down the road, one didn’t know the address, so the other
person gave him directions, and [name omitted] heard it while he was washing
the dishes in the house. When they’ve left the house and they got away with the
bomb, he got on the phone, phoned the Brits, told them they made it and they
bursted into the house [...] they had body bags, because they were going to kill
them, they knew who they were [...] And [name omitted] has done it, he has
done it.
When we’re asking who knew, same two guys were saying fuck it’s only us [...]
nobody thought of him in the comer washing the dishes. So they had two guys
come under suspicion. So the Brits were really really good, because I’m sure
people look at them two people and thought it would be them. And it wasn’t until
he was discovered, only then he told, and they asked how did you know and he
said I was there in the kitchen doing the dishes and I heard that something was
going and I reported it. And then he also knew about a bomb in [omitted] and
again what he told them was where the stuff was. But they [British agencies]
were really clever, because say [they know] me and you were getting a bomb in a
bag, but they never move on us, they wait till we pass it to another person and on
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and on three times, only then they move - so the next one will be saying how did
they get on to me, fucking [x] brought it, so he [must be the informer]”.83

The fear that informers triggered and the view among Republicans that they posed a
serious threat to the struggle was also based on the long history of using informing as a
successful counter-insurgency strategy and the way many earlier uprisings were
considered to be hampered by informers (Toolis 1995:194). Informing is widely
acknowledged as a key weapon deployed by the British in Ireland for several centuries
(Coogan 1990, 1993); for example, Tom Barry, a celebrated IRA leader from the War of
Independence, wrote in his popular memoir that informers were “the bloodhounds who
nosed out the victims for the British [...] a menace to the very existence of the army of
the republic” (Barry 1993:105). McCormick argued that armed groups often inherit or
adopt a pre-existing “script” or theory of victory, and the (interpreted) experiences and
historical legacy of their predecessors serve as guides, providing such groups with a set
of procedures, tactics, and rules of thumb for carrying out their own campaigns
(McCormick 2003:488). This seems to have been the case in this context. As one
interviewee said: “Every point in our very long struggle, go back 30 years, 300 years,
500 years, informers clearly play a key role in bringing down the independence
struggle”.84 The long history appears to have served to consolidate the importance of
contemporary informers and legitimize reprisals against them: it resulted in the type of
oral history of past violence and conflict that affects understanding of probabilities
during times of upheavals (Petersen 2002:72). As one interviewee noted, the perception
of informers was shaped by such history, “the knowledge of the damage informers have
done in the past [...] the role of informers in selling people out, in disrupting struggle.
People dwell on the consequences - people killed, imprisoned, and all the rest of it”.

oc

The corollary of that historical knowledge of the threat informers posed was the
perception that effective action against informers could lead to success in the struggle.
One of the important myths of Republicanism is that the operations against informers by

83 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011.
84 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, July 2011.
85 Interview with a veteran human rights and community activist, Belfast, June 2012.
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IRA leader Michael Collins during the War of independence contributed to the success
os

of the IRA in that period (Coogan 1990:3), and in turn Republican leader Gerry Adams
has tacitly compared himself to Collins when discussing a successful 1974 IRA
operation unearthing of informers: “it was a devastating blow, on par with Michael
Collins’ actions against British intelligence in 1920” (Adams 1996:213).87 Such
historical analogies served to confirm the informer as the threat to the struggle.

The concept of fear suggests a response which is based on viable strategies of flight or
evasion of risk (Miller 1997:26).88 In this sense the punishment of informers was
presented as a means to fight the counter-insurgency and protect IRA operations. The
organization often framed its killing of informers in the context of protection from
feared dangers: “The IRA has a clear duty to protect its organization, its Volunteers and
the back-up provided by its supporters”.89 Significantly, one of the results of the fear of
informers was highlighting the punishment of informers as an integral part of the
organization’s “guerrilla strategy” as outlined in the IRA’s Green Book. One of the five
key elements of the guerrilla strategy stated in the Green Book was: “defending the war
of liberation by punishing criminals, collaborators and informers” (cited in O’Brien
1993:23). Thus in this context punishment of informers was anchored as a defensive and
rational act, instrumental for the struggle.

2.2. Loathing: the informer as folk devil
The second theme in the attitudes to informers is that they were loathed by their
communities, viewed as “folk devils”. As Cohen (2002) famously identified, folk devils
are individuals who become the subject of intense moral concern by the community, the

86 In turn, according to Feehan, Collins studied all the previous Irish revolutionary movements and
“rightly concluded that there was one basic underlying reason why they all failed: the ranks of the
revolutionaries were riddled with British spies" (1981:28; emphasis in the original).
87 In this quote Adams refers to the unearthing, by the IRA Belfast brigade, of a British army informersled operation which was disguised as a laundry service. Two IRA members were killed by the IRA as
suspected informers in the aftermath of the exposure. Adams is claimed by other sources to have led that
operation (Moloney 2010).
88 Unlike emotions such as disgust which do not lead to viable response strategies (Miller 1997).
89 “IRA executes informer”, An Phoblacht, 25 July 1991.
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embodiment of a serious challenge to collective values.90 The fear of informers is
naturally a major theme in the attitudes toward them. However, to fully appreciate the
social reaction to informing this second component of loathing must be taken into
account as well. IRA members feared not only informers but also feared capture or death
at the hands of the British army or the police, and, for example, techniques such as
electronic surveillance. But with informers there was not just the rational fear, but also
the deep-seated cultural hatred, the engrained view of informers as folk devils.91 Hatred
is defined as “an enduring collection of aggressive impulses toward a person or
category” (Horowitz 2001:542). It is an emotion which is characterized by “habitual
bitter feeling and accusatory thought” (Allport 1992:31). The existence of such deep
loathing toward informers is demonstrated below by a range of sources, including
interviews, Republican publications, and secondary sources.

The strength of the loathing is captured by the words of a Republican ex-combatant and
community activist who told the author: “I would rather be called a paedophile than an
informer”.92 The comparison to paedophiles was also mentioned in other interviews, for
example one interviewee said that: “There’s nothing worse than being called a tout.
Even paedophile is above it. And paedophile is not above many things...”.93 Other
interviewees also described “a visceral hatred” of informers,94 or “a particular hatred.

90 As further defined: “The Folk Devil - on to whom all our most intense feelings about things go wrong
[...] are projected [...] when things threaten to disintegrate, the Folk Devil not only becomes the bearer of
all our social anxieties, but we turn against him the full wrath of our indignation” (Hall et al 1978:161).
91 It is important to clarify that while I use Cohen’s concept of “folk devils” - to reflect both the strength
of the loathing of informers as “unambiguously unfavourable symbols” (Cohen 2002: 41) and in terms of
the “folk” level in which such attitude was prevalent - I do not use Cohen’s related and better-known
concept of “moral panic” to characterize the response to informing. There are two essential components of
moral panics which are not evident in this context: the notion of a response which is manifestly
disproportionate to the actual threat; and the episodic, temporary, nature of the panic (Cohen 2002, Ben
Yehuda and Goode 2009). I do not claim that the response to informing was disproportional to the actual
threat informers posed, and indeed it would be hard to make such a claim without being able to
empirically verify the real numbers of informers and the extent of information they provided, which would
be at least currently methodologically close to impossible (as opposed to e.g. Hall et al 1978, who were
able to empirically demonstrate that heightened response to mugging in the UK did not reflect any actual
rise in offending levels). Secondly, the loathing of informers has been constant over decades, and indeed
centuries, and thus it does not have the volatile, temporary, nature of a moral panic.
92 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2009.
93 Interview with an academic researching armed groups in Northern Ireland, Belfast, June 2012.
94 Interview with a veteran human rights and community activist, Belfast, June 2012.
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abhorrence, of the informer”.95 In the words of another interviewee: “There’s a hierarchy
of what not to be, and informer might be at the bottom of it [...] that comes from a
deeply ingrained thing in the Irish psyche [...] A very deep resentment and detestation
around informing”.96 The phrase “the lowest of the low” as a description of attitudes to
informers was mentioned by virtually all interviewees. As one interviewee summed up:
“It’s almost like the brand of Satan, the witch thing, it pushes you completely outside the
pale, completely outside of any human feeling. Because such is the strength of the
feeling against them”. 97
Similar attitudes were publicly expressed by Republicans during the conflict. The
loathing of informers is aptly captured by an article published in An Phoblacht: “To
define accurately the word informer in order to convey its true value is sometimes
difficult. When one hears the word informer one doesn’t picture a description of
something. One simply experiences a unique feeling of revulsion [...] an informer is the
epitome of all we abhor”.98 In one other typical example, a prominent Republican
activist was cited as saying “An informer is a despised creature” (Jim McAllister, cited
in Hamden 1999:201). Such attitudes were a continuation of long-held hatred from
previous periods; for example IRA leader Michael Collins who as noted above gave
considerable attention to countering informers, wrote that his feeling in relation to
informers was “a feeling such as I would have for a dangerous reptile. By their
destruction the very air is made sweeter” (cited in Coogan 1990:164). These attitudes
were passed through education and socialization. For example, Sean O’Callaghan, the
high profile former IRA member and self-confessed informer, described that “I was
brought up to believe that the worst thing anyone could do was to become a police
informer. Better by far to be a rapist, a murderer, anything but an informer” (1998:134).
The loathing of informers in Ireland is also described by Frank McCourt in his
95 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012.
96 Interview with a veteran community activist, currently focusing on dealing with the past, Derry, April
2011.
97 Interview with a veteran human rights and community activist, Belfast, June 2012. Another interviewee
reflected that “I remember talking to mothers of prisoners, their sons were beaten - bad enough, being
stuck inside bad enough, not having children bad enough, but [they day] ‘I’m just so glad he never
touted’” (Interview with an academic researching armed groups in Northern Ireland, Belfast, June 2012).
98 “Loose talk can be fatal”, An Phoblacht, 25 Jan 1974, emphasis added.
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celebrated memoir Angela’s Ashes: "The master at school said that every time the Irish
were about to demolish the English in a fair fight a filthy informer betrayed them. A man
who’s discovered to be an informer deserves to be hanged or, even worse, to have no
one talk to him for if no one talks to you you’re better off hanging at the end of a rope”
(McCourt 1997:147). Other secondary sources also confirmed the existence of “deep
repugnance” and revulsion toward informers among Republicans (Sluka 1989:140,
Kennedy 2010:148) and that "the informer as a beast known to all has long been part of
the Republican demonology” (Bell 2000:69).

The significance of the loathing of informers in the Irish context, and the reach of the
folk-devil image, was also confirmed by an unlikely source: the Irish Supreme Court. In
a defamation case, Berry v Irish Times (1973), the plaintiff was an Irish civil servant
who claimed to have been libelled by a suggestion that he assisted the British authorities
in detaining IRA activists in England. While the three judges in the majority argued that
a claim that someone assisted in the bringing to justice of a suspected criminal cannot be
held as defamatory, two dissenting judges accepted that such a suggestion, within this
specific context, should indeed be considered as defamation. One of these judges argued
that “it would appear to any Irishman of normal experience and intelligence, that the
words complained of were clearly a libel” (para 378). The other found that: “the
suggestion is that this Irishman, the plaintiff, has acted as a spy and informer for the
British police concerning Republicans in England, thus putting the plaintiff into the
same category as the spies and informers of earlier centuries who were regarded with
loathing and abomination by all decent people” (para 379).99

The deep and culturally-engrained loathing of informers is not limited to the informers
themselves. In some (though not all) instances, it has been extended to include the
ostracism of the families of alleged informers in their communities (see e.g. Ardoyne
Commemoration Project 2002; Smyth and Fay 2000:26-28; McKay 2009:174; Toolis
1995:194-5). The relatives of informers were often shunned by many in their

99

On this case see also More 1989.
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communities, as if they were contaminated by association with the informer/folk devil.
Interviewees described how there was “a stigma running down”,100 and often “whole
families were shunned”.101 One interviewee said that “The civilian population,
especially young adults, didn’t help because they inflicted a lot of cruelty on them”. 102
Another described how very few people would attend the funerals of killed informers,
whereas otherwise it was customary for many community members to attend funerals.

103

A relative of an IRA member killed by the organization as an alleged informer said that
“it’s one of the most hated things in the world that your father was an informer or your
grandfather was an informer” (Ardoyne Commemoration Project 2002:367). Stigma was
often attached even to family members of informers from previous generations. As one
interviewee said, “it often ends up in generations afterwards. It becomes: ‘Oh no: his
great-great-grandfather took the side of the Brits’, and somehow after that, then all the
family is stigmatised”.104 Hart describes a visit to a pub in County Cork in the 1990s,
when one of his companions pointed to a man sitting in the comer of the pub as “the
informer”. Only later Hart found out that this was because in the 1920s that man’s father
was accused of being an informer (and the companions did not even know what the
father himself did to warrant the charge) (Hart 1998:294). One interviewee described
how in one visit to a rural area having the same surname as a famous informer from the
17th century was enough to trigger the informer label,105 and the author has heard similar
stories from other sources.

The ostracism of family members of informers by the community appears as a form of
what Goffman described as “courtesy stigma”, or stigma by association, where stigmas
not only affect the individuals bearing them but also those who are in close association
with these individuals (1963:30).106 It is an important feature as it suggests that the
100 Interview with a former IRA member, Derry, April 2011.
101 Interview with a former IRA member, Dundalk, April 2011.
102 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2009.
103 Interview with an academic and community activist, Belfast, September 2010.
104 Interview with a former IRA member, Dundalk, April 2011.
105 Interview with an academic and political activist, Belfast, April 2011.
106 This appears to suggest also another link between perceptions of informers and of sex offenders: the
families of sex offenders are also often stigmatized for their associations with convicted family members,
often being ostracized by neighbours and friends (Zevitz and Farkas 2000).
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loathing of informers was widespread in the community and not just by IRA members
themselves, and also further demonstrates the deep-seated hatred which could appear
irrational and certainly goes way beyond the instrumental fear of the informer as
sabotaging operations. To appreciate these attitudes it is worth quoting at length an
evocative description by one interviewee with a long history of working with ex
combatants:

“You went to a pub, and if you’re a kind of affable person you go to the bar, you
order a drink, if there’s someone on the bar you say ‘hello how are you’, and the
other guy replies ‘aye not so bad’ - and you come back to the table and you hear
‘don’t speak to that filthy fucker, his fucking brother was a tout’. Or his fucking
uncle was a tout. Or somebody would say ‘that fucker, his dad in the 1950s
betrayed the Man’. The language that was used... Filthy, scum, bastard. And it
relates to family members! I remember one occasion in the early 1990s, sitting in
the Rock bar on the Falls Road, and a man in his 60s or 70s sitting there crying.
One guy who was there made an effort with him, and the rest did not. The old
man sat crying, ‘why don’t you fucking speak to me?’ - ‘because your son’s a
fucking tout’. The guy who was friendlier, he went to the bar and got the old man
a drink, and then he got back to the table and said ‘for fuck’s sake it was his son,
it’s not him’. And the others were saying ‘they’re all the same, he came from his
wife’s womb’, something like that. You’re ostracised, you’re the other side. And
I’m sitting there as a Protestant, from a Unionist background, and there’s no
problem with me being there!”. 107

Thus, as the descriptions above attest, the informer emerges as a version of what
Agamben referred to as “homo sacer” (Agamben 1998): the ultimate “other”, whose life
is seen as without value, stripped of membership of the community, and who must be
expunged from society. How can the strength of the loathing be accounted for? The deep
aversion to those who are perceived as traitors is a common cross-cultural trait (Ben-
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Interview with an academic researching armed groups in Northern Ireland, Belfast, June 2012.
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Yehuda 2001, Kelly and Thiranagama 2010, Akerstorm 1991, Shklar 1984:138-191,
Tumaturi 2007).

Betrayal is one of the vices to which disgust, rather than mere

indignation, is the common response (Miller 1997:186). The hatred produced by betrayal
is wider and more intense than merely the betrayal’s effects on operations; as one
interviewee explained: “it’s not just a military thing, it’s a betrayal of culture,
community, and seen as a betrayal of some basic human bond. Whereas fighting another
nation or community or another army is seen as a proper human thing to do. You don’t
like your opponents, because they’re fighting you - but you don’t necessarily hate them
in the same way”.

However, I would argue that in addition there are several specific

factors that can account for the depth of loathing in the Irish Republican context. The
first set of factors relate to the particular role of betrayal within close-knit groups and
communities: the comradeship in an armed group, itself located within tight-knit
communities shaped by a resistant identity against the British state. The second set of
factors is the role of history and culture.

A review of the literature on betrayal suggests that the intensity of hatred of traitors
correlates to the level of intimacy and intensity of relations within the betrayed group
(Ben Yehuda 2001; Akerstorm 1991; Simmel 1955). Betrayal is defined as violation of
trust (Ben Yehuda 2001), and the stronger and more invested the trust is, the stronger the
response to its violation. As Lewis and Weigert explain in their sociology of trust, a
close interpersonal trust is a social situation in which intense emotional investments are
made, and this is why a betrayal of such trust arouses a sense of intense emotional
outrage in the betrayed (Lewis and Weigert 1985:971). Membership of the IRA involved
a very close and intense degree of interpersonal trust. Military sociology has long
identified the camaraderie, solidarity and intense loyalty which emerge within military
units, and the existence of close primary-group ties in militaries (Ben-Ari 1998, Kellet
1982, Richardson 1978). These traits exist equally, and maybe even more, in non-state
armed units. As Della Porta wrote of armed groups members, “the shared involvement in
risky activities strengthened the loyalty ties inside the groups of comrades-friends,
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Interview with a veteran human rights and community activist, Belfast, June 2012.
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bringing moments of great closeness” (Della Porta 1995:154). Shared exposure to
danger strengthens loyalty and affective ties in underground groups, which are “held
together by the members’ strong sense of responsibility for one another” (Della Porta
1995:177). In underground armed groups, collective solidarity grows and solidifies
precisely because of the hazards and liabilities of a clandestine existence (McCormick
2003:499).

All of these aspects have featured in the IRA case. The IRA was a particularly close-knit
group, which can account for the strength of the hatred of informers. As one interviewee
explained, the IRA was “an army of families and friends, people from the same
circumstances, fighting against the might of the British, an army that function and
survive on trust. To be betrayed by your own is what makes this person the real
enemy”.109 Former IRA members also described how their shared experience operating
underground further strengthened their bond. One of them said, for example: “when
you're with people in very difficult situations, you depend on them for your life. And
when you depend on somebody for your life, a bond - a trust - comes out of that” (Jim
Gibney, cited in Frampton 2009:14). The prison experience, shared among many
members, also contributed to the creation of what was described as brotherhood
(Morrison 1999:93). Indeed, an ex-combatant explained the sense of betrayal with an
analogy to family relations: “It’s like when you have a row with someone, you can then
talk and sort it out; but when it’s a family row, they run much deeper, and they’re harder
to resolve. It’s the same sort of thing, to use this analogy. Because it [betrayal by
informers] happened within the family, it’s so much more difficult to resolve. There’s a
greater sense of betrayal”.110 Another interviewee confirmed that “The IRA sees itself as
a family. I once talked with an IRA man, he said he needs to go to a family meeting, I
thought he was talking about his actual family until I realized he was talking about the
IRA. So betrayal from within is much worse. Like being abused in the family”.*111*

109 Interview with a senior journalist, Belfast, September 2010. Many IRA members also had older
relatives who were members of the IRA in earlier periods (see e.g. O’Doherty 1993:17).
110 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010.
111 Interview with an academic and political activist, Belfast, June 2012.
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Given the intensity of these associations and relationships, it is hardly surprising that
betrayal was particularly loathed, for the breaking of trust and loyalty as much as for the
operational setbacks. As Bell argued, the damage from the informer is not just in
operational terms: “equally dreadful is the betrayal of the others, the volunteers, the band
of brothers who trust unto death, who have no power but each other” (Bell 2000:69).
One interviewee explained that “the thing about an informer is the [...] The breach of
trust, breach of identity. All of that stuff adds on to the professional concern among the
ground operatives [...] particularly for a military person, because that’s a fundamental
condition of human warfare, that it’s not an individual contest, warfare is organized, and
you got to trust the guy next to you”.112 Indeed, in the interviews with IRA members
“comradeship” featured probably more than the compromising of operations; as one of
them said, “The betrayal of friends and comrades, I can’t really get my head around
it”.113 The importance attached to the violation of comradeship appears to be expressed
also in the harsher attitudes to suspected informers who were IRA members, relative to
the treatment of suspected non-members. One interviewee said that “probably their
crime was worse than the civilian, though the impact [of their informing] was the
same”,114 while another explained this as “because they signed up to fight a war along
their comrades, as opposed to someone in the community”.115

Beyond the IRA itself, the loathing of informers was also anchored in the localised and
close-knit nature of the working class nationalist communities from which the bulk of
their membership came, and the role of extended-families and neighbourhood networks
in such communities (Taylor 1997:256). In such a setting informing becomes a
particularly “intimate betrayal” and the negative status of informers intensifies. As one
interviewee, who was asked to explain the strength of the loathing of informers, told the
author “There’s a thing about the fact that there’s a whole communal society, that people
find that distasteful because they see it as a very selfish act, a very individualistic act
112 Interview with a veteran human rights and community activist, Belfast, June 2012.
'13 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011.
114 Interview with a former IRA member, Derry, April 2011.
115 Interview with a former IRA member, Dundalk, April 2011. As will be explained in chapter 3 the
difference could also be explained by the need to maintain the legitimacy of the punishment in the eyes of
the community, which would tolerate IRA punishment of its own members more than of non-members.
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[...] probably because we still have a very close communal set-up. The fact that
someone would sell that out to save their own skin is probably seen as very
repugnant”.116 Another interviewee concurred that “you had whole communities seeing
themselves under threat and embattled [...] and where you have then somebody
informing it wasn’t just on the army [the IRA] but on the community. In those
circumstances there would have been a community revulsion because ‘it’s against all of
us’”.

Part of this source of loathing was the perception that the community as a whole

is under threat while the informers protect themselves; this sentiment is reflected in a
line in a poem by Bobby Sands: “Thousands fell in screaming horror/whilst the informer
hid cowering close by”.

1 1 o

The result of these communal factors has been what an

interviewee described as “an instinct within Irish nationalism, [even] among those
people who never supported the IRA, this idea of informers, there’s a gut response that
they’re unsavoury, that it’s wrong”.119

As discussed above, the distaste for informing runs very deep in Irish history (Burton
1978:35). Again those interviewed for this thesis drew upon that historical reserve to
explain the ferocity of IRA and community attitudes towards informers.

One

interviewee told the author: “That goes back hundreds of years [...] the folk memory of
our community [...] they have been demonised within our society for hundreds of
years”.

Another interviewee who was asked to explain the loathing said that “there is

a conflict for 800 years [and] nobody likes an informer”.

Toolis connected the

“atavistic hatred of informers” in Republican communities to memories of the informers

116 Interview with a former IRA member, Dundalk, April 2011.
11 Interview with a veteran human rights and community activist, Belfast, June 2012.
118 From a poem titled The Woman Cried. Interestingly, this line was used in a memorial notice for an
IRA man killed in the organization’s operation in Loughgall, in an ambush commonly believed (e.g.
Moloney 2007) to have been a result of information provided by an informer. The contrast between the
“martyred” IRA men of Loughall and the informer “cowering” is evident (and resonates also with Sands’
image as martyr, being the first to die during the 1981 IRA hunger strike). For the memorial notice see An
Phoblacht, 8 May 1997.
119 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, July 2011.
120 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012 (emphasis added).
121 Interview with a former IRA member, Derry, April 2011.
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who betrayed the 1798 rebellion (1995:194).122 The way in which contemporary
loathing of informers built on the history of the conflict is a case of what Petersen
defined as “hatred as cultural scheme” (2002:63). In such cases the object of hatred is
seen to have innate and persistent characteristics, constantly represented as of very
negative nature, and history and culture provide a familiar template around which to
construct attitudes and actions against the hated group (Petersen 2002). The informer is
thus not just a contemporary operational concern but a familiar historical object of
antipathy.123

Closely related to the role of history in sustaining the cultural scheme of hatred to
informers is the representation of informers in fictional accounts in Irish popular culture.
Popular culture both reflected and shaped the loathing of informers. As early as the 19th
century informers were “well established as stock characters in the Irish national
drama”, portrayed as villains in legends, ballads, novels and short stories (Kennedy
2010:148). In the Irish folklore on outlaws, “betrayal by a trusted confidant is an almost
universal motif’ (Cashman 2000:198), and Cashman (2000:199) notes that in folklore
tales very few Irish outlaws are simply caught by the authorities, as popular traditions
almost always portray a betrayal by an informer. The representation of informers as
betraying the struggle against Britain continued in numerous works of fiction - novels,
stories, plays and films - in the 20th (and 21st) century, and it was cited by many
interviewees as part of the underlying reason for their hatred.124 One interviewee noted
122 Writing on informers in the 1798 rebellion, Knox observed that: “Two centuries, one may say, is not
enough to erase their infamy” (Knox 1997: 19).
123 The history can also be personal: well-known Republican Danny Morrison wrote that his uncle, an IRA
man, was betrayed by an informer in the 1940s; Morrison himself was arrested twice due to the action of
informers. See Danny Morrison, “The Enemy Within”, The Independent, 1 March 2005.
124 For example, interview with a veteran community activist, currently focusing on dealing with the past,
Derry, April 2011; Interview with a veteran human rights and community activist, Belfast, June 2012.
Films on the IRA which portray informing and the punishment of informers include, for example, The
Informer (directed by John Ford, 1939), The Odd Man Out (directed by Carol Reed, 1947), A Terrible
Beauty (directed by Tay Garnett and starring Robert Mitchum, 1960), Ryan’s Daughter (directed by David
Lean, 1970), Michael Collins (directed by Neil Jordan, 1996), The Informant (directed by Jim McBride,
1997), The Wind That Shakes the Barley (directed by Ken Loach, 2006), and Shadow Dancer (directed by
James Marsh, 2012). IRA informers also featured in novels such as, for example, The Informer by Liam
O’Flaherty (1925), Cal by Bernard Maclaverty (1983), Field of Blood by Gerald Seymour (1985),
Involved by Kate O'Riordan (1995), Reading in the Dark by Seamus Deane (1996), Roddy Doyle’s Lost
Round Up trilogy - A Star Called Henry (1999), Oh, Play that Thing (2004) and Dead Republic (2010),
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that in Irish '‘popular culture”, “drama, theatre, literature, would have popularised these
ideas that informers were obviously unsavoury characters, and that does influence
popular ideas about this”.

When asked an open question about how their general

attitudes to informers were shaped before the conflict had begun, several former IRA
interviewees mentioned Liam O’Flaherty’s book The Informer (1925) as an important
influence, and described how the name of the informer character in that book - Gypo had been used as a common term of abuse during their childhood.

Indeed Gerry

Adams has used Gypo’s character to describe informers as pathetic figures. 127 Another
interviewee pointed to John Ford’s film adaptation of the Informer

as a major

influence on him, and noted also for example the flashback of an IRA man betrayed by
an informer in Sergio Leona’s film A Fistful of Dynamite.

As he summed up, “These

ideas sip into popular culture and it’s part of the influence on people”.

Thus fictional

and historical accounts in which informers served as the villain sustained their role as
folk devils. To sum up, the combination of all of these factors resulted in a very negative
image of informing; as one interviewee said: “Informing seems, given the history, the
relationship with England, the longevity of that, the dramatisation of that, given the
passions that exists about that, it is about selling your souls”. 131

It is also possible that the loathing of informers was exacerbated by the circumstances of
the recruitment of many of them. In general, individuals who betray their comrades for
the enemy embody a whole array of negative qualities - venality, cowardice,
opportunism (Lloyd 2011), and the practice of recruiting informers using blackmail
and The Truth Commissioner by David Park (2008). IRA informing was also addressed for example by
Sean O’Casey’s play Juno and the Paycock (first performed in 1924). In addition, three Republican ex
prisoners wrote novels about the conflict where informing has been a main axis for the plot: Danny
Morrison (1996), Ronan Bennet (1991) and Gerry McGeough (1998). Brendan Behan, who was an IRA
member in 1940s, also wrote a short story, The Execution, about a killing of an IRA informer.
125 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, July 2011.
126 Interviews with former IRA members, Belfast, April 2011.
127 Gerry Adams, “Donaldson’s Multiple Betrayals”, The Guardian 6 April 2006. See also e.g. reference
to Gypo Nolan in “The life of a useless man”, An Phoblacht 26 March 1992.
128 As mentioned in chapter 1, above.
129 The film is from 1971, and is also alternatively known as Duck, You Sucker, or Once Upon a Time in
the Revolution.
130 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, July 2011.
131 Interview with a veteran community activist, currently focusing on dealing with the past, Derry, April
2011.
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based on petty crime, marital infidelity which could make one susceptible to blackmail
or other behaviours considered deviant (Bamford 2005:591) has also probably
contributed to the construction of the informer as folk devil. It has arguably created an
association, and a blurring of boundaries, between criminals, those who engage in anti
social behaviour, and informers, with various forms of deviancy mixed together to create
an enemy of the community. This image of informers as low-level criminals also often
combines the despicable with the pathetic, for example with the common term “ten
pound touts”,

resulting in a portrayal of agents far removed from any James Bond-like

association and contributing further to the undiluted hostility to infonners. More broadly
the fact that blackmail was often used to recruit informers often led to speculation as to
what dark secrets the person in question could have hidden that made him susceptible to
blackmail, and thus in some cases association of informers with those who were
involved in despicable activities.

The loathing of informers is an important point in understanding the overall reaction to
informing, as the emotional response to the perceived betrayal goes beyond the rational
calculation of operational loss. Several interviewees suggested that the informer - the
enemy from within - was an object of hatred at times more intense than that directed at
the “real enemy” - the British state. As a senior Republican explained to the author:
“Nobody in the British state has taken an oath of loyalty and comradeship with you to
fight for freedom. So this is because somebody you’ve trusted, whose life you could
save, but who was out to get you killed or caught [...] [informers] are different from the
person who swore to support the British state. They were deceitful, treacherous”.134
Hatred is also a durable emotion, unlike fear or anger which can be instigated quickly by
a single event and subside quickly afterwards (Horowitz 2001:542). As will be shown in
the later chapters of this thesis, the durability of the loathing of informers played an

1321.e. individuals who receive a meagre sum of money in exchange for their betrayal. The phrase might
also resonate Judas’s 30 pieces of silver (I will return to the Judas theme later below in chapter 4).
133 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011; interview with a former IRA member,
Belfast, April 2011; interview with a veteran community activist, currently focusing on dealing with the
past, Derry, April 2011.
134 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011.
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important role in shaping the response to them even after the conflict subsideand they
no longer formed an operational threat.

2.3. Normalization: the informer as a fact of life
Alongside the fear and loathing, I would argue that a third important heme in
Republican attitudes to informing, and one which is usually neglected in the lirature, is
what could be described as normalization. I use the term here in the sense thrthe issue
of informing has been normalized - routinely embedded in everyday life vlay and
Finch 2009). Under this theme it is possible to identify a state of mind ak to what
Garland described, in relation to crime-control policies, as “weary pnmatism”
(Garland 1996a, 2001). As with crime in late-modern societies, to some :gree for
Republicans informing became a routine aspect of underground life, sometng to be
managed rather than eradicated, with the inherent limitations of the antiiforming
response at least implicitly acknowledged. From such a perspective, informinwas seen
by Republicans as taken for granted rather than shocking, and there was often i implicit
acceptance that informers are an unavoidable constant in underground ictivities.
Identifying this theme is important for understanding the overall response in dation to
informing: fear and loathing by themselves would dictate impulsive and:xcessive
punishments, but they were tempered by the weary pragmatism which shape the IRA
response to informing no less than the fear and loathing. This theme of nonalization
has been evident in several interviews. Ex-IRA activists have expressed, alo^ide fear
and loathing, a sense of grudging acceptance that informing is “a fact olife”, an
“occupational hazard” of underground organizations, a calculated risk. This ia variant
of the general way in which organizational culture can normalize risk (Vaugin 1996),
and in which individuals in certain occupations learn to normalize risk of ijury and
perceive it as a routine part of their role-identity (Curry 1993).

Thus, for example, a former IRA activist, who told the author that he was on< betrayed
by an informer, and was asked about his feeling in that respect, conveyed realistic
acceptance of the risk from informers: “You see, the thing about being iithe IRA,
informers are an occupational hazard. The last time I was sentenced my fatheiaid to me
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‘someone touted on you’, blah-blah-blah [sic], and I told him: Dad, listen, touts are an
occupational hazard in the IRA [...] That’s a risk that we take”.135 Such an outlook was
shared by another former IRA member who said in relation to informing that he felt:
“Almost philosophical about it. Not excusing it, more of an acceptance that that’s that.
In every military organization... MIS does it all the time. The IRA itself does it, trying
to get information from people [who’ve been working for state security agencies]. It’s
always going to be on, and certain people are going to fall foul of it [...] People were
philosophical about it. There are going to be informers. You just have to be as tight as
you possibly can”.136 Another former IRA member expressed a similar sober attitude,
when asked by the author if the threat of informers was always on his mind when he was
active:
“At a certain stage, no [...] you have to take a chance and say well either we do
or we don’t [go on operations], and there are potential consequences if we do,
and in certain circumstances, it’s the type of calculation that every military
machine has to take. Military machines have to make calculations that there
would be some percentage of loss, casualties. [...] it’s the acceptable risk that
you take when you engage [...] They’re all calculated risks”. 137

While certainly the exposure of informers would have been a difficult experience for
their comrades, some interviewees suggested that with time this has come to be expected
and lost its shocking quality. One interviewee said: “Sometimes you’re surprised when
informers are unmasked - you say Jesus, I didn’t expect him, I thought he was safe - but
I think that you become so hardened...”;

i -jo

another similarly said that “sometimes you’re

a wee bit shocked, other times less so”.139 Another interviewee likewise suggested that
in practice the issue of informers was normalized in the daily grind of operations: “once
it happens you dwell on it for a while, but then something else happens [...] you don’t
dwell too long [...] there was so much that happened during the struggle, so many
135 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010.
136 Interview with a former IRA member, Dundalk, April 2011.
137 Interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011.
138 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010.
139 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, July 2011.
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people been shot, informers been shot, policemen, British soldiers, LA people... with
so much happening I don’t think you ever - unless it’s a personal fmd - I don’t think
you had much time to dwell”.140

The attitudes expressed in these interviews are consistent also vh some published
accounts by former IRA members. Jim Gibney, a senior Republic, who was himself
imprisoned due to a testimony from an informer, referred to inforers in ways which
echo the normalization theme. He treated them as “an occupation hazard” and “an
unsavoury fact of life” and wrote that “informers come and inforrrs go” while “the
struggle continues regardless”.141 Another ex-combatant referred) informing as “a
constant factor in every insurrection” (McKearney 2011:143). >1116 perhaps only
indirect evidence of normalization, it is also interesting to note that LA members seem
to have detested the organization’s internal security unit142 andts members.143 If
attitudes to informers were exclusively of fear and loathing, it couldave been expected
that those carrying out the task of unearthing them would have beeviewed as doing a
vital work and treated as heroes. Instead, they were despised as melling and not “real
combatants”, an attitude reminiscent of the way police officers tei to stigmatise and
hate “internal affairs” units (see e.g. Mulcahy 1995a). This can sugpt that the fear and
loathing of informers was not so strong and ever-present as to susnd the instinctive
scorn combatants or indeed police officers have for “internal aiirs” and military
police.144

Thus, at least to some degree, the risk from informers has ba normalized and
routinized (cf. Garland 1996a:446 in relation to the response to cue in late-modern
states). For example, I could not fmd any statement from the .A undertaking to
140 Interview with a former IRA member, Derry, April 2011.
141 Jim Gibney, “Informers: An Unsavoury Fact of Life”, Irish News, 23 Decembe005.
142 The unit which was tasked with unearthing informers (Moloney 2007); see furtr chapter 4.
143 Interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011; Interview with aicademic and political
activist, Belfast, April 2011; Bradley and Feeney 2009
144 It is also that interesting that is seems that at least occasionally IRA memberreated informing with
humour. Danny Morrison described a practical joke used in prison, where new IRprisoners were told by
other prisoners that a certain prisoner was an informer and should be ignored - wieas that person was in
fact the IRA prisoners’ OC (Officer Commanding) (Morrison 1999:112).
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eradicate informing or stop it completely, even during periods when otherwise the
organization was issuing highly optimistic statements promising that the British state
will be defeated within a year or two.145 As will be shown in subsequent chapters, on the
whole the IRA concentrated on managing the threat of informers, rather than even
pretending that it could be eliminated. Even if it was not explicitly stated, its actions
suggested a strategy of management and regulation. In a similar fashion to police
officers with regard to crime control, while there may be periodic ‘wars on drugs’ and
the like, those former IRA members I interviewed appeared to harbour few illusions
whilst active that informing would ever be eradicated. As one of them conceded:
“there’s no foolproof way to get around these things”.146

Several factors may help to understand how and why the threat from informers was, at
least partially, normalized. First, functioning in an underground military organization
over long periods of time may have practically required periodically suspending thinking
about these threats in order to be able to continue with operations. One ex-combatant
told the author that “on one level you have to discard all of that [informing]” and that
IRA volunteers operated “with what is in effect a mental schizophrenia”.147 At least to
some degree, the operational needs of the organizations actually dictated a degree of
normalization: constant fear and loathing of informing would have resulted in paralysis
and almost complete loss of the ability to go on operations (which of course was one of
the reasons the authorities operated informers to begin with; see Hewitt 2010). A former
IRA member explained to the author that the threat of informers did not lead to complete
loss of trust among members, because: “if there was no trust within the organization it
couldn’t exist. Your opponents and enemies, it’s obviously in their best interest to sow
distrust within your organization”.

Another ex-combatant said that “You couldn’t

allow the paranoia to... In the end of the day you have a duty, if you believe in what
145 This juxtaposition then potentially demonstrates the position of informing in the organization’s
consciousness (at least some of the time): while the promise of victory is a rhetorical flourish, the
articulation of an alternative vision, informing remains within the daily grind of managing a military
campaign.
146 Interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011.
147 Interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011.
148 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010.
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you’re doing you have a duty to get on with it, and try to shut down the dangers to
yourself, your concerns about people and what they’re doing, that your enemy is
constantly watching you. It’s a battle, you know”.149

In more theoretical terms, from the perspective of an underground organization, while
misplacing trust in members and supporters would have high costs, ultimately the costs
of not granting trust at all and thus refraining from any action can be higher than those of
misplacing trust. According to Gambetta (2000), such cases, where the pressure to act is
great even though trust should rationally be low, can result in a cognitive adjustment of
beliefs, leading to wishful thinking and unwarranted confidence. In these situations, as
Gambetta describes, '‘the tension between action and belief can generate, by means of
wishful thinking and the reduction of cognitive dissonance, a deceptive rearrangement of
beliefs”; confidence is created through the reduction of cognitive dissonance by way of
“blind trust” (Gambetta 2000:222-223). All of this appears to be evident in the
normalization of informing. In order to operate over sustained periods, IRA men needed
to suspend their distrust and fear and normalize the issue of informing. An ex-combatant
told the author that at times “there was certainly a sense of denial” about informers.150
This notion is confirmed by an ex-combatant who was asked by the author whether he
used to be worried about specific comrades being informers, and replied that: “I wasn’t
really thinking like that. Even after [a close friend of his was revealed as an informer]
and all that”.151

A particular way in which IRA members seem to have reconciled their knowledge of the
prevalence of informing with the need to maintain sufficient trust was through retaining
a trust of their closer comrades and unit members while suspecting others. One former
member said: “You had your own sort of people that you knew and you trusted, and

149 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012. He also added that there was growing
recognition that the paranoia was also created deliberately by British security services, for example during
interrogations misleadingly refer to other IRA members as informers, “But you know after a while, after
you doing it once or twice, you start seeing through it”.
150 Interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011.
151 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011.
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probably wrongly in some cases, but you did, you trust them”.152 Another ex-combatant
explained that the sense of denial was expressed through a notion
“that it couldn’t be my friends. The idea that the informer couldn’t be possibly
within my circle. I know and I like them and I trust them and I rely on them. It
has to be the neighbouring group of the IRA. They certainly would have lots of
informers but certainly not us. The North is a very small place but people can be
quite parochial, 2-3 miles apart there can be parochial prejudices and mindsets.
So while you’ll be prepared to believe that your neighbours are falling down, you
yourself, you claim - you’ll be in denial - were actually very security-conscious
and tight”.153
These attitudes then reflect a sense of denial (Cohen 2001) over informing, and more
specifically what Beck (1992:75) termed “denial of fear”: a process in which dangers are
“interpreted away” or trivialised, with the result of reduced consciousness of danger.154

A second element explaining the normalization may be the importance of “emotional
control” in military units. In his sociology of combat units, Ben-Ari identified
“emotional control” as one of the defining features of the ideal of “real soldiering” in the
training and socialization of combatants. Lack of emotional control can impede the
performance of military tasks, and thus the soldierly ideal is a composed, confident and
“cool-headed” behaviour under pressure, and the setting aside of emotions such as fear
or anger (1998, 2004). In such vein, IRA members developed a “habit of stoicism”
(Jamieson and Grounds 2008:33), and aimed not to show emotion and fear, portraying
themselves as “strong persons” able to cope with difficult and stressful situations
(Jamieson and Grounds 2008:34). Embedding such emotional control in combatants
means that the fear and loathing of informers have to at least periodically recede in
152 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011.
153 Interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011. Such attitudes can be explained by the trait
identified by Gambetta in which blind trust is especially common in relation to people with whom there is
a special relationship and where people may distrust entire categories of people except the member of that
category with whom they have a special relationship (2000:223) (Gambetta illustrated this point by a
passage from Mozart’s Cosi fan tutte where characters claim in mutual contradiction that all women are
unfaithful except their fiancees).
154 As Beck explains, because risk - unlike for example hunger - is the result of knowledge and norms, the
process of becoming aware of risks can be reversible (1992:75).
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importance. Closely related is the notion of fatalism as a coping strategy with risk.
Writing in general about the risks associated with being in the IRA, Toolis found that
“the danger bred a kind of protective fatalism amongst the IRA volunteers” (1995:227).
Somewhat ironically, the way IRA combatants used fatalism as a coping strategy seems
very close to the behaviour found among RUC officers, who dealt with the ever-present
threat through “cavalier fatalism” and “routine accommodation”, a fatalistic attitude to
deal with constant dangerous reality which could otherwise overwhelm them (Brewer
1990). I would argue that emotional control, fatalism and at least an external appearance
of stoicism have likely factored in the routinization and normalization of informing.

Another contributing factor to the normalization is the long history of informing. While,
as was pointed out above, this long history helped shape the fear and loathing of
informers, it has likely also had a parallel normalizing effect. With centuries of
informing in the background, the phenomenon arguably loses some of its shocking effect
and, as was discussed above, is viewed as a constant fact of life, part and parcel of every
Republican insurrection, almost an expected phenomenon.155 One interviewee suggested
that “I think there’s a recognition of inevitability. That you always going to have it
because we always have had it”.15(1 The long history meant that at least on some levels
people were desensitized to the phenomenon. As one ex-combatant said: “The 1798
rebellion was compromised by informers. 1916 had informers. All through history. That
what happens. We know that and we understand that. That’s a risk that we take”.

With

folk perceptions of the informer as ubiquitous and inevitable (Cashman 2000:200), the
long lineage of informing produced a sense of fatalism with normalizing effects.

Finally, simply put the Republicans had many other challenges to occupy them as well
and in the daily routine of military and political operations the attention to informing had
to be periodically limited. On a practical level, countering informers was just one more
of the quotidian challenges which shaped “army” life in the IRA - one more task to

155 As Shklar noted, “if disloyalty is expected, betrayal must lose its primitive horror” (1984:146).
156 Interview with a veteran human rights and community activist, Belfast, June 2012.
157 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010.
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organise together with securing weapons and resources, planning and carrying out
military’ operations, overseeing a complex system of punishment violence, supporting
imprisoned comrades and their families, and assisting with the political developments of
Sinn Fein. In this intense environment the intensity and scope of the fear and loathing of
informers must have been periodically sidelined by other concerns.

Conclusion
This chapter aimed to provide a detailed description and analysis of the ways in which
an armed group would perceive informing. While it was obvious that attitudes to
informing would be generally negative, I was interested in further unpacking the
relevant positions and mindsets and identifying specific strands, as they apply in a
particular context. The analysis carried out has been fruitful as it identified a more
complex outlook in relation to informing than may first appear. The aversion to
informers was based on two overlapping, but ultimately distinct, sources: a rational
analysis of the role informing plays against underground groups, and an emotional,
culturally-embedded, abhorrence of the informer. While both of course result in a
negative evaluation of informing, they have to some extent different causes and
consequently can have different effects on actual behaviour toward informers and
informing. Moreover, there was also a countervailing strand which, for a host of reasons
described above, led in some contexts to a grudging acceptance of informing as an
inevitable or expected aspect of operations that “went with the territory” rather than an
exceptional occurrence.

In sum therefore, 1 would argue that fear, loathing and normalization were the key
themes that shaped the IRA’s perception of informers. Informers were feared because
they were considered as a threat to the success of the struggle as such, as well as the
safety of each individual. They were loathed because they personify betrayal of
comrades and of community and, at an ideological level, of the ideals of the struggle
itself. However, such fear and loathing were also tempered by a normalizing streak
which treated informers as a routine fact of life. The attitudes to informing - rational
fear, emotional loathing, and weary pragmatism - though complex and at times self-
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contradictory, were all grounded in military analysis, culture, history, social context and
operational life, within the specific circumstances of the Northern Ireland conflict. The
intricate interactions between these three strands and the influences that brought them
about sets the framework for the multifaceted ways in which the IRA has responded to
the predicament of informing in practice. Having analysed the influences on the
organisational attitudes to informers, the next chapter will explore the IRAs practical
responses to the phenomena, its expressions of penality.
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CHAPTER 3
Punishing Informers: Retribution, Legitimacy and Pragmatism
In this chapter I examine the IRA’s punitive responses to informing. The essence of the
argument is that while, on the one hand, the goals of retribution and deterring would-be
informers certainly played a major part in shaping the IRA’s penology, as explored in
section 1, such impulses were also tempered by the need to achieve other goals. Section
2 focuses on the organization’s effort to project an image of “due process” in its
punishment of informers, most notably through the system of “court-martials”, and
argues that this was influenced by several factors, chief among them the need to
maintain the organization’s legitimacy in the eyes of various audiences. Section 3
focuses on the organization’s policy of offering “amnesties” to informers who confessed
their activities voluntarily, and argues that the decision to sideline retribution in this
manner was guided by a pragmatic need to employ an efficient way to incapacitate the
threat from informing. The IRA’s penal practices and discourses in relation to informers
were thus formed through a dialectic tension between retribution, legitimacy and
pragmatism.

In his classic work, Balbus (1973) explored what he termed “the dialectics of legal
repression”, a concept which I have used to anchor the discussion herein. In examining
the response of US authorities to violent riots in the 1960s, Balbus identified conflicting
imperatives for state authorities, which were facing competing institutional, legal and
normative pressures. On the one hand, there was a “repression imperative”: the need to
quell rebellion decisively and suppress the riots as quickly as possible. This imperative
would suggest an impulse to use unrestrained force. However, this was curtailed by the
“legitimacy imperative”: the need of state authorities to maintain their long-term
legitimacy. These legitimacy concerns, Balbus argues, lead to the use of coercive
methods which are embedded in and to a large degree circumscribed by notions of due
process and legal rationality.

1 ro

These push\pull factors are what Balbus termed “the

dialectics of legal repression”. While Balbus’s model was developed in the context of
158 Thus, “long-run legitimacy acts as a brake on the short-run pursuit of substantive goals” (Balbus
1973:7).
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law enforcement in democratic societies, it can be useful also analyzing contexts of
political conflict.159 Moreover, I would argue that the dialectical tension of repressionlegitimacy could be valid not only for state governments but also for armed groups.
Although it was an underground organization, the IRA was involved in what it saw as a
long-term national struggle, in which a key part of its underlying ideology was that it
represented the legitimate government of Ireland.160 As such, it faced a similar challenge
of balancing contradicting imperatives: on the one hand it had to quell informing
decisively in order to achieve its operational goals. But at the same time it also had to do
it in a way which would maintain its long-term legitimacy, as will be shown below.161

Though most subsequent commentators have focused on Balbus’s repression-legitimacy
tension, in his original model he also introduced a third element to the dialectic - that of
“organizational maintenance”. According to Balbus the repression imperative was
tempered not only by the legitimacy imperative but also by the practical inability of the
justice system to process all potential suspects in the aftermath of the riots. Guided by a
bureaucratic “survival instinct”, the justice system then chose to limit the pressure it
159 See e.g. Ron 2000 for an application of Balbus’s model to political conflicts.
160 In its self-conception, the IRA saw itself as the legitimate government of Ireland, an authority it
inherited directly from the 1918 general election to the first Dail (the first the Irish parliament). These
elections were seen as the last time in which the people of Ireland had expressed their will on an all-island
basis, and in which they chose an independent republic throughout the 32 counties, when the IRA’s
political wing won an overall majority running on such a ticket. The two “compromise” parliaments
created north and south with the partition of the island were therefore illegitimate because they were
established in contravention of the will of the Irish people, and therefore the modem IRA, seeing itself as
“the people’s army”, argued that it had a legitimate mandate to continue its armed struggle against the
continued occupation of the North-Eastern six counties (O’Doherty 1998, English 2003). The IRA’s
Green Book asserted that the IRA is “the legal and lawful government of the Irish republic, which has the
moral right to pass laws for, and to claim jurisdiction over the whole geographical area of Ireland” and
explained that “this is one of the most important mainstays of the Republican Movement, the firm belief
that all operations and actions directed by the Army [the IRA] are in effect the lawful and legal actions of
the Government of all the Irish people” (the Green Book, cited in O’Brien 1993:401). This belief also
manifested in a Republican tradition dating back to 1919 of creating a “state within a state” with
alternative police and justice system, which was later reincarnated on a local level in Northern Ireland
(e.g. Coogan 1993).
161 While the concept of legitimacy has of course long been of interest in social sciences (e.g. Weber 1978,
Beetham 1991), I follow here the definition offered in one of the most cited contemporary works on the
topic: “Legitimacy is a generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable,
proper, or appropriate within some socially constructed system of norms, values, beliefs, and definitions”
(Suchman 1995:574). As Suchman explains, legitimacy represents a reaction of observers to the
organization as they see it; and as will be described in more detail below, the three main types of
legitimacy are pragmatic, moral and cognitive (1995:574).
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faced by not charging as many suspects as it could, charging individuals for
misdemeanours rather than felonies even when the acts in question were felonies, and so
on. While there is no direct equivalent in the IRA’s case, section 3 of this chapter
explores a variation of the “organizational maintenance” principle. I argue that the IRA’s
retributive impulses were tempered not just by the legitimacy concerns but also by the
pragmatic need to incapacitate informing, which ultimately meant relying on an amnesty
policy as much as on straightforward retribution.

1

3.1. Killings and “the spectacle of suffering”
The discussion of the punishment of informers has to begin with the killing of informers,
the most visible and high-profile sanction. At least formally, the IRA itself was clear that
the punishment for informing was death. The IRA’s General Army Orders stated that:
“volunteers found guilty of treason face the death penalty”.163 The IRA also issued
numerous statements to that effect, for example that “The IRA again warn all British
agents and informers irrespective of age, sex or beliefs that the punishment for such
crimes in wartime is death”.164 Interviewees confirmed this as well. An ex-combatant
told the author that “it was [...] very clear that if you were a volunteer and found to be
an informer you would get the death sentence”.165 Another interviewee said that
“Certainly when the IRA was established and had its general army rule it states quite
clearly that [if you’re an informer] you’ll be shot”.166

162 This slight modification of Balbus’s framework also points to a potential flaw in his original model, in
which it is implied that repression itself would be effective in curbing dissent and is only tempered by
concerns of long-term legitimacy and organizational maintenance. However, even leaving aside the
concerns of legitimacy and maintenance, repressive policies can also be ineffective in identifying and
stopping dissidents.
163 General Army Orders, general order 5, part 5, printed in an annex in Dillon 1990.
164 IRA statement following killing of informer in Derry, cited in “Shot Derry man as informer - IRA”,
Irish News, 22 Sep 1973. See also e.g. another IRA statement: “The Republican movement will be without
leniency towards those who stoop so low as to inform about members of the movement”, cited in “IRA
threaten to kill informers”, Daily Telegraph, 19 Oct 1972.
165 Interview with a former IRA member, Dundalk, April 2011.
166 Interview with an academic and political activist, Belfast, April 2011.
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According to my research, during the conflict the IRA killed around 70 suspected
informers.167 The first killing of an alleged informer for which the IRA claimed
responsibility took place early in the conflict, in January 1971, when the organization
shot John Kavanagh. As Dillon and Lehane wrote, “his death was to set a pattern for
executions to come” (1973:40). The last informer-killing to which the IRA claimed
responsibility took place just days before the IRA’s ceasefire in 1994, when it shot
Caroline Moreland.168 In between the killings proceeded in a more or less steady pace.169
The killings have reached a certain peak in 1979-1981, when seven IRA members and
one civilian were killed by the IRA as alleged informers: as Urban points out, in the
same period five IRA members were killed by British forces, fewer than were killed by
the organization itself as informers (1992:102). At times IRA statements made
deterrence an explicit goal of these killings - one IRA statement announcing the killing
of an informer ended with a typical warning: “let this man’s folly be a warning to
anyone who cooperates with the British forces of occupation”.170 Statements also often
used a language of vengeance, for example stating that “the only course of action to take
•

with a person of this nature is that of execution”.

171

The killing of alleged informers was relatively regulated and was performed by the
organization as such: I could not find evidence of any “private” killings of suspected
informers, for example by family members of people who were imprisoned because of
an informer. Instead, the killings were authorised and conducted by the organization as a
167 This figure and the rest of the information is based on a database built for the purpose of the PhD,
relying on information from the Sutton Index of Death (available on http://cain.ulst.ac.uk/sutton/ ), from
Lost Lives (McKittrick et al 1999), and from additional subsequent media reports. The exact number
remains ambiguous as there are a few cases where it is still unclear whether a person was killed by the
IRA as an alleged informer. Around half of those killed were IRA members and the rest non-members.
The total number of IRA members who were killed in the conflict is round 300, thus alleged informers
killed by the organization itself represent roughly 12 percent of its overall casualties.
158 There were several other killings of alleged informers after the 1994 ceasefire, for example the killing
of Eamon Collins in 1999, but the IRA has not claimed responsibility for such attacks after 1994.
169 For some examples, see “We Killed Derry Man - Provos”, Irish News, 25 Feb 1974; “We Executed
Tout, Say Provos”, Irish Times, 9 Sep 1985; “IRA says shot man was a police informer”, The Guardian, 9
Oct 1985; “Informers Killed in Belfast”, An Phoblacht, 2 March 1989; “Newry Informer Executed”, An
Phoblacht, 19 April 1990; “IRA Executes Informer”, An Phoblacht, 25 July 1991.
170 “Volunteer spy”, An Phoblacht, 8 March 1974. As Moloney wrote, “spies and informers were dealt
with in this way as a warning to others and to discourage anyone tempted to follow their example”
(2010:111-112).
171 “Loose talk can be fatal”, An Phoblacht, 25 Jan 1974.
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collective entity, following directives from the leadership. The killings of suspected
informers were carried out by organization’s members and out of public view. This was
in contrast with, for example, the killing of alleged Palestinian informers, where often
local activists were killing alleged informers without, and at times against, instructions
from the leadership (Yahya 1990:97; Be’er and Abdel-Jawad 1994:110; Kelly
2007:161), and those carrying out the killings were often close to or related to an activist
betrayed by the informer in question (Jean-Klein 2008:203). It can also be contrasted
with, for example, the ‘‘necklacing” of suspected informers in South Africa during the
anti-Apartheid struggle, which had a more spontaneous element and where “ordinary”
community members were involved in the killings (Ball 1994). Therefore, though the
IRA killings of informers were of course carried out outside of the criminal justice
system and thus on one level could be seen as private vigilantism, in fact the killings
bear some of the hallmarks of a state-like system of punishment, as will be elaborated
further below.

The retributive/deterrent strand in the IRA’s penology is further demonstrated by the
lack of a systematic application of proportionality in the punishment of informers. In the
context of punishment attacks against suspected “ordinary” criminals the IRA applied an
elaborate “tariff’ system whereby the severity of the physical attack was tied to the
severity of the offence and other mitigating or exacerbating factors such as age, gender,
or previous record (see e.g. McEvoy and Mika 2001:362; Hamill 2010). However, in the
context of informing - though the actual damage from their actions varied widely proportionality was broadly eschewed. The procedures in the Green Book did not make
distinctions between levels of “treason” and ascribe the death penalty without
consideration to the actual damage done. Though in some cases, especially early on,
informers had been kneecapped,

this was uncommon and later on kneecapping was

not usually used by the IRA against informers (Sluka 1989:94). Interviewees who were
asked whether distinctions would be made based on the level of damage from the
informing (e.g. between passing information directly used to kill IRA members and
172 See for example cases reported in “Campaign against informers”, An Phoblacht, 2 August 1974; and in
“War News: Belfast Brigade”, An Phoblacht, 15 March 1980.
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giving the location of an arms dump) mostly replied that no distinctions were made.173
An ex-IRA member said: “no, there is no [distinction] [...] once the label of being a tout,
an informer, was on anybody, it’s over, it’s gone, you know”;174 according to another
ex-IRA member, “there would have been theoretical distinctions made, but the
consequences would have been by and large the same. The IRA found anyone to be an
informer, no matter at what level, they would have been executed”. ' As another
interviewee said, the perception was that “You can’t inform in a little way. Or be a little
bit of an informer. You crossed the line, you’re completely outside [...] such was the
power of the black and white attitude”.

In this context, the retributive/deterrent

approach to informers had an “absolutist quality”, akin to mandatory sentencing
designed to show decisiveness and outrage (Garland 2001:133).

The killing of informers was often accompanied by the creation of a “spectacle of
suffering” (Spierenburg 1984). This performative aspect to the killing of informers
involved both deterrent and expressive functions. The spectacle of suffering was
asserted and performed through the degradation of the dead bodies of informers after
their death. As will be described in more detail below, in some cases informers’ bodies
were found with degrading placards placed on them. In many cases bodies were thrown
naked on roadsides. In others, alleged informers were subject to disappearances - their
bodies buried in secret graves with no details given to their families. In all these forms
there was an element of debasement, stripping people of their humanity. This was a
173 See also IRA statements asserting that it “will not tolerate the passing of any information to the British
forces [...] at any level [...] anyone identified as being a source of information to British forces will have
to accept the consequences of their actions” (cited in “Derry Brigade statement”, An Phoblact, 15 March
1990); and that “actions would be taken against informers and touts irrespective of what means they used”
(cited in “Proves renew threats to ‘informers’”, Irish Press, 14 Aug 1973).
174 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011.
175 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010. Another interviewee explained: “You
don’t distinguish: they are all informers” (interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011). A
couple of other interviewees suggested though that in practice low-level informing could have been often
treated less harshly than informing that led to killings or arrests (interviews with former IRA members,
Belfast, April 2011).
176 Interview with a veteran human rights and community activist, Belfast, June 2012. This is another link
between informers and sex offenders, in that despite the variation of acts that can be classified under sex
offences, the figure of “sex offender” came to be associated in public perceptions with the worst
manifestation of child molesters and paedophiles, allowing few if any gradations (Jenkins 1998; Spencer
2009:225).
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process strongly reminiscent of what Garland has described as nal excess” - a “self
consciously excessive retributive ritual” (2005:801). Such detment of dead bodies
was particularly marked in contrast to the importance the IRA ched to honouring its
dead members.177

Patterns in the spectacle of suffering appeared to vary at differ stages of the conflict.
The placing of placards on the bodies of alleged informers

done mainly in the

earlier stages of the conflict. For example, the body of Bernard Jgart, who was killed
as an alleged informer by the IRA in 1973, was found in Belfabth a placard bearing
the word “Tout” placed on him (McKittrick et al 1999:400). /ore common practice
was the dumping of alleged informers’ bodies on roadsides and hes. The bodies were
often naked or with other signs of debasement.178 This became ilmost integral part of
the punishment; “They were left, sometimes with a folded bank e in a pocket, without
shoes and with masking tape over their eyes, and a bullet throupe back of their head”
(Urban 1992:104). South Armagh, near the border with the Rejic of Ireland, became
“the traditional dumping grounds for the men executed by IRA” as informers
(Hamden 1999:15). As Geraghty summed up, the fate of informwas to end up as “the
hooded body, a single shot in the brain, arms pinioned, dumpeke garbage in a rainditch in south Armagh” (1998:151). The image of the bound aiooded body dumped
on a roadside near the border became one of the familiar imagesthe conflict.179

177 Throughout the conflict the IRA went to extraordinary lengths to pro\“military funerals” to its
killed members, including investing substantial efforts and taking risks irier to provide a guard of
honour with the traditional volleys shots as a salute (in itself an illegal act at time), a coffin wrapped in
the Irish Tricolour and so on (Feldman 1991). The Republican plot at MilltcCemetery in Belfast is an
almost sacred place in Republican consciousness, and, for example, Republs have been engaged in a
long campaign through the 1990s to exhume and remove to Milltown the fins of Tom Williams, an
IRA man executed and buried in the confines of Crumlin Road prison in2 (McEvoy and Conway
2004). The construction of memorials to IRA members has also been a verominent undertaking for
Republicans, both during and after the conflict (McDonald 2008, McEvojl Conway 2004). On this
background, the symbolic importance of the debasement of dead bodies cembers or their burial in
secret graves is particularly pronounced.
178 It is possible that people were stripped naked during interrogation fast of strategy of applying
psychological pressure, as well as to ensure that they were not wired) amt post-mortem. However,
even that was the case their bodies were not covered afterwards and the tsement effect created by
leaving naked bodies on roadsides was the same either way.
179 Interview with an academic researching armed groups in Northern Irei Belfast, June 2012. The
image has also been represented in fictional accounts, e.g. the film Shadow ler.
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This practice involved deterrent, operational, and symbolic-expressive elements. The
throwing of the bodies in roadsides had an important element of deterrence: Bishop and
Mallie cite “a senior member of the IRA security department”, according to whom “the
bodies of executed informers are deliberately left in public places as a warning to others
[and] ‘Usually when a body is left in the street two or three people come forward and
give themselves up’” (1988:404). An MIS source cited by Harnden said that “television
footage of a body on the border is a very bad news for recruiting sources” (cited in
Hamden 1999:199). The bodies of informers were also often used to lure the army or
police to danger: bodies would often be booby trapped or a bomb would be placed next
to them (Hamden 1999:199). This had a clear operational goal of attempting to kill or
injure security forces, using the body as a practical tool against the enemy. But it also
had a clear symbolic message, by using the informer post-mortem as a tool against his
masters. In addition, as security forces approached the body as a potential booby trap the
dead body was left lying outdoors for a longer period and also had to be poked and
prodded by the security services, adding to the debasement. 180

Indeed, the symbolic degradation is an important part of this act, and it can be seen to
constitute an additional punishment. According to a seasoned journalist with extensive
experience of reporting on paramilitary politics: “Bodies [of alleged informers] were left
in Armagh as a final public humiliation”.

Another interviewee reflected that “the

gruesome nature of the image of the body lying on the road” was particularly strong in
Irish culture where it would be considered especially humiliating that a body is thrown
over-night on a road side.

As Bell summed up, the bodies of informers contained an

important symbolic message: “the body found, bagged, and deposited on a country road
is a lesson and a marker, a message to the weak, to the strong, to the enemy, and one’s
own” (2000:70).

180 See e.g. description in “We executed man found on the border, say Provos”, Belfast Telegraph, 13 July
1979.
181 Interview with a senior journalist, Belfast, September 2010.
182 Interview with an academic researching armed groups in Northern Ireland, Belfast, June 2012.
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The other type of “penal excess” in the punishment of informing has been the practice of
“disappearances”. Around ten of the suspected informers killed by the IRA were
subjected to this punishment. The practice was that the suspects were abducted by the
IRA, and after they were interrogated and killed their bodies were buried in secret
locations. Their families were not formally informed of the fate of their loved-ones.
Only following the peace process and the 1997 ceasefire did the IRA formally
acknowledge its responsibility for the killing of these individuals and in an ongoing
process attempted to identify the locations of the secret graves (McEvoy and Conway
2004; and see further chapter 8 below).

The “disappearing” of suspected informers was never systematic, and occurred mainly
in the 1970s and early 1980s, after which it was abandoned. According to some accounts
the practice was met with resentment by some IRA members, who, while supporting the
killing of informers, objected to the secret burial, considering it as an excessive
punishment.183 The rationale behind the decisions to “disappear” some of the suspected
informers remains not fully clear. Though the IRA has apologized in later years for the
practice (see chapter 8 below), it has never fully articulated what were the reasons for
employing it to begin with. According to some accounts, disappearances were used in
some cases where the victims came from prominent Republican families, in an attempt
to disguise the fact that the people in question were exposed as informers so as to avoid
embarrassment to the families (Moloney 2007:121; Moloney 2010:112).184 While this
could be a reasonable interpretation, in practice the fact that these individuals were
killed as suspected informers became public knowledge relatively quickly and therefore
does not seem to be a convincing rationale. In another case of disappearance, it was
argued by one source that it was done to protect the leadership’s reputation by way of
disguising its failure to unearth the informer earlier on (Bradley and Feeney 2009:119);
however in this case as well the suggestion that the “disappeared” person was an
183 Suzanne Breen, “McGuinness unit ‘told to stop having informers disappeared”, Irish Mail on Sunday, 2
October 2011; Deaglan O’Donghaile, “Derry’s Disappeared”, Derry News, 11 Sep 2003.
184 Dillon makes this point in relation to one case in which an alleged informer was disappeared: “it was
agreed that it would not be made public, since this would embarrass the family, who were prominent
Republicans” (1990:49).
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informer was not kept secret for long. In addition, it seems that deterrence as such
cannot be a persuasive explanation for the practice, as in fact it leaves the fate of the
suspected informer at least initially unclear, allowing the possibility that, for example,
the person merely had gone abroad furtively (McIntyre 2003).

1 oc

As these potential rationales do not seem convincing, it might be that the rationale for
disappearances, even if not fully articulated, was to create a more severe punishment for
traitors - a penal excess. The key issue may have been the debasement of the bodies.
According to Dillon, the main aspect of the secret burial was that the suspected
infonners were buried in a non-consecrated ground, “obviously rooted in Catholic belief
that burial must be in consecrated ground”. Therefore, Dillon argues, the secret burial
“constituted an added punishment" (Dillon 1990:50, emphasis added). This is a
persuasive hypothesis.186 Both the disappearances and the humiliating dumping of
bodies in roadsides and ditches, I would argue, represented an additional symbolic layer
of retributive punishment. In this sense, the “spectacle of suffering” created by the
debasement of the dead bodies by the IRA is consistent with penological systems which
had no recourse to imprisonment and in which the treatment of the dead body was used
to convey extreme censure of particularly deviant acts. As McEvoy and Conway
describe, “prior to imprisonment emerging as the primary form of punishment, the body
of an accused person was itself the primary canvas upon which the lawful power of the
state or sovereign was inscribed. Historically, the physical and symbolic destruction of
the body after death was an important aspect of the sentence of the court” (2004:552).

Something similar was at play in the IRA’s case. Informers were not only to be killed
but their dead bodies would also have to be punished. This punitive aspect was, with
only a few exceptions, not used by the IRA when it killed members of the security
forces. It was reserved for informers. In the IRA universe the informers turning against
185 Former senior IRA member Brendan Hughes similarly said in relation to the decision to “disappear” a
suspected informer that “to take her away and bury her ... would serve no purpose, people wouldn’t
know” (Moloney 2010:129).
186 The degrading element of being buried in a secret grave becomes clearer also in comparison with the
importance otherwise attached by Republicans to honouring the dead, for example through being buried in
the Republican plot in Milltown Cemetery, as described above.
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the organization were akin to pre-modern regicides, and as in Foucault’s (1977)
description of the punishment of a regicide, their crime required an additional excessive
punishment - simply killing them would not be sufficient.

3.2. “Due process” and the “performance of legality”
While the spectacle of suffering and the image of naked bodies thrown on roadsides
suggest an uncompromising vengeful approach, it was tempered by another important
feature of IRA culture and practice. Alongside conveying a spectacle of suffering, the
bureaucracy, custom and practice involved in punishing informers was, for Republicans,
something akin to what state organisations would refer to as due process. In a way
reminiscent of the public lynching discussed by Garland, the IRA’s killings attempted to
emulate the procedures, form and discourse of real court executions (Garland 2005:813).
This was also done by the Republicans’ use of the vocabulary of an ordinary criminal
justice system, using terms such as “arrests”, “trials”, “death penalty” and
“execution”.187 As such, they aimed to create at least a crude form of what was termed a
“performance of legality” (McClintock 2009:67; Cole 2010; Douglas 2005): making
visible the authority of law and procedures. As McClintock wrote in another context, the
“performance of legality” means that rather than unleashing wild irrational violence
there is a meticulous setting up of “judicial semblance”, a ritualised display of a
legitimate process (McClintock 2009:67).188

Indeed, one of the surprising findings from an analysis of the IRA’s discourse on the
treatment of informers is the efforts the organization has put into aping elements of due
process in its penology. As will be detailed below, the organization relied on
investigations, courts-martial, confessions and public statements in its punishment of
alleged informers. A variety of sources, ranging from committed Republicans to those
187 I will explore other implications of the use of this state-like vocabulary in more detail in chapter 5
below.
188 It is important to note that the use of the term “performance of legality” does not suggest a positive
normative evaluation. Though the performance of legality is mostly associated with democratic liberal
regimes, it has also been prominent in undemocratic or illiberal contexts, such as South Africa during
apartheid (Abel 1995) or Israel’s military occupation of the West Bank and Gaza (Kretzmer 2000; Shamir
1990), where law and litigation have been used to legitimise oppression and human rights abuses.
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who are staunchly anti-IRA, have described a system of punishment which placed a
premium on procedures, and in which notions of revenge and retribution were tempered
by the need to follow - or to be seen to follow - due process. The key issue for this
chapter is not the question of whether the IRA’s court-martial and punishment were
indeed “fair”, but rather identifying and analyzing the fact that the organization placed
importance on conveying such a “performance of legality”.189 Republicans have
“carefully cultivated the myth of infallible vengeance against spies and informers”
(Townshend 1983:412, emphasis added), and this section will unpack and explain their
interest in cultivating such an image.

The puzzle I will seek to explain here then is as follows: why would a ruthless
organization, responsible for the killing of hundreds of civilians, whose members were
operating in a very difficult environment in which many of them were killed and
imprisoned, would bother to invest so much effort in conducting court-martials and
portraying an image of “due process” in relation to the punishment of those they
considered as the “lowest of the low”?190 The puzzle is further underlined by the fact
that, since the IRA did not have full control over a territory, the practicalities involved in
setting up courts-martial were even more difficult. The operational aspects of conducting
investigations and holding court-martials by an underground organization entailed a
considerable burden on the organization. It involved an investment of resources and
time, a diversion of resources from the military effort, as well as a high level of risk (due
to the movement of personnel, securing “safe houses” and so on).

Before explaining this performance of legality, the IRA procedures will be briefly
described. According to several sources, the IRA followed established processes in
dealing with informers: there was an initial investigation; a process of deliberation,
involving, in the case of IRA members, a court-martial process; and ratification of the
189 It should be noted that the strict adherence to procedures was less common in the very early years of
the conflict, especially in the early 1970s, when according to one interviewee “some people were killed
and labelled informers that weren’t informers [...] by the 80s, certainly by the 90s, they wouldn’t be shot
on the same evidence” (interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011).
190 It is interesting to note that the INLA dispensed with court-martial for suspected infonners in favour of
summary justice by the chief of staff (Campbell and Connolly 2012:28).
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sentence and punishment by the organization’s ruling body, the Army Council (Moloney
2010:113). Sean MacStiofain, the first chief of staff of the Provisional IRA, wrote in his
memoir that: '‘General Orders of the IRA never authorised execution on suspicion.
Regulations specify that there must be a thorough investigation and a court-martial,
whose findings must in turn have to be confirmed by the Army Council” (1975:306).
Deliberations over the verdict and punishment were relatively prolonged, in one case
taking almost two months (while the suspect was held in a “safe house”) (Toolis
1995:235). This practice is in marked contrast with the practice of, for example,
Palestinian armed groups, where the most common pattern of the killing of alleged
informers was killing “on-the-spot”, without interrogation or any preliminary
proceedings (Be’er and Abdel-Jawad 1994:123)

A senior Republican described to the author how the IRA conducted its initial
investigations once someone was suspected as an informer: “the IRA would set a test.
Maybe only tell this person one piece of information and the person would think that ten
people knew. And then the Brits would raid the house, and then the IRA would say
‘you’re the only one who was told’”.191 A similar version of the process is corroborated
by O’Callaghan, who wrote that if there was a suspicion of informing, the IRA would
start a “clandestine investigation”, “usually involving passing some bogus information to
the person involved and then monitoring the police response” (1998:267).

Thus,

before a court-martial, “The security department was expected to build a reasonable
dossier of information on a suspect before pulling him in” (Bishop and Mallie 1988:
402). One former IRA member admitted that the IRA did in some instances misidentify
informers, but argued that on the whole there was an expectation of “at least getting
sufficient information that could be checked against. To get contacts and details from the

191 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011.
192 Similarly, Toolis describes a case in which each member of a suspected five-person unit was left alone
in a house with a tapped phone in preparation to what they were told was an impending IRA operation.
When one of them used the tapped telephone to call the authorities he was exposed as an informer (Toolis
1995:242). A retired police officer who handled informers also confirmed that the IRA used the technique
of setting up situations in order to entrap informers (Simpson 2010:41).
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person that would indicate they were informing, certainly in the balance of probabilities,
and in many occasions beyond reasonable doubt”.193

In addition to investigations, there were also, at least formally, fairly complex written
procedures for various levels of courts-martial. IRA General Order no 15 details issues
such as appointment of judges, procedures for witnesses, the right of the accused,
including for defence counsel, right of appeal, and so on (Coogan 1993). Dillon too
confirms that “the IRA tends to be methodical about its court-martial procedures”
(1990:321), and Fulton describes a process of meticulously comparing testimonies from
witnesses (Fulton 2006:184). As one ex-combatant told the author: “It wasn’t a case of
the IRA saying someone is an informer and just go shoot them. There was a process.
[...] if the court didn’t have the evidence you just can’t shoot people”.194 Harkin and
Ingram concur that “standard IRA procedure seemed to be that unless an individual
made what the interrogators deemed to be a full confession they would not be killed”
(Harkin and Ingram 2004:98).195

Again it is important to stress that my purpose here is not to offer a normative
assessment of whether the IRA’s procedures were indeed akin to “fair trial”.196 It is
beyond the scope of this research to assess whether empirically the IRA procedures were
indeed accurate or speculate as to how many of those killed as informers were in fact
193 Interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011.
194 Interview with a former IRA member, Dundalk, April 2011.
195 Only IRA members were entitled to a court-martial, a right that non-members suspected of informing
did not have. Thus while members were held to higher standards and punished more severely they also
held a higher level of procedural rights (interview with a former IRA member, Derry, April 2011;
interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010; O’Callaghan 1998:276). However the
requirement of holding an investigation, establishing evidence and obtaining a confession applied also to
non-members (interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011).
196 Of course under domestic law the IRA would not have any right to try, detain or execute anyone,
whatever procedures it followed. A few scholars have argued that under International Humanitarian Law
(IHL), which is premised on the principle of “equality of belligerents”, armed groups which become
“parties to a conflict” could in some conditions have a right to establish their own courts, and that some
armed groups have demonstrated a capacity to hold trials which correspond to basic fair trial principles
(see Sivakumaran 2009, Somer 2007, Sassoli and Olson 2008, Casalin 2011). However, even in the most
permissive analysis this will require that the conflict has clearly passed the threshold to be considered as
an armed conflict under IHL, and the effective control of territory by the armed group in question; both
these requirements were not met in Northern Ireland, at least after the early 1970s, and indeed the
literature cited above has not referred to the IRAs courts-martial.
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informers. Having said that, it is important to note that it is clear, based among other
sources on the IRA’s own later admissions, that some individuals killed as informers
were wrongly accused (see chapter 8 below). There were also regular accusations of the
use of violence and torture in interrogations (which the IRA denied).197 Interviewees did
not compare the process to “real courts”; one former IRA member told the author: “it
isn’t a court of law, let’s be frank [...], there was a process [but] [...] in a guerrilla war, in
a secret war, it’s not exactly, you know, the European Convention of Human Rights, it’s
a minimal standard”.

The revelation that Freddie Scappiticci, a senior member of the

IRA’s internal security unit, was himself an informer, obviously means that many of
those killings should be retrospectively seen in a different light (I discuss the revelations
in relation to Scappiticci in more detail in Part II of the thesis). At the same time it is
also clear that many people went through IRA interrogations and court-martials and
were acquitted (Harkin and Ingram 2004:98).199 Kevin Fulton, an alias of an informer
who has become a vocal media critic of the IRA, described how he himself, while being
a genuine informer, survived an IRA court-martial: “I had escaped execution [...]
because Michael and the boys hadn’t managed to secure a confession. Nor did they have
any proof, and they needed one or the other. Some may find it surprising, but the IRA is
rigidly strict about such matters” (Fulton 2006:235).

Be that as it may, the key issue for this chapter is not such assessments but rather the fact
that the IRA invested in attempting to convey an image of due process, and made a
significant effort to create a performance of legality, giving the impression that
punishment was preceded by a form of legal process (Darby 1994:58). The frequency
with which the IRA gave relatively detailed explanations for the killing of informers
(including details of their alleged acts, sums of money they received, code names, phone
numbers, meeting places, previous warning issued to them and the process of IRA
investigation) underlines a public outlook far from the notion that suspected informers
197 See e.g. Bishop and Mallie (1988:402); Dillon (1990:311); Harkin and Ingram (2004:98); interview
with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2009. See also “Torture again Alleged after IRA Denial” Irish
Times, 1 March 1974. There were also allegations that at least in one case a suspected informer was told
by his IRA interrogators that his wife will be killed unless he confesses (Clarke and Johnston 2001:184).
198 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, July 2011.
199 Interview with a former IRA member, Dundalk, April 2011.
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would simply and unquestionably be shot.200 Its statements have emphasized the careful
procedures it follows, For example, when reporting the killing of an informer, it stated
that “we carried out a painstaking investigation into these incidents which led us in the
direction of Tom Oliver. We placed him under close observation and our suspicions
were confirmed”.

Such statements gave details on the process involved in punishing

informers in order to convince the public that they had the right target.202 In addition,
tapes or transcripts of the confession were often sent to the family of the alleged
informer after he was killed.

To recap, the question then is why would the IRA invest

in such an effort of performance of legality?204

I would suggest several variables were at work. First, the performance of legality was
part of the IRA’s effort of “legitimacy work” (Thumala, Goold and Loader 2011): rituals
200 See for example “IRA: We executed informer”, Irish News, 17 August 1973; “Shot man was an
informer - Proves”, Belfast Telegraph, 25 Feb 1974; “We executed man found on the border, say Provos”,
Belfast Telegraph, 13 July 1979; “IRA says shot man was a police informer”, The Guardian, 9 October
1985; “Informer killed in Belfast”, An Phoblacht, 2 March 1989; “Executed man 'informer since 1972’,
An Phoblacht, 20 July 1989; “Newry informer executed”. An Phoblacht, 19 April 1990. Such elaborate
justifications did not accompany IRA statements in relation to other routine operations such as the killing
of British soldiers.
201 Cited in “IRA executes informer”, An Phoblacht 25 July 1991. In another example the organization
stated, in relation to a killed informer, “under interrogation he admitted passing information weekly to the
British security forces” — cited in “Kidnapped man ‘killed by IRA as informer’”, Daily Telegraph, 26 June
1978.
202 In one case, “the full text of the IRA’s statement left little room to doubt the validity of their claims that
the Mahons were indeed informers. It described in detail the names of the RUC handlers, their phone
numbers and extensions, dates of meetings, the different types of bugs they put in arms dump, and
payment arrangements” — Frank McCabe, “West Belfast Under the prove ‘Law Enforcers’”, Fortnight
Magazine, 1 October 1985. Certainly there are claims that some confessions from informers were
extracted through torture, and some of their statements did not provide sufficient details to ascertain
whether or not they were informers (interview with a human rights activist from a Republican background,
Derry, April 2009). However the pertinent point is that in most cases there seemed to be an acceptance
that if the IRA stated that someone was an informer that was indeed the case (even if there was less
agreement on whether that person should have been killed).
203 Interview with an academic and political activist, Belfast, April 2011; see also Clarke and Johnston
2001:151; Urban 1992:104.
204 Toolis proposes that the IRA’s insistence on confessions by accused informers can be explained by a
different factor: the organization’s Catholic background. He argues that “in the informer war, the powerful
Catholic sacrament of confession and its sub-elements of recantation, repentance, redemption and
absolution subconsciously guided the IRA’s own interrogation of informers” (Toolis 1995:224). However,
this argument appears tenuous to me. The insistence on confessions from accused traitors and dissidents
has been central in many non-Catholic systems as well: for example, confessions have been a central part
legitimizing the persecution of dissidents in the Soviet Union during the Stalinist purges (Arendt
1951:353). Based on my interviews with former IRA personnel and an exhaustive review of the literature I
would argue that that the performance of legality is a more plausible explanation than Catholic attachment.
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and claims intended to justify organizational activities. Legitimacy involves the
existence of a credible account or rationale explaining what the organization is doing
and why (Suchman 1995), and organizations that lack acceptable legitimated accounts of
their activities become vulnerable to claims that they are negligent or irrational (Meyer
and Rowan 1991:50). The IRA sought legitimacy as a political\military organization
(rather than a criminal or terrorist organization) and indeed a govemment-in-waiting, in
the eyes of the nationalist community, the British state and society, and external
audiences such as in the USA (see e.g. Mulcahy 1995b). As part of this, the IRA has in
general placed a premium of articulating its strategy of attacking “legitimate targets” and
avoiding an image of indiscriminate killings. Its self-image was of an organisation
involved in “controlled violence”, with a series of self-imposed limitations in targeting
efforts (Darby 1994, Smith 1997:31-35).205 It sought, however ridiculously at times
given the number of “mistakes” and the expansion of its range of legitimate targets (e.g.
to include those who served police officers in shops), to stress that it was not killing at
random but rather pinpointing targets, and also acted within a range of other self
limitations.206 Thus, the performance of legality with regard to the killing of informers
was a further claim to “controlled” rather than indiscriminate violence. More
specifically, the performance of legality gave the IRA the legitimacy that comes from
the use of the idiom of criminal punishment. It has used what was termed “the aura of
charisma which surrounds legal authorities” (Garland 1990:11) to legitimize its
actions.

In that sense, the IRA benefited from the general phenomenon of “procedural

legitimacy”, whereby organizations gamer legitimacy by embracing socially accepted
procedures (irrespective of outcomes) (Suchman 1995, Scott 1992), as well as the
particular legitimacy created by the perception of due procedures in the context of
criminal punishment (Tyler 1990; Sunshine and Tyler 2003).

205 The IRA was not unique as such, and many armed groups operate within self-imposed constraints,
shaped by their own and their supportive communities’ norms (Kalyvas and Sanchez-Cuence 2005:213214; Della Porta 1995:129).
206 For example avoiding attacks in the Irish Republic.
207 As Balbus argued, “legality is a fundamental legitimacy principle” (Balbus 1973:4).
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A closely related issue is that investing in the creation of an image of due process and a
perfonuance of legality was tied to the relationship between the IRA and the working
class community from which it drew its support - the sea in which the fish swim, in
Maoist terms (see Sluka 1989). In general, the IRA’s decisions regarding its use of
violence have been affected and shaped by considerations of how its actions were
perceived by its claimed constituency (Darby 1994:62) and the need to avoid censure
from within the nationalist community (Collins 1997:295). In that sense the performance
of legality corresponded to the need to achieve '‘moral legitimacy”: a positive normative
evaluation of the organization’s activities (Suchman 1995). The IRA often placed limits
on its actions based on its perception of community responses: “The IRA appreciated
that there were boundaries of [community] tolerance which it could not overstep”
(Burton 1978:109; see also Moloney 2010:101).208 In that sense there is an analogy with
the way governments are often constrained by state-society relations (Giddens 1987,
Mann 1993), and cannot brazenly kill internal enemies without generating opposition
(Mann 1984). Given that informers were by definition members of the community, the
organization had to justify itself, using the idiom of due process. As one interviewee
said, the IRA had “to demonstrate to their people that there was a degree of evidence.
Because after all they were shooting a Catholic”.209 Such considerations became even
more important once Sinn Fein had begun contesting elections: one interviewee
suggested to the author that political sensitivities concerning the needs of Sinn Fein
tempered the scope and manner of the killing of informers.

Urban has similarly

suggested that “senior Republicans were aware that killing informers might lose them
support in the nationalist community” (1992:103). An ex-combatant explained that:
“because the struggle isn’t a conventional war, it’s a war where communities are
involved and support the struggle against an occupation force, there are political
considerations, there are family considerations, there are community considerations, so

208 Gerry Adams, for example, warned in 1984 that “there are varying degrees of tolerance within the
nationalist electorate for aspects of the armed struggle[...] revolutionary force must be controlled and
disciplined” (cited in Smith 1997:176).
209 Interview with a veteran human rights and community activist, Belfast, June 2012.
210 Interview with an academic and political activist, Belfast, April 2011.
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you expect the IRA to be a bit more tempered in its response [...] [it’s not] ‘you gave
information, bang you’re dead’”. 211

Indeed the Green Book was explicit in relation to the need to explain to communities the
full justification for the killing of an informer. It emphasized that the “conduct of
Republican activities must be aimed at if not enhancing support, at least at not creating
enemies unnecessarily”, and it gives as an example of a potential alienated audience “the
family, friends and neighbours of an informer who has been punished without their
being informed why” (cited in Coogan 1993:692). Elsewhere in the Green Book it was
stated that “the rule of thumb for all our actions can therefore be clearly seen to be that
we must explain by whatever means we have at our disposal why we bomb, why we
punish criminals, why we execute informers'’’ (cited Coogan 1993:690, emphasis added).

The IRA’s efforts at maintaining legitimacy appear to have been generally successful.
The community on the whole believed that if the IRA declared that an individual was an
informer, that was indeed the case.212 Though the SDLP and anti-IRA actors consistently
condemned the killing of informers,

as indeed they have condemned all violent acts

by the IRA, by and large there were no major public criticisms from within the
Republican community.214 This is in contrast to Palestinian (Kelly 2007:161; Be’er and

211 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011. In addition, the IRA was accused by the
British and Unionist as unrepresentative of its community and as bullying them (Sluka 1989), and killing
too many of its own members could have undermine its claims of being a “people’s army”.
212 Interview with an academic and political activist, Belfast, April 2011. Another interviewee assessed for
example that “There was I think a general feeling that those the IRA shot were informers, there was a
general feeling in the Republican community of willingness to believe the IRA” (interview with a former
IRA member, Armagh, April 2011). A contemporary media account found that “it seems that the
execution of ‘informers’ has come to be accepted with surprising unconcern in nationalist areas of west
Belfast” - Frank McCabe, “West Belfast Under the Provo ‘Law Enforcers’”, Fortnight Magazine, 7
October 1985.
213 See e.g. “Execution by Proves Condemned”, Belfast Telegraph, 17 Aug 1975; “Hume Takes on the
Provo Executioners”, Irish News, 9 Oct 1985; “Proves Come under Attack after Killings”, Irish News, 10
Sep 1985.
214 There were a few cases, especially when the alleged informer killed was not an IRA member, that there
was public critique from within Republican communities, for example in relation to a killing of a teenager
with mental disabilities in the early 1970s (interview with an academic and political activist, June 2012),
and of a woman killed in 1994 just before the IRA ceasefire (interview with a human rights activist from a
republican background, Belfast, May 2011). These cases show that when the community felt that in
specific cases the IRA “crossed a line” in relation to punishment of informing it was able to voice a
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Abdel-Jawad 1994:163-166; Sayigh 1999:637), South African (Seekings 2000; Abel
1995:324-325), and Italian (Della Porta 2005:123) armed groups where the killing of
informers was often met with major critique from within the armed groups as well as
public critique from the communities which otherwise supported the violence by those
armed groups.

In addition, punishment within the IRA had to be carried out in a way which would
retain legitimacy in the eyes of its own members. The appearance of arbitrary
punishment would have had a predictably deleterious effect on members’ morale and
commitment, as well as on the ability to recruit new members. After all IRA members
were themselves the subject of the organization’s punishment system. After detailing the
due process procedures for punishment of members suspected of informing, Sean
MacStiofain, an IRA chief of staff, candidly explained that: “the IRA is an all-volunteer
organization, and people do not volunteer in strength for organizations that give them no
personal rights” (MacStiofain 1975:306). Indeed, in this context the fact that the IRA
was based on volunteering is important in shaping its penology. The IRA, unlike many
other armed groups, allowed members to leave (O’Doherty 1993:109), and did not
normally try to punish deserters.

As one IRA ex-combatant explained, “You

volunteered and were called a ‘volunteer’. Contrary to general belief, you could leave
the IRA. You could ‘jack it in’” (Bradely and Feeny 2009:267).216 Some of those
members who became disaffected with the IRA have linked their disillusionment with
perception of unjustified punishment of members (Collins 1997). Indeed in one case an
IRA volunteer, Robert Quigley, claimed that his interrogation by the IRA and his fear
that he will be shot as informer in a subsequent interrogation made him in the end

critique, and so also indicate that in the majority of cases Republican communities have at least tolerated
the overall punitive policies.
215 Whereas, for example, a primary focus of FARC activities is the prevention of desertion and the
punishment of deserters (see Gentry and Spencer 2010:469).
216 According to an ex-member, the reasons for this practice were, like much else discussed here, a
combination of pragmatism and the need to take into account community views: “what community in
Northern Ireland would support a locally-recruited paramilitary if none of the community’s fathers, sons,
or daughters could ever leave it? What secret organization would endanger its own security by forcibly
keeping within its ranks people who did not want to be there?” (O’Doherty 1993:230).
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become one (Greer 1995b:l 19-120).217 The risk of more such cases was at least
mitigated by creating a perception of an accurate process of establishing guilt. This
element corresponds to what Suchman (1995) has defined as “pragmatic legitimacy”: the
self-interested calculations of an organization's most immediate audience. As he notes,
the willingness to relinquish some measure of authority - evident in this context from
the leadership submitting its actions to the requirement of “due process” - constitutes a
clear indication of commitment to a constituent’s well-being and thus helps in
establishing the pragmatic legitimacy which rests on the self-interest of the audience
(Suchman 1995).
The efforts to maintain the internal legitimacy of the procedures through a performance
of legality was particularly important in an attempt to avoid accusations triggering
internal feuds and members becoming disillusioned or vengeful after the killing of their
comrades. As one interviewee noted, personal friendship with someone killed as an
informer could have led to bitterness and revenge by fellow IRA members, a risk which
the court-martial system alleviated: “you’ll be sitting in your cell thinking those bastards
killed my mate, whereas if there’s a structure to it then at least you know it’s part of
what you signed up to it”.218 A senior ex-combatant told the author that the IRA
consciously employed these procedures in order to avoid the descent to internal feuds
which otherwise could follow accusations of informing, and which indeed haunted other
armed groups: “If somebody accused you [of being an informer] and there was no proof,
well then, that’s it. In a way we didn’t give in to this whole - if you look at the history of
INLA, where people pointed fingers and ended up slaughtering each other. If you go to
their graves in Milltown there’s two guys lying side by side, one was killed by the other.

217 There is some anecdotal evidence for similar cases elsewhere. A perception of unjust internal
punishment was also cited as one of the reasons for members of the Kurdish armed group PKK to
disengage with their group and become state witnesses (Yilmaz 2012). Some members of the Italian Red
Brigades became disillusioned with the group and left it because of what they saw as unjustified killings
of alleged informers (Della Porta 2007:14). A Palestinian member of Hamas (and the son of one of the
founders of the organization) who later turned against Hamas and became an Israeli informer, wrote that
the organization’s brutal treatment of suspected informers was one of the reasons for his change of heart
(see Michael Jacobson, “Lessons from Israel’s Unlikely Spy’’, Jerusalem Post, 20 Mar. 2010).
available at http://www.jpost.com/Opinion/Op-EdContributors/Article.aspx?id=171412).
218 Interview with an academic researching armed groups in Northern Ireland, Belfast, June 2012.
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This whole sort of craziness. The IRA attempted to put systems in place to guard against
any of that and to prevent downwards spiral”.

219

The fact that many suspected informers had relatives who were IRA members and
supporters would have exacerbated the risk of disillusionment if there was a perception
of arbitrary punishments. The belief that the IRA would not punish informers without
careful deliberation alleviated this risk. As an ex-combatant pointed out to the author,
there were cases of IRA activists whose brothers were killed by the IRA as suspected
informers and who afterwards remained members in the organization.^

This important

fact likely indicates a high level of legitimacy and trust in the procedures (whether or not
such trust would have been empirically justified). In the end, “the IRA men seemed on
the whole to be content with the quality of the organization’s justice” (Bishop and
Mallie 1988: 402). Such legitimacy is an important outcome for the organization, and
one which was achieved through the performance of legality.
In addition, for both IRA members and the organization’s immediate supportive
community, a significant element of legitimacy created by the performance of legality
relates to the important role of tradition in Irish Republicanism. Courts-martial, like
hunger strikes or jailbreaks, were part of the founding and highly ritualised myths of
the movement, and its continuity was maintained by such traditional practices. The
courts-martial and executions were embedded in Republican history and tradition
(Dillon and Lehane 1973:245) and a decades-old culture (Campbell and Connolly
2012:37). As Burton explains, the courts-martial were part of what he termed the
Republican “traditionalism”, which “stamp out the mythologies of the movement”
(1978:108-109). The use of this traditional method has likely helped in establishing what
Suchman defined as “cognitive legitimacy”, which is created by a “taken-for-granted
cultural account” (1995:582). At the same time, a deviation from this tradition - for
219 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012. On how the INLA descended into feuds and
splits following the actions of informers see also e.g. Sanders (2011:158-161).
220 Interview with a former IRA member, Dundalk, April 2011; see also Morrison (1999:16) on one case
of this type. In such cases it appears that given that the brother of the informer was an IRA member the
stigma which was usually attached to relatives of informers was less evident.
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example abolishing the requirement of a court-martial - would have been a source of de
legitimization: as Balbus (1973) notes, once legal rationality is established as a source of
legitimacy, deviating from it in order to dispose of opponents would signal a major
threat to legitimacy.

A related additional consideration which appears to have informed the performance of
legality in relation to informers was the question of deterrence. As Kalyvas wrote, in
civil wars and insurgencies, “to achieve deterrence, political actors must convince the
targeted population that they are able to monitor and sanction their behaviour with
reasonable accuracy. In other words, they need to cultivate a perception of credible
selection [of targets for punishment]” (2006:190, emphasis in the original). As Herreros
(2006) shows, punishment which is perceived as fully arbitrary would not be an efficient
deterrence, as it signals that individual behaviour would not affect the chances of being
punished.221 Though Wilkinson (2000) argued that armed groups use “terror” in order to
instil discipline and deter informing among their members, in fact punishment which is
perceived to be indiscriminate and unpredictable could hold limited possibilities in
affecting members’ behaviours (see also Townshend 1983:412).

In other words, if the

IRA was to create the impression that it arbitrarily or even casually kills suspected
informers without investing efforts in confirming that the person killed was indeed an
informer responsible for a failed operation or the discovery of an arms dump, it may
have ended up having a lower deterrent effect on those considering whether to become
informers. Equally important, those who are pressed to become informers need to know
that if they resist such overtures from state forces, their decision not to become
informers will protect them from punishment by the organization. The crucial element
here is not the extent to which due process is measurable or quantifiable. Rather, the
point is that legality is performed.
221 Herreros (2006) has argued, with regard to Stalin’s show trials, that for this reason deterrence requires a
perception that an individual behaviour can mitigate the sentence, and therefore the Stalinist purges were
designed to avoid giving an impression of complete arbitrariness and mimicked the behaviour of a
legalistic order (through the use of courts, confessions, and so on).
222 In dealing with the risk of “civilian defection”, armed groups employ the threat of violent force, but “to
be effective [...] force must also be selective [...] violence is used efficiently if it is employed to punish
only those who defect (or are likely to defect): in this case it acts as a credible signal of the actors’ ability
to exercise control and protect their supporters” (Weinstein 2007:204).
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In addition to these “performative” elements, it appears that following what was deemed
as “due process” also had intrinsic values for the IRA leadership. A senior ex-combatant
told the author that the organization relied on investigations and court-martial because of
growing awareness that British agencies often attempted to create an impression that
loyal IRA members were informers.

As he described, the attachment to “due process”

became more important “particularly when you realized that your enemy can well leave
false trails. You couldn’t allow your enemy to manipulate you into believing that all the
fingers are pointing to you but actually it’s this guy sitting over here who’s the real
informer. So this realization that sometimes things are not just as simple as what they
seem [meant] you have a responsibility to deal with that”.

Finally, while the analysis

above explored the benefits the performance of legality afforded the IRA, I do not mean
to discount the possibility that among the organization’s members there was genuine
normative attachment to the idea of due process.

As Ron noted, military

organizations, including those involved in mass human rights violations, retain a sense
of an army’s “’proper’ procedure” (Ron 2000:448), and a sense that the procedures in
relation to punishing informers were simply the ‘proper’ thing to do was evident in some
of the interviews with ex-combatants. In explaining the effort to employ court-martials,
an ex-IRA member pointed to what he termed the IRA’s “sense of self-identity”, and
explained that: “The IRA, even though it was a guerrilla army, a clandestine
organization, was an army nevertheless. It did see itself as an army, and therefore set its

223 A tactic also described by other interviewees as well as by e.g. Hamill 1985 and Moloney 2010. As one
ex-combatant described “the Special Branch interrogating you in Castlereagh would be giving you false
information so that you would come out thinking only Joe knew that, Joe must be an informer, and maybe
Joe is the best friend in the world. So every trick that you could probably think of they would use”
(interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011); another described: “One of the things the
interrogators used to do when you were in Castlereagh or one of the other interrogation centres, they
would attempt to place a doubt about some individual. A lot of time they would have homed in on IRA
operations, there would have been IRA volunteers killed, and they would say [ostensibly among
themselves but so the person interrogated would hear] ‘that stupid bastard, they killed our best agent’.
They would do it to try to create that paranoia” (interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June
2012).
224 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012.
225 As Campbell and Connolly note “The IRA was characterized by high degrees of normativity, [...]
employing written internal trial procedures and demonstrating important (though incomplete) degrees of
IHL adherence” (Campbell and Connolly 2012:36-7).
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own rules, and had a system of rules, discipline, which included court-martial”.226 It is
also possible that, whatever the initial motivation, members have internalized and
become convinced by their own “legalistic” rhetoric and did not necessarily cynically
employ it (as Bourdieu 1998:59 noted in relation to state bureaucrats), or, in the words
of EP Thompson, they have gradually become “prisoners of their own rhetoric”
(1975b:263).

3.3. Amnesties, exiles, and pragmatism
The third element in the IRA’s penology in relation to informers which will be explored
in this chapter is the policy of offering “amnesties” to informers who voluntarily
confessed to the IRA, in most cases also involving the “exiling” of these informers out
of the region as an alternative to killings. While generally receiving less attention than
the killings of informers, it is likely that amnesty/exile was in fact a much more common
response to informing than killings. According to a senior Republican interviewed by the
author, “I would say the IRA let go five times more than what they shot”.

This is

confirmed by other commentators who argued that at least by the 1980s informers were
more likely to leave the country by order of the IRA than they were to be killed by the
organization (Sluka 1989:95). Given the status of informers as folk-devils and as a threat
to the struggle, and IRA statements that it will act “without leniency” towards
informers,228 the prominence of the amnesties is surprising, and this section will analyze
this. As will be explained in more detail below, the amnesty/exile policy was in the main
an expression of a pragmatic tendency in the IRA’s response to informing: by using it
the organization set aside notions of just retribution in favour of effective incapacitation

226 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, July 2011. As another ex-combatant said, “the IRA did
attempt to conform to the laws of war where possible. They had a very clear picture of what was allowed
and wasn’t allowed, they had structure which was in place, of leadership and directions and strategy and
policy, they had a code of IRA army orders, code of behaviour” (interview with a former IRA member,
Belfast, June 2012). Such sentiments also speak to the aspired status of state-in-waiting and of being “fit
to govern”, issues I will return to in chapter 5 below.
227 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011. The interviewee emphasized that this
number is an impression, not hard statistics. Other interviewees also confirmed that the number of
revealed informers was much higher than those who were killed (interview with an academic and political
activist, Belfast, April 2011). One interviewee said that when amnesties were offered people came “in
droves - there was loads and loads” (Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2009).
228 See e.g. IRA statement cited in “IRA threaten to kill informers”, Daily Telegraph, 19 Oct 1972.
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of informers (through their exposure and exile). While the IRA believed it had the right
to kill all informers, in practice it preferred to follow the logic of incapacitation even if
that meant not abiding with its own rhetoric, norms and codes. In addition, as will be
shown below, the policy also further demonstrates how the organization’s policies were
shaped and constrained by the need not to alienate its supportive community, and also
had a pragmatic advantage in terms of intelligence-gathering through debriefings of
confessed informers. Finally, as will be shown, the amnesty/exile also involved an
expressive element, and while eschewing killings it did not involve “rehabilitative”
elements (in addition the amnesties involved a “performance of mercy” (McEvoy and
Mallinder 2012) and aspects of governance which I will explore later in chapter 5
below).

The amnesty policy was in place at least episodically since the 1970s. For example, an
IRA statement from 1974 suggested that “any person who surrenders to the Republican
movement will be unharmed, provided that he or she is prepared to make a clean breast
of what has occurred”.229 However, it has become more systematic since a wellpublicised amnesty in 1982, at the height of the Supergrass trials period (Bishop and
Mallie 1988:404).230 Amnesties were periodically publicised in Republican publications,
through statements and through press conferences:

“the IRA fairly frequently issued

communiques and directives to people saying if you come forward and admit your role
you won’t be killed”.

Some of these amnesties were publicly offered as limited in

time, giving informers a limited window of opportunity to confess their activities to the
IRA. As one interviewee described: “periodically the IRA offered amnesty - if you
come to us and say that you were blackmailed, intimidated, whatever, before [for
example] Saturday lunch time, we forget it. If you went - and there were lots of
229 Irish Republican Information Service, 31 July 1974. In another example from the 1970s, the IRA in
South Armagh warned informers to leave the district within seven days or else be shot. See “Kidnapped
man ‘killed by IRA as informer”’, Daily Telegraph, 26 June 1978.
230 “At that point the IRA went out publicly to encourage these people to withdraw their evidence and so
there were public assurances made to encourage these people by saying ‘you have nothing to fear,
withdraw your evidence’” (interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, July 2011).
231 In the next chapter I elaborate on the “public pedagogy” element of these press conferences and
statements.
232 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, July 2011.
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examples of people going to the IRA saying I was stopped because of traffic offence, I
was stopped for such and such - the IRA said ok, that’s fair enough".*3'’ However, while
the public statements often suggested that amnesties would be limited in time, in fact the
amnesty policy seems to have been in place constantly, at least from the early 1980s.
The organization emphasized that as long as people came forward voluntarily their lives
would be spared no matter the extent of their collaboration with security agencies
(Toolis 1995:225). For example, in one typical statement the organization suggested that
the amnesties were ongoing: “the IRA has made it clear many times that those who
come forward voluntarily and reveal their predicament, whether they have been victims
of the RUC or the Garda, have nothing to fear irrespective of what information they may
have given”.234
Informers seeking amnesties would normally approach the IRA through intermediaries,
e.g. priests, and ask for assurances for their safety in exchange for admitting their role.

235

An ex-IRA member described a typical process to the author:
“Normally what would happen, somebody would come on their behalf and say
[X] came and he said he was compromised [...] and because we’re such a small
place, there’d be family members who know someone [in the IRA] on a personal
level, trusted them - [saying] I’ll bring him [the informer] over if you were there.
And then people would [sometimes] say I’m not allowed to be there but I can
meet him there and I can bring him back and I can tell you he will not be
236

touched, harmed, and people would have trusted you”.“

The policy of killing informers remained in place, and was of course put to use
regularly, but at least to some degree came to be portrayed as a secondary option, one
which would be used only when other means fail. Thus in announcing one amnesty the
IRA said that “we urge all those involved in passing any information to the crown forces
233 Interview with an academic and political activist, Belfast, April 2011.
234 “The murderous reality of informer tactics”, An Phoblacht, 1 August 1991.
235 Interview with a human rights activist from a Republican background, Belfast, May 2011; interview
with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011.
236 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011.
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to come forward before it is too late. Remember, history shows that you will inevitably
be caught with most regrettable but necessary consequences”.237 In this way the threat of
punishment remained to underpin the amnesties: the offer of clemency applied only to
those who confessed their treachery and the organization continued to kill other
informers who did not come forward (Urban 1992:104). As a consequence it is
important to note that the amnesties were not general but rather were individualised.
They were used only when specific informers confessed their activities: in one statement
for example the IRA said: “we would urge these people to come forward in the
immediate future and they will be granted an amnesty. If they don’t they are well aware
of the consequences”.238. As such, these amnesties were of the type known in
transitional justice literature as “conditional amnesties” (Mallinder 2008). At one level
their organisational structure - amnesty in exchange for disclosure of details on past
offence - can be seen as a crude version of the South African Truth and Reconciliation’s
(TRC) amnesty-for-truth procedure. 239

In many and perhaps the majority of these cases, the informers who received the
amnesty were ordered to leave Northern Ireland.240 As one interviewee explained: “they
do have to leave, that’s for everybody’s sake, you can’t have them back at a comer next
week”.241 At least according to one interviewee, exiles were occasionally used also in
237 “IRA announces amnesty”, An Phoblacht, 9 August 1990.
238 IRA statement cited in “Executed man ‘informer since 1972”’, An Phoblacht, 20 July 1989. In another
example, the organization announced that: “in recent weeks, following the execution of the Mahons in
Belfast, a number of people have done so [came forward] none of whom have been harmed by us.
However where we are forced to hunt down touts, they must expect no mercy” (IRA statement cited in
“Hume takes on the Provo executioners”, Irish News, 9 Oct 1985).
239 This analogy is of course imperfect: the amnesty-for-truth policy of the TRC aimed to achieve a
measure of accountability and provide some closure for victims, whereas the IRA’s amnesties aimed to
embolden the organization in order to maximise its effectiveness. The salient point here though is that the
IRA’s policy was not of blanket amnesties to a category of people but given to individuals based on
individual undertakings.
240 According to one interviewee some non-members who came forward to the IRA were exempted from
the exile, but IRA members who confessed were treated in a harsher manner and were always exiled
(interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2009).
241 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011. In addition, according to one senior ex-IRA
member, “You have people who exiled themselves — there are guys who were compromised, arrested,
agreed to work for the British or Special Branch, released from interrogation centre, and they took
themselves off to the South [Republic of Ireland], and they didn’t tell us. They just ran. And they live
[now] maybe in Limerick or Cork or maybe in France or Italy or Boston, and you don’t even know”
(interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012).
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some cases of low-level informing even if they have not come forward voluntarily.242 I
will return below to the practice of exiling.

In general, it appears that the granting of amnesty by the IRA was seen as credible by
those potentially affected by it. There is one case in which there were allegations that an
informer who was spirited out of Northern Ireland by his handlers was tempted to come
back by an amnesty offer and was then killed by the IRA.243 But apart from this case it
appears that the IRA did not kill individuals who received amnesties. As several
interviewees explained to the author, it would have been self-defeating for the IRA to
renege on such promises, as it would immediately lead to other informers not
approaching the IRA anymore.244 At the same time, in some cases where exiled
informers decided to defy the exile and come back to Northern Ireland the organization
did kill them.243 As one senior ex-member said: “At times people would be told ‘don’t
come back to the North again’, and for some reason they ended up saying ‘ah fuck it’,
and they ended up going back to the North and then they got killed”.246

The amnesty/exile policy was a deviation from the IRA’s own stated norms of killing
informers, a deviation largely explained by the goal of being able to detect and stop the
activity of a larger number of informers than a straightforward punitive response would
allow. As one senior former IRA member said, “At times [...] The decision would have
242 Interview with a former IRA member, Derry, April 2011.
243 This is the case of Frank Hegarty, allegedly the quartermaster of the IRA in Derry, who was spirited
out by his handlers to England in 1986, and a few weeks later escaped his handlers to go back to Derry,
and was killed by the IRA. There are allegations that he decided to go back to Derry based on offer of
amnesty from the IRA (see Clarke and Johnston 2001:162; Moloney 2007).
244 One ex-combatant told the author “There’s no sense and no logic to say if you come forward you’re
safe [and not honour the promise] - if someone comes forward and ends up dead, the next person will have
no reason to come forward” (interview with a former IRA member, Derry, April 2011). Indeed, in the
Palestinian case, where occasionally there have been offers of amnesties to collaborators, it appears that a
perception that amnesties were not credible did indeed undermine their effectiveness. According to Kelly,
in 2001 the Palestinian Authority announced a 45 days amnesty for collaborators, but nobody handed
themselves in as they had little trust in the offer (2007:165). During the first intifada there were cases in
which collaborators who had “repented” and who received assurances for their safety were nevertheless
killed afterwards, which led to a major decline in the number of those coming forward voluntarily (Be’er
and Abdel-Jawad 1994).
245 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011.
246 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012. See also Morrison (1999:140) for a
description of one such case.
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been made, well maybe instead of just going through the straightforward - executing
these people - offer them an amnesty, see who comes forward”.247 The premise of the
amnesty/exile policy was then a pragmatic reasoning that the incapacitation of informers
should take priority over retribution and deterrence.

I use the term ‘‘pragmatic” policy here in the sense it acquired in contemporary penology
- an emphasis on cost-effective and results-orientated policies, de-coupled from broader
ideological normative narratives (Feely and Simon 1992). Such pragmatism involves de
emphasizing emotional and moral dimensions, relying on “managerialism” which
highlights efficiency (Loader and Sparks 2002:88), and is geared toward effective
management and adaption to changing conditions, rather than ideological principles and
political doctrines (Barker 2009:128). Minimizing risk through incapacitation is seen as
one of the key features of this pragmatism (Feely and Simon 1992), where offenders are
seen as a type of toxic waste which needs to be managed, rather than to be either morally
condemned or rehabilitated (Simon 1993).

In this context, though the IRA saw informers as war-time spies whom it had a right to
kill (Moloney 2010:111), it preferred to show leniency for behaviour which it believed
merited execution, in order to encourage more informers to reveal themselves and halt
their actions, calculating that “it was worth setting aside the death penalty for informers
in an effort to stop the flood of information from other spies in their midst” (Dillon
1990:311). According to Sluka, in this context the IRA followed “a purely pragmatic
perspective”, motivated by the need to encourage people not to be afraid to tell it if they
gave information to the security forces, so the IRA would be able to “prevent or
minimize the damage that could result” (1989:95). As one former IRA member said of
the amnesties: “it was a pragmatic decision, because it meant that - you know the old
saying, if you don’t give your enemy an opportunity to surrender they have to fight till
death. So it’s better if they put their arms down and come out. So fair enough, if they’re
willing to come out”. 248
:47 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012.
248 Interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011.
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As such statements reveal, the prime motivation was pragmatic: to effectively reduce the
threat of informers though incapacitation, sidelining retribution or deterrence. This move
was described by one ex-combatant, who explained to the author that though initially the
assumption was that all informers have to be killed, later on “you look at it and you’re
saying to yourself [...] what you want to do? You want them to stop, that’s all you want
them to do, stop [...] the best thing for everybody is for him to go [exile]. That was an
argument that people made in a later stage, what are we going to achieve by killing
him”.249 The amnesty/exile policy was thus a move away from the “absolutist
imperatives” of punishment - an ideological conception that demands justice and
punishment at all costs and to the full extent of the law (Garland 2001:112) - in favour
of pragmatism.

In addition, the amnesties also served the IRA’s pragmatic need to gain as much as
intelligence as possible. As an ex-combatant explained, when a person approached the
IRA and confessed to informing, “the IRA [...] sat you down, they interrogated you in
terms of finding out what it was that the military wanted you to do. So that they could
gather whatever they could from you”.250 Another ex-combatant explained that:
“That way you now allow them to tell their story, give you information. And
information is power within the struggle. Who recruited you, where were you
recruited, where did you meet them, what was your objective. That type of stuff.
Now, because the guy has already proved that he’s an agent, you have to take
everything with a pinch of salt, to be very dubious about what they say, but still,

249 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011. Another interviewee described how, while
in prison, he discussed the “policy of shooting informers” with a fellow IRA prisoner during a period
when several informers were killed in short succession. He recalled how his friend, a committed IRA
person, “didn’t think it worked [...] his view on it was - there will be more to gain by doing the press
conference stuff with him and then they’d be out of the country [...] I always thought his point was a good
one”. Very interestingly, the interviewee described a pragmatic discussion centred on the need to have an
effective strategy rather than pursue revenge: “We wouldn’t think about it in a moral view [...] You can
understand everything [in relation to the decision to kill informers], people [informers] know what they’re
doing, you shouldn’t have done it, it would have cost peoples’ lives and all the rest of it. Still, the fact of
life, you have to be able to understand what it is you’re doing and have a strategy. Not one of revenge”
(interview with a former IRA member, Dundalk, April 2011).
250 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2009.
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at times there would be other ways to check things out. So, you know, it’s like a
strategy and counter-strategy and counter-counter-strategy, this whole tinkertailor-soldier-spy world”.251

This pragmatism reflected in the amnesty policy was also related to the IRA’s allied
need to maintain its legitimacy and support from the community (Sluka 1989:95), as
discussed above. A senior Republican explained that “It wasn’t in the interest of the IRA
to kill people, to shoot people, because informers come from a large family, you alienate
the father and the mother and the brothers and the sisters”.

Another ex-combatant

suggested that publicised amnesties would often follow cases of killings of alleged
informers, in an attempt to offset the effects: “maybe they [the IRA] executed two or
three informers and then they decided, look, [offer an amnesty] because the impact that
it has on your community - they are members who live on our streets, they have
families,

sometimes

themselves”.

the families were very good

Republicans

and activist

Thus the IRA would often portray the amnesties as being responsive to

the community, for example in one case stating that “after approaches from a group of
concerned people the Irish Republican Army has decided to respond positively by
declaring an amnesty of limited duration for those who are giving information to the
various branches of the British crown forces.”254

In addition, the amnesty policy also further legitimized the killing of alleged informers.
If they failed to exercise their option of “coming forward”, or if they did not heed the
order to leave the area, then their culpability in their own demise was further underlined
both to the local community and to other members of the IRA.255 Many of the ex
combatants I interviewed, who appeared uneasy about the killing of informers, pointed
251 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012. Moloney suggests another pragmatic motive
for amnesties, and argues that in some cases informers were spared from executions because of the public
embarrassment to Republican leadership if they would be exposed (Moloney 2007:28).
252 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011.
253 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012.
254 “IRA announces amnesty”, An Phoblacht, 9 August 1990.
255 For example in one case the IRA justified its killing of alleged informer by saying that “he had ignored
a recent public warning to leave the area”; IRA statement cited in “Kidnapped man ‘killed by IRA as
informer’”, Daily Telegraph, 26 June 1978.
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out that informers always had the option to confess voluntarily and save themselves,
with the implicit but clear message that their responsibility for not exercising this option
diminishes the IRA’s responsibility for killing them.

This theme is explicit in a typical

An Phoblacht article discussing the 1989 killing of alleged informer Joe Fenton, which
includes the following illustrative passage: “Was there an alternative to Joe Fenton being
killed? Yes! At any time from the day in 1982 when he was recruited by Crown Forces,
Joe Fenton could have voluntarily told the Republican Movement of his predicament
and his case - as with numerous others documented in the press - would have been
treated sympathetically”.257

The adoption of the amnesty policy, especially in relation to people who were not IRA
members, seems to have also been affected by the understanding that many informers
were cooperating with state agencies because they were put under pressure.258 An IRA
statement was explicit that “in understanding these circumstances we have decided to
declare an amnesty for one week”.

Thus it seems that in being “lenient” the IRA also

responded to concerns from the community that to kill pressurised informers would be
unfair, especially in relation to non-members who cannot be expected to withstand the
same pressure as committed members are.260 This can also account for the fact that the
IRA has been more lenient toward non-members suspected of informing. As one ex
combatant explained: “if people had a choice let’s say between bringing back a civilian
and bringing back an IRA person, I think the civilian would win every time, because the
same standards won’t be expected of a civilian as a volunteer”.

This image of the

256 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011; interview with a former IRA member,
Armagh, April 2011; interview with a former IRA member, Derry, April 2011; interview with a former
IRA member, Dundalk, April 2011.
257 “RUC to blame for Brit agent’s death”. An Phoblacht, 2 March 1989.
258 Interview with an academic and political activist, Belfast, April 2011.
259 “IRA announces amnesty”, An Phoblacht 9 August 1990.
260 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2009. In justifying the killing of a member who
was an alleged informer, for example, the IRA said it was “reluctant” to take such steps but “the IRA, as a
volunteer organization, expects a high standard from its members” - cited in “IRA label victim
‘informer’”, Irish News, 12 July 1979.
261 Interview with a former IRA member, Derry, April 2011. In some cases where the IRA did kill
“civilians” who were alleged informers this indeed led to negative response from community members
(though it is not clear to what degree this was articulated publicly). For example, a community activist
from a Republican background described to the author his response to a killing of a woman who was not
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informer as a somewhat passive victim of the authorities is in tension with the image of
the informer as an active figure plotting the destruction of the struggle, a point which
will be analyzed further in the next chapter.

However, while the amnesty policy meant that severe punishment was sidelined in order
to facilitate incapacitation and maintain community legitimacy, it is also important to
note that the amnesties were not construed as rehabilitative acts re-integrating repenting
informers into the community. This is consistent with the logic of incapacitation in the
“new penology”, which while marginalizing moral condemnation also eschews
rehabilitation of offenders (Feely and Simon 1992). In that sense there is a contrast
between the IRA and at least some trends in the response to collaboration of Palestinian
armed groups, especially Hamas, which occasionally employed rehabilitative rhetoric
and practices and called on collaborators to “repent” and “come back to the bosom of the
nation”262 (Yahya 1990:91; Be’er and Jawwad 1994, Dudai and Cohen 2007).263 For the
IRA, it appears that informers were akin to sex offenders in contemporary penology: an
“irredeemable subject [...] rigid, unchangeable pariah” (Spencer 2009:219; see also
Simon 1998). While the IRA was pragmatic in deciding not to pursue the full
punishment it believed it had the right to carry out, this seems to have been what Simon
described as “pragmatic pessimism” (Simon 1998:454), which considers that there is no
use to attempt to reform or transform “offenders”.

an IRA member, and who was alleged to pass information to the Special Branch about IRA activities: “I
thought it was callous, it was uncalled for, and I didn’t think it fitted... this wasn’t a hardened IRA person,
involved in the war and then turned, you know. I remember being harrowed by it, and harrowed is the
right word, and I am a Republican, and my family are. But [...] I just thought it was awful” (interview
with a human rights activist from a Republican background, Belfast, May 2011).
262 See leaflet of Ezedeen al-Kassam Brigades, the military wing of Hamas, 2 Aug 2004, cited in Dudai
and Cohen 2007. In another example, a circular of the Palestinian Unified National Command from 1989
stated that “the opportunity for repentance must be given, and the path of rehabilitation and surveillance is
to be followed” (Be’er and Abdel-Jawad 1994:142; and on “repentance” of Palestinian collaborators see
also Nassar and Heacock 1990:201).
263 It is also interesting to note that in the Palestinian context there were several cases of collaborators who
were exposed by Palestinian armed groups and were asked to “repent” by way of attacking Israelis (Adam
and Moodley 2005:143), including several cases in which informers killed their handlers (see e.g. Be’er
and Abdel-Jawad 1994:143), but I am not aware of such cases in relation to informers exposed by the
IRA.
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Indeed, the exiling of alleged informers reflects their irredeemable nature, and this
sanction combines incapacitating as well as expressive elements. Exile, or “banishment”,
is of course a traditional form of punishment and social control of both criminals and
political dissidents, with roots in ancient Greece, Rome and Medieval times (Bowker
1980) through to the “transportation” of criminals from Britain to Australia and the
exiling of Russian dissidents to Siberia (Miethe and Lu 2005:30). Banishment is a
sanction clearly rooted in a logic of incapacitation, and is based on rejecting a possibility
of rehabilitation (Snider 1998:456). While in most contemporary societies the exile of
citizens (as opposed to the deportation of migrants and foreign residents) is uncommon,
its use by the IRA is another manifestation of a penological system which cannot of
course deploy (for any sustained period at least) the sanction of imprisonment and
resorts to practices otherwise associated with early modem periods.

However, beyond the practical elements, as Miethe and Lu argue, “Acts of banishment
and exile also have strong symbolic value as punishments” (2005:30-31), and in this
case the symbolic value of separating the traitors from their community was clear. Exile
and banishment are considered akin to “social death” (Bowker 1980:67). Beccaria wrote
that at least some forms of banishment completely destroy the relation between citizen
and society and “the citizen dies even though the man remains alive, and, as far as the
body politic is concerned, this should produce the same effect as a natural death”
(1986:43). Banishment is a symbol of being positioned in opposition to the community,
being denied human association, removed from the structure of citizenship (Agamben
1998). Thus, while exiling informers served an operational need, it also had an
expressive function, positioning informing as a transgression which merits both physical
and symbolic exclusion from the community.264 Considering the importance of close
family and community ties in Nationalist communities, exiling was particularly severe.
A further indication of this is that, as mentioned above, some informers who were either
exiled by the IRA or spirited out of the region by their handlers, found being away

264 A former IRA member referred to exile of informers as being “banished from normal society. A social
death” — cited in Suzanne Breen, “No Tears over Denis Donaldson”, Sunday Tribune, 10 April 2006.
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unbearable and returned to Northern Ireland despite the risk it entailed (Urban
1992:102).

Conclusions
This chapter has sought to provide a detailed analysis of the punishment of informers by
an armed group. While the fact that armed groups such as the IRA have often killed
suspected informers is well-documented, I was interested in how such punishment has
been carried out in practice, and in what ways the “intellectual tool-kit” (Simon and
Sparks 2012:11) of punishment and society can shed light on the mechanisms, decision
making and constraints involved in such a system of punishment.

Exploring the system of punishment established by the IRA against informing revealed a
complex picture, which combined, I have argued, three inter-related elements. The initial
component was a coercive response, aimed at achieving retribution and deterrence
through the killings of alleged informers. This type of response was premised on
uncompromising, rigid rules, which did not allow for proportionality considerations, and
which acted to create a penal excess and a spectacle of suffering in relation to the
punished informers. This, however, was tempered by a second component, which
emphasised the creation of what was described as a “performance of legality”, anchored,
as I argued above, in a series of considerations regarding the external and internal
legitimacy the organization sought to maintain. Finally, the analysis here has shown that
a major part of the IRA penology was also particularly interested in incapacitation,
sidelining the retributive impulses. The prominence of amnesty/exile demonstrates the
premium placed on incapacitation at the expense of revenge and deterrence. Incentives
were given in order to stop informing, even at the expense of deterrence - as Urban put
it in relation to amnesties: “carrots were tried as well as sticks” (1992:103).

As in Balbus’ (1973) analysis of American law enforcement, the analysis here showed a
complex response, demonstrating that a system of punishment by an armed group can be
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as multifaceted as that of a state’s law enforcement system.

Contradicting a common

image of armed groups as “pathological” and with a static attachment to violence, the
analysis showed how decisions about whether and how to use - or refrain from violence can be employed in a strategic and pragmatic manner. The next chapter, which
examines how the organization developed adaptive strategies to address the threat of
informing, continues this line of analysis.

263 Indeed, it is interesting to note that the three elements analysed in this chapter - the spectacle of
killings, the performance of due process, and the policy of amnesties - also closely correspond to the three
aspects identified by Hay (1975) in relation to the English legal system in the 18th century: the “majesty”
of the spectacle of trials and executions; the image of “justice” created by the notion of following due
process; and the “mercy” projected by pardons.
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CHAPTER 4
Adapting to Informing:
Defining-Down, Pedagogy Campaigns, and Organizational Restructuring
The previous chapter analyzed the punishment of informers by the IRA: the killing and
the “exiling” out of the region of suspected informers. This has been the most visible
and high-profile element of the Republican response to infonning, and the one to which
most attention is dedicated in popular histories of the organization and in media
accounts. In this chapter, however, I explore a second pillar in the IRA’s response to
informing beyond killings and exiling, which I term “adaptation”. This is a set of
strategies which go beyond the imposition of punishments and instead seek to adapt the
organization, in various ways, to the phenomenon of informing. As will be elaborated
below, 1 identify and analyze three such strategies, which 1 label: defining informing
down\ public pedagogy campaigns', and organizational re-structuring. As with the
analysis in the previous chapter, this chapter will demonstrate that a pragmatic interest in
managing and reducing the threat of informing - at least as much as revenge and a hope
to completely eradicate informing - were at the core of the IRA’s policy.

The analysis in this chapter is grounded in Garland’s concept of “adaptation strategies”
(1996, 2001). Garland used the term “adaptation strategies” to define a particular set of
responses to the “predicament of crime control” in late-modern Western societies.
According to Garland, high crime rates have become “normal” in these societies. The
acceptance of the permanent “normality” of such high crime rates prompted a series of
transformations and realistic strategies that treats the high rates of crime as a given. Such
responses are “an attempt to face up to the problem and develop pragmatic new
strategies that are adapted to it” (Garland 1996a:449; and see also Garland 2001 113).
Adaptation involves a process in which “shining principles” are routinely undermired by
“backstage realities” of resources constraints, limitations of power and compromises
(Garland 2001:112-113). It reflects an outlook of pragmatism, in the sense of adapting to
266 For a definition of “pragmatism” in this context see chapter 3 above.
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new realities through creating new strategies and accommodating recognized limitations
(Garland 2001:110).

I will argue that the IRA’s policies described in this chapter reflect a similar adaptive
and pragmatic outlook concerning the “crime” (from a Republican perspective) of
informing. Such a position accepts as given the high rates of informing and seeks new
ways to adapt to it. The organisation’s approach to informing from such a vantage point
is not to completely eliminate or eradicate it but rather to treat it as an inevitable threat, a
“constant” factor of underground activities, and to seek ways to manage that threat
which are compatible with the organization’s other needs and goals. Importantly, these
adaptive policies represent, at least implicitly, a recognition that deterrence has failed as
a strategy. Adaptation thus reflects a recognition of the limits of an exclusively punitive
approach to informing.

4.1. Defining informing down
One of the key adaptive strategies of responding to high crime rates which Garland has
identified is “defining deviance down”. It means the filtering of some behaviours out of
the criminal justice system, or the lowering of the degree to which certain behaviours are
criminalized or penalized (Garland 1996a:456). The techniques of defining deviance
down include, for example, de-criminalization, diversion out of the criminal justice
system, and using discretion in decisions not to prosecute some individuals and acts. As
a result, some hitherto “criminal” behaviours and individuals would fall below the
threshold of the criminal justice system (Garland 2001:117-119). I would argue that
something similar can be discerned in the IRA’s response to informing. As will be
explained, a behaviour initially treated as informing was later re-defined as an accepted
behaviour (the equivalent of “de-criminalizing”), and the organization also seems to
have decided in some cases not to pursue the full punishment it could have employed

267 It is important to note that in this context, as in the case of crime-control policies, adaptive measures
are often developed and employed in a less visible way than punitive policies (Garland 2001:113), and
they tend not to be publicly announced or explicitly recognized as “adaptation” (with the partial exception
of the organizational restructuring).
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according to its own rules (in effect, the equivalent of diversion and prosecutorial
discretion).

As in many other armed groups, the figure of the “ideal rebel” (Bell 2000) in the IRA
involved remaining silent in interrogation and giving no information to the authorities.
IRA members were expected not to yield to their interrogators and to remain silent
(O’Doherty 1993:182). The ideal image was of a tough, loyal revolutionary who would
never break.

For example, Kevin Barry, an IRA volunteer from the War of

Independence who was executed after refusing to give information to his interrogators,
became a legendary figure, his refusal to give any information immortalized by a famous
ballad.

The image of what was often referred to as “rough tough provie” (e.g. Adams

1990:25) who will never break was an important element for Republicans, clearly
associated with ideas of tough masculinity.

Such an expectation is evident also

amongst other armed groups, where captured members were expected not to give
information, and remaining silent in interrogations was seen as a victory over the enemy
and a boost to morale (Robben 2006:366).

In the early years of the conflict IRA detainees and prisoners who passed information to
their interrogators were defined as informers. Those who broke down in interrogations
were seen as “touts” (McKeown 2001:40-41). A former IRA member told the author
that initially the perception of the accepted behaviour during interrogation was “black
and white”, and “if you tell the Brits anything you’re killed. Everybody understood it,

268 The Green Book stated that: “The enemy forces will not hesitate to use extreme methods of both
physical and psychological torture to extract information on yourself and/or your organization. The Army
expects that Volunteers won't disclose information on themselves or on others” (cited in O’Brien
1993:351-2).
269 The relevant verse in the ballad is instructive: “British soldiers tortured Barry/Just because he would
not tell/The names of his brave comrades/And other things they wished to know/Tum informer or we'll
kill you/Kevin Barry answered ‘No’.” An 1979 article in An Phoblacht celebrating Barry’s example
reminded readers that “despite threats, torture and promises of freedom Kevin Barry refused to inform on
his comrades” — see “Kevin Barry: Hold on and Stick to the Republic”, An Phoblacht, 3 Nov 1979.
270 Interview with an academic researching armed groups in Northern Ireland, Belfast, June 2012. The
relation between masculinity and “codes of silence” in encounters with the authorities has cross-cultural
resonance: Omerta, the value of maintaining silence associated with the Sicilian mafia, is related to
“manliness” (Gambetta 1993:35).
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knew it. And accepted that”. 271 Other interviewees confirmed such people were treated
badly by the IRA - though qualified that this was not uniform, and that rather than
killing in many cases it resulted in beatings and ostracising within prison (the latter is
itself a severe sanction in the circumstances).272 Another ex-IRA member described
how, in the early years: “men who had broken under interrogation [...] were ostracised
when they arrived in Long Kesh. No one spoke to them. They had to eat separately in
some cages. In some cages they were badly beaten” (Bradley and Feeny 2009:139; and
see also Moloney 2010).

However, in later years this approach changed. People who gave information in
interrogations were no longer seen as “touts”, and the benchmark for evaluating
behaviour was altered. As an ex-combatant described: “Over a period of time that [black
and white] standard failed. Or were dropped. [...] and what it was with volunteers was well, if you broke under interrogation that was ok. Just come clean, so that we can look
at damage limitation”.

In other words, such behaviour was re-categorized: it was no

longer seen as “informing”, no longer treated as an “offence”.

According to one of the interviewees, the defining-down was at least partly a result of a
gradual understanding by the IRA leadership that the interrogation techniques used by
British authorities against detained members were much more brutal and sophisticated
than they first assumed.

The leadership grasped that they could no longer expect even

the most committed volunteers to withstand the new interrogation techniques. As one
former IRA member described: “the IRA leadership initially didn’t realise the new
methods the Brits were using in interrogation, thought that people should take it like it’s
a pub brawl [...] it took a good time to come to terms with the fact that in the end of the
day every human being has a breaking point in interrogations [...] you simply have to

271 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2009.
272 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, July 2011.
273 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2009.
274 On the use of torture and ill-treatment in interrogations of suspected IRA members see Dickson
(2010:139-168).
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take this on board. But it took us a long time to come to that realization”.

275

Others

suggest the change has come as the brutal treatment by IRA members of other members
who broke down in interrogations was '‘bad publicity” for the IRA (Bradley and Feeny
2009:139). An interviewee described a process affected by several principled and
pragmatic considerations, whereby eventually “we accepted them into our community in
prison [...] We had our own Republican wings in prisons and they were safe there”; he
explained that “as time progressed, [we gained] maturity, realizing that it’s not humane,
it’s not right [...] by that point, in our conflict, as I’m sure in other conflicts, many
people did break under interrogation and gave information, we soon realized”. Yet he
was also candid in acknowledging that “circumstances dictated that”, and that “the
reality forces you: because so many did that, we couldn’t simply say ‘have all of them in
that wing and we all stay here’, because there would be more people in that wing than in
our wing . 276
•

„

In any case it is clear that the catalyst for the change was the high number of people who
did not meet the initial standard. As a result, the IRA was faced with a dilemma: if it
maintained an uncompromising position that all those who passed any information
during interrogation are “touts”, then it would have to admit that there was a high
number of informers - i.e. that it had failed to control the problem. In addition, it would
have to either severely punish a large number of its members, or else leave “informing”
unpunished. Either option would be unappealing: admitting that informing can go
unpunished would seriously damage the IRA, but severely punishing many of its own
members in these circumstances would be equally unattractive.

The pragmatic

solution, instead, was to re-define the contours of accepted and unaccepted behaviour:
merely passing information in interrogations was no longer deviance, as long as some
rules were kept - members would have to report afterwards about what information they
gave, and would not be permitted to give evidence against others in open court. In other
words, the solution to this predicament was to define informing down.
275 Interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011.
276 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, July 2011.
277 As an ex-combatant told the author: “what were you supposed to do, kill them? What was the point of
that? And then that confused things” (interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2009).
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This pragmatic adaptation echoes the process, analyzed by McEvoy (2000), of the
changing attitudes toward recognition of the courts by Republican defendants. There has
been a long tradition of refusal to recognize the jurisdiction of British courts, as an
integral part of Republican ideology and part of a strategy aimed at de-legitimizing the
British legal system. Despite personal cost to themselves, IRA members were expected
not to use a lawyer or pursue a defence, or respect the proceedings in any way, and those
who would did so were considered as betraying the Republican ethos. By the late 1970s
the practice declined and non-recognition has gradually dissipated. As McEvoy
describes, the shift to long-term armed struggle made non-recognition look to activists as
“purist but impractical”. It also became clear to the leadership that the organization was
losing members who might successfully defend themselves in court. A combination of
pressure from below and organizational necessities led to a change in policy and
prisoners begun fighting cases in court. To sum up, when the old orthodoxy was
demonstrated as no longer appropriate to changed circumstances, pragmatic changes
were made (McEvoy 2000:546-551). The process of defining informing down followed
a similar logic and a similar move from purity to pragmatism. To some degree this
“defining down” could also have been an unintended result of a problem which was
created by the official uncompromising stance on informing: if “the IRA had only one
sentence for informers - execution” (Toolis 1995:199), and many members engage in a
behaviour which was seen as informing, the IRA needed to either shoot too many of its
own members or to admit failure. As neither option was appealing and would involve
damaging political costs, one solution was to decide that a certain conduct was no longer
defined as informing.

It is also possible to see the exiling of suspected informers, analyzed in the previous
chapter, as a form of “diversion” as part of a “defining down” of the problem of
informing. If initially the offence of informing was seen as an undifferentiated evil, the
policy of exiling created in effect a differentiation between two offences. Implicitly at
least, an apparent distinction arose between, on the one hand, the more severe “real”
informing - when informers were caught by the IRA rather than confessed to it
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voluntarily - and, on the other hand, a less-serious type of informing, when an informer
later made a voluntary admission to the IRA. The latter less-serious offence did not
result in the full punishment which the IRA could have employed. In this way the
number of “real” informers - who formally had to be killed - was defined down through
the implicit creation of the new category of the “less serious” type of informing. In
addition, it was also the case that while the killing of informers was almost always
public - in the sense that the IRA issued statements and took responsibility - exiling was
more often done in a non-public manner. In that way the real numbers of suspected
informers remained unknown, and there may have been a “dark figure” of suspected
informers.

According to an interviewee, exiling for informing “was a lot more

common than people think. People would just leave and the family would say ‘he’s gone
to England to find a job’”, whereas the person was in fact a suspected informer ordered
to leave.279 Another interviewee confirmed that it was not always clear to the community
that individuals who were leaving the country were exiled for informing.

This has

been another way in which the phenomenon of informing was in effect “defined down”
publicly.

This shift represents, as in other cases explored in the previous chapter, a pragmatic and
dynamic approach. It is very interesting to note that the detailed procedures in the
ostensibly-revered Green Book did not make a distinction between those who informed
and later admitted this to their commanders and those who did not come forward
voluntarily, nor did they mention exile as a potential punishment. However, the need to
react to high informing rates meant that the IRA used the adaptive strategy of making, in
practice, these distinctions in both the conceptualization of the offence and the
punishment. These were reflected as a result also in the public “defining down” of the
phenomenon.
278 There were also other ways in which a “dark figure” of detected informers was kept: the
disappearances described in the previous chapter, where at least initially it was not publicly clear why the
people were killed and by whom; a few cases in which the IRA tried to pretend suspected informers it
killed were actually killed by loyalists (see Dillon 1990:391); and at least one case in which it was alleged
that the IRA killed a suspected informer and disguised it as a suicide (Moloney 2010).
279 Interview with a human rights activist from a Republican background, Derry, April 2009.
280 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011.
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In addition to these well-documented examples, there is also an impression among at
least some interviewees that in later years the IRA applied more discretion in its
punishment of informers. According to one interviewee, “The IRA continued to kill
informers right up to the end, but I think they would pick one or two outstanding
examples and shoot them, but they knew a lot of other minor stuff was going on”.281
Another interviewee, currently a critic of the organisation, argues that since the 1980s
the IRA leadership has played down the real level of informing:

“The idea that the information was coming from senior sources, that was
something that the IRA command was refusing to acknowledge [...] Partly they
were too embarrassed, partly to accept or admit that the leadership had been
compromised effectively then says we were not as competent [...] The leadership
has created an aura around itself that they were invincible, unbreachable, so they
couldn’t admit to themselves or certainly to the rest of the organization that there
was a potential flaw”. 282
While these claims might be difficult to corroborate, they describe another form of the
process of defining informing down. Rather than a “zero tolerance” policy, which would
have been doomed to fail (and to present the organization as failing), the IRA appears to
have been selective and applied a form of prosecutorial discretion in pursuing only some
cases.

The policies and decisions described here reflect one particular response to the
predicament of informing. Apart from the immediate security risk, the scope of the
phenomenon of informing exposed the IRA also to the risk of demonstrating the limits
of its power and creating an image of failure. Like the late-modern state facing the limits
of its power to control crime and responding by defining it down, as Garland described,
the IRA chose to define down informing.

7SI Interview with an academic and political activist, Belfast, April 2011.
282 Interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011.
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4.2. Public pedagogy campaigns

Another Republican response to the high rates of recruitment of infers was to engage
in a public campaign of pedagogy: a combination of warnings and ths with a didactic
explanation of how one should behave in the context of high-informing”
environment. Republicans used a wide spectrum of means in this pulpedagogy effort,
ranging from carefully orchestrated press conferences and arti in Republican
publications, to posters, leaflets and graffiti. As will be explaineelow, the target
audience of this effort was less IRA members themselves ancore the broader
nationalist community. This approach bears resemblance to oof the adaptive
strategies identified by Garland: the use of what he called “publicitmpaigns” in the
context of crime. In such campaigns governments use the media, leang and so on in
order “to raise consciousness, create a sense of duty, and thuiange practices”
(Garland 1996a:452). Republicans have used similar tactics toward psely these ends.

As will he shown below, while one function of this pedagogicabrt was to warn
people not to become informers - a variation of the “scared stilt” approach in
criminological terms (Finckenauer 1982) - it also served several othqually important
functions. These included demonstrating that informers who camevard to the IRA
would not be killed; warning people not to expose themselves to ritment attempts;
warning of the risk of “loose talk” in the presence of poter informers; and
constructing the image of the informer as someone who is greedy /eak, in order to
mitigate the symbolic threat of ideological informers.

The more straightforward element in the publicity campaigns s the warnings
regarding the punishment which would be meted out to informers, ffiti proclaiming
“death to touts” were among the most popular of the many graffitinted in Northern
Ireland over the years of the conflict (Wharton 2008:130).

As or.terviewee noted,

283 There were numerous variations of such graffiti. See for example a photograj graffiti proclaiming
“informers beware” in the CAIN archive at http://cain.ulst.ac.uk/melaugh/portfoI8p29.htm ; and of a
graffiti of “touts beware” in The “Murals of Northern Ireland” ital collection at
http://ccdl.libraries.claremont.edu/cdm4/item viewer.php?CISOROOT=/mni&CirR=226&CISOBO
X=1&REC=1
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such graffiti assisted in creating “a climate whereby everybody knows the
consequences”, as well as an “illusion of omniscience: that ‘we will know who you
are’”.

In addition, from early on Republican publications have warned of the fate

awaiting informers (Darby 1986:160), and the IRA issued statements with messages
such as “anybody who informs will bear the consequences”.

Such warnings continued

regularly throughout the conflict, up to the months before the 1997 ceasefire.286

In addition to such straightforward warnings and appeals, a more interesting pedagogical
line focused on warning “innocent” members of the public about the dangers of
informers lurking in their midst. The goal of such campaigning was to convey to
members of the public the risk that through “loose talk”, which would be heard by
informers, they could unintentionally help the British government. Such a response to
informing appears to focus on asking members of the public to alter their own behaviour
in order to reduce the risk from infonners. In Belfast, “posters hanging on gable-ends
and club walls” had slogans such as “stop your blabbering” and “silence is golden”
(Burton 1978:111). As one Republican told the author: “around 1971-2 the first posters
were brought up [...] and they were plastered up all over the place. They said ‘loose talk
cost lives.’ So the community was encouraged to keep secrets, not to talk. Not to
accidentally... you know, I tell you [X] killed that soldier, and you’re the informer, so
you pick info through loose talk”.

Another interviewee said “I remember in the mid-

80s posters going up, and wee leaflets coming out, round pubs etc. ’Whatever you say
say nothing’, ‘loose talk costs lives’, and I suppose that was to counter what was
happening”.288

284 Interview with a veteran human rights and community activist, Belfast, June 2012.
285 Cited in “Death to All Who Tell Says IRA”, Sunday Mirror, 19 August 1975; and see also e.g. “Proves
Renew Threats to Informers”, Irish Press, 14 August 1973.
286 See e.g. IRA statement warning that the “Belfast brigade will take action” against informers from
January 1997 - cited in “IRA Attacks Law Courts”, An Phoblacht, 9 January 1997.
287 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011.
288 Interview with a human rights activist from a Republican background, Belfast, May 2011. The concern
regarding “loose talk” heard by informers appears to have been justified. For example, a police officer
who handled informers described how an informer he ran in the 1970s reported to him important
information he heard through such “loose talk” by a drunken Republican in a pub (Simpson 2010:100).
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The first version of the “loose talk costs lives” poster was peed in the early 1970s,
borrowing from “a familiar British second world war wan against German spies”
(Gillespie 2007:70). It featured an image of a person split velly in half, with half of
him socializing in a bar in civilian clothes and the other halhring a British uniform,
thus demonstrating that an innocent-looking person in a bar actually be an informer.
An article in An Phoblacht called it “one of the most importiosters produced by the
revolution in Belfast” and reiterated that “the message is tha matter where you may
be, you should be careful, very careful, of what you say, as rerson next to you may
well be a spy, a tout, an informer”.289 In 1981 another versiothe poster was released,
in the aftermath of the first Supergrass trial and heightened amess to informers. This
poster had the addition of the phrase “whatever you say say ing”, and an image of a
paramilitary wearing a balaclava and holding a gun, as a c warning to the fate of
informers (Gillespie 2007:71). The poster was then reprodutfor example in a leaflet
titled The Informers published by Sinn Fein (Sinn Fein IS Similar efforts against
“loose talk” were made by other means. For example, 977 the IRA mounted
roadblocks in South Armagh handing out a statement warnif “loose talk about IRA
activities” (cited in Flamden 1999:200, emphasis in the origii

Loose-talk costs lives
In taxis
On the phone
In dubs and bars
At football matches
At home with friends

Anywhere/
Whatever you saysay nothing
290

289 “Why is it necessary to stamp out the RUC and their allies”, An Phob, 14 September 1977.
290 Image taken from a collection of IRA posters aie CAIN database,
http://cain.ulst.ac.uk/images/posters/ira/poster61r.ipg

at:
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The “loose talk costs life” campaigns attempted to change the behaviour not just of IRA
members but of the wider circle in the community, who might discuss IRA matters in
public places. As such this campaign has some of the hallmarks of what was termed, in
the context of crime-control, as a “responsibilisation” strategy - efforts by the authorities
to make others responsible for responding to crime (O’Malley 1992:261; Garland
1996a:452; Garland 2001:124-127). Such a strategy, according to Garland, shifts at least
some of the responsibility for reducing crime rates from the authorities to the society and
individuals. It seeks to trigger actions by actors in the community rather than the
government, with the aim that all individuals who are in a position to contribute to
crime-reduction come to see it as their role to do so. Such strategies are based on the
concept of “the victim as supplier of criminal opportunities” (Garland 1997). In a similar
way, the “loose talk” campaign means that at least implicitly some of the responsibility
to struggle against informing was shifted from the IRA apparatus to members of the
community, who were seen as suppliers of informing opportunities.

An article published in An Phoblacht makes these responsibilisation themes explicit.291
After observing that informers tend to socialize and listen to “loose talk”, it turns
directly to the reader and warns that because of such loose talk: “unintentionally, you
may have become inadvertently responsible for the arrest and imprisonment of a young
man. You have sentenced one of your own people to a life of hell.” This represents an
implicit shift of responsibility from the IRA, which failed to eradicate the problem of
informing, to members of the community. Following another reminder of the risk of
loose talk in social gatherings, the article asks the reader: “could you be so completely
certain you are in a company of friends? Stop and think”. Here again the burden and
responsibility is placed upon the community.

Correspondingly, the reader is told that

291 “Loose talk can be fatal”, An Phoblacht, 25 January 1974.
292 Other articles also made similar points, for example in the context of the need to stop “loose talk”
stating that “one of the most important tasks is to make the civilian population conscious of how vital the
task is”; see “Why is it necessary to stamp out the RUC and their allies”, An Phoblacht, 14 September
1977.
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if they will avoid loose talk, “you will have accomplished a most important task and
played your own ‘quiet’ part in the struggle for freedom and nationhood”.293

The responsibility becomes even more explicit when the reader is told that “the next step
is to be on the lookout for those who are asking the questions! Pass on your suspicion to
the right quarters”. Accordingly, the public has a responsibility also to play a part in the
detection of informers. In that sense, the IRA used its own “informers” in the
community - individuals who passed to it their suspicions regarding others who may
have been informers for British agencies (as described in e.g. Collins 1997). This is a
phenomenon which was described by Cohen (2011) as “double surveillance”: in
minority communities which are involved in political conflict against the state,
individuals are subject to both external and internal surveillance. On the one hand they
are under the external surveillance of state agencies and their informers. But at the same
time they are also under “counter surveillance” (Cohen 2011) by political groups from
within their communities, placed under scrutiny which aims to detect whether they have
become informers for the state. The public pedagogy campaign by the IRA aimed to
enlist the public’s help in conducting such “counter-surveillance”. These efforts of
public messaging go way beyond direct threats to the informers themselves. The analysis
pursued here exposes, therefore, a more complex response by the IRA, which involves even if implicitly - an admission of the limits of its own power to detect and control
informing, and accordingly a plea to the public to share the responsibility.

Another strand in the IRA’s prolonged campaign of public pedagogy, especially in the
latter part of the conflict, was the holding of press conferences and the publication of
articles exposing recruitment of informers. This type of publicity effort started in the
1970s but became more systematic in the 1980s and 1990s, as is evident in the pages of
An Phoblacht.294 These were of two types. One type involved exposing recruitment
attempts of individuals from nationalist communities. Typically, an individual would be
293 This echoes Garland’s analysis of responsibilization, where the public “must be made to recognize that
they too have a responsibility in this regard, and must be persuaded to change their practices in order to
reduce criminal opportunities and increase informal control” (Garland 1996a:453).
294 Confirmed also by interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, July 2011.
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put under police or MIS pressure to become an informer, would contact Republican
sources, and alongside a figure such as a Sinn Fein councillor would tell the story of the
recruitment attempt and his refusal to cooperate. The Sinn Fein councillor would then
denounce the methods used in recruitment attempts, commend the person for
approaching Sinn Fein, and call on anyone who comes under similar pressure to act in a
similar way and contact Sinn Fein or other Republican figures. Such press conferences
and articles were very frequent.295

A second type of press conference and article is related to the policy, explored in the
previous chapter, of granting amnesties to informers who report their activity to the IRA.
Such press conferences involved public confessions by people already acting as
informers, who then voluntarily came to Republicans to admit their role.

These press

conferences and articles served several didactic goals. The first was to encourage others
to act in a similar way (Taylor 2001:149). Rather than deterrence, then, the focus here
was on an approval of positive behaviour. The reports published in An Phoblacht on
informers who approached the IRA were described as “salutary stories” (Bishop and
Malliel988:404), and also involved appealing to the “civic sense” of members of the
community: “Anyone who exposes the informers’ system of fear and lies is not only
helping themselves but also others who may be suffering the same plight”.

They also

publicly demonstrated that those who voluntarily report their informing would not be
harmed by the IRA. As one ex-combatant said, “in press conferences you’d [...] show
that if somebody came forward that they would be ok”.

They often emphasized that

the organization could be trusted to keep its promise not to kill informers who admited
295 See for example “RUC force Derryman to Flee”, An Phoblact, 6 April 1989; “Money no problem RUC tell man”, An Phoblacht, I March 1990; “RUC handler exposed at press conference”, An Phoblacht,
31 May 1990, “Falls man targeted to inform”, An Phoblacht, 7 June 1990; “RUC handlers’ exposed”, An
Phoblacht, 14 June 1990; “Recruitment attempt exposed”, An Phoblacht, 19 July 1990; “Cooley man
reveals Garda entrapment plot”, An Phoblacht, 8 August 1991; “RUC tries to recruit informer in South
Armagh”, An Phoblacht, 28 August 1997.
296 See for example “RUC ‘handlers’ exposed”, An Phoblact, 14 June 1990; “Paid informers expose RUC
terror”, An Phoblacht, 8 August 1991; “Derry informer admits role”, An Phoblact, 4 April 1991; “MI5 in
sophisticated recruitment attempt”, An Phoblacht, 20 March 1997. While often such informers held press
conferences, at times this was done by articles in An Phoblacht without an accompanying press
conference.
297 “The murderous reality of informer tactics”, An Phoblact, 1 August 1991.
298 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011.
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their role voluntarily, even if they had operated for a long period: for example, an article
appearing in An Phoblacht in 1985 titled “Never too late” gave the story of an informer
who came forward after a few years as an informer and was not killed; he is cited in the
article as saying “I thought it was too late, I thought there was nothing I could do. Now I
realize it’s never too late. You’d better come forward” (cited in Urban 1992:104).299
Statements issued as part of the public pedagogy campaign often had an explicit didactic
tone:
“The Republican movement has repeatedly appealed to people not to allow
themselves to succumb to the RUC’s bribes or threats. ‘Going public’ is the only
protection against being held hostage to the crown forces’ demands and
engendering one’s life in the cause of Britain’s dirty work. The message is clear.
If anyone is offered money or immunity from jail in return for becoming an
informer, don’t accept. There is another way. Come forward before it’s too
late”.300
As will be explored in more detail in the next chapter, another important goal was to
represent a “performance of mercy” on the part of the IRA - by dint of a still living and
breathing informer.

An additional pedagogic function of these articles and press conferences was to
demonstrate the stress and fear involved in becoming an informer. In one case, for
example, an informer told the readers: “it’s not worth it. You’re looking over your
shoulder all the time. The strain is terrible”.301 In another case an informer said that: “I
would urge anyone who has been unfortunate enough to be targeted by the RUC to act
as an informer to come forward rather than live under the constant fear of RUC
intimidation and harassment”.

In addition, the press conferences aimed to show that

the IRA would have the upper hand over the British agencies, would know about
299 In another example, in an An Phoblact article a Sinn Fein councillor said in relation to an informer who
admitted his role: “People who find themselves compromised, no matter how far down the road, or
damaging the information or activities, should come forward and admit their activities to any Republican.”
See “Derry informer admits role”, An Phoblact, 4 April 1991.
3°° i.ruc t0 b|arne for Brit agent’s death”, An Phoblact, 2 March 1989.
301 “Derry informer admits role”, An Phoblact, 4 April 1991.
302 “RUC presses youth to inform”, An Phoblact,\ 1 Jan 1990.
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recruitment attempts, frustrate the British efforts and expose the limits of the British
state.303 As one former IRA member acknowledged, “that was part of the propaganda
war”.304 Informers who came forward to the IRA, would then “often be paraded before
Sinn Fein press conferences” in order to extract the maximum propaganda advantage
(Taylor 2001:149). Sinn Fein publicly acknowledged that press conferences of repentant
informers constitute “serious political embarrassment [for the British state] via media
exposure” (Sinn Fein 1991:6). They were therefore an act of defiance, similar to press
conferences given by IRA members on the run, as well as jail breaks and so on. The
press conferences involving “repentant” informers were thus a combination of public
shaming and a morality play. They sought to demonstrate both the strength and the
compassion of the IRA, as well as the ineffectiveness of British agencies, and provided
time and again a recommended “script” to be followed by those approached by security
agencies to become informers.
Finally, another important strand which was part of the publicity campaigns is the
contest over the public image of the figure of the informer, and in particular over the
perception of the motives for informing. As mentioned in chapter 1, informers acted
from a variety of often overlapping motivations (Dillon 1990:309). While elements of
coercion and temptation were very common, at least some informers also had
ideological motives (Burton 1978:90, Urban 1992:104). From the perspective of the
British authorities, there was an attempt to portray informers as Republicans who came
to understand the evil of terrorism and turned against their former comrades for
ideological reasons. Hence, for example, the Supergrasses were referred to as “converted
terrorists”, and they were portrayed as disillusioned and conscience-stricken (Greer
1995b). This was an important challenge to the IRA, as a notion of widespread
ideological or political informing among nationalist communities represented a more
profound risk to its image than that of weak people yielding to pressure or inducements.
As Bell wrote, for the IRA. “an informer converted to heresy was worse than one who

303 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2009; interview with a former IRA member,
Belfast, April 2011.
304 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, July 2011.
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was paid or co-opted” (Bell 2000:244). Therefore, Republicans invested efforts in
presenting informers as weak or greedy, but not as ideologically motivated, thus
reducing the need to address the potential political and ideological problems exposed by
the prevalence of informing in the community.305 The press conferences and An
Phoblacht articles provided a means to do this and portray informers as “frightened or
greedy people”.306 This was also the case in various publications used in the public
pedagogy campaign, which for example tended to refer to informers as “paid
informers”,

or “paid perjurers”, emphasizing greed rather than ideology.

An ex

combatant said that “we always referred to them as paid perjurers. Language is always
very important here”.309 By presenting informers as greedy rather than ideological the
Republican movement acted in a manner similar to the way in which states often attempt
to “depoliticise” deviance (Balbus 1973), ironically mirroring the way in which the
British state attempted to deny the political character of the IRA itself in its
“criminalization” policy (McEvoy 2001).

In this context, a major motif in the Republican imagery was presenting the informer as
a Judas,310 thus also playing on common religious and cultural imagery in nationalist
communities.311 For example, the cover of a Sinn Fein leaflet titled The Informers
(1983) shows a hand accepting pieces of silver, in a clear reference to Judas. The end of
the text is also explicit in relation to the Judas motif and the public struggle over
defining the motives for informing, referring to informers as “those who accept thirty
pieces of silver”, “However the RUC attempt to gloss over [their] motivations” (Sinn
305 Thus for example, disputes over how much money informers, in particular supergrasses, were paid
were a major theme in the public debate, with Republicans claiming that high sums were paid and the
government denying it (Greer 1995b:268).
306 “RUC to blame for Brit agent’s death”, An Phoblact, 2 March 1989.
307 For example in statements cited in “IRA: We executed informer”, Irish News, 17 August 1973; “Paid
informers expose RUC terror”, An Phoblacht 8 August 1991.
308 For other examples of how informers were presented as weak or greedy, while denying that they were
“converted terrorists”, see pamphlets published by the Troops Out Movement (1983), and Concerned
Community Organizations (1984).
309 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, July 2011.
310 See e.g. interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012; Toolis 1995:194; Sluka 1989:140;
Smyth and Fay 2000:27.
311 While at the same time the figures of the hunger strikers, as portrayed in murals, were the martyred
Christ-like figure (Toolis 1995:224).
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Fein 1983:24). IRA statements referred to informers as receiving “blood money”.312 In
another example, when during the trial of old bailey bomber Hugh Finney one of his
comrades turned state witness, Feeney threw a handful of coins at him, relying on the
same imagery. The links between Republican informers and Judas are still being made,
recently, for example, by Sinn Fein president Gerry Adams.313

However, it is interesting to note that there is a tension between the various projected
images of the informer appearing in the Republican discourse. While they are always
depicted as despicable outcasts, there are conflicting models. The common image of the
informer as folk-devil, a Machiavellian figure actively plotting the destruction of the
struggle, is at odds with the image of the informer as a luckless dupe falling prey to the
sophisticated entrapment of the British state. If the sinister figure of the informer as folkdevil is moved by his own agency, the figure of the informer as a weak character is
presented more as a passive victim. If one is akin to a paedophile, a monster to which no
sympathy can be offered, the other is worthy of at least some understanding.

In a way reminiscent of the conflicting images of criminals in late modem societies,
there is thus “an abrupt shift of genre, from the domestic to the demonic” (Garland
1996b: 196).314 On the one hand, it is said that informers “can never expect to be viewed
with anything but outright contempt and odium by the Irish people. They will spend the
rest of their lives looking over their shoulder” (Sinn Fein 1983:24). Yet on the other hand
informers are also presented as “victims of the RUG or the Garda”; recruited through
“the use of on the one hand financial inducement, and on the other, threats to the lives
and liberty of those targeted by the RUG to act as informers” and presented as passive:
“With huge financial resources at their disposal and equipped with an arsenal of drastic
legal powers the British authorities can trawl the community for victims”.315 If on the

312 For example in statement cited in “IRA: We executed informer”, Irish News, 17 August 1973.
313 David Sharrock, “I know why Judas betrayed Jesus, says Gerry Adams in Channel 4 documentary”,
The Times, 15 Feb 2010.
314 According to Garland, while some strands in contemporary discourse portray the criminal as a rational
opportunist, little different from his victims, other strands assert that criminals are essentially different and
dangerous, characterized as “predators”, “evil” or “wicked” (Garland 1996b: 195).
315 “The murderous reality of informer tactics”, An Phoblact, 1 August 1991.
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one hand the IRA tersely stated that “anybody who informs will bear the
consequences”,316 on the other hand it also stated that “we also understand that those
who give information are often victims themselves, whose vulnerability is used most
cynically by the crown forces to trap them into informing”.317 These contradictory
images speak directly to the inherent tensions between the various penological practices
and policies - killings with their spectacle of suffering, and the amnesties with their
pragmatism and understanding.

5.3. Organizational restructuring
The third adaptive strategy identified here is that of organizational restructuring. In the
late 1970s, the IRA decided to overhaul its internal structure and the way its units were
organized. As will be explained, the main motive for this restructuring process was the
perception that the pre-existing structure left them particularly vulnerable to informers
whereas the new structure was intended explicitly to limit the damage an informer could
inflict (Moloney 2007:155). This is a form of adaptation to a changing environment,
characterized in the literature as “organizational change” (Greenwood and Hinings 1996;
and see also Douglas 1986).318

When violence broke out in the late 1960s, the IRA structure remained largely as it had
been during the War of Independence of 1918-21. It was organised into brigades,
battalions, and companies, mirroring to a large extent the British Army against which
they were fighting.

The units had a geographical base and were tied to particular areas

and neighbourhoods. For example, in Belfast there was the Belfast Brigade, divided into
three battalions based on the city areas. Each company had 10 to 30 people (Urban
1992:30). By the late 1970s this structure had come to be seen as “an outmoded pattern
susceptible to penetration”, as each individual informer would have knowledge on a
wide range of persons and activities and could pass extensive information to the
316 Cited in “Death to all who tell says IRA”, Sunday Mirror, 19 August 1975.
317 “IRA announces amnesty”, An Phoblact, 9 August 1990.
318 More specifically restructuring has been a fairly common feature of military organizations in general
(Manigart 2006), and has been identified in the case of non-state armed groups as well (Mayntz 2004,
Sageman 2008).
319 Interview with an academic and political activist, Belfast, April 2011.
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authorities. The IRA leadership concluded that it had to alter its structure. As an IRA
“staff report” which was captured by British Intelligence stated “this old system with
which the Brits and Branch are familiar has to be changed” (Coogan 1993:577).

As a result of the greater awareness of the problem presented to the IRA by informing,
the organisation responded by adapting its organizational structure. Gerry Adams is
widely credited with being “the prime architect” of the new structure (see e.g. Sharrock
and Devenport 1998:126, Moloney 2007), in which the model of brigades and battalions
was abandoned. In its place, a new organizational model was established. The new
model was based on small “cells”, of five-six people. These cells came to be known in
IRA’s parlance as “active service units”, or ASUs. Unlike in the brigade and battalion
system, there was meant to be little horizontal interaction between different cells, and as
least in theory each member would only know the identities of fellow cell members
(Urban 1992:30-31). The theory at the heart of this structural change was, then, that in
the new organizational chart a member who would turn informer would only be able to
pass a limited amount of information to the authorities (Coogan 1993, Moloney 2007,
McKearmey 2011:141, English 2003:213). At about the same time as the restructuring
the IRA also established its Internal Security Unit, which was tasked with unearthing
informers (Moloney 2007, McKeamy 201 1).320

While the change to a cell structure could seem a straightforward tactical move by an
underground illegal organization,321 it is important to reflect on the underlying
assumptions revealed by this move and their implications for understanding the IRA’s
overall response to informing. The restructuring was, at least implicitly, based on the
premise that informing was commonplace and a perennial feature of the conflict. It
assumes that some IRA members would inevitably become informers. Rather than
320 It is interesting to note that this unit may have been inspired by a special unit established by Michael
Collins around 1919 to assassinate informers, which came to be known as “the squad” (Dwyer 2005). In
establishing the squad Collins was influenced in turn by the example of the Invincibles, the Fenian unit
which engaged in systematic targeted assassinations in the 19th century (Bowden 1973:8). This is another
example of the historical continuities in the IRA’s response to informing.
321 For example the Basque group ETA has been organized in cells since its establishment in the 1960s
(see Douglas and Zulaike 1990).
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engaging only in condemnatory moral rhetoric and retribution, it accepted at some level
the reality of informing and attempted to find ways to reduce the system’s
vulnerabilities. As Urban wrote, “it was not that the intelligence services could not find
informers, but rather that the knowledge available to any one volunteer was dropping
significantly” (Urban 1992:31; see also Sharrock and Devenport 1998:125).

Again this approach is reminiscent of the outlook characterized by Garland as
“criminology of everyday life” (Garland 2001). Such a paradigm, including for example
approaches such as situational crime prevention and routine activity theory (e.g. Felson
1994), sees crime as rational and commonplace rather than pathological, and focuses
resources on reducing vulnerabilities to crime. The IRA organizational restructuring
reflected a similar “defensive” approach. It was based on an outlook which accepts the
existence of informing and seeks to find ways to minimize their damage rather than
aiming to eradicate the phenomenon. This is a clear case of an adaptive strategy, an
indication of a complex approach in which the imposition of penal sanctions constitute
only one element in the overall policy of reacting to informing.

Conclusions
This chapter has set out to explore the ways in which armed groups can respond to
informing, in addition to the direct punishment analysed in chapter 3. It again employed
the analytical tools and constructs developed in relation to state crime-control policies in
order to further our understanding of policies carried out by armed groups. It concludes
that, much like state responses to crime, alongside the more visible and attentiongrabbing direct punishments armed groups can develop a host of additional policies
which seek to respond and adapt to informing in other ways.

This chapter has identified and analysed several adaptive strategies used by the IRA in
response to informing, including shifting definitions of what constitutes “informing”, the
employment of various public pedagogy campaigns, and a defensive change of the
organisation’s structure. These adaptive strategies of course did not completely supplant
the punishment strategies described in the previous chapter, but rather existed parallel to
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322

them. ' While the killing of informers, often portrayed as the only response the IRA
used in reaction to informing, create an image of a static policy,323 the adaptive
strategies reveal a much more dynamic approach. They demonstrate the IRA’s general
ability to adjust in the face of pressure from the authorities (Bell 2000:487). The notion
of adaptation is also reflective of the characterisation of the IRA as a “learning
organization”, which over the course of 30 years was involved in changing of
operational tactics, strategies and policies, and demonstrated “the quality and scope of
its learning capabilities” (Jackson 2005:93),324 and which the literature on armed groups
has singled out for an ability “to adapt to challenging environment” (Hoyt 2008).

In addition, the employment of adaptive strategies is also consistent with the pragmatic
element in the IRA's punitive policies in relation to informing, as analysed in the
previous chapter. In response to a changing environment and new challenges the IRA
was willing to abandon or revise traditional core practices such as its decades-old
structure and the long-held expectations from arrested members. While, as was noted
above, the use of these adaptive strategies reflects, at least to some degree, the failure of
the IRA's killings to deter would-be informers, it also reflects the use of a much wider
repertoire of “counter-informing” measures. In turn, the adaptive strategies led to some
shifts in the practice of state authorities: for example, the new structure led to a
concentrated effort to recruit strategically-placed informers, including from the
organization’s internal security unit,

and the state, as noted above, was also drawn to

engage in a contest over the public representation of informers as repentant or
mercenary.

At the same time, I will argue that some of these adaptive polices, particularly
organizational restructuring and the public pedagogy campaigns, have likely had other
322 In a similar way, the adaptive strategies described by Garland in the context of crime-control have
operated side by side with punitive strategies (Garland 2001).
323 Especially since, as was described earlier, the practice of killing informers by the IRA goes back to the
Irish War of Independence and has also earlier precedents in the 19th century.
324 Other examples of the learning and change include, among others, the manufacture and use of new
weapons and the changing of targeting practices (Jackson 2005).
325 Interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011; interview with an academic and political
activist, Belfast, April 2011; Moloney 2007.
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functions apart from responding to the threat of informing. Like aspects of the
punishment of informers, they were used also in an effort to create a state-like image for
the IRA, to establish its image as an “army”, and to facilitate internal control over its
members. The next chapter will explore this hypothesis.
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CHAPTER 5
Governing through Informing?
The Hidden Benefits of Counter-Informing
In this chapter I will interrogate the extent to which informing may have had some
positive functions for the Republican movement. At first blush this appears to be a
counter-intuitive argument. Most accounts of the phenomenon, whether by pro or antiIRA sources, view informing exclusively as a problem to the IRA. In this standard
account, informers are simply a threat to IRA operations and morale, and the IRA’s
response is conceptualised exclusively as an attempt to confront that predicament and
reduce informing. Indeed, punishment of informers by armed groups is commonly
presented purely as a “defensive” act aimed at survival (Della Porta 1995:120),

and in

relation to the IRA was described as intended only “to deter others from assisting the
police and security services” (O’Loan 2010:114). However, informing, like crime, can
have important political, ideological and practical benefits and functions for certain
political actors. As will be explored below, it appears that the punishment of informers,
like most systems of punishment, also involved “ways in which penal practice may
come to serve ends other than those that are officially declared as its objectives” (Duff
and Garland 1994:32). Punishment “rarely works as planned” (Simon 2012:82), and
penal policies and practices may have objective consequences which are not recognized
and not necessarily intended or even anticipated by the authority in question. Such
consequences can be disadvantageous for political groups but can also be favorable, and
the official purpose of penal policies and discourses can conceal additional hidden
pragmatic benefits for the authority employing the punishments (Foucault 1977, Garland
2010). In this chapter I therefore follow Foucault’s advice: “Do not concentrate the
study of punitive mechanisms on their ‘repressive’ effects alone, on their ‘punishment’
aspects alone, but situate them in a whole series of their possible positive effects, even if
these seem marginal at first” (Foucault 1977:23).

326 For example, Sanchez-Cuenca argued in relations to killings of informers by ETA that they “have more
to do with issues of security for the organization than with issues of influence” (Sanchez-Cuenca
2010:89).
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The arguments in this chapter were triggered by Jonathan Simon’s seminal work on
“governing through crime” (Simon 2007). According to Simon, governing through
crime occurs when “crime” and its analogues become the occasion, the context, or the
justification for efforts to shape the conduct of others, and crime supplies the narratives
and metaphors for actors who seek to make claims on those who are governed.
Governing through crime involves making crime an organizing principle that permeates
other areas of life well beyond the criminal justice system. An important theme in
governing through crime is that “crime becomes an excuse to pursue another goal or
goals” (Simon 2007:196).327

I would suggest that Simon’s “governing through crime” provides a useful tool to
analyse the potential benefits of informing for the Republican Movement. By analogy, I
introduce the concept of “governing through informing”. In short, I will argue that the
threat of infonners legitimized and enabled IRA political and organizational policies and
helped to underpin certain modes of control and assertions of authority. While the
punishment of informers was principally linked to the need to reduce the threat to the
organization’s operations, the discourses and practices of “counter-informing” also
served a range of other practical, symbolic and ideological goals, and afforded the IRA
leadership pragmatic benefits in pursuing them. While informing certainly posed a
genuine security problem for the IRA, it has simultaneously served as a solution for
other problems (cf. Simon 2007:25). In that sense informing served as a case of what
Mary Douglas called “the political uses of danger” (Douglas 1992:10). As I will argue
below, practice and rhetoric in response to perceived betrayal can assist sub-state
movements to create imagined communities and project an image of themselves as
equivalent to states, and the treatment of members of the armed groups and of their
respective communities as potential informers legitimises and facilitates internal
governance and control. The figure of the informer is used both in the external struggle
against a perceived illegitimate state and the internal policing of both the organisation
and the community from which it emerged.
127 Simon's framework has also been adopted to other contexts, e.g. governing through migration control
(Bosworth and Guild 2008).
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It is important to clarify that the concept of “governing through informing” can also
have a more straightforward meaning referring to authorities whose mode of governance
relies to a large extent on the use of informers against the authorities’ adversaries: East
Germany and the use of Stasi informers is a classic example (on the Stasi see e.g. Praff
2001). However, the use of “governing through informing” here is a rather different
premise. In this context it refers to how an anti-state armed group which is the putative
victim of the use of informers by the state can turn informing to its own benefit, using its
efforts to control informing as an important practical and symbolic aspect in
representing and legitimizing its governance functions, and indeed its right to govern.

Before proceeding to the analysis below several caveats should be offered. First, I do not
wish to over-state the positive functions of counter-informing. On the whole informing
caused more damage than benefits to the organization. That said, I will suggest that
informing assisted the IRA in some of its governance goals, and that the punishment of
informers was not exclusively instrumental but rather, as one of my interviewees put it,
that it had a “dual function”.328 Second, I do not wish to suggest that the purported
benefits of the policing of informing by the IRA were necessarily either consciously
pursued or cynically manipulated by the leadership of the Republican movement.
Rather, my argument is that such positive consequences for the organisation may be
discerned, even if these remained latent and largely unexplored at the time. Third, by
definition, my arguments cannot be easily empirically and conclusively “proved”. Many
of the themes in governing through crime are “hard to find explicitly acknowledged”
(Simon 2007:196), and such difficulties are of course compounded when the subject
matter is a clandestine armed group rather than state authorities, and when the topic is
the epitome of secrecy and sensitivity.

With all these caveats in mind, below I develop the “governing through informing”
argument. In the course of this analysis I will also revisit some of the policies and

328 Interview with a veteran human rights and community activist, Belfast, June 2012.
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practices covered in previous chapters and explore them in a new light. The first section
explores more generally the relations between treason, sovereignty and imagined
communities. The next two sections explore more specifically how counter-informing
served the IRA's goals in, first, to be seen like a state, and in facilitating internal
control.329

5.1. Treason, sovereignty and imagined communities
In this section 1 draw an analogy between informing and treason, and show that the
figure of the infonner/traitor can paradoxically reinforce sovereign authority and
community bonds even as it appears to undermine them.

While in general governments and political movements have used penal sanctions and
symbols “as persuasive rhetoric in their bids for authority, legitimation, and hegemonic
dominance” (Garland 1990:12), the case of treason is a particularly important context for
claims of sovereignty.330 For emerging states, treason trials are “perhaps the most
dramatic assertion of sovereignty” (Steffen 2001:9), and the power to punish treason was
defined as among the “marks of sovereignty” (Orr 2002). Indeed, treason and
sovereignty can be mutually constitutive (Kelly and Thiranagama 2010:5). Sovereign
power depends on repeated “performance of violence and a ‘will to rule’” (Hansen and
Stepputat 2005:3), and alleged traitors provide a particularly apt target for such
performance. Brunyeel argues that the identification and punishment of traitors is crucial
to the “the production of sovereignty”, and in fact is a “foundational act of sovereignty”
(2010), a “necessary invention” for the production of political identity and sovereignty
(2010:712). During processes of state-building, political movements need the figure of
329 In addition, there may have been some indirect benefits for Republicans from the authorities’
recruitment and use of informers. For example the pressure placed on individuals to become informers and
the rewards offered to suspected criminals to become informers may have caused resentment in nationalist
communities which in turn may have led to greater support for Republicans. However, I such arguments
are beyond my focuses on counter-informing.
330 I follow a definition of sovereignty as an: “effective claim on the part of any agent, community, cadre,
or collectivity to exercise autonomous, exclusive control over the lives, deaths and conditions of existence
of those who fall within a given purview, and to extend over them the jurisdiction of some kind of law
(Comaroff and Comaroff 2006: 35). This approach, also suggested by Hansen and Stepputat (2005), views
“sovereignty” as manifested by the practice of sovereign authority de facto rather than its formal de jure
elements.
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the traitor in order to expand their authority: accusations of treason have historically
played a central role in the attempt to maintain social and political authority (Kelly and
Thiranagama 2010:3), and “the identification and elimination of traitors help to make
claims to power tangible” (Kelly and Thiranagama 2010:11). For armed groups, which
aspire to gain the real or symbolic authority of a sovereign state, such a method of
asserting sovereignty is particularly appealing. For example, Thiranagama argues that
“the traitor” was central to the LTTE’s “demonstrations of its sovereignty” (2010:131).
The ability to define and punish betrayal is vital to the ambitions of armed groups: when
they seek to take over a state they simultaneously claim the legitimacy to punish treason.
Cohen’s argument regarding Palestinian groups in the 1940s has a broad application:
“when different groups demand the authority to define treason, they are, in fact,
demanding the legitimacy to shape the national ethos and to use violence against traitors.
In other words, they claim the authority of a state (or future state)” (Cohen 2008:5; and
see also Fletcher 1993:58).331

There is an intimate and inherent link between the punishment of treason/betrayal and
the claim of a state-like authority, which makes the discourse and practice of the
punishment of such acts different than vigilante punishment of other offences. Treason is
a unique offence, which is premised on the existence of a legitimate collective political
entity against which one commits treason. When private vigilante groups engage in the
punishment of alleged thieves or rapists they, of course, challenge the state’s monopoly
on the use of violence. However, the challenge from a punishment of treason by armed
groups is much more profound as it explicitly defies the state’s authority as such. To
define and punish “treason” is to assert a state-like power. Indeed, the very term
“treason”, as used by the IRA in public statements and in its Green Book, speaks directly
to its view of itself as having a state-like authority. Unlike most other offences, from
theft to homicide, which involve a private right of action, the punishment of treason
331 The claim of treason also suggests that the actor using the informer is a separate occupying state,
further asserting the national claim. In this way punishments of perceived traitors by armed groups “are,
de facto, policing practices aimed at enforcing the boundaries of ethnic identity”; those seen as traitors are
“thus a threat and a necessity [...] the despised object that stands in the way of unity and the one which by
suggesting a colonial setting legitimizes nationalist violence” (Aretxaga 2005:213, emphasis added).
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involves the emblematic form of state power (Larson 2006:853). There can be no private
action for treason: treason signifies a betrayal of a state. As Ben Yehuda has argued:
“the law which punishes treason is a necessary consequence of the idea of a State, and is
essential to the existence of the State” (2001:108). If the punishment of treason is a
necessary consequence of the idea of the state, I would argue that the reverse can also be
possible - the idea of a state can be asserted through the employment of penal practices
and discourses around treason as a “mark of sovereignty”. As one interviewee
confirmed, for the IRA. “Using that terminology [treason] is part of that state-in-waiting
idea”.

Thus the “performance of sovereignty” (Hansen and Stepputat 2005) by the

IRA was likely enhanced through the discourse and practice which portrays informing as
“treason”.

The modalities of the punishment of informers - “executions” and exile - are also
important in asserting sovereignty. As shown above, the IRA sought to present its
killings of informers as akin to state “capital punishment”. As Sarat has noted, capital
punishment is a “dramatic symbol” of sovereignty, which is most important where
sovereignty is fragile (2001:5). This is true for the case of armed groups struggling to
claim sovereignty. As Kelly argued in the context of Palestinian executions of informers,
such killings are “performance of sovereignty”, “dramatizing and confirming the
location of political authority” (2007:152). More broadly, the treatment of the informer
as homo-sacer and banning him from the community is a constitutive act of political
identity and sovereignty - “the ban signifies the insignia of sovereignty” (Agamben
199 8: 110).333 This makes the informer a useful figure for claims-making, producing
meaning in a way that attacks against the security services or loyalists could not
produce, as the British soldier or the loyalist paramilitary, hated as they are by
Republicans, cannot serve as the homo-sacer vis-a-vis Republican communities.

332 Interview with a veteran human rights and community activist, Belfast, June 2012.
333 “Without homo sacer there is no sovereignty because declaring and imposing the exception is the
defining act of sovereign rule itself’ (Bruyneel 2010:714).
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Closely related to the assertion of sovereignty is the process of defining and
consolidating a political/national community. When armed groups challenge the state on
a national basis (rather than e.g. a class one) and are involved in nation-building, the
construction and maintenance of an “imagined community” (Anderson 1983) becomes a
central task. While often national identity and political community are constituted,
constructed and maintained through the rejection of “foreigners” (Bosworth and Guild
2008:712-3), the figure of “internal enemy” can also be used as part of this process of
constructing an imagined community. Thus, treason laws and trials are a means for a
state to define itself and its national identity (Steffen 2001), and have been a major tool
“in the arsenal of state-building” (Gladstone 2003:293). By virtue of evoking the
“community” or “the people” - as the object of the betrayal - the traitor/informer figure
has important functions. In this sense accusation of treachery “is socially productive in
that it calls the people into being'" (Kelly and Thiranagama 2010:7, emphasis added). As
Hansen and Stepputat (2005:9) note, the “punishment of traitors” has been one of the
ways (alongside shared symbols, language, and commemoration of heroic sacrifice) in
which during the development of the nation state from the eighteenth century onwards
the elusive “people” was made to appear in tangible form and a national community was
reproduced.

More specifically, claims to speak “in the name of the people” (Kelly 2007:153) are
closely tied to accusations of betrayal. Republicans sought to present themselves as
representatives of the community and “the people”, against the counter-claims that they
were a terrorist organization with no constituency (Burton 1978). Thus, Republicans also
invested efforts in portraying informing as a betrayal of the community or “the people”,
not just of the organization. For example, a Sinn Fein pamphlet was explicit that
“informers serve not only the purpose of imprisoning our activists and supporters, their
actions are a betrayal of the whole community from which they come” (Sinn Fein
1983:6, emphasis added). On other occasions as well Republicans defined informing as
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a “crime against the people'”In that way the figure of the informer was used in the
process of defining - and fighting over - who the “people” is and who could speak in its
behalf. By treating informing as an offence against the community, Republicans had a
means to define who the “community” was.335

The figure of the informer/traitor may have also had the function of fostering solidarity
within the imagined community. Durkheim’s argument that the deviant ultimately serves
to reinforce society’s solidarity, through the unifying effects of expressing outrage at the
violation of sacred values (Durkheiml893, Garland 1990, Kennedy 2000), is germane to
this context. More specifically, Erikson’s (1966) work on witch-hunts, in which he
famously argued that the quest to unearth hidden deviants can contribute to a group’s
solidarity and cohesion, certainly resonates with the IRA’s perennial hunt for informers.
Building on Erikson’s insights, Vinitsky-Seroussi suggested that the punishment of
treason can have the function of maintaining solidarity and cohesion (1999:391), and in
the Palestinian context it was argued that the punishment of collaborators served to
further unify the society (Nassar and Heacock 1990:202). Moreover, an imperfect but
suggestive analogy could be made with the treatment of informers by prisoners, who
share - through their conflicts with state authorities - some of the attributes of armed
groups and the communities which support them. Several authors have argued that the
hostility toward informers in prisons336 is to a large degree the creation of solidarity
between the prisoners (Brown 1993:58; Marquart and Roebuck 1985:218; Sykes and
Messinger 1970:407): “pursuing snitches is seen as a manifestation of the common
bonds of the prisoners or of the prison community in itself’ (Akerstrom 1991:98).
Certainly, there are elements of the Durkheimian framework which seem evident in the
334 “Confession of a self-confessed, paid police spy”, An Phoblact, 13 June 1975 (emphasis added). And
see also e.g. a leaflet from the IRA in which informing was also described as “crimes against the people”
(cited in Burton 1978:105).
335 Republican consistently emphasized the notion of informing as a betrayal of families and
neighbourhood, for example in leaflets that appealed: “don’t inform on your friends and neighbours” or
“blessed is the person who does not spy on his brother nor inform on his school friends” (reprinted in
Sluka 1989:260-1). In this sense the avoidance of informing is also re-conceptualized as maintaining and
creating brotherhood and community.
336 Where in the “social code” of prisoners, “the most inflexible directive [...] is concerned with the
betrayal of a fellow captive to the institutional officials: Never rat on a con” (Sykes and Messinger
1970:402, emphasis in the original).
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community response to informing. The attitudes described in chapter 2 above would
suggest that the values which reject informing can be conceived as “sacred values” in
Durkheim’s terms. The reaction to informing involved elements of the expression of
“outrage” by the community: it involved not just the IRA itself carrying out the
punishment, but also, in Durkheim’s terms, the involvement of “onlookers” from the
community expressing their own outrage at the violation of values, for example, through
the ostracism of informers’ families, the painting of graffiti, and so on. These elements
can correspond to the Durkheimian function of expressing emotional outrage at the
violation of the “conscience collective”, with the result of “the unifying effect of a
common enemy, the pleasure of positive identification” (Garland 1990:9). This would
suggest that the informer emerged as a target for community outrage in a way that
further fostered community solidarity.

Within the IRA itself, the negative response to

informing may have also fostered cohesion and solidarity: as one interviewee suggested,
for recruits to the IRA, often coming from different regions and backgrounds and
ending-up sharing a cell in prison, the outrage targeted at informers “helped create a
sense of togetherness”.338 Thus, in opposition to the “worst” offenders, internal divisions
are transcended and core values are reaffirmed in times of flux (Kennedy 2000), and the
public response to betrayal reaffirms society’s ideals and the collective commitment to
them (Ducharme and Fine 1995:1326).

In addition, I would argue that one particular way in which the links between counter
informing and the maintenance of an imagined community were manifested is through
the marking of the boundary of the community. The figure of the traitor can be used to
mark out the boundaries of “peoplehood” (Thiranagama 2010:712). In the production
and signification of a political community, the traitor is often positioned as the exception
that proves the rule (Bruyneel 2010:713), and in this context “not being an informer” has
become a marker of the boundaries of the nationalist community. In practical terms,

337 Writing on an earlier period in Irish history, Cashman suggests that Irish folklore has portrayed betrayal
by informers in opposition to the values of the “solidarity of the oppressed” (with themes such as shared
spoils, peasants sheltering the man on the run, and other forms of mutual support), and stories of betrayal
would have acted as negative examples to reinforce the values of solidarity (Cashman 2000:199).
338 Interview with an academic researching armed groups in Northern Ireland, Belfast, June 2012.
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being a member of the broader nationalist community was to some extent defined by the
objection to informing. While there were divergent views among nationalists as to the
morality and wisdom of the violent tactics of the IRA, they were united - and indeed
defined - by the rejection of informing. Even those nationalists who staunchly opposed
the IRA would generally not become informers themselves and would abhor informing
(Burton 197 8:35).339 As Sharrock and Devenport describe, when Catholic communities
were called upon to cooperate with the police: "‘For many Catholics it was a bridge too
far. Deploring violence was one thing, but turning in the boy down the road who used to
go to school with your son was quite another. Not only did many people justifiably fear
the consequences, since the IRA has made it abundantly clear on several occasions that
they would kill informers, but, more than that, providing information still seemed a
dishonourable thing to do” (1998:144).340 Even those who would not support the killing
of informers would often show them little sympathy. For example, a West Belfast
resident was cited, in the aftermath of a killing of two informers by the IRA, as saying
“no one can condone cold-blooded murder, but God knows how deep these people were
involved in the Proves [Provisional IRA] and how many people’s lives they risked ...
nobody likes touts”.341 In this way, “the community itself is bounded” through the
definition of those considered as traitors (Thiranagama 2010:135), and the notion that
“nobody likes touts” can stand as the lowest common denominator which ties the
community together.
This outlook is aptly captured by an oft-cited line from the Northern Irish, Nobel Prize
laureate, poet Seamus Heaney, in which he defined himself as “Neither internee nor

339 As one interviewee described: “You had people who opposed the IRA, opposed the idea of armed
struggle, but wouldn’t have a good word to say about informers. And wouldn’t inform themselves. Good
SDLP people, really anti-IRA, wouldn’t pass information” (interview with a veteran human rights and
community activist, Belfast, June 2012). See also Toolis (1995:68), suggesting that even those who do not
endorse the IRA would not inform of them, out of “communal solidarity” (as well as fear of being killed).
340 Reflecting a similar attitude, in a defamation case brought by a person labelled as informer, a justice in
the Irish Supreme Court wrote in a dissenting opinion that “there must be many right-thinking persons
who, although they do not approve of, or positively disapprove of, the acts of militant Republicans in
England, would regard the plaintiff with contempt if they believed that he had gone out of his way to
supply information to the British police so as to have such persons jailed” (Berry v Irish Times (1973, para
382; on this case see also More 1989).
341 Frank McCabe, “West Belfast under the Provo ‘Law Enforcers’”, Fortnight Magazine, 7 October 1985.
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informer”.342 For Fleaney, who was such a prominent opponent of violence, to write
such a line, is a powerful demonstration of how counter-informing came to define the
community: even those who did not take part in the armed struggle (and thus did not
become internees) could still see themselves and be viewed by others as part of the
community by virtue of being “not-informer”. The informer marks an outer limit of the
community, and the non-informers are positioned in relation to the informer, thus
remaining within the community. While being an informer meant being excluded from
the community, to a large degree being "‘not-informer” was enough in order to remain
part of it. Belonging to the community was demarcated through the prism of informing.
Individuals who were otherwise politically passive could therefore define themselves —
or be claimed by the Republican Movement - through their disassociation with
informing. What was termed "passive acceptance”- an attitude which entails that even if
one disapproves of the Republican armed campaign one should not assist the counter
insurgency by informing (White and White 1991; see also Sluka 1989:293) - was both
demanded and proclaimed by the Republican Movement as proof of the community’s
allegiance to it.343 Political betrayal was therefore used in the process of claiming and
defining allegiance (cf. Steffen 2001:2). In this way the figure of the “not-informer” had
the effect of solidifying community reach, and reaffirming the imagined community.
The Republican Movement attempted to create an outlook in which informing “was also
seen as siding with an enemy that was cultural and ethnic and religious as well as
political, it’s got the whole identity issue around as well. You betray your people, not
just a movement”.344 In this way, by activating social consciousness which abhors
informing the Republicans could mark “their” people and their cultural, ethnic and
religious identity in an imagined community. The Republican response to informing was
thus wider in its reach and its effects than simply the operational issues of the military
struggle, and had additional positive functions in the broader political realm.
342 From his poem Exposure, published in 1975.
343 Sinn Fein asserted that the British security services resort to blackmail and coercion because the
alienation of nationalists means that a “voluntary flow of information from within that community” is not
available (Sinn Fein 1991:2).
344 Interview with a veteran human rights and community activist, Belfast, June 2012. As another
interviewee explained, “to inform is not just to betray your comrades but to betray your country, your
nation, your heritage, your past, your legacy” (interview with a veteran community activist, currently
focusing on dealing with the past, Derry, April 2011).
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5.2. To be seen like a state
As noted previously, an important way in which the discourse and practice of punishing
informers assisted the IRA’s goals was in providing a site and a context through which
the organization could attempt to assert itself as a state-like entity. James Scott famously
coined the term ‘‘seeing like a state” (Scott 1998); in a variation on this concept, it was
certainly part of the IRA’s project to be seen like a state. Such an ambition is not always
shared among all armed groups: groups as diverse as the Italian Red Brigades or the AlQaeda network have not placed an emphasis on projecting state-like attributes. However,
for armed groups, such as the IRA, which are involved in national struggle, and aim at
“constructing state-in-the-making” (Sayigh 1999:687), presenting themselves as a
potential substitute for current state authority is an important element of their struggle.345

The IRA has always aimed at building “alternative state structure”, following the
example of the first Dail (Irish parliament) that was voted into office before Britain gave
up power and functioned by simply ignoring British state structures and behaving from
the outset as if it was the only legitimate government (Sharrock and Devenport
1998:131, Kotsonouris 1994). Republicans had an explicit desire to usurp state functions
(O’Doherty 1998:144), to assert that “the IRA were the sole legitimate government of
Ireland” (McEvoy 2000:548). The pursuit, punishment and occasional acts of mercy
(discussed further below) toward informers played a part in making this assertion,
enabling the organization to project a state-like image and providing it with a potent
means to be seen like a state.

The practical modalities in which the IRA carried out its punishment of informers bore
the hallmarks of a quasi-state institution. The use of court-martials suggests a disciplined
organization akin to a state’s army, which has served the organization’s ambition to be

345 For example Palestinian groups in the first intifada started to boycott Israeli institutions and attempted
to create an infrastructure for the future Palestinian state (Jean-Klein 2008:200) including the creation of a
“shadow” governance and administrative structure (Nassar and Heacock 1990:202).
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seen like a state army.346 It corresponds to a notion of “military performance”, which is
not measured in conventional military terms but rather serving the function of providing
a theme and a practice around which nation-building and political legitimation can take
place (Sayigh 1999:665). As an ex-combatant told the author: “part of it [courts-martial]
was about saying that we are a disciplined, legitimate, organization”.347 The language
used in IRA statements in the context of killings - “execution” and “death penalty” was the one which is used by states in relation to capital punishments. The methods in
which the killings were carried out were also closer to state execution than to
assassination: actual killings would be done by a different squad than the interrogators
and “judges” (Bishop and Mallie 1988:403) and the executions themselves followed
strict rules (for example two people shooting simultaneously - Dillon 1990:49), much
like in state executions (Garland 2010). In all these cases the punishment of informers
provided the IRA with an opportunity to use language which presented it as a state-like
entity, in line with the organization’s general ambition to “adopt[...] the language of
legitimate authority” (O’Doherty 1998:146). In a typical IRA statement on the killing of
an informer, the organization said: “he was executed for breaches of general army orders
[...] he was court-martialed and found guilty. After due consideration of his case by the
Army Authority he was executed”.348 The use of such military vocabulary was an
important means for the IRA to present itself as a political state-like entity, and as Urban
commented “the use of military terminology by the IRA infuriates many in the British
army and the loyalist community” (1992:28), an indication of the importance of such
means.

Another way in which the IRA asserted itself as akin to a state army was by referring to
its members as “army volunteers” and to other members of the nationalist community as
“civilians”. The court-martial of alleged informers, a process to which only IRA
346 Indeed, According to Campbell and Connolly the court-martial procedures the IRA employed were
based on the British army court-martial procedures (in an influence that can be traced back to the early
1920s and the war of independence) (Campbell and Connolly 2012:27).
347 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, July 2011.
348 IRA statement cited in “IRA murdered volunteer after ‘court-martial’”, Newsletter, 13 July 1979.
Statements on the punishment of informers also used terms such as “arrest”, “questioning”, and referred to
an informer as “admitted to criminal activity”; see e.g. “Informer ordered out”, An Phoblacht, 14 June
1990.
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members, rather than “civilians”, were subjected, was an important context in which to
make this assertion. While the harsher treatment of alleged informers who were IRA
members (relative to “civilians”) can also be explained by maintaining community
support, as noted in chapter 3 above, it was also a means to dramatise the existence of a
disciplined volunteer “army”. As one ex-combatant explained: “If you’re a civilian, you
don't have the same rules as someone who was an IRA volunteer, who knew the code of
conduct, who willingly volunteered. There’s a difference [...] The IRA person took an
oath [...] the same standards won’t be expected of a civilian as a volunteer”.349 The
distinction between “civilians” and "IRA volunteers” was made very formal and explicit
in the context of the court-martial for suspected informers, with a very formal attitude
toward the recruitment process,350 in a way which, again, suggests the formal
recruitment for state armies.

As one interviewee summed up, while the holding of court-martials obviously had the
instrumental function of stopping particular cases of informing, it also had other
functions:

“The other aspect [of holding a court-martial for alleged informers] is that the
IRA has always had as part of its raison d’etre being the government of Ireland,
the second Dail and all this. And so [they sought] the trappings of an army. Of
course aping the British army and all that - calling things battalion and brigades,
even when it’s 4-5 people... And [they also wanted] the trappings of legalism. A
court-martial of course has the two things - it’s a very military thing, but it’s also
a trial and so its justice. Meting out justice. So the trial and execution of an
informer is on the one hand a military action designed to stop a leakage of
information to the enemy, but also an assertion of legitimacy and revolutionary
intent - ‘we will be the government one day’. As you think about it, it has an
interesting dual function”.351

349 Interview with a former IRA member, Derry, April 2011.
350 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011.
351 Interview with a veteran human rights and community activist, Belfast, June 2012.
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Moreover, as well as the infliction of punishment, the granting of amnesties to some
alleged informers is also an expression of a state-like power: only states normally give
■‘amnesties”. McEvoy and Mallinder have suggested that amnesties are more than
simply impunity, but rather at times can represent the “performance of mercy”. The
power not to punish - to show mercy - is intimately connected to state power: amnesty,
like punishment, is a particularly important realm of governance (McEvoy and
Mallinder 2012). The sovereign right to spare life is an essential corollary of the state
right to impose death, and an executive clemency is an important element of state power
(Sarat 2008); as Hay argued, “the power to punish or to forgive” work “to maintain the
fabric of obedience” (1975:49). At the symbolic level the granting of amnesties has
remained a constant and powerful expression of state power and claims for “stateliness”
(McEvoy and Mallinder 2012),352 a perspective which resonates with the role that
amnesties played in the response to informers within the IRA. The governance aspect of
the amnesties is also expressed by the public statements in which the IRA announced
these amnesties: the policy of not killing those informers who come forward voluntarily
was permanent and well-known, and it was argued by one interviewee that these
periodic public statements on amnesties were redundant in operational terms and served
mainly to help the organization’s image.

The granting of amnesties also served to project the image of the IRA as a disciplined
and powerful organization, which, like a state, had the power to enforce its decisions.
That was the case because it allowed the leadership to show itself as capable of
enforcing amnesties and ensuring the safety of those who were granted amnesties.
Victims of the informers, including for example relatives of those who were imprisoned
or killed due to their actions, did not contest the amnesties or tried “to take the law into
their hands” by exerting private vengeance against those which received an amnesty
from the IRA. The IRA could in this way show that it was exercising control over the
352 As demonstrated for example by the fact that during the conflict in Libya both the Gaddafi government
and the rebels offered amnesties for the other side, as part of practical desire to wean troops away but also
in an effort to assert that they were the legitimate state authorities (McEvoy and Mallinder 2012)
353 Interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011.
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community - the reality was that once someone was given an amnesty, no renegade
member or grieving relative would attempt to punish them themselves, a fact that further
assisted in asserting the state-like control the IRA had.

The “governing through informing” framework can also lead to a reassessment of the
functions of the IRA “publicity campaigns” described in chapter 4 above. It is
instructive to ask to what degree they were really exclusively about deterring would-be
informers. Indeed, given the centuries of abhorrence of informing and reprisals against
informers, it is difficult to discern the extent to which any would-be informers changed
their minds just because they learned from graffiti or a poster that informing would be
met by IRA reprisal. An ex-combatant who was asked whether the posters and graffiti
were needed so people would know the risks of becoming an informer answered
emphatically: “Ach no! Everybody [knew], no matter what political persuasion you
were”.354

Instead, these posters and graffiti also represented a symbolic challenge by Republicans
to the authority of the state and demonstrated their own control as a state-like entity. 355
When one interviewee was asked about the functions of the publicity campaigns, he
replied: “They didn’t need the posters or graffiti, everybody knew. That was just another
exercise in demonstrating their control of the districts that they operated in”.

Another

interviewee concurred that the reason for the publicity campaign was mainly
“symbolic”, and that “The idea that we are the legitimate army and people who inform
on us, we are right to execute them, and we have the right to do that, would certainly be
the reason for the graffiti and so on, actually, rather than discouraging informing”.

In

this context, the imagery and historical connotations of the “loose talk” posters described
in the previous chapter is particularly telling: as Mullholland wrote, “by consciously
354 Interview with a former IRA member, Derry, April 2011.
355 This is consistent with other cases where political graffiti has been used to challenge state authority and
mark territorial control by non-state actors, whether urban gangs in the USA (Ley and Cybriwsky 1974,
Ferrell 1995), or Palestinian armed groups in the West Bank and Gaza (Peteet 1996, Oliver and Steinberg
1993).
356 Interview with an academic and political activist, Belfast, April 2011.
357 Interview with a veteran human rights and community activist, Belfast, June 2012.
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aping conventional wartime public information posters, the IRA hoped to bolster their
military credentials” (Mulholland 2002:100). In other words, the bolstering of the image
of the IRA - likening it to state authority in World War II - could have been another key
function of this campaign. If that suggestion is true, the threat from informing served as
a platform from which to make this analogy and assert a state-like image: to be seen like
a state. From this perspective, the publicity campaigns served a broader governance
function no less than the narrow function of reducing the threat of informing. They were
used to dramatize and assert control and maintain the image of the organization - and
the threat from informing enabled this mode of asserting power. 358

To sum up, informers provided the IRA with a platform from which to represent and
assert itself as a state-like entity, a disciplined army acting with state-like power. It used
court-martial and killings in order to demonstrate and dramatise the effectiveness and
ruthlessness of the organization, in a public display of power which asserts and affirms
its authority. The disciplined court-martial of its own members (as well as the exiling
and the amnesties) allowed it to project an image of a political army rather than a
criminal or terrorist organization. The courts-martial, amnesties and exiles, all tools of a
state, dramatised being political rather than criminal, demonstrating the attributes of a
disciplined army, a power analogous to that of the British army.

The penal

institutions, practices and discourses oriented at informing allowed it to project an image
of a state in ways which attacking security forces or loyalist targets would not. As a key
commentator on the Republicans told the author: “The Republican movement always
found it helpful to actively use informers as a reminder that they were a very powerful
organization, who were ruthless [...] that their memory was long, that their discipline
was complete, and that integrity was everything [...] informers were used [...]
reminding everybody else of the long tradition of this organization [...] That [actions
358 And at the same time, their success in actually deterring loose talk is debatable. According to one exIRA member, who was asked whether the “loose talk” posters were effective: “Nobody took it seriously.
Nobody adhered to it. Frankly, if you’re sitting in one of those drinking clubs in Belfast, people [...] all
talked and discussed what the boys were doing, or they sat in a kitchen and talked. It didn’t have any
impact” (interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011).
359 This is consistent with other practices aimed to create a state-like image, such as military-style funerals
for IRA volunteers (Feldman 1991:288), rolls of honour, the term POW for Republican prisoners and so
on.
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and rhetoric against informers] has played a part in the holding together of a disciplined
organization”.360 The willingness to kill members of its own community and indeed its
own members was also a signal of resolve, toughness and determination in the struggle.

These elements have assisted the IRA in the “propaganda war” which has been an
integral part of its campaign as well as of the state’s counter-insurgency (Sluka
1989:66). The IRA continually fought to assert itself as a political rather than criminal
organization, as an army fighting a war rather than a terrorist campaign.361 While the
“Criminalization” policy pursued by the British government was aimed at portraying
Republican violence as “ordinary” crime, rather than part of a politically motivated
struggle, the IRA was aiming to construct and assert itself as a disciplined army and a
legitimate political actor (Mulcahy 1995b), a military rather than terrorist organization
(Jackson 2005:118). Its actions and discourse in relation to informing provided it a
context in which to do this.

5.3. Facilitating internal control
An important element of the “governing through crime” argument (Simon 2007) is that
the notion of protection from crime has been used by political leaders as the least
problematic way of justifying the exercise of power. Crime, and the forms of knowledge
and practice associated with the response to it, has expanded beyond the criminal justice
domain and has become a powerful tool to interpret and frame social action as a
360 Interview with a veteran community activist, currently focusing on dealing with the past, Derry, April
2011. The state-like pursuit of informers may have also served the IRA in its competition for support with
other Republican armed groups: as noted above several interviewees remarked on the contrast between the
more disciplined approach of the IRA to informing as opposed to the INLA — it was a way of setting the
IRA apart from these smaller and less organized and certainly less disciplined groups (interview with an
academic researching armed groups in Northern Ireland, Belfast, June 2012; interview with a former IRA
member, Belfast, June 2012; and see also Campbell and Connolly 2012), which may have helped the IRA
projecting itself as a disciplined army in contrast to the disorganized INLA. It is interesting to note that
during the first intifada, when Fateh and Hamas competed over which group should gain leadership over
the Palestinian state-in-waiting, the punishment of collaborators emerged as a context for competition
between Fateh and Hamas, with each group maintaining that it was punishing collaborators in a
disciplined way and using due procedures while accusing the opponent group of killing randomly and
excessively (e.g. Be’er and Abdel-Jawad 1994:154-155).
361 “Sinn Fein propaganda always attempted to paint the provisionals as soldiers fighting a struggle akin to
that of the French resistance in the war and following the tradition of armed Republicanism which made
possible the formation of the Republic of Ireland” (Urban 1992:30)
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governance problem, its logic spread beyond the original sites. Crime, and fear of crime,
has acquired a “pervasive regulative presence” (Simon 2007:17-19), and metaphors and
practices of punishment have spilled over into public spheres beyond the criminal justice
system.
I would argue that to some degree the threat of informing similarly became a pervasive
regulative presence within the IRA structures, providing rationales for modes of
governance. Beyond the immediate operational issues - the original setting of the
informing threat - several other problems were recognized, defined and acted upon
through the prism of informing (cf Simon 2007:14). The need to respond to the threat of
informing enhanced the organization’s ability to demand control over its members and
supporters across various sites and contexts.

362

A key example is the IRA’s organizational restructuring explored in chapter 4 above.
While this cannot be fully corroborated, an speculative but plausible interpretation is that
the threat from informers was used by the Adams leadership to legitimize the policy
changes they were keen to pursue in any case. These changes in internal governance
would have been otherwise met with strong resistance from the older leadership and
some rank and file, but because they were justified by the need to deal with informers
they were seen as more legitimate and could be pursued successfully.

Those advocating for the structural changes had several goals, which to a large degree
were independent of the issue of informing. First, there was a generational conflict in
which leaders such as Adams, McGuinness and others wanted to marginalize the older
generation of the established leadership and replace it with a younger leadership and
cadres (Moloney 2007, Sharrock and Devenport 1998). Second, they sought to challenge
the traditional dominance of the Dublin-based leadership and replace it with a Northern
362 This in itself may not be unique to the IRA case. Writing about the LTTE in Sri Lanka, Thiranagama
argues that “everyday policing” was legitimized through its framing as actions against “traitors” and the
LTTE governance of Tamil areas “converted everyday coercion and incarceration into acts against
‘traitors’ [...] defining traitors [...] as the supracrime under which various other crimes were subsumed
(Thiranagama 2010:133).
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Command.363 Third, and most importantly in this context, they wanted the leadership to
have more control over units. As noted above, achieving these changes might otherwise
have looked like a power grab within the organisation but, premised upon the rationale
of the invidious threat of the informer, they were hard to argue against by even the most
irredentist traditionalist.
For example, from the IRA’s new leadership perspective the restructuring had the
advantage of reducing the status of battalion commanders and the autonomy battalion
enjoyed (Bradley and Feeny 2009:129). Thus the shift to cellular structure, justified and
legitimized by the need to protect from informers, in fact also served a governance
function for the leadership by giving it greater internal power. Had the leadership simply
moved to reduce the autonomy of battalion commanders it is likely that it would have
had to face strong resistance, but because the shift was legitimized and facilitated by the
threat from informers the shift was easier. In addition, according to several sources, the
reorganization was also used by the leadership to purge members whom they considered
hot-headed, disloyal or involved in criminality (Urban 1992:32; Holland 1981:138). In
this case as well, such a purge could have been met with resistance, but because it was
grounded in a response to the threat of informing it was easier to carry out.

Revisiting the issue of restructuring, we can recall that “It was decided to change the
battalion system to a cell structure and to move younger, unknown figures into position
of responsibility leaving well-known, established older men in a high-profile position as
front men” (Coogan 1993:578, emphasis added). An IRA “staff report” which was
captured when IRA leader Seamus Twomey was arrested, stated that: “[... ] we
emphasize a return to secrecy and strict discipline. Army men must be in control of all
sections of the movement [...] we must gear ourselves towards long term armed struggle
based on putting unknown men and new recruits into a new structure” (cited in Coogan
363 As Denis Bradley describes: “the tensions arose between the Northern people and the Southern people
and they eventually overthrew the old leadership. It wasn’t a night of long knives, rather a gradual change.
As the young crowd from the North became more politically aware, they started to sideline the old crowd
from the South” (cited in Clarke and Johnston 2001:94). On the younger generation’s challenge to the old
leadership see also Taylor 1997:198-202.
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1993:578-9). With the "‘governing through informing” framework in mind, it is possible
to propose that these goals - the moving of younger men to leadership positions and the
sidelining of an older generation, and the plea to have strict control - could all have been
motivated by concerns other than secrecy and protection from informing.

Some support for the hypothesis regarding the function of the reorganization can be
found in the fact that the specific organizational change was not the only available one,
and that in fact it probably did not lead to much higher security from informing. In
responding to the threat of informers, the IRA could have moved to a less centralised rather than more centralised - structure. Armed groups such as A1 Qaeda, facing similar
threats, have reorganized into a decentralized “network model”, a more diffused, looseknit organization, reducing rather than enhancing hierarchy and bureaucracy, in order to
survive security pressures (Sageman 2008). The model of “leaderless resistance”, where
a movement’s structure leaves the initiative to carry out attacks to individuals and units,
was also used by armed groups in Europe in the 1970s, such as the Red Army Faction
(Wilkinson 2000). Indeed as ex-IRA member McKeamy has written, in that junction in
the late 1970s the armed wing of the Republican Movement could have assumed an
identity of its own and “gone to the mountains”, but because of the view held by the
Adams leadership that armed struggle should be centrally controlled by a political
leadership this was prevented (McKeamey 2011:143).

Indeed the more centralised form of organization had significant security disadvantages.
It became clear that the new structure did not in fact work effectively against informers,
and the Supergrass trials, for example, showed that volunteers continued to know the
identities of people outside their own cells (Taylor 1997:211; Clarke and Johnston
2001:97). Moloney argues that the changes in fact failed to stem informer infiltration
and recruitment, and that “In fact there has always been a strong school of thought in the
Provisionals that held that the centralized control systems introduced in the mid-1970s
may have facilitated rather than hindered such penetration” (Molony 2002:332). In
particular, the new centralized structure meant that “if the opposition has two or three
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strategically-placed informers they knew as much as 40 low level informers”.

•j fii

As

Moloney w'rote, the new “vertical” IRA structure and the “greater political control”
introduced in the new structure made it easier, not harder, for British intelligence to
penetrate the IRA’s.365

If the argument suggested by Moloney and others that the reorganization in fact
facilitated rather than hindered informing is correct, it is possible that the Adams
leadership simply miscalculated and made a strategic error. However, I would argue that
it is at least conceivable that the “vertical structures” with the “greater political control”
of the leadership were in fact themselves the ends of the reorganization process, rather
than the means to fighting informers. In other words, while the standard account of the
restructuring is that the threat from informing was the perceived problem and the
organizational change the solution, I would argue that it is possible that at least to some
degree it was the other way around: the problem was how to legitimize an organizational
change, and the threat from informers served as a solution to this governance problem.

The function of informing in facilitating internal governance can also be seen in the
operation of the internal security unit. The interesting point is that the remit of that unit
extended to policing personal behaviour of members, not just the issue of informing. The
same institution and forms of practice which were ostensibly established to deal with the
narrow question of informing have in fact been used to monitor and control a wide range
of behaviours, including indiscipline, anti-social behaviour, dissent, and so on (Collins
1997; Harkin and Ingram 2004; Bradely and Feeny 2009; Moloney 2007). While it is
easy to imagine that establishing a unit to monitor dissent and anti-social behaviour
would have been met with resistance and resentment, the fact that it was anchored in the
uncontested need to fight informing made it easier to pass.366 Thus counter-informing
364 Interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011.
365 In the old structure the damage from any informer was relatively limited and isolated, whereas “A wellplaced agent in the remodelled IRA could by contrast cause enormous harm throughout the length and
breadth of the organization and be pretty sure of getting away with it” (Moloney 2007:318).
3<'6 It is interesting to note in this context that other comparable armed groups, such as FARC, did not
establish a specific unit to address the risk from informers even while facing a strong threat from
informers (Gentry and Spencer 2010:468). During the first intifada, Palestinian armed groups also did not
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provided both the rationale and the means to enforce rules of conduct and ensure
conformity and obedience, and regulate the private lives of members.
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Another, closely related, example of the “pervasive regulative presence” of informing is
the control of alcohol drinking by members. The IRA’s Code of conduct (reprinted in
Dillon 1990:493-495) urges volunteers to avoid excessive public drinking. This directive
is anchored in the need to maintain secrecy and the threat from lurking informers:
“under excessive drinking people’s tongues loosen, people whom one wouldn’t normally
trust become ‘great friends’, and one is vulnerable to the temptation of engaging in
‘loose talk’” (IRA code of conduct, article 7). However, it seems that maintaining the
public image of the organization was no less important to the IRA leadership than the
risk of an informer learning secrets: excessive drinking was material for anti-IRA
critique in the community (Burton 1978:114). Indeed, writing about a reprimand that a
well-known IRA volunteer received for excessive public drinking, Dillon explains that it
was because such behaviour was both a security risk and damaging the IRA’s image
(1992:52). In that sense, the threat from informers and the ubiquitous directive against
“loose talk” is intermingled with the policing of personal behaviour which is aimed at
achieving a governance goal - maintaining the organization’s image. In this case as well,
it is easy to imagine that simply asking Republicans to avoid excessive drinking may
have been met with strong resentment from the rank and file, but because it was framed
also as an anti-informing measure it was legitimized to a greater extent.

More broadly, it appears that the figure of the informer, and its association with moral
corruption (cf. Kelly 2007:156), served to highlight the personal values to which IRA
men were expected to adhere. Burton noted that the Republican movement aimed to
instil in IRA members the self-conception of “soldier”, countering British attempts to
portray them as criminals (1978:125), and it may be that the image of the informer - as
have specific units for investigating and punishing suspected collaborators, a function that was performed
by the “strike forces”, bodies which were also involved in confrontations with Israeli soldiers (Be’er and
Abdel-Jawad 1994:106).
367 Underground organizations often seek to control the private lives of members, going beyond the
logistical needs of clandestinity (Della Porta 1995:179).
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an exception that proves the rule — was used to inculcate such a self-image. A former
IRA member referred to informers as “someone who’s weak in character, morally, lacks
moral fibre or lacks commitment to the cause to such a degree that they pick the easy
way out when they’re blackmailed or bribed [...] No sense of sacrifice, courage,
principle”.

It is clear that such descriptions are meant as an exception that proves the

rule, highlighting the volunteer’s moral code through a negative example, creating the
image of the good revolutionary, who is strong and tough and also has nothing in his
personal life which will make him target for blackmail;369 as an ex-combatant said:
“That’s why it is very difficult to be a revolutionary, because you have to make sure that
your lifestyle isn’t such that you can be compromised”.

This has been part of a

Republican tradition in which the informer has been projected as the antithesis and the
polar opposite of the venerated IRA “rebel” (Hart 1998:293; Bell 1991:108).371

Another site in which the function of “governing through informing” in facilitating
internal control can be identified is the IRA governance of its members in prison. The
organizational structure that the IRA created in prison was that each wing had one
“spokesperson”, and only that person was allowed to communicate with prison officials.
Other prisoners were prohibited by the IRA leadership from communicating with prison
officials. This was justified by the “fear that they might pass on information out of
earshot of other prisoners” (Gilmour 1998:259). I would argue that in this site as well,
the threat from informing has facilitated internal control, allowing the leadership to
enforce unity and reduce the possibility that individual members would negotiate aspects
of prison life outside of the leadership’s control. This is not to suggest that there was no
genuine fear of prisoners passing information, nor to suggest that this fear was
368 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011.
369 As described by Bell, though reality was often different, the image of the IRA man was as “totally
dedicated [...] who exists [...] only for the mission” (1991:108).
370 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011. The successful creation of folk devils
“rests on their stereo-typical portrayal as atypical actors against a backdrop that is over-typical” (Cohen
2002:61) and on establishing the folk devil as “a sort of alter-ego for Virtue” (Hall et al 1978:161),
processes which appear evident in this case.
371 While the Volunteer emerges as the martyr figure, exhibiting a willingness to sacrifice oneself for the
good of the community, the traitor emerges as polar opposite — willing to sacrifice the good of the
community for his own self. This opposition reinforces the admiration to the martyr and the loathing of the
traitor.
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necessarily self-consciously manipulated by the leadership. Rather, in a similar vein to
Simon’s (2007) argument regarding crime, the argument is that informing provided the
context and the justification for governance efforts and this had the effect of legitimizing
governance modes which otherwise may have faced resistance. There was a compelling
narrative regarding the need to control would-be informers in prison, and the view of
members as potential informers provided an anchor in facilitating their tight control by
the leadership.

Finally, the IRA policing of ordinary crime in nationalist communities provides another
site to explore the “governing through informing” thesis. As noted above, the issue of
“punishment attacks” against suspected criminals has attracted wide scholarly attention
(e.g. McEvoy and Mika 2001, 2002; Hamill 2010, Knox 2002) and will not be recounted
in detail here. In short, there are conflicting interpretations of whether the IRA was
reluctantly involved in such attacks due to community pressure on the IRA to protect the
community from crime or whether the IRA actively sought its policing role. In any case
it carried some advantages in terms of social power and legitimizing the IRA
(O’Doherty 1998), and informing provided a key rationale and justification for this. It is
at least clear that “part of the Provos’ concern about policing lay in the fact that the RUC
tried to recruit informers from among petty criminals in Catholic areas” (English
2003:275; see also McEvoy and Mika 2001:362, Sluka 1989:133). The perception of
petty criminals as putative informers gave the IRA a clear justification to be involved in
a fight against crime. In addition, the IRA’s ambition to prevent all contact between
nationalists and the police (Hamill 2010:45)

meant that it had to deal with crime

372 The Republicans were clear that any approach to the RUC, irrespective of motive and context, would
be seen as “informing”, and the “informer” label was being used to discredit and threaten any such action.
In one case which acquired some notoriety, Michael Williams, a resident of Derry who heard his
neighbour, an elderly widow, shouting “don’t shoot me”, thought that this was a case of armed robbery
and phoned the RUC. In fact she was held at gun point while the IRA hijacked her car, and his call to the
police led to the arrest of IRA activists. He was branded as an informer by the IRA and forced to leave
Derry. When clergymen publicly condemned the IRA, Republican leader Matin McGuinness said that
“when their allegations that this man has been unfairly treated are decoded, they are suggesting the
nationalists should give information to the RUC [...] [Williams had] made himself an informer” (cited in
Clarke and Johnston 2001:180-1). A related illustration is that women victimized by domestic violence
were reluctant to report it to the RUC out of fear that they or their partners would be pressured to become
informers (McWilliams 1995:19, Garret 1999:43) and may end up targeted by the IRA.
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itself.373 In other words, both the petty criminals and their victims in the community
were perceived and presented by the IRA, at least to some degree, as potential informers.
This has provided a rationale for Republicans to engage in the policing of crime in their
community and maintain its political power over it.374

In this way the discourse and practice of counter-informing by the Republican
Movement pervaded the entire spectrum of relations between nationalist communities
and the British state. This has served the Republican goal of controlling communities
and delegitimizing any relation with the British state, in ways which go way beyond any
immediate operational concerns.375 Significantly, one interviewee noted how the term
“tout” became more prominent, “in completely different contexts [...] The word tout
became things like talking to a police officer in a queue to a bus, just saying ‘nice day’,
the officer says ‘yeah it’s not too bad’ - [and then someone would say:] - tout! What is
the aspect in which you’re touting?!”. As the interviewee described the informer label
“came to mean other things, any sign of sympathy, or sign of linkage or friendliness or
warmth towards those seen as enemies. So it definitely pervades so much of what the
consciousness is [...] it really becomes infectious. Something that really dominates
people’s fear and consciousness”.376 Thus the label of “informer” was used in a broader
social control effort, to delegitimize and discourage any contact with the British state. 377
As such it assisted the Republican movement in the process of what Tilly termed

373 This is of course only part of the story. Other reasons include that the RUC had little trust and
legitimacy in nationalist communities and was unable or unwilling to effectively police nationalist areas
(McEvoy and Mika 2001:361).
374 “The fear of coming into contact with the police and being made a suspected informer spying on the
community helped to maintain the established [Republican] power structure” (Zurawski 2005:507).
375 This is not to suggest that the efforts of Republicans in this context were entirely successful - even
during the worst stages of the conflict there were Catholics/Nationalists who served in the police and civil
service and many more who were willing to liaise with it - but rather to argue that the counter-informing
discourse came to pervade many aspects of life in ways which go far beyond the immediate operational
setting.
376 Interview with an academic researching armed groups in Northern Ireland, Belfast, June 2012.
377 For example, there were threats that individuals who would pass information to the welfare authorities
about people working while claiming unemployment benefits would be treated as “touts” (Curtis
2010:206).
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‘‘boundary activation” - a process which organizes relations on a single us/them
boundary and delegitimizes cross-boundary interactions (Tilly 2003:210).
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To sum up, in all the cases described above, informing has enabled forms of internal
governance which otherwise would have been more difficult to achieve. Informing
emerged as a '‘central axis of regulation” (Simon 2007:235). It served as a rationale for
internal governance models in the organization, provided the logic for interventions in
members’ private lives (cf. Simon 2007:261), as well as in the social organization of the
community. Even if the initial motivation for counter-informing policies was grounded
in operational concerns, it had governance effects which have reached well beyond the
operational context. Counter-informing resonated beyond the preventive security core
and had a pervasive regulatory presence across various other contexts.

Conclusions
This chapter began with an intuition that there may be more to counter-informing efforts
by armed groups than just the instrumental need to reduce informing. If crime-control
policies by states often involved additional political benefits to the authorities, and given
that armed groups often seek to legitimize and extend their governance roles, then it
could be that armed groups’ efforts to police informing may involve aspects of
governance that go beyond the immediate practical need to combat informing. Indeed, as
was argued above, for the IRA, at least to some degree, the policies pursued in the
context of counter-informing also had useful governance benefits. Thus, while Part I of
this thesis began with the characterization of informers in Northern Ireland as outcasts,
at this stage of the analysis, an important twist emerges: informers appear not just as
outcasts, but as useful outcasts. Paradoxically, they appear to have been useful not just
for their handlers at the state security agencies, but also for the organization against
which they were operated by these agencies.

378 As Tilly explains, while us/them boundaries always exist in some way, the “boundary-activation”
means that they shift from being relatively insignificant to absolutely dominant of interactions (Tilly
2003:210).
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Obtaining power and prestige within the Catholic community, controlling and defining
it, was a key issue for the IRA (English 2003:132), and the punishment of informing,
with the efficiency, ruthlessness and state-like qualities it projected, was an important
resource in such a task. Informing was a potent and productive context through which
various Republican governance ends could be achieved. It enabled and produced forms
of power and imagery which served the organization’s goals. These multiple dimensions
cannot simply be reduced to the operational needs of the organization. The punishment
of informers certainly served instrumental security goals, but “punishment in any society
serves many functions” (Simon 2012:82), and as the analysis above has shown some of
these functions extended beyond the immediate security concerns.

It is important to repeat the qualifications emphasized at the beginning of this chapter:
the usefulness of informers to the IRA was certainly not the key aspect for the
organization; informing probably presented much more of a problem than an advantage.
However, with all the caveats, the salient point is that, against expectations, while
informing was a severe operational problem it also afforded the organization with
opportunities to advance many of its political goals and with additional means to pursue
governance goals.

If the “governing through informing” thesis and the concept of “useful outcasts” have
merit, they mean that informing was useful not just to the state but also, ironically, to the
armed group against which the state was fighting. Given that the state and the IRA
where engrossed in a zero-sum-game conflict, a curious implication of this insight is that
informing was probably not as useful to the state as most commentators argue. Looking
through a narrow lens only at operational issues would lead to the assumption that
informing provided only benefits to the state and only damage to the IRA. But
criminological sensitivities and Simon’s governing through crime framework help
uncover the governance advantages informing provided the IRA.
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Conclusions to Part I
In concluding this part of the dissertation, below I sketch out a few broad themes
emerging from the analysis in the previous chapters.

Firstly, the analysis above has shown the multifaceted and multi-dimensional nature of
the IRA’s response to informing. This complex nature and rich repertoire of responses
can be demonstrated, in summing up, by the organization’s response to the severe threat
it was exposed to during the Supergrass period of 1981-1985.

During this period the

IRA killed several informers, and issued threats against others. This, however, was only
one component in a much broader strategic response by the Republican Movement.
During this period the organization stepped up its efforts to convince informers to
voluntarily come forward, investing efforts in publicising its general amnesty policy, and
offering specific amnesties to supergrasses if they retract their statements (Morrison
1999:140). It also put direct pressure on family members of supergrasses, including
kidnapping the wife of one of them (Bishop and Mallie 1988:409) and the father of
another (Taylor 1997:263; Greer 1995b:133; Sharrock and Deveport 1998:211).380 It
engaged in a sustained public campaign to discredit the motives and personalities of the
supergrasses (e.g. Sinn Fein 1983), for example calling supergrasses “hired perjurers”
(Sharrock and Deveport 1998:209). This effort also involved mobilizing the community
and forming various ad-hoc groupings, such as Stop the Show Trials Committee and
Concerned Community Organization (De Baroid 2000:260-261). The Republican
Movement also appealed for international organizations such as Amnesty International
in an effort to question the legality of the Supergrass trials (Greer 1995b). In the end, the
supergrass system collapsed, to a large degree because of witnesses retracting their
statements (Greer 1995b) due to the pressure and combination of threats and promises
from the IRA.

TO 1

The effective response by the Republican movement to the Supergrass

179 As detailed in the historical background section of Chapter 1.
380 As one interviewee recalled, “probably some people who were going to supergrass, were caught and
were going down and were going to give evidence, and they retracted usually because their families got a
bit of pressure” (interview with a former IRA member, Dundalk, April 2011; on this point see also
Sharrock and Deveport 1998:210).
381 Eamon Collins, initially one of the Supergrasses, described in his memoir his decision to retract his
statements following such pressure and an offer of amnesty from the IRA (Collins 1997).
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trials was achieved through this combination of means, ranging from killings to carefully
produced publications and media campaigns.

This was emblematic of the complexity of the IRA's response to informing, a
complexity often missed by commentators. One interesting implication for the sociology
of punishment is the way that the IRA’s penology combined pre-modem and latemodern elements. On the one hand it involved archaic, pre-modem punishments, such as
debasement of dead bodies and forced exile. It used a spectacle of suffering, and had
elements of what the Northern Irish poet Seamus Heaney aptly called, in his poem
Punishment, “the exact and tribal, intimate revenge”.

On the other hand, it used

pragmatic and technocratic tools such as press conferences and media campaigns, and
strategies which, as was shown above, closely correspond to the adaptive strategies that
Garland (2001) associates with late modernity.
A closely related point is that the attempt to control informing in the community was not
purely coercive. Bell suggested that there is a perception among governments and
scholars that rebels act ruthlessly and with few constraints, compensating for asymmetry
in power-relation with states by acting with a lack of restraint (Bell 1990). A variation of
this general trend is evident in relation to informing, where some commentators
suggested that the IRA only used “fear or terror” (Clutterbuck 1973:94) and
“deterrence” (Wilkinson 2000) in its attempts to reduce informing in nationalist
communities. However, as the analysis above has shown it was not the only strategy. In
fact the Republican Movement made an effort to convince the community of the
wrongness of informing, offered amnesties to informers who would confess to it, and
tried to mobilize the community to take part in the defensive response to informing. To
use the common counter-insurgency term, the Republican Movement attempted to
conquer the “hearts and minds” of the community,

TOT

and as Urban (1992) notes, it

offered carrots as well as sticks in its efforts to control informing. While it used periodic

382 The poem was published in Heaney’s collection North (1975).
383 This term means changing the attitudes of the population by using non-violent persuasion instead of, or
parallel to, coercive violence (see e.g. Kalyvas 2006:94).
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spectacular retaliatory violence, the Republican Movement seemed to be well aware that
such violence can excite revulsion as well as deterrence, and it seems that it focused on
inculcating instinctive habits of obedience to the anti-informing norms (cf. Foucault
1977). When violence is used to control a population (rather than to exterminate or
deport it) it becomes a resource rather than a final product (Gambetta 1993:2).

This observation leads to another broad point: looking only at the number of people
killed as alleged informers can underestimate the forms and effects of counter-informing
efforts and under-represent the importance and nature of the response. For example,
Campbell and Alvarez (2012) note that the IRA killed relatively fewer informers than
ETA, a comparable armed group. The IRA also killed relatively fewer informers than
Palestinian armed groups. This point in itself, however, does not account for the full
effects of the punishment of informing. One aspect is that the powerful iconography and
dramatic intensity of the court-martials and the bodies thrown in ditches or roads in
South Armagh led to the fact that the killing of informers “probably resonated more than
the actual number of people killed”.384 More broadly, as noted above, the killing of
informers was part of a wider system which involved also amnesties and exiles,
publicity campaigns, mobilization and intimidation of the community in various ways,
and practical and discursive ways in which counter-informing served to signify an
imagined community and assert internal control. As Garland (2010:312) suggests, the
political, social, and cultural significance of the death penalty in contemporary USA
cannot be deduced simply from the number of people actually being executed each year
- more people are being killed each year by lightning. Similarly, the full picture of the
IRA’s reaction to informing cannot be deduced simply by the number of people
killed.385

The analysis in the previous chapters can also serve to demonstrate that the reaction to
informing is shaped by a variety of context-specific factors. While all armed groups
384 Interview with an academic researching armed groups in Northern Ireland, Belfast, June 2012.
385 This is similar also to the way the comparative number of prison populations, while important, is
insufficient to understand the various dimensions of a penal culture, the regimes, debates and aims of
imprisonment and the nature of imprisonment (Sparks 2001:171).
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despise and target informers, the particular ways in which this comes to play are rooted
in specific political, social, cultural and military contexts. Thus, within the specific
context of Northern Ireland, the IRA was constrained by the need to maintain its
legitimacy in the eyes of the community, upon which it depended materially and
ideologically. Its organizational culture as a volunteer organization386 dictated
maintaining legitimacy also in the eyes of its own members. The organizational culture,
as well as the "‘propaganda war” with the British State, also involved a desire to project
the organization’s image as akin both to a state army and indeed to an alternative
“imagined” state. As was shown above, these and other factors led the organization to
attempt a performance of legality which appears to have restrained the violence meted
out to suspected informers. The response to informing was also shaped by culture and
history, building on long-held beliefs and attitudes toward informing and the forms of
punishment due to informers. The specific tactics chosen by the IRA were also shaped
by the specific tactics employed by the state: for example the recruitment of petty
criminals as informers contributed to systemizing the amnesty/exile policy; the use of
high-profile supergrass trials led to concerted effort to discredit them and pressurise their
families; the use of torture in interrogations led to the defining-down of informing.

The comparatively long duration of the 30-year conflict also shaped the reaction, by
allowing the IRA to refine and adapt its policies. Over the years there was a process of
formalizing and systemizing the policies: disappearances were stopped, court-martial
procedures were followed more closely in later years than in the early 1970s,387 a
specific unit to uncover informers was established, and there was more systematic and
“scripted” use of amnesties, press conferences and statements. This was in marked
contrast with, for example, the response of Palestinian armed groups to informing during
the first intifada (1987-1993) which became increasingly more chaotic as the pretence of
due process was abandoned, and where eventually the leadership often lost control over
local activists acting against alleged informers (Be’er and Abdel-Jawad 1994:105). The

386 As opposed to armed groups such as the LTTE in Sri Lanka, the RUF in Sierra Leone or the LRA in
Uganda, which depended on forced recruitment.
387 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011.
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duration of the conflict likely led to the IRA leadership to accept that informing was not
a temporary aberration but an ongoing vulnerability, and it shaped its response
accordingly.388

This point is also consistent with a pragmatic bent that permeated much of the IRA’s
practice. As English has observed with regard to IRA activities more generally in his
history of the organization: “the IRA were -[...] contrary to much popular assumption practical rather than mystical, and determined by daily realities rather than an addiction
to an ahistorical philosophy” (2003:215). As was shown above in some detail, this
pragmatic strand in the organizational culture of the IRA was evident across its various
policies in response to informing. Put differently, while the loathing of informers often
takes centre-stage in popular accounts, the rational fear and the weary pragmatism
associated with normalization seem to have been equally important in shaping the
organization’s policies in relation to informing.

Finally, the strategies the IRA used in response to informing were also both constrained
and enabled by the structural political characteristics of the Northern Ireland conflict.
Firstly, the IRA never had sufficient territorial control over areas to allow it to establish
its own prisons. While armed groups such as the FTTE in Sri Fanka, FMFN in A1
Salvador, or the ANC’s military wing MK in exile in Angola and Tanzania, were able to
have their own prisons where alleged informers were detained, the IRA was never in a
position to do so. Thus imprisonment - usually the major modem penal sanction - was
ruled out of the IRA’s penal repertoire in relation to informing. At the same time, the
constitutional arrangement at place allowed it to use exile. The political situation was
such that people from Northern Ireland were able to cross with little interference into
either Great Britain or the Republic of Ireland, thus allowing the IRA to rely on this
sanction. This was in marked distinction to Palestinian armed groups in the West Bank
and Gaza or the ANC inside South Africa, where the authorities held tight control over

388 This process of formalization may have also contributed to gaining legitimacy to the punishment of
informers: as Suchman (1995) notes, organizations often gain cognitive legitimacy through
“professionalization” and formalization, e.g. by codifying informal procedures (Zucker 1988).
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the borders and would not have allowed former informers to simply leave the country.
The political and legal situation in the UK, and the existence of Sinn Fein as a legal
political party, also allowed the Republican Movement to conduct its publicity
campaigns, in ways which would have been unimaginable for many other armed groups.
For example, the IRA was able to print and circulate its own newspaper, and Sinn Fein
was able to hold press conferences where individuals denounced attempts to recruit them
as informers.
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Thus the Republican response to informing was shaped by a

combination of universal themes - threat to the struggle, aversion to betrayal - and
specific contingent factors - the political system within which they operated, the
communities from which they draw their support, and their organizational culture.

389 As O’Leary and McGarry (1993:19) point out, while the British authorities committed human rights
violations during the conflict, they have not ruthlessly suppressed the population in ways comparable to
the authorities fighting armed groups in Sri Lanka, South Africa or Israel.

PART II

Informed by the Past:
Responses to Informing in the Post-Conflict Era
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“Tony: Thinking about our former friend...
Paulie: Him? Not me. Never. Don't waste another second on this rat. I'd kill him again
ifI could.
Tony: Yeah? So why'd you go to that psychic last year? Since you don't dwell on this
shit...
Paulie: Puss -1 loved this cocksucker like a brother. And he fucked me in the ass.
Tony: Well that's the difference between Puss and the others. Him you loved.
Paulie: The world don't run on love. He was a rat.
Silvio: One thing you got to admit - he made a great Santa Claus.
Tony: He did.
Paulie: In the end — fuck Santa Claus.

(from The Sopranos)

"
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Introduction to Part II
The chapters in this part of the thesis address the reaction to informing in the
transitional, or “post-conflict” era. They examine the perceptions, images, narratives and
policies used by Republicans in relation to informers and the phenomenon of informing
during the peace process era, when the IRA put an end to the “armed struggle”.390 With
the end of military operations and the effective disestablishment of the IRA, and
consequently, with informers no longer posing a threat to the armed struggle, one could
have perhaps expected that the scope and intensity of reaction to informers among
Republicans may be diminished. As the following chapters show, however, informing in
fact remained a key issue for Republicans.

The fairly substantial literature on transitional justice and dealing with the past in
Northern Ireland has largely ignored issues relating to Republican informers.

The one

aspect of Republican informing which the literature on transitional Northern Ireland
tends to mention is the revelations, in 2003 and 2005 respectively, that Republicans
Freddie Scappaticci and Denis Donaldson were informers (see e.g. Frampton 2008,
McDonald 2008, Moloney 2007, Moran 2008, Hewitt 2010). Given the importance of
these revelations they will be introduced here. In the first case, in 2003 it was revealed
that Freddie Scappaticci, a veteran IRA member, was an informer for the British
military, codenamed “Steak-knife”. This was a significant and dramatic moment because
Scappaticci was a key figure (apparently deputy-head) in the IRA’s internal security
unit. In other words, an IRA member who was tasked with rooting out informers was
himself an informer. The revelation led to the obvious suggestion that at least some of
those he interrogated and executed were in fact ‘loyal’ IRA members. Scappaticci

,9H The IRA called its final ceasefire in 1997. Sinn Fein signed to the Good Friday Agreement in 1998, and
the IRA formally ended its “armed struggle” in 2005. For an overview see e.g. Frampton (2009), Tonge
(2006).
391 For example, two recent articles that focus on dealing with the past in Northern Ireland (Duffy 2010;
Aiken 2010) do not mention the issue at all.
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escaped the country after being named as an informer, ccording to media reports is
currently living in hiding abroad.
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The second prominent revelation, in 2005, was that Deonaldson, a senior Sinn Fein
official with a long history in the IRA, was an informenaldson’s exposure followed
a remarkable chain of events. In 2002 he was arresteche police and charged with
operating a Sinn Fein “spy ring” in the Northern Irelssembly, where Republicans
were allegedly spying on their political opponents, caused a suspension of the
power-sharing assembly, the key feature of the Gooday Agreement. In effect a
government fell because of the allegations of spying.iter the charges against him
were dropped without explanation. Soon after, he exposed as a British agent.
Donaldson confessed in a televised press conference ft was an informer. His outing
was of particular importance also given the senior roldayed in Sinn Fein (Sanders
2011:239) and his long past in the IRA, and was espetshocking for Republicans.394
After Donaldson’s exposure, the famous image of i IRA hunger striker Bobby
Sands, with Donaldson hugging him (taken from mn photograph), was often
cropped by Republicans, so Donaldson was cut out ( picture (McKay 2009:339).
The story became even more dramatic: after his expoTonaldson left public life to
live in a secluded house (without running water oitricity) in a remote part of
Ireland, where, a few months afterwards, he was sho killed (Moloney 2007:580).
His killing was condemned by Sinn Fein but seemsive been accepted by many
Republicans as inevitable, with one ex-prisoner cited ying “The IRA Green Book
says touts are to be executed, it’s as simple as that”. 395

392 See e.g. Rosie Cowan “He did the IRA’s dirty work for 25 yend was paid £80,000 a year by the
government”, The Guardian, 12 May 2003; Warren Hoge, “News Identify Man Said to Be British
Agent in I.R.A.”, New York Times, 12 May 2003.
393 Republicans have repeatedly alleged that the collapse of thisnment on the basis of a supposed
Sinn Fein spy-ring which turned out to have a British agent centre amounted to a coup d’etat
instigated by elements of the British security establishment who oposed to the peace process.
394 As a former IRA member said: “When Denis Donaldson was d as an informer I couldn’t believe
it. Couldn’t believe it. I just couldn’t believe it. A man with povurage. He’s in the movement since
the 70s. What can they have on him to make him do it? I just canprehend, I just can’t. [...] I can’t
get my head around it” (interview with a former IRA member, BApril 2011).
95 Suzanne Breen, “No Tears over Denis Donaldson”, Sundbune, 10 April 2006. As will be
discussed in chapter 9, the dissident group Real IRA took respon: for his killings two years after the
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The Scappaticci and Donaldson affairs are certainly important and as the following
chapters show affected several aspects of perceptions of informers. However, reducing
the story of informing in transitional Northern Ireland to these two dramatic revelations
obscures a more complex reality where the legacy of informing has continued to play an
important role across a variety of contexts. In the following chapters I seek to move
beyond the common reductionist account and explore the long-term effects of the use of
informers on a transitional society, which thus far have remained relatively neglected
both in the general transitional justice literature and in the literature on the transition in
Northern Ireland. The pervasive use of informers by state agencies against the IRA
during the conflict, along with the persistent countermeasures by the IRA, have had
long-term consequences, and it remains one of the most difficult “legacy issues” in a
society still struggling to come to terms with its violent past.
The questions this part of the PhD aims to explore include: What role has the legacy of
informing had during the transition? Given the end of military operations by the IRA,
has the hostility to informers continued into the transition, and if so what factors have
shaped it? Is it possible to identify more complex assessments of informers by
Republicans? Have new images, perceptions and narratives of informers emerged? What
role did questions about the role of informers during the conflict play in debates over the
Republican peace strategy? What actions did the Republican Movement take in relation
to its past actions against informers?

The following chapters address such questions:

Chapter 6 — Continuity in transition: the persistence of hostility - identifies and explains
the enduring hostility to informers among Republicans during the peace process era,
manifested among others in the exclusion of informers from a reconciliation discourse
and the failure to facilitate the return of exiled informers. Using a range of theoretical
event, though no one has yet been prosecuted for it. See e.g. Connla Young, “Denis Donaldson Family
Demands Answers in Murder Probe”, The Independent, 8 April 2011.
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sources the chapter shows how the informer has become a “useful enemy” for
Republicans even during the transition. At the end of the chapter I also briefly identify a
different trend in which, at least privately, some Republicans acknowledge a more
complex view of informers, including seeing them also as victims.

Chapter 7 - Rumours, conspiracies and celebrities: new informer images — explores
three new themes in relation to infonning which have emerged in the transitional stage.
The first is the informer as a rumour, the prevalence of rumours and speculations in
relation to the identity of alleged informers, exploiting the combination of continuing
secrecy surrounding informing and the animosity towards them. The second theme is the
informer as political manipulator: the narrative which suggests that actions by informers
were the key influence on the political shifts toward abandoning the armed struggle by
the Republican Movement. The last section explores the notion of the informer as
celebrity, a phenomenon of ex-informers who became high-profile media-figures while
simultaneously becoming “apostates” in the eyes of Republicans.

Chapter 8 — Uncovering skeletons in the closet: truth-recovery, apologies and
exonerations - analyses a process in which the Republican Movement has, during the
post-conflict phase, confronted several aspects of the punishment of informers during
the conflict. First, the IRA acknowledged its responsibility for the disappearances,
assisted in locating bodies, and offered apologies for the practice. Second, the IRA has
established inquiries into several cases of killing of alleged informers, admitted they
were wrongly-accused and “exonerated” them publicly. I argue that these acts
correspond to the transitional justice concept of symbolic reparations, but also show that
these apologies can be seen as part of the Republican action in the “meta-conflict” over
the justness of its past struggle, and constitute a continuation of a conflict-era
“performance of legality” by Republicans.
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CHAPTER 6
Continuity in Transition: The Persistence of Hostility to Informers
This chapter begins the discussion of the responses to informing in the transitional era.
The bulk of the chapter addresses the first major theme in such attitudes: for the majority
of Republicans the informer has remained an enduring enemy. This chapter, then,
identifies and explains the fact that even during the transition out of the conflict, and
with the ending of military operations by the IRA, the informer is still a hate-figure. The
remaining almost undiluted hostility to informers is surprising given that informers are
no longer a threat to operations and especially given major steps taken by Republicans
toward reconciling with their erstwhile enemies in British state agencies, amongst the
Loyalist paramilitaries and in important elements of the Unionist community more
generally, such as the Orange Order. Below I propose several explanations for this
tendency. Notwithstanding the general continued hostility towards informers, I will also
seek to explore the views of some Republicans who seem willing to countenance the
informer as a victim of the conflict and reflect upon the potential importance of such
(largely private) acknowledgements.

6.1. The informer as enduring enemy
The main theme discussed in this chapter is of the informer as enduring enemy, an actor
whose status as a hate-figure continues almost unabated into the post-conflict era. Even
as the IRA shut down its military campaign and was by and large disestablished, and
therefore informers no longer serve any concrete threat to its operations, the hostility to
informers among Republicans has remained on the whole almost as intense and forceful
as it was during the conflict. While Sinn Fein and the mainstream Republican Movement
have made extraordinary moves toward cordial relationships with their erstwhile
enemies in the British state and Unionist community, informers remained as folk devils.
Indeed against the background of the very significant political transition, the informer
status as a folk devil has become even clearer and more pronounced, and informers have
remained perhaps the last “unforgiven” category of actors in the landscape of post-
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conflict Northern Ireland. As one former IRA member remarked, “the whole notion of
the informer, it’s probably the worst insult that you can use [...] And even though we’re
into a post-conflict situation you’re dealing with the legacy of that”.396

The absence of informers from a discourse and practice of reconciliation, dialogue and
political acceptance between former protagonists of the conflict is a clear indication of
the continuing hostility toward them. Since 1998 numerous high-profile public dialogue
or reconciliation meetings and initiatives have taken place in Northern Ireland involving
Republicans, Loyalists and security forces members, as well as victims of violence by
these different actors. Such activities included, for example, public events and tours, TV
programmes, and conferences organized by NGOs (see McKay 2009:225-254 for an
overview). To illustrate, meetings between survivors and perpetrators included, for
example, joint public appearances of a Derry Catholic who was blinded by a rubber
bullet and the soldier who shot him;397 of Patrick Magee, who was responsible for the
1984 Brighton bombing, and the daughter of one of those killed in the bombing;398 and
of Loyalist paramilitary Michael Stone and the widow and brother of a man he is
convicted of murdering.399 In addition, there have been several joint projects between
Republican and Loyalist ex-combatants.400 There were also various forms of meetings
and joint work by former conflict protagonists in the political arena - most memorably,
the amicable work relationship of Republican leader Martin McGuinness and the
Unionist leader Ian Paisley, and the historic meeting between McGuinness and the
Queen. However, what is very interesting for current purposes is the complete lack of
engagement with informers in such meetings, initiatives or projects.

As a former IRA member who became also a community activist and senior Sinn Fein
member told the author: “I had discussions with loyalists, I work with Loyalist ex196 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012.
397 Claire Smith, “I forgive soldier who blinded me...in fact, now we're quite a double act”, The Scotsman,
28 June 2010.
398 http://theforgivenessproiect.com/stories/io-berry-pat-magee-england/
399 “Face to face with the past”, BBC website, 3 March 2006.
400 See e.g. Shirlow and McEvoy (2008); Emerson (2012); Brian Rowan, “The former terrorists who are
now preaching peace”, Belfast Telegraph, 2 July 2010.
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prisoners, I meet members of the RUC, we’ve met former British soldiers. Loyalists
regularly would be in West Belfast and they feel free to come and go. But I don’t think
an [ex] informer could do that”.401 Another ex-combatant said: “I actually have no
problems meeting with Loyalists, meeting with Brits, meeting with former RUC. None
whatsoever. Sit down for a cup of tea with the people who arrested me. No problem. I
have a problem with informers”.402 An interviewee who works for an NGO associated
with the Republican community similarly acknowledged: “We can have ex-soldiers in
this office, and we’ve had, and I’m involved in roundtables with police officers,
whatever, that’s all possible - but the Supergrasses, I just can’t see them returning to this
community here. Just can’t see if’.403 In other words, while at least many in the affected
communities were willing to hold some form of normalized contact with the groups with
whom they fought for decades, such willingness to “move on” was not extended to
informers. Though “the question of meeting the enemy” has become prominent in
transitional Northern Ireland (McKay 2009:231), meeting those who were considered
the “enemy within” has been conspicuously absent. Informing remains beyond the pale
even years after the events, and even while members of security forces - those who
operated the informers - are accepted.
One of the most concrete manifestations of the “unforgiven” theme is the continuing
problem of the “exiles” 404 By and large, no organized solution has been found for these
people, and there has been no mechanism to facilitate a safe return to the community of
those exiled (Consultative Group on the Past 2009:138).405 Threats remain against

401 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010.
402 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011.
403 Interview with a human rights activist from a Republican background, Derry, April 2009.
404 This category includes those directly exiled by the IRA (see chapter 3), as well as individuals who were
recruited as informers and then escaped the region before being detected by the IRA, informers who were
spirited out by their handlers (Clarke and Johnston 2001:189), and state witnesses who were re-settled
elsewhere as part of their deal with prosecutors.
405 This omission is particularly glaring given that all politically motivated prisoners who belonged to
organizations supporting the cease-fires were released within two years of the Good Friday Agreement.
The Northern Ireland Victims Commissioner report argued in relation to the exiles that: “it would be a
strange aspect of any society attempting reconciliation if convicted prisoners were able to return home
while unconvicted people felt it unsafe to do so” (“We Will Remember Them”, Report of the Northern
Ireland Victims Commissioner, 5.38). This report was justly criticised for an almost exclusive focus on the
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informers seeking to come back to Northern Ireland.406 In one instructive example, in
2007 Raymond Gilmour, one of the prominent ex-informers, made a public appeal
requesting to come back to his native Derry. He sought assurances from Republican
leader and Deputy First Minister Martin McGuinness. The response from McGuinness,
who has won plaudits across the political spectrum in Northern Ireland for his
commitment to the peace process, was decidedly frosty. He would only say that Gilmour
must decide for himself whether or not it was safe to return to Derry.407 Put in more
concrete terms, while McGuinness was ready to shake hands amicably with Ian Paisley,
a bitter enemy for decades, and to provide broader leadership to his constituency
regarding other former enemies (McEvoy and Shirlow 2009) he was not yet ready even
to support the return to the country of informers such as Gilmour.

Interviewees were quite explicit in their responses to questions regarding the possibility
of a return of informers to Northern Ireland, and it is worthwhile quoting in some length:

“That’s the one issue that I would say is most difficult to resolve, informers
coming back from exile. [...] there are people, who I would know of personally,
who would be real hate figures now, people who were heavily involved in the
victims of armed groups and the neglect of victims of the state (McEvoy 2006, Ardoyne Commemoration
Project 2002), but this critique does not affect the validity of the point regarding the exiles.
406 See e.g. Henry McDonald, “Informers' fate: don't come home or you're dead”, Belfast Telegraph, 10
January 2012.
407 “IRA 'Supergrass' Wants to Return”, BBC website, 2 February 2007. Others have been more explicit, a
member of the Irish Republican Socialist Party said he believed the informer would not find dissident
Republican groups in a forgiving mood. Graffiti has also appeared in the Bogside declaring: "Gilmour you
dare come back!" - see Clare Weir, “IRSP warns Gilmour over Derry return”, Belfast Telegraph, 6
February 2007.
408 Graffiti in Derry, 2007 (taken from the Belfast Telegraph).
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IRA and managed to get out before they were knobbed. It’s just very difficult to
see them coming back and settling in the community. There’s just too many
enemies. 30,000 Republicans in prisons, and quite a lot of them because of
informers, the families of those imprisoned, the families of those killed because
of informers. [...] I’m quite sure the IRA would not go after them, politically it
would be too damaging for the IRA to go out and hunt them down, but some
people... I’m not issuing it as a threat - informers wouldn’t be safe. People would
have too many axes to grind, and one of these axes would end up in the back of
their head. In a dark night in a dark alley”.409

“At the moment, there are guys who were informers, if they were to walk into
certain parts of West Belfast or South Armagh or East Tyrone or Derry, where
they have done damage and possibly people were killed, possibly people spent a
lot time in prison, that type of stuff - if they were to come in and say ‘well
there’s a ceasefire on now’, there’s every chance - the IRA aren’t going to do
anything against them, but some guy who maybe done five, six years in jail and
still carrying a grudge, he will lift a hammer and wait his chance, or he will stab
him, or will run him over with his car. And maybe all three [.. .jThat’s the sort of
situation we’re actually in”.410

“These people I guess would never be welcome back into the community
anyway, they would live in isolation... We gave the English language the word
boycott. Who’s going to have a drink with them?”411

Indeed in this context it is very important to note that the IRA’s 1997 ceasefire, and the
various “confidence building measures” undertaken in the wake of the signing of the
Good Friday Agreement and the release of political prisoners (such as steps toward
decommissioning of weapons), did not include an IRA amnesty for informers. Against

409 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010.
410 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012.
411 Interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011.
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the background of the Republican practice of giving amnestis to informers during the
conflict (as covered in chapter 3 above) and the various conidence-building measures
during the peace process, an amnesty at this stage could havebeen apt.412 However the
IRA did not consider that amnesty for informers should )e part of the transition
measures, and a Republican source was cited as saying, in 999, that “The ceasefire
relates to attacks against the British state, but the IRA retans the right to deal with
matters in its own community. That includes taking action aginst informers

413 It

appears that the British state also did not consider that an amesty to informers should
become part of Republican undertakings, and indeed decided nat alleged attacks against
suspected informers in 1999 should not be regarded as a breac. of the ceasefire.414

To some degree the fact that the IRA no longer effectiely exists as a military
organization means that, of course, it is not in a position to ssue a formal amnesty. A
senior ex-combatant who was confronted with the question olthe IRA’s failure to issue
an amnesty responded by saying that: “Once you have told yoir volunteers basically that
- right, ok folks, the war is over, go away and get a job or if xm want to remain active
get involved in politics, but the IRA war is over - once you ell people that, you can’t
then bring them all together and say ‘right this is the IRA’, ths is a directive, you’re not
allowed to do this and you’re not allowed to do that”.415 Whikthis may be true, it is also
important to recall that there has been a long period between he 1997 ceasefire and the
IRA’s statement of ending the armed struggle in 2005, in vhich the IRA could have
issued such amnesties. In addition, while the formal militar structures have become
donnant, certainly former IRA members and leaders retain athority in the community
and since the ceasefire have been active in promoting community support for
controversial steps, for example in relation to ending punishrent violence or accepting
the PSNI (e.g. McEvoy and Shirlow 2009). Therefore if tbre was a willingness or
412 Of some relevance in this context is the fact that a PLO amnesty for Passtinian informers who worked
for Israeli security forces was included in the 1994-5 agreements betweerlsrael and the PLO (see Dudai
amd Cohen 2007).
413 Cited in Fintan O’Toole, “The Good Friday Agreement: Why the muder of this taxi driver may end
Ireland's hopes of peace”, Independent on Sunday, 29 August 1999.
4i 4 See e.g. G, Moriarty, “Mowlam put pragmatism first when deciding onRA ceasefire”, Irish Times, 27
A,ugust 1999.
415 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012.
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motivation to implement an amnesty in the aftermath of the ceasefire it would have been
possible.416

Although relatively sporadic, it is also important to note that Republicans seem to have
continued to plan reprisals against informers even after the halting of violence against
security forces.417 Some attacks - for example the attempted killing of Martin
McGartland in 1999, the killing of Eamon Collins in the same year, and the killing of
Denis Donaldson in 2006418 - were against already exposed informers and seemed to
have been “settling accounts” of historical cases.419 Significantly, during the same period
there were no similar reprisals and “settling of accounts” against individual security
forces members who were involved in the past conflict. Though relatively few, these
attacks against informers had a bigger resonance in this period of ceasefire, and their
media coverage was much higher than it would have been during the conflict in the
context of much wider violence. Another important manifestation of the enduring
hostility is the continuing ostracism of the families of alleged informers (see e.g.
Ardoyne Commemoration Project 2002; Smyth and Fay 2000:26-28; McKay 2009:174),
another phenomenon which appears to have been carried over from the conflict period
into the transition. To sum up, even as the conflict abated, informers retained their

416 However, it might be that at this point leaders associated with the IRA and Sinn Fein are concerned that
an amnesty or public guarantees of safety would not be honoured by the community - unlike during the
conflict - and could then expose the limits of power of Sinn Fein, and therefore rather avoid the challenge.
One senior ex-combatant told the author that: “There’s no threat from the IRA to any informers, no matter
what they did. But the IRA can’t say to people - listen, you and you, that’s alright, you can come back and
live in Andersontown or Bullymurphy or whatever and that’s not a problem for you. Because you can’t
guarantee that nothing will happen to them” (interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012).
17 The Independent Monitoring Commission (IMC) found that while the IRA has stopped planning
attacks on members of the security forces, “PIRA does continue to investigate suspected informers or
others in its own ranks” (IMC, Twelve Report, October 2006, paragraph 2.18. Similar assessments were
also made in subsequent IMC reports). It should be noted that the IMC remains a controversial body in
Northern Ireland, accused of bias and of not presenting sources of evidence for its findings. However, I am
not aware of a specific challenge relating to the IMC’s finding on informers.
418 All of these attacks are reliably believed to have been carried out by Republicans, though it remains
unclear if they were formally ordered by the leadership of any group. No one was convicted for any of
these attacks. In 2009 the dissident group the Real IRA claimed responsibility for the killing of Donaldson
over three years earlier (see Suzanne Breen, “How Real IRA Killed Denis Donaldson”, Sunday Tribune,
12 April 2009), though the veracity of this claim is hard to assess.
419 In two other cases - the killing of Charles Barnet in 1999 and of Gareth O’Conner in 2003 - there were
claims that they were killed by the IRA as suspected informers, but the IRA did not take responsibility and
the claims are hard to verify.
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“spoiled identity” (Goffman 1963) in the eyes of Republican communities, and generally
remained folk-devils.

I would suggest that several factors and dynamics can explain the theme of the informer
as enduring enemy. First, on a more general level it is important to note that the
resentment of perceived traitors, even during reconciliation with the direct enemy, has
been a feature of many other contexts, for example in relation to treatment of informers
and collaborators in South Africa after apartheid (Cherry 2000:140), Algeria after
independence from France (Evans 2002), or Norway after WWII (Christie 2004).420
Memory of traitors can remain salient in a society for decades and sometimes centuries
after the conflict in question, and indeed even when the political causes of the conflict
have lost relevancy to contemporary society (Ducharme and Fine 1995). In accounting
for the hostility to informers even after they no longer a threat, it will be useful to recall
the distinction between fear and loathing made in chapter 2. Hatred is a durable emotion.
While fear is event-based, hatred is object-based. In other words, fear is triggered by a
condition of vulnerability, and if the threat of attack is removed, fear can fade; but hatred
is about the object itself and its intrinsic properties as traditional enemy and its stable
negative image (see Petersen 2002:82). This general insight applies with force to the
question of informers. The negative elements associated with betrayal are durable, and
indeed more durable at times than the negative attitudes toward former enemies. Two
former IRA members expressed such an outlook:
“People see Loyalists, former British soldiers, former RUC people, as former
enemies, and by all means they were attacking our community, but they were
attacking it from without, and informers are seen to have attacked from within
the community. They were part of the community. Everything about them was
false”421

420 Nils Christie has described how in Norway the hatred of Norwegians who served as informers and
collaborators with the German occupiers persists decades after the events. For example, when in 2002
Norwegians invited WWII veteran soldiers from all countries, including Germany, to a reconciliation
meeting in Norway, Norwegian collaborators were the only category excluded from the invitation
(Christie 2004:248).
421 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010.
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“It’s one thing to come to terms with an opponent. And at some stage if you end
a conflict, you have got to at least acknowledge their presence [...] but in terms
of informers you’re talking about treachery, it’s not opposition you’re talking
about. I suppose when people have committed treachery it’s a lot harder to
forgive and forget treachery, than it is opposition”.422

As Simmel noted, the sociological concept of “respect for the enemy” is “absent where
the hostility has arisen on the basis of previous solidarity” (Simmel 1955:48), and while
some respect to the enemy can be detected in Republican attitudes, it is certainly absent
in relation to informers. As one interviewee observed: “It goes back to the deliberate
adoption of the idea of a chivalric war, honourable war, you know. You salute your
enemies because you are military enemies, fighting for different things but you have the
courage to fight and you’re honourable in fighting and respected. Now, it’s bollocks but
nevertheless it’s a well-known kind of idea. And betrayal is different, because that’s
betrayal of trust, it’s seen as evil, in a basic sense much more than doing horrific crimes
in the pursuit of the cause, whether it’s opposed to my cause or not”.423

To be sure, some of the hostility is a result of personal resentment. One interviewee told
the author, for instance: “the last time I was imprisoned I was convinced it was the work
of an informer. I don’t think I would be pleased if I was in a bar having a drink and that
informer walked in”.424 But in addition, the element of betrayal, as argued above, is
behind the unwillingness to engage; as Cherry argued: “an enemy met on equal terms
can be forgiven for the killing of a loved one or a comrade. One of your own side, whose
betrayal led to such a death, cannot be so easily forgotten” (Cherry 2000: 140). It is
important to note that the sense of betrayal is often not abstract but relates to people who
422 Interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011. Another ex-combatant similarly said that
“You can respect an enemy, carrying their duty, but there is something about someone betraying their
comrades and their community...” (interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, July 2011).
423 Interview with a veteran human rights and community activist, Belfast, June 2012.
424 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010. Another ex-combatant, who was also
imprisoned because of the action of informers, said “Why should they enjoy the fruit of the peace, when
they did their best to scruple progress, to undermine it, to destroy it. If they had their way we would all
been dead. I find it very hard to forgive informers” (interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March
2011).
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were previously personal friends. Ex-combatants described the shock of learning that
“personal mates ended up being informers” (Jamieson et al 2010:78) and the negative
psychological effects of being confronted with friends turned informers (Bradley and
Feeny 2009:171-3). A former IRA member explained how this personal element
contributes to the intensity of feelings toward informers in the post-conflict stage: “You
think back: you stayed in their house, you had them in yours, you maybe went on
holiday with them. At that time you thought you knew them, but you didn’t, they led a
double life. And all that seme of betrayal is personal, it’s not just organizational. The
personal betrayal is what gives it that added edge, that keeps the wound open”.425 Thus,
the hatred of informers, at least among some Republicans, is based on personal betrayal:
it is not just the impersonal or ideological hatred of the enemy in an identity-based
conflict.426

On a different level, I would argue that informers have become an appropriate target for
hostility within the post-conflict landscape, a “lightning rod” for various frustrations.427
Petersen noted that in the context of political conflicts frustration can often become
cumulative and generalized, and concomitant with a sense of alienation often results in a
pent-up force and a need to “lash out” at a target, even if that target is not the exclusive
source of the frustration. That target is then partially a substitute or displacement of
other frustrations (2002:75-76). It seems likely that such a dynamic may at least partly
underline the hostility to informers: while of course the hatred toward them is related to
their past actions, some of this may be displaced, as within the current political climate

425 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010 (emphasis added). This is consistent
with Simmel’s thesis that conflicts are exacerbated and “antipathies [are] more passionate” among people
who previously had intimate relationships (Simmel 1955:42-48).
426 This personal element in political conflicts is often tend to be missed or underplayed by human rights
and transitional justice interventions and analyses (Stover and Weinstein 2004), echoing the way in which
criminal justice interventions often tend to de-personalize conflicts (as famously argued by Christie 1977).
427 Such frustrations stem, in general, from the fact that during the peace process Republicans have had to
abandon long-held cherished values - e.g. decommissioning their weapons, ending the armed struggle,
effectively agreeing to Unionist veto over the future of the country (Frampton 2009:117), without
achieving the goal of a united Ireland.
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mainstream Republicans cannot now “lash out” at the police or Loyalist groups.

428

Horowitz’s (2001:194-223) concept of the “economy of antipathy”, while developed in
the context of ethnic riots, seems apposite to describe such a dynamic. Horowitz
suggests that in the context of political conflicts and violence there would often be
multiple antipathies toward groups or categories of persons who are disliked or seen as
threatening, and therefore there would be several potential targets for hostility, but “the
economy of antipathy” dictates that in a particular period one specific group or category
would become a target of “precise hostility” while hostility to others would be reduced.
In the economy of antipathy of Republicans in contemporary Northern Ireland,
informers become an apt target.
This is so because in the post-conflict stage informers provide the Republican
Movement with a safe “suitable enemy” (Christie 1986) in times of transition and
uncertainty. Indeed the informer is an almost ideal “suitable enemy”. As Stanley Cohen
describes, “a suitable enemy” would be one which is: “a soft target, easily denounced,
with little power and preferably without even access to the battlefield of cultural
politics” (Cohen 2002:xii). Informers meet all these elements: the softest of targets, the
easiest to denounce, with few if any political actors willing to challenge their status as
enemy. While political realities dictate that compromises and even reconciliation with
erstwhile enemies from the state agencies as well as from Loyalist paramilitaries become
an unsettling yet necessary part of the transition, the hated figure of the informer remains
a constant, and so enables an important continuity between the conflict and the post
conflict era. Indeed the hostility to informers has provided Republicans with an
important source of political continuity in otherwise confusing and challenging times. It
is one of the few things that connect the current Sinn Fein to the past. The figure of the
informer-as-enemy can be useful in order to sustain at least parts of the Republican ethos
during the transition.429 During the transition, retaining the informer as a constant enemy
428 As Horowitz notes, “if a target group simultaneously receives direct and displaced aggression, then it is
easier to understand the intensity of certain violent outbursts which otherwise seems inexplicable”
(2001:138).
429 Republicans seem to have indeed been concerned with maintaining this ethos and continuity. For
example, commemoration of fallen comrades has intensified since the peace process, “an act of
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helps maintain continuity, a particularly useful feature given the inevitable uncertainty
of a peace process, and the ongoing questioning of the leadership and their strategy.

As Sinn Fein demands the loyalty of Republicans because it portrays itself as carrying
the Republican historical mantle, while at the same time the IRA has put an end to the
armed struggle, hostility to informers can play a vital role. It both reminds people of the
value of loyalty to Republican authority, and provides a “safe” continuity with the days
of struggle. The function of the informer as a marker of a group’s boundaries and
loyalties remained important - perhaps even intensified - in the years of the peace
process. This is because mainstream Republicanism still struggles to maintain loyalty
and cohesion among its potential supporters, even if this time it is in the electoral and
political realm, rather than in the military sphere. The hostility towards those who acted
as informers during the conflict - hostility which is premised on the notion of loyalty to
a Republican community or to United Ireland rather than to the British state - is a useful
symbolic asset for those seeking allegiance. Attempts to maintain community boundaries
even after transition out of conflict could be seen as part of what Davis (2009) described
as “new imagined communities”: the dynamic of seeking allegiances and loyalty by non
state actors even where such actors no longer seek to take over a state. Thus informers
remained a unifying target for resentment, a lightning rod for frustration. As Keen
argued, “identifying an enemy - even if the choice is arbitrary - seems to offer the
cognitive satisfaction of certainty in uncertain times” (Keen 2006:89). The weakness and
vulnerability of informers from the conflict era - who have lost their “sponsor” in state
agencies - make them an even more suitable enemy. Put simply, attacks on police
officers during the transition will derail the process, but enmity to informers is at least
on the surface risk-averse. In this way, even when the realities of a past conflict recede
from view, keeping alive the memory of conflict-era traitors may be beneficial to a
community (Ducharme and Fine 1995:1310).
communication to claim that they had no sold out the martyred field, as if the act of remembrance almost
alone could obscure the new road the movement was undertaking. In addition it maintained a sense of
comradeship and togetherness” (McDonald 2008: 121-122). The continuing hostility to informers can
serve similar functions to that of commemoration of martyrs, in deflecting “sell-out” claims, obscuring
political compromises and maintaining comradeship and togetherness.
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Informers are a suitable enemy also because shunning them does not result in immediate
practical costs for the Republican Movement. The acceptance of engagement with police
officers or Loyalists is to some degree a result of the practical realities that Republicans
need to work with them,430 and continuing intense hostility to either of these
constituencies will compromise the Republican political strategy. Meeting with British
or Unionist politicians, and indeed most recently the Queen, also serve a political
purpose which Republicans want to pursue, but these are not pertinent to informers. As
one interviewee observed: “The one thing about Republicans, because they believe they
are the state in waiting, meeting the Queen is equivalent to them. Letting back some
grubby wee tout - as they will understand it - is not equivalent [...] They need to work
with Loyalists and Unionists because they think they could persuade them, they need
their consent, it helps them broaden their constituency and all of that. Touts really aren’t
in this framework. There’s no place to put them in that. It would be a really meaningful
form of conflict transformation. But the touts are not going to help get a united
Ireland”.431

Another closely linked dynamic which I would suggest may be a factor in maintaining
the informer as enemy is that not being an informer may provide a source of certainty,
conviction and even solace for Republicans who otherwise experience disappointment
with the transition. In this context the figure of the informer becomes useful in what can
be termed the management of disappointment. Ex-IRA members interviewed in recent
years often reported feeling frustration, anger, and remorse concerning their own
sacrifice - and the suffering they inflicted on others - which may appear unjustified by
the final political settlement. Such disappointment is often accompanied by a sense of
resentment toward former comrades who have done better financially and socially in the
post-conflict setting (Jameison and Grounds 2008:38-9; see also Moloney 2010, Bradley
and Feeny 2009). In the context of such self-doubts over past actions, over comrades
killed, or over not obtaining the political goals of the struggle, the knowledge that one
430 Interview with a former IRA member, Derry, April 2011.
431 Interview with an academic researching armed groups in Northern Ireland, Belfast, June 2012.
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never broke and never became an informer can be a source of certainty and pride. An
account by former IRA man Gerry Bradley, which is filled with conflicting sentiments
over the conflict and disappointment over its aftermath, begins with Bradley stating that
unlike others he was never an informer432 (Bradley and Feeny 2009:l).433 One
interviewee reflected, based on his many conversations with Republicans that "the
narratives they’re telling themselves is that we weren’t touts, we endured”; “you’re
questioning yourself about your violence but you’re not questioning yourself about
being a tout, you didn’t tout”.434 A former IRA member confirmed that “for any
individual of course it’s inevitable that people do feel a sense of pride that they fought
and endured and didn’t cooperate with the enemy”.435 I would suggest that against this
background, eroding the enmity towards informers - accepting that their actions were
even remotely legitimate - would deprive many Republicans of an important source of
pride and conviction, a price they would deem is not worthy to pay. As Della Porta
argued, members of armed groups tend to develop over time what she termed
“revolutionary identity”, or “freedom-fighter identity”, seeing themselves “as members
of an embattled community of idealistic and altruistic people fighting heroic war against
‘evil’” (1995:205). One way to maintain such identity in the unsettling times of
transition is the knowledge that one did not become an informer and to continue one’s
hatred of informers. Allowing informers to return to the community, physically or
symbolically, would undermine the notion of a heroic and idealistic community, a sense
of belonging to a collective identity of values, ideals and norms.

The endurance of the informer-as-enemy image in the post-conflict era is also sustained
by a particular emerging narrative in which informers are portrayed as responsible for
some of the atrocities committed by the IRA. While blaming military defeat on the work
of “fifth columns” and traitors is a common phenomenon - as will be discussed in the
432 Though, as we will see below, he was actually attacked for publishing his memoir without approval
from the Republican leadership and labelled as “tout”.
433 McIntyre implies a similar outlook when he wrote that beyond “the political implications of touting”
there is a question of the legacy to leave to one’s children, and though he is criticising other Republicans,
“whatever divides us, there exists a much wider chasm separating critics and howlers from the tout”
(2008:193).
434 Interview with an academic researching armed groups in Northern Ireland, Belfast, June 2012.
435 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, July 2011.
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next chapter — an interesting variant which is emerging in the Republican context is
blaming informers for the “excesses” of the IRA’s armed struggle. As discussed in
chapter 3, the IRA always sought to maintain an image of “controlled” violence, though
it has killed hundreds of civilians, often in bombings which it has described as
operational “mistakes”. Several of the interviewees, including both a former senior IRA
member who is now strongly associated with Sinn Fein, and a former member who
became a vocal critic of Sinn Fein, have sought to blame informers for such excesses.
The one who is now a critic of Sinn Fein said “I do suspect that on occasion [informers]
were actually advising certain groups within the IRA to carry out certain actions which
were not only horrendous and counter-productive, but damaging to the IRA - nowarning bombs, and other types [...] so many times the IRA made horrendous mistakes,
there’s no question about that, but there are occasions where I’m quite sure that some
sinister hand had advised someone to plant a bomb that took civilian casualties, either
advised them to do it or possibly even corrupted the timing device or that type of
thing”.431’ The other interviewee similarly argued that: “one of the things that we believe
they [informers] were involved in was replacing detonators with dodgy detonators which
will dock prematurely and kill civilians, all to try and undermine the support base for
Irish Republicanism here”.437 Such accounts have several implications. First, the
informer is now portrayed as an even more sinister figure, not just betraying his
comrades but actively plotting the killing of civilians. Second, the othering of informers
in this instance allows the IRA to distance itself from its own excesses and to, in
Republican terms, ‘blame the Brits’ in the guise of the informer, a construction which of
course serves the Republican narrative of its “clean” war.

Another way in which maintaining the notion of the informer-as-enemy has been useful
to the Republican movement is the use of the informer label to control the Republican
discourse about the past conflict, and silence unauthorized narratives. For example, in
436 Interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011.
437 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012. Another interviewee described, based on
conversations with Republicans, how there is an emerging narrative which suggest that one of the most
notorious actions of the IRA - the use of “human bombs” in the early 1990s — was orchestrated through
the suggestions of IRA members who were informers and were put up to do it by MIS in order to discredit
the IRA (interview with a human rights activist, London, June 2012).
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his evidence to the Saville inquiry on the events of “Bloody Sunday”, Martin
McGuinness cited the IRA’s “code of honour” against informing to justify his refusal to
give details about the IRA to the inquiry,

and there were strong suggestions that if

other former IRA members would “cross the party line” in giving evidence to the
inquiry they would be treated as informers (Murray 2011:241-2). When Anthony
McIntyre, a former IRA member who became highly critical of Sinn Fein, interviewed
other former members for an oral history project, in which allegations were made
against Sinn Fein president Gerry Adams, McIntyre was labelled as an informer by
Republicans associated with Sinn Fein,439 a fact which again demonstrated the
continuing usefulness of the label to silence critics. Another clear illustration involved
the publication of a memoir by former IRA member Gerry Bradley concerning his life in
the IRA (Bradley and Feeny 2009). Though the book is not critical of the IRA as such, it
was published without consulting or seeking approval from the Republican leadership
and includes some critique of Sinn Fein’s current strategy. Following the publication
Bradley was labelled as an informer (though he was never accused of being one during
the conflict), graffiti calling him a “tout” was painted near his home in North Belfast, he
was ostracised by many in the Republican community who treated him as “a new Denis
Donaldson”,440 and the following year he committed suicide.441 In this way the informer
label has become a useful resource to create a “chilling effect” and control unauthorized
narratives.
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438 Rosie Cowen, “McGuinness risks jail for not naming IRA comrades”, The Guardian, 6 November
2003.
439 Marline Powers “Court hears of possible threat to researchers in BC case”, Boston Globe, 5 April,
2012. Danny Morrison explicitly referred to McIntyre as “tout” and included an image from the film The
Informer to illustrate a piece against McIntyre and the Boston College project; see Danny Morrison, “The
Making of a Tout”, published 6 Sep 2011, www.dannvmorrison.com
440 See e.g. “This is just my story ex-IRA man says amid memoir row”, Irish News, 2 October 2009. A
comment in an internet forum even made the Judas connotation by saying that Bradley had “taken the 30
pieces of silver; see Scott Jamison, “Former IRA man had denied informer claims”, North Belfast News, 1
November 2010.
441 “IRA gunman turned author found dead”, UTVNews, 28 October 2010.
442 See also Liam Clarke, “Bradley, O’Rawe Frozen Out for Breaking ranks”, Sunday Times, 31 October
2010. A related and broader point is that the old anti-informing maxim of “Whatever you say say nothing”
(see chapter 4) continues to haunt dealing with the past initiatives due to lingering reluctance of
participants to share experiences (interview with a community activist on dealing with the past, Belfast,
May 2011).
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Finally, the exclusion of informers from initiatives of dealing with the past has also been
facilitated by the fact that they have no political or social “sponsor”. Civil society has
been extremely active in the field of post-conflict reconciliation and dealing with the
past in Northern Ireland (McEvoy 2006); dozens of victims groups have been
established (Gilligan 2006), as well as dozens of ex-prisoners groups (McEvoy and
Shirlow 2009). In some instances, these civil society groups tended to form around
factional identity - victims groups from one community or the other, ex-prisoner groups
affiliated to different armed groups as well as others who work across the sectarian
divide. Informers, thus far at least, simply do not fit in this landscape and none of these
groups, nor any international civil society actor, have really sought to champion their
cause in any systematic way. As one interviewee summed up: “Nobody’s campaigning
for the touts [...] you don’t have Sting singing some laborious song at a gig to get
money to bring these people back, it’s not up there in the high rank of Amnesty
International”.443 The “liminal”, ambiguous identity of the informers - rejected from
Republican communities but not embraced by Unionists, claimed by neither armed
groups nor state forces - is reflected by their lack of “sponsor” within civil society,
which in turn further contributes to their status as enduring enemies in Republican eyes.

6.2. The informer as victim
While as was elaborated above the image of the informer as enemy has remained the
prominent one, it is also important to acknowledge some “softening” and recognition of
complexities in the informer’s identity, including views of the informer as, at least
partly, a victim. Such views can be detected most strongly among opponents of
Republicanism, but have also been evident in a Republican community commemoration
project, and among some of the ex-combatants interviewed for this research.

It is important to recognize that the most prominent deployment of the informer-asvictim narrative has been used by opponents of the Republican movement. Since 2010,
the two leading Republican leaders - Gerry Adams and Martin McGuinness - have been

443

Interview with an academic researching armed groups in Northern Ireland, Belfast, June 2012.
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the subjects of intense attacks by their opponents due to allegations that they have been
involved in the killing of informers during the conflict. Allegations that Adams ordered
the 1972 killing and disappearance of Jean McConville, the most well-known of the
disappeared,444 were made by Adams’s former comrade Brendan Hughes (who had
become a vocal critic of the Sinn Fein peace strategy during the transition) in his
testimony to an oral history project, which was published in 2010, after Hughes’s death
(Moloney 2010). These allegations - denied by Adams - created a huge controversy in
Northern Ireland,445 exacerbated by a high-profile protracted legal battle over a request
from the PSNI to gain access to the project’s tapes.446 In a similar vein in 2011, after
Martin McGuinness announced his candidacy to the Irish Presidency, allegations that he
was involved in the 1986 killing of alleged informer Frank Hegarty in Derry resurfaced
and were perhaps the most prominent claims used by those who thought that
McGuinness’s IRA past should disqualify him from being President of Ireland. Hegarty
was spirited out of Northern Ireland to hiding in England by his handlers, later escaped
his handlers to go back to Derry and was killed by the IRA. The allegation is that
McGuinness personally promised Hegarty by phone, and his family in person, that he
would not be harmed if he came back to Derry.447 Although these allegations have been
made before (and have been denied by McGuinness), they received a much higher
media-profile at this stage because of McGuinness’ Presidential campaign. Hegarty’s
family broke a twenty year silence and were extensively interviewed, and a photograph
444 McConville was a widow, and mother of ten children, which contributed to her status as an iconic
victim of the IRA (interview with an academic and community activist, Belfast, September 2010). Her
children and other commentators have argued that the real reason she was killed by the IRA was that she
helped a wounded British soldier a few months earlier, though this has been contested (Moloney 2010). I
will return to the McConville case in chapter 8 below, in the context of the IRA’s “exonerations” of
alleged informers.
445 See e.g. “Adams denies role in murder of Jean McConville”, Irish Times, 3 March 2010; “Sinn Fein's
Gerry Adams denies McConville death claims”, BBC, 29 March 2010; Malachy O’Doherty, “Charges
from The Dark that Casts a Long Shadow”, Belfast Telegraph, 29 March 2010; Liam Clarke, “Gerry
Adams ‘sanctioned IRA's Jean McConville murder"’, Belfast Telegraph, 16 June 2011; “Gerry Adams
could be linked to IRA killing by secret tapes”, The Telegraph, 10 January 2012.
446 See e.g. Jim Dee, “Researchers face wait in US court battle over IRA tapes”, Belfast Telegraph, 5 April
2012
447 See e.g. Michael O’Regan “McGuinness Repeats Denial he Lured IRA ‘Informer’ to Death”, Irish
Times, 26 Sep 2011; Peter Murtagh, “McGuinness’s link to IRA 'execution' merits attention”, Irish Times,
29 September 2011; Daniel McConnell, “McGuinness and the ghosts of Ireland past”, The Independent,
18 September 2011; Tom Moseley, “Sinn Fein slams Irish establishment's ‘hissy fit’ over McGuinness
candidacy”, Belfast Telegraph, 26 September 2011.
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of Hegarty’s body thrown on a roadside was published for the first time, as part of a
front-page story on the allegations.448 In both cases, the interesting development is that
both Adams and McGuinness are widely reputed to have been leaders of the IRA, and
thus to carry responsibility for numerous occasions where civilians were killed.
However, the allegations which their opponents have used most extensively to blacken
their reputation relate to the killing of informers. Extensive interviews with family
members of both McConville and Hegarty, and the particular details involved in the
allegations (the disappearance of McConville and the killing of Hegarty after a false
assurance for his safety) have contributed to the notion of the informer as victim.

While in that context the figure of the informer as victim was used by critics of Sinn
Fein, a more interesting case for our purposes is a relatively uncommon case in which
informers were adopted as victims by a commemoration project coming from within a
Republican community. The Ardoyne Commemoration Project was set up in the early
days of the peace process by victims’ relatives, interested individuals and community
activists, in Ardoyne, a Catholic neighbourhood in North Belfast which has been at the
heart of the conflict (99 individuals were killed during the conflict, out of a population
of around 7,500). The project, in effect a community based ‘truth project’, was shaped in
a series of public meetings and consultations and eventually undertook to produce a
book with the testimonies of relatives and friends of those killed as well as eyewitnesses,
designed to provide recognition for those killed (Lundy and McGovern 2008). Several of
the Ardoyne residents who were killed during the conflict were alleged informers killed
by the IRA. Interviewees who were closely involved in setting-up the project said that
the debate over whether or not these alleged informers should be included in the
commemoration was one of the hardest issues which they had to face and that it nearly
split the group. As one interviewee described, “You had people who maybe had a
brother killed, and it’s kind of common knowledge that statements from informers led to

448 Suzanne Breen, “A path paved with blood: The family of IRA victim Frank Hegarty insist that Martin
McGuinness lured him to his death”, Daily Mail, 25 September 2011.
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their death”, and “some people said that they [families of informers] are not victims”.449
Another interviewee who was closely involved in the project, described how “[some]
people understandably felt that it would be dishonouring the rest of the people who died
by including these people [informers] in the book. So we argued about this, and it was a
pretty hot, healthy, discussion”.450 Eventually, however, the decision was made to
include the alleged informers in the book, like all the other victims from Ardoyne. As a
former IRA member associated with the project explained: “we adopted the right
attitude, which was - look, if they’re from Ardoyne, and they were killed during the
conflict, then they were victims. They were as much victims as anyone else in this
conflict. And they should be recognized as such. That is not to say that we agreed with
what they’ve done, because we’re not doing that”.451

This decision, by a project established in a nationalist community and with the
involvement of several former IRA members, to treat informers as victims, certainly
indicates at least some willingness to accept complexities in the attitudes to informers.
The fact that the topic was informers who were killed years ago, rather than live
informers, appears to have made the decision easier. The desire of the project organisers
to be inclusive of Ardoyne residents killed in the conflict also helped the decision.452
While an important step, it has not been widely replicated elsewhere, though one ex
combatant told the author that during discussions over placing a local memory plaque
for those killed in the conflict in a different area he suggested that the plaque should
include names of informers,453 and others have said they will have no objection to such
steps 454 At the same time, the names of IRA members who were killed as alleged
informers remain absent from “rolls of honours” and commemorative plaques dedicated
to IRA members, and a book published by the Republican Movement listing all IRA
449 Interview with an academic and community activist, Belfast, September 2010; see also Lundy and
McGovern (2006:74).
450 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011.
451 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011.
452 As the interviewee explained, “If it’s a community project then it has to be inclusive, and then you have
to include everyone. To mark and honour every single person who died as a result of the conflict”
(interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011.).
453 Interview with a former IRA member, Dundalk, April 2011.
454 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012.
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members killed during the conflict did not list the dozens of members killed as informers
(Hanley 2010:206).

Beyond this specific question of commemoration, several interviewees acknowledged
that informers can also be viewed as victims. A person closely involved in discussions
around dealing with the past told the author that “In many ways informers are as big a
victim in this whole thing as anybody else” 455 Several ex-combatants also described
how in the post-conflict stage they can appreciate the complexity of the informer identity
and can see that they were also victims. A senior ex-combatant for example said that:
“looking back at it now with a post-conflict head on you, you can afford to be more
magnanimous, with the political head on you, and you can understand that for a lot of
the people who were recruited as informers, a lot of them were compromised. In their
own way they were victims themselves”Another ex-combatant similarly said that:
“when there’s a conflict raging - and for many of us this was a 24 hours a day
activity, it wasn’t a hobby, it was something that we were pursuing passionately
- on such occasions maybe good sense doesn’t prevail to quite the same extent
than when you look back on something. I can take a somewhat different view
now than I would have 25 or 30 years ago. I have more sympathy now for people
who are compromised for a number of reasons and so on, I have a better
appreciation of what the opposition is actually trying to do, why they’re doing it,
how they’re doing it”.457
Such views were also echoed by a woman interviewed for the Ardoyne Commemoration
Project, whose husband was jailed based on evidence from the prominent supergrass
Christopher Black: “at the time I really hated Christopher Black for doing what he did
but now I don’t feel any animosity for him. In the long run he was as much a victim as
those he accused. At the end of the day it was the British government that was
responsible for it all” (Ardoyne Commemoration Project 2002:300). While such views
may not be representative, they do reflect the possibility that the end of the conflict
455 Interview with a veteran community activist, currently focusing on dealing with the past, Derry, April
2011.

456 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012 (emphasis added).
457 Interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011.
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allows more sober approaches which recognize that informers have also been victims,
and in particular that their actions were often conditioned by state agencies in a way
which could erode the animosity targeted at them.

The suffering of families of informers was also cited by many interviewees, who said
that their ostracism has been unjustified.454 Such a sentiment was also occasionally
echoed by other Republicans.460 In one case, one interviewee described how in recent
years, after the peace process, he decided to approach the father of an informer who was
killed by the IRA, whom he knew at the time but avoided for many years after the
killing.461 It seems that for many Republicans the angle of the family members of
informers who may have suffered unjustifiably has been the easiest “entry point” into
confronting Republican attitudes to informing,462 as recognizing that their treatment has
been unjustified is perhaps a relatively easy step.
More broadly, several interviewees pointed out various angles in which the
responsibility of informers can seem reduced or at least more complex. Several
interviewees noted that some of those who became informers were vulnerable persons
and should not have been allowed to join the IRA to begin with. A senior ex-combatant
said that in some cases when people were compromised and became informers, “you’re
saying who let that person into the IRA in the first place. That person shouldn’t have
been allowed anyway near the IRA. It’s not the person themselves, it’s whoever brought
them in”.463 Another ex-combatant said that an element of chance involved in the
circumstances of arrest could reduce or enhance the likelihood of becoming an informer:

458 An interviewee who suggested that informers are also victims explained it by observing that: “They
rarely generate the policies - they are people at the very end of the policies and controlled by the policies”
(interview with a veteran community activist, currently focusing on dealing with the past, Derry, April
2011).
459 Interview with a former IRA member, Derry, April 2011; interview with a former IRA member,
Belfast, June 2012.
460 Gerry Adams wrote, after the killing of Denis Donaldson, that “I have hugesympathy for the families
of informers and agents, particularly those killed by the IRA”; see Gerry Adams,“Donaldson’s Multiple
Betrayals”, The Guardian 6, April 2006.
461 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011.
462 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011.
463 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012.
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according to that interviewee, if someone was caught red-handed by the police he was
not subject to elaborate interrogation because the police already had enough evidence;
but in other cases the police used physical and psychological pressure which may lead
people to eventually break and become informers.464 Finally, in another example
demonstrating more complex approaches to informer, an ex-combatant whose close
friend was exposed as an informer said that: “I often think, there are times when I could
have got arrested, times that I could have got killed, and looking back at it: [name
omitted] prevented it. Now, you could be saying, he prevented it because, maybe
without me he wouldn’t be [useful as informer] but I don’t think that. I think he was
loyal to me [...] as a friend, as a person. He didn’t want to see me go to jail, he didn’t
want to see me killed, and may have done things or said things, it’s just me thinking
back, there were times he could have put me, he could have

[...]”.465

This somewhat

paradoxical notion of a loyal-traitor, though not shared by all interviewees,466 certainly
speaks to an emerging complexity in the reflections back on the conflict at least among
some Republicans.467

To sum up, in the margins of the seemingly uniform rigid hostility to informers it is
possible to identify a few angles or perspectives which expose more complex attitudes
among some Republicans: for example, acknowledging that all those who were killed in
the conflict are victims and informers should not be excluded; showing more empathy to
their circumstances and conceding that the treatment of their families was wrong;
suggesting that the IRA itself can be blamed for allowing vulnerable people to join; and
perhaps most intriguingly, accepting that an informer, while betraying some of his

464 Interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011.
465 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011.
466 When another former IRA member was asked about such scenarios, he was dismissive and said that
“In almost every case when someone was an informer someone would say ‘he never said anything about
me’. There’s a little bit of folklore about it, this idea that they protected someone” (interview with a
former IRA member, Belfast, July 2011).
467 Another interviewee conceded that the issue of informers has been neglected during discussions and
policies on “legacy issues” and needs to be confronted: “Informers is one of the outstanding issues. It’s
one that needs to be tackled, it’s one that needs to be resolved [...] Now that the victims’ stuff has been
resolved, has been talked about and discussed quite openly - informers one has probably never been
discussed in this sense” (interview with a former IRA member, Derry, April 2011).
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comrades, may have also acted to protect others.

This my suggest that the vehement

hostility towards informers may be eroded over time, peraps as the result of distance
from the white heat of conflict. At the same time, it is ver important to recognize that
these sentiments remain by and large in the private sphen and - with the exception of
the Ardoyne project - have not been articulated puticly. Moreover, when the
interviewees cited above were asked if their more comjex accounts of attitudes to
informers could or should be translated to public pronuncements or projects (by
themselves or by others) they remained guarded and none >f them responded positively
to my probing as to whether this should result in a chang of policies or attitudes (for
example, in relation to the question of the exiles). Thre is a clear gap between
comments made in private by some interviewees and th overall public positions of
Republicans. This gap may be the result of conflicng emotions among these
interviewees, or a lack of confidence in airing publicl} the comments that present
informers in a more complex light, but the tentativeness vth which they are expressed
underlines the enduring ‘otherness’ of the informer for mar/ Republicans.

Conclusions
The literature on societies emerging from conflict has paid much attention to the
importance of achieving “reconciliation” in divided socfries (e.g. Daly and Sarkin
2007). In the majority of cases, reconciliation has been caceptualized as transforming
relations between antagonistic ethnic, national or religiou; communities. This has been
the case in the general literature on reconciliation (e.g. Harem and Weinstein 2004), as
well as the literature on reconciliation in Northern Ireland (-.g. Aiken 2010). However, a
minority of authors also pointed out the importance of recociliation within, and not just
between, communities. For example, in the context of pos-Apartheid South Africa van
der Merwe (2003) noted the importance of internal divisia within Black communities,
for example between activists in different anti-Aparthei< groups, or between former
468 Whether reflecting or shaping a more complex approach, it is intcesting to note that popular culture
also seem to have adopted more complex representations of the infoner in recent years. For example,
David Park’s 2008 novel The Truth Commissioner presents a Republhn informer as a victim of both the
state and the IRA; the 2012 film Shadow Dancer shows how informersvere pressurised and compromised
and is on the whole sympathetic to them; the 2010 novel The Tweh by Stewart Neville begins with a
remorseful former IRA man confronted by a ghost of an informer he kied in the past.
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activists and former collaborators. In the Israeli-Palestinian context, it was argued that
while reconciliation between Israeli and Palestinian societies is certainly the main task
ahead, it should also be accompanied by internal reconciliation processes within each
society (Dudai 2007a, Dudai 2007b). The legacy of informing is particularly pertinent to
such discussions, and is a context where hostility to actors from within a community
may be harder to overcome than other types of legacy issues.

As was examined above, the loathing of informers has continued during the transition
stage. It has been influenced by a combination of structural factors which were at work
during the conflict - such as the effects of betrayal - as well as the emergence of new
factors during the transition - such as the usefulness of the hostility to informers in
maintaining continuity and asserting the authority of the Sinn Fein leadership. The
enduring hostility to informers, expressed most vividly in the refusal to countenance the
return of exiled informers, is a clear open wound from the past conflict. Smyth argued
that, in order to complete and stabilize the transition out of conflict, Northern Ireland
requires also a “demilitraziaiton at a cultural and ideological level” (2004:548). The
enduring hostility to past informers certainly impairs such a process and speaks to the
importance of internal reconciliation.

As explained in chapters 2-4 above, during the conflict a complex configuration of
pressures led to the occasional suspension of the loathing of informers: for example, the
operational need to maintain trust within the organization sometimes led to
“normalizing” the risks from informers, and the need to incapacitate the threat led to an
adoption of a pragmatic amnesty policy. However, it seems that it is exactly as
operational concerns are no longer pertinent that there is a retreat from the occasional
pragmatic/normalized outlook, and the loathing becomes more marked. Thus, in a
somewhat paradoxical development, just as the informer is no longer a real threat to life
and safety, his status as folk devil becomes more pronounced.469 At the same time, at the

469 While this is beyond my scope here, it is also important to note that lack of reconciliation is also
evident in the perspectives of some families of alleged informers who were killed by the IRA, who remain
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margins of this image there are also some inchoate attitudes that reflect more intricate
assessments of informers during the post-conflict stage - for example, they are seen by
some also as victims, incorporated in an important commemoration project, and certain
complexities regarding their responsibility are acknowledged. However, such sentiments
have not yet seriously affected the public discourse.

bitter and unreconciled with the Republican Movement and with individuals in their communities whom
they believe are responsible for the killings (McKay 2009, Smyth and Fay 2000).
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CHAPTER 7
Rumours, Conspiracies and Celebrities: New Informer Images
This chapter continues the analysis of the perceptions of informing during the postconflict era. It seeks to explore how the issue of informing might be portrayed in the
context of a transition out of conflict. It is premised on the expectation that while
hostility to informing may remain high, as the previous chapter explored, the transition
would also trigger new additional trends. As armed groups move - often in a complex
and fragmented manner - from the military to the political arena, the issue of informing
can continue to haunt them, though in new ways. It can be used to de-legitimize the
group during the contentious process of ending political violence, including by erstwhile
supporters of the armed group who oppose a peaceful change, and provide a context for
political debates regarding the group’s leadership and ideology as it emerges out of the
conflict. During a transition, armed groups can be challenged and criticised in relation to
whether decisions to end violence were based on ideological shifts or due to military
defeats or political manipulations, and in relation to the competence and commitment of
the group’s leaders and members. Informing provides fruitful ground for such challenges
to armed groups, as this chapter explores.

The chapter identifies three new images of Republican informers, which have emerged
during the post-conflict stage, and resulted in important challenges to the Republican
Movement. The first theme identified is the informer as a rumour, the prevalence of
rumours and speculation in relation to the identity of alleged informers, exploiting the
combination of continuing secrecy surrounding informing and the animosity towards
them. The second theme is the informer as political manipulator, the presentation of
alleged actions by informers as a key influence on the political shifts toward abandoning
the armed struggle by the Republican movement. The last section explores the notion of
the informer as celebrity, an apparently counter-intuitive shift wherein one-time secret
agents of the state became “informed” commentators in a media hungry for insider
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accounts and analysis while simultaneously becoming “apostates” in the eyes of
Republicans.

7.1. The informer as rumour
During the transition out of conflict, rumours, speculation and the practice of
anonymously “outing” alleged informers have become a common refrain, a staple of
political, social and cultural life in Northern Ireland. Republicans have been “tortured by
rumours” that prominent Republicans were informers, and names of the rumoured
informers have been “circulating” in Northern Ireland (O’Doherty 2006). The rumours
were defined as a “spy frenzy”, in which the notion that more informers are to be
exposed was commonly accepted (Guelke 2006). Such suspicions and rumours in
relation to potential informers have festered for years (Moloney 2007:32). These
rumours have followed from the two high-profile revelations mentioned above: the
Donaldson case, where the evidence of his informing seems indisputable, and the
Scappaticci case, where there is at the very least strong circumstantial evidence. In one
more case, relating to Roy McShane, who was Gerry Adams’ driver, it also appears very
likely that he was indeed an informer.470 However, in the majority of the cases no
credible evidence has been presented and the people in question have denied the claims.
It therefore remains difficult to assess the veracity of the allegations, and indeed, I make
no claims as to whether or not any individual is or was an informer. What is clear is that
such allegations should be analyzed as rumours.

Rumours were defined in Knapp’s seminal work as a particular form of information, “a
proposition for belief of topical reference disseminated without official verification”
(1944:22). A rumour is therefore defined not by its falsity but by its lack of
substantiation: “rumours are told without reliable factual documentation; at some later
point in time they could turn out to be verified, or shown to be false - what counts is
that, at the time of their telling, their veracity is unverified” (Ben Yehuda and Goode

470 He was taken to protective custody and left the country, and Sinn Fein has confirmed that he confessed
to having been an informer. See Henry McDonald, “The leader, his driver and his driver’s handler:
chauffeur revealed as MIS agent”, The Guardian, 9 February 2008.
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2009:131). Though frequently overlooked by academic research (Sunstein 2010),
rumours are in themselves an important source for understanding political conflict and
violence, especially in times of uncertainties and political transitions (Fujii 2010).
Scholars of political violence and its aftermath have noted the importance of rumours
(e.g. Das 1998, Guha 1983). Rumours both reflect and reproduce political conflict, and
are an important vehicle by which protagonists in a conflict interact (Kirsch 2002:57).

The literature on rumours has identified four “rumourgenic” factors that facilitate the
existence of rumours. First, the topic in question has to be of major subjective
importance;471 second, rumours thrive in situations of uncertainty, ambiguity and doubt,
when audiences feel that not enough is publicly known about the topic; third, rumours
exist where situations generate anxiety and apprehension about an impending negative
outcome; and fourth, there has to be credulity - rumours must seem as true at least to
some audiences (Rosnow and Fine 1976; Rosnow 1988; Rosnow 1991). All of these
condusive factors have been present in relation to informers in transitional Northern
Ireland. First, as elaborated in previous chapters, informing is of course of huge
significance in Northern Ireland, and given the very negative associations, the possibility
that past or present members of the Republican establishment are or were informers has
been clearly seen as of major importance. Second, the authorities’ refusal to confirm or
deny that any individual was or has been an informer472 and the lack of any public
access to state files on this issue has resulted in a state of uncertainty. This is to a large
degree a result of the particular nature of transition in Northern Ireland, which did not
involve a complete break with the “old regime” (Campbell et al 2002): the security
services which operated informers during the conflict still maintain control over the

471 In other words, stories which are seen as unimportant and irrelevant to one’s life are not likely to be
passed on.
472 The authorities retain their policy from the conflict era in which they “neither confirm nor deny” any
allegation that a person is or was an informer. For an elaboration of this policy see Re Scappaticci’s
Application [2003] NIQB 56. In this case Freddie Scappaticci, mentioned above, appealed to the
government to deny that he was an informer, claiming that his life was in danger. The government
maintained its position neither to confirm nor deny that any individual was an informer, and the court
accepted the state’s position.
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relevant information and keep it secret.473 Third, given the potentially negative
implications for Sinn Fein and the Republican Movement if more informers in their
ranks are exposed, there has been an obvious anxiety and apprehension among
Republicans. Finally, against the background of numerous informers who were exposed
during the conflict, and the reverberations of the Donaldson and Scappaticci affairs
during the transition, there has been a sufficient level of credulity and willingness to
believe that claims about informers are true or plausible to sustain such rumours. As one
interviewee said in this context, “because the unthinkable has happened in Northern
Ireland so often, almost every rumour that there is, is almost believable”.474

Accordingly, there has been a string of allegations in which specific individuals were
named in the media in relation to informing claims, without credible verification. These
have included for example: Joe Haughey, a former IRA intelligence officer and a wellknown Republican nicknamed “the Hawk”475; Tom Hartley, a former Belfast city
councillor, and Richard “Dickie” Glenholmes, a former IRA operations officer;476 Sean
Lavelle, a Sinn Fein election worker; Mary Nelis, a prominent Derry Republican
activist;477 Francie Molloy, Sinn Fein MLA, and deputy speaker of the Assembly;478 and
several others.479 Allegations of informing have also been made against Martin
McGuinness,480 and Gerry Adams.481 While in these cases full names were mentioned in

473 While allegations about past informing have also occasionally plagued politics in Eastern European
countries, for example, the complete break with past regimes there allowed access to the files of the
security services and the ability to determine whether individuals were indeed informers (see e.g.,
Espindola 2011).
474 Interview with a human rights activist, London, June 2012.
475 Sinead King, “Second IRA Secret Agent Named”, The People, 30 May 2004; Sinead King, “Hawk
saved lives by singing like a dove”, The People 6 June 2004.
476 Liam Clarke, “Republican 'Spies’ get PSNI tip-off’, Sunday Times, 1 January 2006.
477 Paul T Colgan, “The Enemy Within”, Sunday Business Post, February 12, 2006.
478 “Sinn Fein MLA Denies ‘Informing”, BBC, 22 November 2007.
479 See e.g. Liam Clarke, “Agent names second IRA chief as key British mole”, The Sunday Times, 3
August 2003; Rosie Cown, “Another army spy in IRA, claims ex-agent”. The Guardian, 2 August 2003;
Marie Louise McCrory, “Angry CRJ chief dismisses claims he is a police informer”, Irish News, 27
March 2008; “6 Caolain slams scurrilous and despicable allegation”, An Phoblacht, 5 Jan 2006.
480 Mick Smith, “McGuinness was an agent for MI6, former spy claims”, The Times, May 29, 2006;
Suzanne Breen, “British spy handler says Hegarty was sacrificed to save 'agent McGuinness', Irish Mail
on Sunday, 2 October 2011.
481 John Coulter, “Adams Crisis may Reveal a Brit Spy - Stand By for More Shocks”, Irish Daily Star, 4
Jan 2010.
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the media, in other cases identities of rumoured informers were only hinted at in the
media: sometimes explicitly - e.g. “'P' is from the south Armagh village of Belleek but
now lives in the Republic,”

and other times making more oblique references, such as

to “A Sinn Fein representative, whose name is circulating among Republican
grassroots”, or to “a well-known figure and ex-Army Council member”.

4X1

Rumours and speculations have also been circulating beyond the specific cases
mentioned in the media. One interviewee described, for example, how “people are still
thinking - well is there someone else, what else is going on”,484 and according to one
commentator “all Republican leaders were now the topic of speculation” (Sanders
2011:240) 485 Interviewees described how claims about informers exist in the form of
rumours. One said that: “You have all of this stuff in the ether”.4*6 Another interviewee
said that “it’s murmured still that some of the current leaders [of Sinn Fein], one or
more, were British agents. You don’t hear it specifically said but it’s there in the
undergrowth” 4*1 Another interviewee described one manner in which such rumours are
circulated by “people who pretend to have knowledge”, who become “narrative spinners
of the conflict”; as he described: “you have these guys who are the drinking partners of
police officers, soldiers, ‘my cousin’s in special branch’

[...] There’s an interesting

character, the person who sidle up to you in a bar, who you know has some contacts with
the security forces but is not himself in the security forces, who’s spinning a narrative.
Whether it’s true or otherwise, all of this stuff is believable if you want to believe in it. T
know someone who beat up this Pro vie and he told him everything he wanted to know.’
And it becomes part of the discourse, of the narratives”.488 At the same time, it is
important to remember also the role of the listener: as mentioned above, rumours spread
and gain “shelf-life” only based on credulity and perceived importance, and in this
482 Suzanne Breen, “Suspicions that Kingsmill killer was informer”, Sunday World, 20 Feb 2012.
483 Suzanne Breen, “It’s Time Ordinary Republicans Stopped Being Led like Sheep”, Sunday Tribune, 20
Feb 2006.
484 Interview with an academic and political activist, Belfast, April 2011.
485 See also e.g. Suzanne Breen, “Nobody Knows who to trust”, Sunday Tribune, 9 January 2006.
486 Interview with a human rights activist from a Republican background, Belfast, May 2011 (emphasis
added).
487 Interview with a veteran human rights and community activist, Belfast, June 2012 (emphasis added).
488 Interview with an academic researching armed groups in Northern Ireland, Belfast, June 2012.
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context it is the fact that such “bar talk” continues to circulate further which sustains the
rumours.

Other ways in which rumours about alleged informers have been circulating include
both modem means such as websites, as well as traditional means such as graffiti.
Unsurprisingly the internet has been a fertile ground for these rumours, including
through websites specializing in intelligence affairs such as Cryptome,489 and
Wikispooks,490 as well as others.491 Graffiti with names of alleged informers have also
remained common; see for example below photographs of graffiti, taken by the author in
Belfast in the summer of 20 1 2:492

One important factor underpinning the uncertainty which creates the rumours is the
virtual inability of the target of an allegation, or indeed anyone else, to refute it, as the
challenge to shut down such mmours involves an attempt to prove a negative
(O’Doherty 2006). Not unlike witchcraft accusations, once someone is alleged to have
been an informer, it is almost impossible to shake off the accusation in a conclusive way
and any action could be interpreted as “confirming” suspicion.493 For example, the fact

489 http://crvptome.org/. Cryptom first exposed Scappaiticci as well as the rumour on Joe Haughey: See
report in Sinead King, “Second IRA Secret Agent Named”, The People, 30 May 2004.
499 See e.g. http://wikispooks.eom/wiki/Document:Is Martin McGuinness a British Agent
491 The forums on the Irish Republican bulletin Board (http://admin2.7.forumer.com~) are another example
for the use of the internet to generate and spread mmours about alleged informers.
492 The graffiti on the left relates to Colin Duffy, a prominent Republican and former IRA prisoner,
currently mmoured to be associated with dissident groups. I am not familiar with the name mentioned in
the right graffiti.
493 Joe Cahill, a former IRA chief of staff, described how, once one IRA member was suspected as being
an informer, a next step was to ask “if the informer appeared to be very conscientious; if everything he did
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that someone was not successfully prosecuted by British authorities was often given as a
reason to suspect he was an informer,494 though of course it can also result simply from
the fact that there was insufficient evidence against the person in question. Denials from
the people “named” can also merely be interpreted as proof.495

A second dynamic which often sustains the rumours is the emergence of a common
notion that exposed informers were sacrificed in order to protect an even more senior
informer.496 More broadly, the notion that the revelations about exposed informers only
suggest that there are even more to come seems to have taken hold in many quarters,
with a “bout of speculation about which senior figure would be exposed next” (Moloney
20 07:5 80).497 Thus one commentator wrote that upon hearing of Donaldson’s exposure
“my sole thought was, And who e/5e?”.498 Assertions that the revelation about
Donaldson and Scappaticci are merely the beginning and not the conclusion of the
process of uncovering informers and that others will inevitably be uncovered (e.g.
Frampton 2008:88; McDonald 2008:37; Frampton 2009:118) have contributed to this
outlook. In numerous informal conversations I had about the topic in Belfast the notion
that more informers would be exposed soon was very common, and the logic that
suggests that the informers who were already exposed must be a tip of a much larger
iceberg was frequently left unquestioned.

appeared to be done well”, since that is “trait of an informer” (Anderson 2002:143). The fact that the
suspect was later arrested by British authorities also confirmed the suspicion (ibid 144).
494 For example: “The failure to bring the Provo to justice has led to suspicions that the man - who has
never been prosecuted despite extensive paramilitary involvement - was a British agent” - Suzanne
Breen, “Suspicions that Kingsmill killer was informer”, Sunday World, 20 Feb 2012.
495 “What does any informer has fucking done, what did Scappatticci do, what do they all do? They all go
to the press and say I didn’t do it” (Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011).
496 Interview with a human rights activist from a Republican background, Derry, April 2009. See also e.g.
Suzanne Breen, “British spy handler says Hegarty was sacrificed to save 'agent McGuinness', Irish Mail
on Sunday, 2 October 2011; or the suggestion that: “it is widely believed in security and unionist circles
that Donaldson was sacrificed by his British handlers to protect a more important mole who is both a
senior Sinn Fein and IRA figure” — Suzanne Breen, “Noraid Chief Warned Sinn Fein about Donaldson”,
Sunday Tribune 18 December 2005.
497 See also e.g. Brian Brady, “Rouge Agents to Expose 80 IRA Moles”, Scotland on Sunday, 10 April
2011.
498 Anthony McIntyre, “More spies may be lurking in Sinn Fein’s cupboard”, Irish Times, 20 December
2005 (emphasis in the original).
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A more general allegation, which in turn adds force to the specific rumours, relate to the
overall number of informers in the IRA. There has been a marked ‘informer inflation’ in
such estimates. In 1992, Urban suggested, in a book dedicated to exposing the “dirty
war” in Northern Ireland and which was not shy of controversy, that between one in
thirty to one in forty of IRA activists were informers (Urban 1992:244). Another book
written later by a BBC journalist claimed a slightly higher proportion and that one out of
twenty Republicans approached by MIS agreed to be an informer (Taylor 2001:322).
Recent years however saw media headlines suggesting that “One in four IRA members
were informers”499, and even that “Half of all top IRA men 'worked for security
services’”.500 Claims that such a large proportion of IRA activists were informers
inevitably lead to more speculations regarding individuals. However, while it would be
methodologically impossible to conclusively confirm or dispute any such claims, it is
clear that such estimations should be seen themselves as rumours, as they are made
without any reliable documentation. The “one in four” claim just cited was made by an
Irish police officer currently under investigation for colluding in the killing of RUC
police officers.501 The same “one in four” claim was also made by Martin Ingram, a
pseudonym of a retired army handler, who argued that in top levels the proportion rose
to “one in two”.

In a book he co-wrote in 2004, Ingram estimated that one out of six

IRA members in Derry (where he worked for the British military intelligence) were
informers (Harkin and Ingram 2004:16). In 2006, Ingram estimated that one in twenty
members was an informer, rising to one in three at top levels.

Having retired in the

early 1990s, Ingram has not explained - and indeed was not asked by the media - what
caused the marked inflation in his estimates.504

499 “One in four in IRA members were informers Smithwick Tribunal told”, BBC, 20 June 2012.
500 Liam Clarke, “Half of all top IRA men 'worked for security services”, Belfast Telegraph, 21 December
2011.
501 “One in four in IRA members were informers Smithwick Tribunal told”, BBC, 20 June 2012.
502 Liam Clarke, “Half of all Top IRA Men 'Worked for Security Services’”, Belfast Telegraph, 21
December 2011.
503 Suzanne Breen, “It’s Time Ordinary Republicans Stopped Being Led like Sheep”, Sunday Tribune 20
February 2006.
504 In another case, The Sun carried a report that four members of the IRA Army Council were informers,
based on an estimate by a former SAS sergeant, interviewed without using his real name. See Martin
Phillips, “SAS Hero Andy McNab Shares Northern Ireland Secrets”, The Sun 31 July 2012.
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As emphasized above, I am not in a position to offer an estimation of the proportion of
IRA members who turned informers. However, suggestions that half of the senior level
of the organization were British agents appear, at the very least, somewhat fanciful. As
Richard English has written, the fact that IRA attacks such as on Lord Mountbatten in
1979, Margaret Thatcher in 1984, 10 Downing Street in 1991, and the bombings in
London of Bishopsgate in 1993 or Canary Wharf in 1996 have not been stopped suggest
that there was a clear limit to the British ability to infiltrate the IRA.505 As several
interviewees noted, such attacks would have to be confirmed by the entire IRA Army
Council,506 and if indeed half of the Army Council were British informers it seems
beyond rational analysis that such attacks (which twice came very close to killing a
Prime Minister) would have been allowed to proceed by the British security agencies.
Moreover, given the intense rivalries and suspicions between the various agencies
involved in running informers - the police, military, MIS and the Irish police - it seems
extremely unlikely that one source, especially a retired low-level military handler or a
retired Irish police sergeant, would be privy to knowledge as to the overall number of
informers.508 In any case, the important point is that such claims have been published in
the media and been feeding the rumours, and that the media by and large has not
questioned the reliability and motivations of the sources making such claims.

Indeed the media has played an important role in fuelling the informer rumours.
Rumours are both a product and a process (Ben-Yehuda and Goode 2009:131) and the
505 Richard English, “Did Stakeknife Cut the Mustard?”, Fortnight Magazine July/August 2003. The
attacks on Canary Wharf and Bishopsgate aimed at the heart of London’s financial districts; the financial
damage of the former was estimated at £100 million and of the latter at round £1 billion.
506 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011. As another interviewee emphasized, “The
full army council would have to have discussed and approved it. And then there would be all the logistics
involved, fairly large number of people involved” (interview with a former IRA member, Belfast,
September 2010).
507 See also Dixon (2012), suggesting that informers “have not prevented the IRA from running a highlyeffective military campaign” (2012:313-4). Another interpretation, which must remain speculative at this
point, is that individuals recorded as “informers” by the authorities did not in fact act fully as informers.
This could be if a single informal meeting, for example between an MIS officer and an IRA member, in
which no information was exchanged, led to that person being recorded as “informer” by the authorities. It
could also be that some IRA members deliberately passed the authorities only false or trivial information,
while not alerting them in relation to impending attacks.
508 Indeed as O’ Doherty (2006) aptly noted, given such rivalries and lack of cooperation it is likely that the
British intelligence agencies themselves do not know how many informers they have run in the IRA.
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media has been instrumental in both facets. One element contributing to rumours has
been, as mentioned, the uncritical reliance on questionable sources, including unnamed
security sources,509 former intelligence personnel,510 former informers (who are relied on
as experts though are perhaps the least likely to know who else was an informer),511 as
well as unnamed Republican sources.

CIO

In these cases un-attributable testimony from

“security sources” has often been repeated as fact and shaped public perceptions.513 As
noted above, another practice fuelling the rumours has been the pattern of the media
predicting more revelations to come when reporting on a particular case,514 including for
example predicting that photos of leading IRA men meeting FRU contacts are “to be
exposed shortly”515 (which thus far did not happen). Finally, another important feature
has been simply reporting the existence of rumours, thus lending them credibility and a
longer “shelf-life.516

In one emblematic example, the Sunday Times published an allegation that Martin
McGuinness was an informer.517 Such an explosive claim - which if true, would change
the entire record of modern Irish and British history - was published without any
transparent source to support it. The story was based on unnamed sources, both from ex
security personnel and from “Republican veterans”. The story contains the claim that
“All over Northern Ireland people are reassessing McGuinness’s career”, thus creating
the circular referencing on which the author relies when reporting the existence of
509 E.g. Rosie Cown, “Another army spy in IRA, claims ex-agent”, The Guardian, 2 August 2003.
510 E.g. Mick Smith, “McGuinness was an agent for MI6, former spy claims”, The Times, May 29, 2006.
511 E.g. Liam Clarke, “Agent names second IRA chief as key British mole”, The Sunday Times, 3 Aug
2003; Rosie Cown, “Another army spy in IRA, claims ex-agent”, The Guardian, 2 Aug 2003; Kathy
Johnson, “I Know two Proves were RUC Informers: Former Police Agent Calls for Investigation into IRA
Pair”, The Independent, 30 March 2008.
512 E.g. “his role as a tout was confirmed by senior Republicans” as cited in Sinead King, “Second IRA
Secret Agent Named”, The People, 30 May 2004.
513 As argued by Paul Larkin, “How Spooks are Undermining Peace in Northern Ireland”, The Guardian,
13 Feb 2012.
514 See e.g. David Bamber, “Three more spies in IRA ‘to be named’”, Belfast Telegraph, 19 May 2003.
515 Henry McDonald, “Revealed: Five British Spies Inside the IRA”, The Observer, 18 May 2003.
516 See e.g. reports of “rumours of further disclosures of even bigger fish to come”, in “Paperknife cuts
Sinn Fein”, Independent, 19 December 2005; “Rumours that a top Sinn Fein man was a spy have been
circulating for some time” - Gail Edgar , “Exclusive: Spy Shocker”, The People 28 May 2006; “rumours
of an internal IRA investigation” into informer allegations in Suzanne Breen, “The Tale of Two Martins”,
Sunday Tribune, 4 June 2006.
517 Liam Clarke, “McGuinness in New Spy Claims”, The Sunday Times, 4 June 2006.
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rumours, though it was the newspapers that began these rumours in the first place. By
way of consulting with an expert, the story reports that Raymond Gilmour, himself an
ex-informer, believes that McGuinness was an informer: the author thus implies that
somehow one informer would be an authority regarding others, though for obvious
security reasons it is extremely unlikely that handlers would reveal the identity of other
informers to one of their agents. The author also does not mention the personal
animosity that Gilmour would have toward McGuinness, who was the leading
Republican figure in Derry at the time that Gilmour’s father was abducted by the IRA to
put pressure on his son to retract his evidence during the Supergrass trials. Next, the
story employs what can be called “guilt by association” by asserting that McGuinness
“often promoted suspected informers to positions where they could do most damage”;
the only example given is of Frank Hegarty, who was later killed by the Derry IRA
brigade. While stressing again that I do not claim to know whether or not any individual
was an informer, the important point is that such significant claims are made and
repeated by the media with little if any evidence and with little attempt to reconcile such
claims with the known record of the IRA campaign.

ri o

The effects of the rumours have been the discrediting (even if limited in time and scope)
of the individuals named,519 as well as more broadly the discrediting of the Republican
movement. The latter element involves the discrediting of leaders who, according to the
narrative, were proven incompetent by the alleged uninterrupted operation of informers
close to them,520 or indeed the entire nature of the movement and its ideology.521 In
518 Indeed, the author of the Sunday Times piece cited here, Liam Clarke, has five years earlier co-wrote a
biography of McGuinness in which a suggestion that he was an informer was emphatically and elaborately
denied: “it seems beyond rational belief that he was an informant or an agent. For much of his life, he
lived in relative poverty; too many of the IRA operations of which he had knowledge were carried to a
successful conclusions, and over too long a period, for McGuinness to have been a security force agent.
The Republican struggle would not have continued as it did” (Clarke and Johnston 2001:253).
519 As one interviewee told the author: “if you want to discredit someone you imply that they were an
informer in the past and their names are ruined, because how do those people disprove that they weren’t
informers (Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2009). That said, no-one interviewed for
this thesis appeared to take seriously the rumour that Martin McGuinness was a British informer.
520 See e.g. Liam Clarke, “Adams may be next to go“, The Sunday Times, March 30, 2008.
521 “All enemies of Sinn Fein use the issue of informers, to say none of this was genuine or real [...] yours
wasn’t a real war. You were all informers’” (interview with a human rights activist from a Republican
background, Derry, April 2009). One interviewee observed that these rumours are about “undermining the
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either formulation, such claims correspond to Knapp’s category of a “wedge-driving or
aggression rumour”, aimed to “divide groups and undermine loyalties” (Knapp
1944:24).
A common response among interviewees was the suggestion that current or former
members of the security establishment have been behind the rumours. One interviewee
for example, argued that stories are “actually cooked up” and that “It may be that
individuals have an axe to grind with the IRA, with Republicans [...] There’s been lots
of speculations about why names are coming out. The state is not monolithic, maybe
some people are not happy about the peace process. [...] Maybe the British want to
destabilise Sinn Fein because they like SDLP more”.522 Other Republicans also
suggested that the Special Branch was behind what been described as a “smear
campaign against a number of highly-respected Belfast Republicans alleging they are
informers”, suggesting that the Special Branch aims to spread suspicion in an attempt to
destabilise Sinn Fein.523 Such suggestions, which are of course unverified, are
themselves rumours, or perhaps more precisely “counter-rumours". It should be noted
that the suggestion was also accepted as plausible by anti-Republican sources
(O’Doherty 2006), and that the notion that disgruntled former police officers use the
outing of informers as threat or leverage was suggested in several media reports.524 It
should also be recalled that during the conflict the security forces have spread false
rumours that IRA members were informers (Hamill 1985:136). Nevertheless, the
other side. It’s belittling them, it’s taking away their prowess” (interview with an academic researching
armed groups in Northern Ireland, Belfast, June 2012).
522 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010. Another interviewee concurred: “I
think that’s a game been played by a constituency within the security forces that is close to Unionism,
particularly ex-Special Branch who are opposed to Sinn Fein being in government, and are fighting a
rearguard struggle against it, which is to sow distrust, particularly about Sinn Fein leadership. I’ve been in
many meetings, where senior policemen were saying ‘who knows why some people are in government
and not in jail’, you get this all the time” (Interview with a human rights activist from a Republican
background, Derry, April 2009).
523 Jim Gibney, “Smear Campaign Only Benefits Political Police”, Irish News, 20 Jan 2006. For a similar
allegation that the informers’ “outings” are a result of “political policing” by the security services see also
e.g. “British psy-ops and black propaganda - next phase of the Peace Process?”, An Phoblacht, 5 Jan 2006.
52°“RUC stress case ‘could name’ informers”, UTV News, 24 June 2010; retired RUC officers “have
threatened to name more agents in the IRA. Their motive is revenge against the government, which they
believe laid them off to appease the terrorists” - Henry McDonald, “Revealed: Five British Spies Inside
the IRA”, The Observer, 18 May 2003.
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suggestions by Republicans that elements in the security services have purposely started
the rumours on informers remain rumours themselves. A related “counter-rumour” is
the suggestion by several interviewees that journalists have been willingly cooperating
with the security services in spreading the rumours. One interviewee said that “If the
British were paying people in the IRA to inform, I have no doubt they were paying
journalists to advance a particular agenda”.

Several interviewees pointed to rumours

that one specific journalist is an MIS agent (name omitted here).

However, while 1 cannot of course discount this possibility, it is at least equally
plausible that the media behaviour in relation to the informer allegations is not an
indication of any secret agenda by journalists or others. The patterns identified - e.g.
exaggeration of numbers, reporting rumours as facts, and the prediction of more
revelations to come - have long been identified in the literature on the way media report
social problems in general,’

as well as in Northern Ireland more specifically.

The

media behaviour in the context of informing claims has also been consistent with a
general pattern identified by Spencer in relation to the Northern Irish media during the
peace process years, where, once the conflict itself subsided, there has been a tendency
to emphasize and promote political contestations, disputes and conflict (Spencer
2000:184-6). More broadly stories about IRA men who might actually be informers
certainly meet the general “newsworthiness” test,528 and would appeal to media
outlets.

In some cases the “selling” element of such stories was used quite explicitly,

525 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010.
526 E.g. all these traits are identified in the analysis of the media in Cohen (1972); and see also Ben
Yehuda and Goode (2009:88-108).
527 See e.g. Greer (2003) in relation to Northern Ireland media reporting on sex crimes.
528 As Carrabine describes, in the “cultural production” of news, content tend to be filtered through what
editors and reporters would see as “newsworthy”, preferring stories which are novel (the proverbial “man
bites dog story”), dramatic and personalized (Carrabine 2008:148). Stories about alleged Republican
informers meet all of these conditions.
529 The interest of the media in such stories was confirmed during the Leveson inquiry into hacking when
it was revealed that the News of the World has hacked into the emails of Martin Ingram, the former
handler whom the newspaper presumably believed had more information about the identity of unexposed
informers; See “News of the World Executive Obtained Hacked e-mails”, BBC, 14 March 2012.
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for example in a Sun piece which was used to promote a new film on a Northern Ireland
informer.530

It is important to note that some of these rumours and allegations have been relatively
ephemeral, while others had been more enduring. It will be difficult to quantify and
explain the acceptance level of each allegation and rumour. One of my interviewees, an
ex-combatant who maintains a public role in the Republican community, was among the
individuals publicly alleged to be informers. He described how “I had my own name out
there [...] Agh it annoys you, and your family”. He said that his colleagues did not take it
seriously and indeed joked about it, “But it sticks. People will be saying mmm, maybe
there’s some truth in it [...] Nobody really in the movement would say anything, but you
had head-cases, who’d be looking at you differently”. He also described how in order to
respond to the rumours he sought to show that other leading Republicans do not take
these rumours seriously: “Shortly after the false article, I went down to the Felons Club,
with 3 or 4 others. [So] People would see. They never look at you, they look at who’s
beside you, it says it all. That’s what you need to do. Anybody who knows would be
able to have read the signs very quickly”.531 In this specific case it indeed seems that the
rumour was effectively quashed by the very public support shown towards this
individual by respected Republicans, though in other cases rumours have cast a longer
shadow, and certainly many rumours and speculations persist.

To sum up, the informer-as-rumour emerged as one of the most prominent tropes of
post-conflict Northern Ireland. The combination of the hostility to informers, the limited
capacity of the accused to fight it back, and the public receptiveness to such claims,
make such accusations a particularly strong currency. It is crucial to note that while
some or all of these rumours may have originated with anti-Republican sources,
Republicans themselves have been active players in sustaining them, not passive
530 Martin Phillips, “SAS hero Andy McNab shares Northern Ireland secrets”, The Sun, 31 July 2012.
531 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011. This tactic of refuting informer rumours is of
course tied to the practice - described in chapter 2 - of shunning anyone associated with informing. The
Felons Club is a well-known social club in West Belfast membership of which required that one has
served jail time for the Republican cause.
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recipients. As a former IRA member said, "‘Most Republicans would want to know who
they were. [...] There’s a sort of nosiness about it as well, people want to know. Was he
or wasn’t he”.

The rumours are also facilitated by a lack of transparency by the

Republican movement in relation to its own knowledge regarding alleged informers and
their activities.

The factors identified above — perceived importance, uncertainty,

anxiety, and credulity - meant that Republicans have themselves contributed widely to
the circulation of the rumours.

7.2. The informer as political manipulator
“Any historian of warfare knows it is in good part a comedy of errors and a museum of
incompetence; but iffor every error and every act of incompetence one can substitute an
act of treason, many points of fascinating interpretation are open to the paranoid
imagination ” (Hofstadter 1965:24-5)

In the aftermath of military setbacks and defeats, traitors and “internal enemies” often
serve as a convenient explanation for the defeat (Keen 2008:63; Cederman 2010:12). As
Coser explains, because groups want to deny the adversaries’ strength and their own
weakness, they tend to blame internal enemies in their own ranks: “a perennial tendency
exists to account for defeat in war in terms of ‘treason’ within” (1956:106). One of the
most prominent examples is the “legend of the ‘stab in the back’” popularized in
Germany in the aftermath of WWI, in which the defeat in the war was explained not by
the weakness of the army and the leadership’s mistakes but by the secret treasonous
work of German Jews - “the enemy within” - undermining the war effort (Bartov
2000:95-6). The best description of such tendencies remains Hofstadter’s (1965) oftcited analysis of the “paranoid style” in American politics in different periods of history.
This trait was perhaps best illustrated during the McCarthy era, in which the work of
secret traitors and the infiltration of hidden communist agents to high levels of
government - the “betrayal from high” - was put forward as an explanation for
532 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, July 2011.
533 For example, it is almost certain that the Republican movement has debriefed Denis Donaldson
regarding his activities, but it has not made any details public - see Suzanne Breen, “Denis Donaldson Squalid Living after a Life of Lies”, Sunday Tribune, 27 March 2006.
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American policy failures. In Hofstadter’s analysis the term “paranoid” is not used in a
clinical sense, but rather to denote a political tendency, a mode of expression. It is
common for members and supporters of rebel armed groups to employ such a style and
explain failures to achieve the group’s goals by the activity of secret traitors, rather than
by strategic and tactical mistakes or by broad structural changes that make the group’s
ideology no longer relevant. Thus, one of the common reasons for a fixation with real or
imagined informers among rebel groups is that it gives an opposition armed movement
“an excuse for its defeat or for its failure to win, through putting the blame on ‘traitors’”
(Dudai and Cohen 2007:43). As Douglas (1992) argued, communities and societies tend
to have a limited repertoire of narrative explanations to account for misfortune and
disasters, a “standard diagnosis” to explain failures. As she noted, among the most
common explanations in such repertoires is a “hidden disloyal traitor” (Douglas 1992:6).

This general trend has featured in the Irish Republican case as well, where it has been a
common refrain to explain defeats of past and present by the work of informers (Bean
2007:180).534 As discussed previously, in Republican communities the informer has long
been “a convenient scapegoat for centuries of glorious failure” (Toolis 1995:194). In
addition, the work of informers could serve as a convenient excuse for individual failure,
as an ex-combatant told the author: “A lot of the people who were caught it was just
because they were fucking stupid. When you look at some of the things that people
done... And right away - they won’t say I was stupid, I made a balls-up and I was caught
- they say somebody fucking squealed on us. Nobody wanted to say they were silly.
Nobody wanted to say they broke rules - they went out of the house and carried the
weapon out when they should have really put it in a pram, everybody in the street could
see them [...] So there was this kind of thing as well: informers got the blame, everything
was an informer, nobody just fucked up”.535 Perhaps unsurprisingly, then, in the years

534 There is a long linage for such explanations. For example, in a 1907 article, titled “The Last Fenian”,
James Joyce attributed the failure of the Fenians not to the weakness of their movement but to the
activities of informers: “Why this collapse of such a well-organized movement? Simply because in
Ireland, just at the crucial moment, an informer appears” (2000:139).
535 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011.
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following the peace process, “informers - both real and imagined - [were] being blamed
for a variety of PIRA failures” (Andrew 2009:651).

Yet the practice of explaining failures by the secret work of informers acquired also a
particular character and resonance in the years after the IRA’s cease-fire, against the
background of the embrace by the Republican mainstream - led by Gerry Adams and
Martin McGuinness - of the peace process, and the rejection of the “armed struggle”.
The revelations and rumours have fuelled doubts among some Republicans regarding the
foundations upon which the IRA’s ceasefire was based and, indeed, in relation to the
reasons for the wider peace process (Frampton 2008:78). A new theme which emerged
during these years is that informers are to be blamed not only for the foiling of military
operations, but for directly shifting the political strategy of the Republican Movement
into accepting the peace process. In this discourse, the informer is a cunning political
manipulator, a Svengali who secretly exerts power and influence, and shapes historical
events. As Patterson described, “a counter-narrative of the Republican involvement in
the peace process” emerged among Republicans who oppose the peace process
(Patterson 2011:68). In this narrative the Republican movement has been manipulated to
adopt a peace policy through the actions of informers. The narrative suggests that Sinn
Fein and IRA leaders either knowingly tolerated or even encouraged the actions of
informers, or exhibited such incompetence in failing to detect the informers’ influence
so as to lose their legitimacy and agency in taking the Republican movement to the
peace process. At any case, if the direction in which the Republican movement evolved
is seen to have been managed by British infiltration, this means some Republicans
would have doubts about the whole peace process (O’Doherty 2006).

Thus, there have been claims that informers “helped sideline opponents of the peace
process in favour of others more favourably disposed towards the Adams leadership”,536
and that “Over the years, MIS used Donaldson to strengthen the Adams/McGuinness

536 Anthony McIntyre, “Watch the Beetle Scuttle”, History Ireland 17(4), July/August 2009. For similar
claims see sources cited in Suzanne Breen, “Noraid Chief warned SF about Donaldson”, Sunday Tribune,
18 December 2005.
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leadership and to weaken its critics.”537 In a typical statement, a leader of Republican
Sinn Fein, generally reputed to be the political wing of the dissident group Continuity
IRA which is opposed to the peace process, suggested that the Sinn Fein leadership was
“assisted in their endeavours by Freddie Scappaticci”.

CTO

Anthony McIntyre, a former

IRA prisoner and strident critic of the Adams\McGuiness leadership, has been one of the
leading proponents of this narrative. He has described informers as “touting for peace”
(2008:182) and argued that agents have been central to the British state attempts to
“shape the IRA and in particular nudge it towards a peace process” (2008:188, emphasis
added).539 In this narrative informers helped “to encourage the peace lobby within the
Republican camp” (McIntyre 2008:178). One of my interviewees, a former IRA member
who became critical of Sinn Fein, shared a version of this narrative, emphasizing the
notion that informers affected the decisions regarding the peace strategy:
“We didn’t for many years understand that the opposition will plant someone to
actually plant ideas, and steer the cause, either onto the rocks, or in a particular
political direction. [...] Looking back on it now, some things that would have
happened - the problem here is that we can wander into the realm of conspiracy
and conspiracy theories - but certainly there were agents of influence,
undoubtedly toward the later stages advising the IRA that it would be best to call
a cease fire .
A variant of this narrative suggests that leading IRA men whom the leadership knew
would oppose the peace strategy were deliberately sacrificed by allowing them to be
betrayed by informers in operations which resulted in shoot-to-kill by the security forces
(Sanders 2011:142). Other versions suggest a “guilt by association” between the
537 Cited in Suzanne Breen , “Nobody knows who to trust”, Sunday Tribune, 9 January 2006.
538 Saoirse, February 2009.
539 An interviewee, who himself disagrees with this narrative, described it as “The perception [that] MI5
were running the Republican Movement” (interview with an academic and political activist, Belfast, April
2011).
540 Interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011. McIntyre used the phrase “agent of
influence” in relation to Danny Morrison, a senior Republican who was one of the most influential in
gradually steering the Republican movement to accept political engagement alongside the armed struggle;
McIntyre wrote to Morrison: “Is it just coincidence that you helped steer Republicans to the very position
the British state long sought to take them? [...] the notion has long been floated [...] that they have been
an agent of the British state”. See “Dear Danny”, Pensive Quilt, 7 Sep 2011.
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prevalence of informing and the political shift: in an account by a former IRA leader
who opposed the peace process concerns and mistrust about the Republican leadership’s
new peaceful direction were intermingled with claims about informers and their
toleration by the leadership (Moloney 2010:276, 290).

Similarly, the “ready

accommodation with Ian Paisley’s DUP at Stormont” was at least implicitly linked to
“The stream of informers being exposed in high places in the Republican movement” in
an account of another IRA ex-combatant (Bradley and Feeny 2009:8-9).541 To sum up,
the narrative regarding the influence of informers raised new doubts over the
Adams/McGuinness leadership and, at least among some Republicans, eroded the trust
which the Republican leadership enjoyed and prompted some to question the agenda
upon which the leadership’s peace strategy was based (Frampton 2009:1 18).542

Evidently, informers have been operating in Republican ranks (and Soviet agents did
operate in 1950’s America). The actions of informers in foiling operations has likely
contributed to a sense of military stalemate, which in turn has likely been one of the
factors contributing to the adoption of the peace policy by the Republican leadership
(English 2003b).543 However, what is distinctive about this mode of political expression
is the weight placed on the work of informers, their view as omnipotent and
omnipresent, and the presentation of their actions as the most important, even exclusive,
reason for the Republican political change.544 As Hofstadter described, an important part
541 Some of these accounts, while not necessarily suggesting that the leaders knowingly allowed specific
informers to operate, associate the failure to act against betrayal with a sense of moral corruption and
weakness by the leadership, in a way similar to the resentment leveled in the UK at the “old boys
network” of the British upper class in the aftermath of the exposure of the “Cambridge spies” who worked
for the Soviet Union (Jenkins 1992), or the way in which after the exposure of a Soviet spy who was close
to Israel’s establishment, in popular imagination, “rather than blaming the individual concerned,
responsibility was placed on the shoulders of the founding fathers who supposedly nurtured him” (Cromer
1986:63).
542 Larkin aptly argued that: “The repeated (and incorrect) assertion that MIS was running the IRA and
pushing the peace process feeds the ire of armed groups in Ireland who oppose the Good Friday
agreement”; see Paul Larkin, “How spooks are undermining peace in Northern Ireland”, The Guardian, 13
Feb 2012.
543 Richard English, “Did Stakeknife cut the Mustard?”, Fortnight Magazine, July/August 2003. At the
same time, English notes that, as was mentioned above, there was a clear limit to the effect of informers Scappaticci, recruited in 1978, could not have been so influential considering later attacks in Brighton,
Warrenpoint or 10 Downing Street.
544 See e.g. Anthony McIntyre, “How Stakeknife Paved the Way to Defeat the IRA”, The Times, 12 May
2003.
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of the “paranoid style” is that the interpretation of history is “distinctly personal”:
“decisive events are not taken as part of the stream of history, but as the consequences of
someone’s will” (1965:32). The critical role ascribed to individual informers in changing
the course of the IRA’s strategy,545 while ignoring the wide range of structural and
contingent developments leading to the IRA’s termination of its “armed struggle”,546 is
an example of such mode of thinking.547 Within this narrative, the role of Freddie
Scappaticci has been clearly exaggerated,548 and he was tied to a range of IRA failures:
“The killing of the Gibraltar Three, the massacre of the eight IRA men at Loughall and
the capture of the Eskund and its haul of Libyan weapons were all attributed to one man:
Stakeknife.”549

Mainstream Republicans of course strongly reject this narrative and aim to ridicule it.
One ex-combatant linked the perception of the omnipresence of Scappaticci to the film
the Usual Suspect: “You know the film the Usual Suspect? That’s what 1 think this
whole Stakeknife thing became. Anything that happened here, who did it? Keyser Soze
did it. Something happened - who did it? Keyser Soze. All that type of stuff. I’ve
absolutely no doubt that there were British agents [...] working at very influential levels

545 See also Jack Holland, “How Informers forced the Proves to the Peace Table”, Irish Echo, 19-25
August 2009.
546 For example the effects of 9/11 and of European integration (O’Leary’s 2005); the change of
government in Britain, and influence of 1990s peace processes in South Africa and elsewhere (Frampton
2009:80-8).
547 As one interviewee said: “How can you reduce all of this [the peace process] to this simplistic idea that
[...] Denis Donaldson told them this, that and the other, and he brought 50,000 people and their families
and everyone else with you? How would that possible? It doesn’t happen that way, at some point it would
be falling apart. [...] People watched too many movies. It’s like this idea of 20 businessmen control the
world... but the tout was a real thing, it was a real thing, but the scale of it [is exaggerated]” (Interview
with an academic researching armed groups in Northern Ireland, Belfast, June 2012).
548 Paul Larkin, “How spooks are undermining peace in Northern Ireland”, The Guardian, 13 Feb 2012.
549Paul Colgan, “The Enemy Within”, Sunday Business Post, 12 Feb 2006; Thomas Harding, “From
Feared IRA Chief to Assassination Target”, The Telegraph, 12 May 2003. The three incidents mentioned
in this quote are considered by Republicans to be among the most devastating failures of the IRA’s
campaign: the killing of three experienced IRA members in Gibraltar, in what became the most highprofde of the alleged “shoot to kill” incidents; the killing of eight IRA members in Loughall in an ambush,
the highest loss of life in one incident in the IRA’s history since the war of independence, and virtually
eliminating its County Tyrone operations; and the capture of the Eskund, a boat carrying a huge supply of
weapons from Libya, which, had it reached the IRA, could have completely changed its strategic power
(see English 2003, Moloney 2007).
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of the IRA. But that type of stuff that they talk about is simply rubbish”.550 Another
interviewee similarly said that “Stakeknife has been elevated to a level of importance
within the IRA that he didn’t have. Some people have an agenda to do that. The IRA has
managed to carry out operations that the British wouldn’t have allowed to go ahead [...]
Thatcher, the mortar on Downing 10, Canary Wharf [...] So the IRA wasn’t as heavily
penetrated as some people would try to portray”.551 Such recounting of high-profile IRA
operations has been a very common response to the narrative of the omnipotent
informer.552
The narrative of the informer as political manipulator is anchored in the dramatic
changes of the peace process. For those Republicans who believed that the armed
struggle should and could have continued, “the ceasefire suggested a betrayal on the part
of the leadership” (Sanders 2011:209), and some rank-and-file attributed to the
leadership a broader “corruption of the struggle” (McEvoy and Mika 2001:378).553 For
this group, the transition and the decision to abandon the armed struggle led to what
Mary Douglas called a “forensic moment” (1992:24), which triggers recriminations and
a cultural search for blaming someone or something for a disaster. At this point in time,
the forensic moment meant there was a need to account not for the failure of any specific
operation but for what was perceived as broader political failure. The intensity in which
some Republican opponents of the peace process promulgate the notion that the work of
informers has been responsible for undermining the Republican commitment to the
armed struggle suggest that the work of informers has been a particularly appealing
explanation for this group of people. The informer, at least to some degree, has become
a “scapegoat” (Girard 1986). As in many other contexts, a particular category of persons
550 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012. For similar Republican attitudes see also
“Stakeknife story full of holes”, An Phoblacht, 22 May 2003.
551 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010. The narrative that informing has been
the most decisive element in influencing the leadership’s decision to adopt the peace process is also
presented — and rejected — in O’Leary and McGarry (2009:336).
552 For example, another interviewee said: “Well if they had informers in such high levels how come they
weren't able to stop Brighton bomb, long kesh escape, Canary wharf bomb, Bishopsgate bomb, mortar
attack on 10 downing street” (Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011).
553 The theme of rank-and-file soldiers feeling that they have been betrayed by their military and political
leaders is a common theme, evident also e.g. among rebels in Sierra Leone (Keen 2002) or American
soldiers in Vietnam (Faludi 1999).
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is used as a “scapegoat” to explain defeats (Coser 1956:106) or disasters (Beck
1992:75), identified and assigned responsibility for frustrations (Kennedy 2000:862).
The informer - with the associated hostility and secrecy - emerged as a useful, and
almost unavoidable, scapegoat, for those seeking an explanation in this forensic
moment.

On one level, this might be a coping mechanism, solving a cognitive dissonance of those
activists who cannot come to terms with the leadership’s political changes. Subscribing
to a view that the Republican leadership’s embrace of the peace process was a result of
manipulation by informers helps explain what would otherwise be an inexplicable
change of heart. On a more political level, the dissemination of such views obviously
seeks to undermine the credibility of the Republican leadership’s peace policy. It renders
the moves towards peace as a diminution of Republican agency, turning the Movement
into a passive tool in the hand of hidden conspirational forces. Informing served as an
issue around which the competence, trustworthiness and legitimacy of Sinn Fein and the
IRA leadership could be challenged, by anti-peace process Republicans, as well as
others.554 On either level, the combination of the secrecy and of the popular negative
perceptions of informers makes informing a useful resource easily tapped for excuses
and explanations by those who oppose the political compromise.555
554 It is interesting to note a surprising convergence, in terms of the very significant role attributed to
informers, between the anti-Sinn Fein Republicans cited above and commentators from right-wing or
“terrorism studies” perspectives: for example, terrorism studies scholar Oppenheimer writes in relation to
Scappattici that “the move towards political compromise in the 1980s and early 1990s - so controversial
among the Provisionals rank and file - could now be put down to the damage wrought by this infiltrator”
(2008:298). Frampton (2008) also ascribes a decisive role to informers in defeating the IRA. For some, the
argued decisive role of informers and “the dirty war” in defeating the IRA establishes a lesson that there
should be no negotiations with “terrorists” until they are defeated (on this trend see Dixon 2012). In
addition, commentators who object to Sinn Fein’s argument that the IRA ended-up on equal terms with
the British state as an undefeated army also tend to attribute a major role to informers in undermining the
IRA (for example see McDonald 2008:38). For all these diverse actors with diverse motivations, the
alleged role of informers provides a useful means to deny the agency of mainstream Republicans in
rejecting political violence and adopting constitutional politics.
555 Cohen and Dudai (2005) made a similar argument in the Israeli-Palestinian context, where the
pervasive recruitment of Palestinian collaborators and informers by Israeli security services hampered the
support for and legitimacy of Palestinian groups and individuals who genuinely advocated non-violent
agendas, as they were immediately suspected and branded as collaborators and informers by other
Palestinians. Therefore while the systematic use of informers has very likely foiled many attacks by
Palestinians, it ultimately also sustained the violence by inhibiting the impact of internal Palestinian
opposition to it (2005:239).
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7.3. The informer as celebrity
Finally, the last theme identified in this chapter is arrong the more surprising
developments which took place during the transition: the errergence of the informer as
celebrity. As will be detailed below, since the transition several former IRA informers
have become public figures, and these informers have acrieved the “celebrity and
recognition which comes from media exposure” (Devenport 2000:102). Like the other
themes identified in this chapter, this theme has contribute to the prominence and
visibility of the issue of informers in transitional Northern Ireand.

Members of armed groups who turn informers and later publcly denounce these groups
combine several features which make them attractive to th; media and to those who
oppose these groups. First, they provide rare insider knowletge on unlawful behaviour,
and an associated “celebrity of infamy” (Oleson 2003). Thir involvement with both
armed groups and security forces can make them appear as experts on the issues,
“authorized knowers” (Ericson et al 1989) whom the meda and others can rely on.
Moreover, a shift from militant to public critic of paramiitary violence provides a
compelling story of conversion, combining the appeal of “redemption narratives”
(Maruna and Ramsden 2004) of ex-addicts or ex-criminals, wth the importance attached
to the “figure of the renegade from the enemy cause”, aparent for example in the
prominent use of ex-communists in anti-communist campagns, or of ex-Catholics in
anti-Catholic movements (Hofstadter 1965:34-5). Finally, th< exploits of armed groups’
informers simply make good subjects for the press and putlishing houses, much like
informers such as Joe Valachi or Vinnie Teresa, in the conte>t of organized crime, made
“good copy” for the press (Potter 1994:31).556 At the same tine, such celebrity informers
are in the eyes of Republicans akin to “apostates”, as will te explained in more detail
below, and the intense disdain levelled at them by Republbans contributed further to
their high profile.

556 A veteran BBC Northern Ireland reporter wrote how informers such asMcGartland make good “human
stories” (Devenport 2000:99).
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The period following the IRA ceasefires saw the emergence into public view of several
ex-informers from Republican ranks, who spoke unashamedly about their past and
attained high media and public profile. This has been a development of the peace
process years, and was certainly not evident at the height of the conflict. This
development involved the emergence of a literary genre that may be unique to Northern
Ireland and can be termed the “informer memoir”. No fewer than five informers from
the ranks of Republican groups have published their memoirs, a trend which has no
parallel in other analogous situations such as the Israeli-Palestinian or South African
conflicts. They include Eamon Collins (1997), Martin McGartland (1997, 1999), Sean
O’Callaghan (1998), Raymond Gilmour (1998) and Kevin Fulton (2006). Their high
public profile was also a result of threats and violence against some of them, culminating
in the killing of Collins in 1999; McGartland survived an assassination attack in the
same year.557 Needless to say, as with any author, the writing of such books required
these former IRA members, their agents and publishers to maximise and maintain their
public profile.

A distinguishing factor of these ex-informers was that they spoke proudly of their past
actions as informers. O’Callaghan’s (1998) book is proudly titled The Informer (with the
subheading: “The real life story of one man’s fight against terrorism”). These informers
placed their accounts in broader narratives of denouncing the Republican movement, in
terms at times reminiscent of anti-IRA propaganda.

cro

In some instances, these ex

informers also acquired a respectable public role. Sean O'Callaghan worked as a
consultant to the Ulster Unionist Party (UUP) and was often interviewed as a media
pundit, and wrote op-eds for British newspapers.559 A documentary about him was
screened by the BBC.560 In another example, McGartland’s first book - “Fifty Dead
Man”, a reference to the number of people he claims to have saved from death through
557 Therefore becoming a public figure cannot be seen as a survival strategy on behalf of these individuals.
558 Rudie Goldsmith, “The Agent and his Handlers”, Fortnight Magazine, January 2005. This also means
that their potential to serve as credible witnesses of the conflict has been diminished. In contrast, for
example, a PKK militant who was “turned” and cooperated with a secret unit of the Turkish army against
the PKK later emerged as a powerful witness in denouncing atrocities by the Turkish army (Biner 2006).
559 E.g. Sean O'Callaghan, “Finucane should not have been killed - but he was in the IRA”, Daily
Telegraph, 18 April 2003.
560 Confessions ofan IRA Informer (2004).
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his operation as an agent - was adapted into a Hollywood-style movie starring Ben
Kingsley, which was on general release in 2008 (shown in, among other cities, Belfast).
McGartland himself was also the subject of a BBC documentary.561 Collins was also a
subject of several documentaries and made a number of media appearances, wrote opeds in addition to his books, and was cited as an honourable example of “leaving
terrorism behind” (Bjorgo and Morgan 2009:22). O’Callaghan’s account of his change
of heart in deciding to become an agent following indiscriminate killings by the IRA
was also commended (e.g. Mulholland 2007:410). A typical framing was given in a by
line to an article by O’Callaghan published in the National Review: “A former terrorist
describes his life in the IRA, and looks at the current peace negotiations through the
prism of what he learned in his old life”.562 These celebrity informers became sources
for journalists (Devenport 2000:102-3), as well as the object of profiles in the media.563

The accounts published by these informers are often characterised by an over-privileging
of their heroic agency, and do not, for example, include references to the reality of
coercive recruitment which has been a feature of many informer careers. They all
suggest an ideological motivation for their actions. Rather than creating a more nuanced
perception of informers in Republican communities, their profile in what is often viewed
by Republicans as hostile elements of the media, and their occasional lauding by
Unionists or British security forces, has further cemented their status as pariahs: the
informer as celebrity, singing from the same hymn-sheet as the Republican political
opponents, thus reinforcing rather than undermining the informer as folk devil. The
same features that make these informers’ tales attractive to the media - the revealing of
insider knowledge and the authority of redemption narratives - entrench the image of the
informer as ‘other’ in the communities from which they originally came. For
Republicans, it is important to emphasize, the term “celebrity informer” is used as a slur.

561 Home-ground: An Exile Return (1997).
562 Sean O'Callaghan, “The Lying”, National Review, 27 January, 1997.
563 See for example Suzanne Breen, “The Informers”, Sunday Tribune, 12 Sep 2008.
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The public and proud way in which these informers recounted their stories and refused
to ‘‘repent” defied the common convention and expectations in Northern Ireland. As one
interviewee noted, the expectation in Northern Ireland has been that exposed informers
should lead lives of disgrace and shame: “There’s no communal memory of informers
[...] happy for the rest of their lives ever after. The communal memory is of shame”.564
Informers such as Collins, however, “refused to bow his head in shame”.565 As an article
in An Phoblacht protested “O'Flaherty's Gypo Nolan spent his final days wandering
round, vainly trying to be accepted, and died seeking forgiveness for his foul deeds. The
present breed seems shameless in comparison”.566 Therefore part of the response of
Republicans to the celebrity informers has been to use again the Judas imagery (see
chapter 4).

For example, Danny Morrison labelled them “the celebrity touts, those

twice-rewarded Judases whose kiss-and-kill was quickly followed by kiss-and-tell”.567
In addition, the Judas motif recalls the expectation that the informer would eventually
become engrossed in shame and would “repent”. As one interviewee said, “years ago
informers usually hanged themselves, like Judas, because they were so ashamed of what
they did. But now we have this phenomenon [...] O’Callaghan tried to make it
respectable, McGartland tried to make it respectable, Collins tried to make it
respectable”.568 Defying the expectation of repentance contributed further to the disdain
of Republicans toward the celebrity informers, and also contributed to the refusal to
tolerate their return to the community.569 Republicans showed cynicism towards the idea
that informers can become respected (calling it “touting for respectability”) and scorned

564 Interview with a veteran community activist, currently focusing on dealing with the past, Derry, April
2011.
565 Kevin Toolis, “Death Fortold”, The Guardian, 3 July 1999.
566 Eoghan MacCormaic, ’’Touting for respectability”, An Phoblacht, 11 June 1998.
See
“Exiles
cannot
expect
a welcome home”,
available
at
http://sluggerotoole.com/2006/01/18/exiles_cannot_expect_a_welcome_home/
568 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011. Something similar is at play in a scene
from the Sopranos - a character refers to one informer as “Judas”, and then says: “but at least Judas had
the decency to kill himself. He didn’t go to some apostle-protection program”.
569 One interviewee said that “if it was the case that some of these informers displayed some sort of a
penitence about what they have done, showing some regret, that may have a bearing on the whole
situation” but that in the absence of such penitence their return to the community is not welcomed
(interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010).
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their popularity. 570 In addition, in methods which echo some responses to informing
during the conflict, Republicans suggested that the motives of the celebrity informers are
mercenary,

S71

and attacked their credibility.

S79

A second and related element is that in Republican perception these celebrity informers
have not only betrayed the struggle but have become akin to apostates.

As Bromley

(1998) explains, while defectors may simply leave a movement, apostates leave to form
an alliance with an oppositional movement, and negation of the old faith and struggle
against it becomes central to their activities.574 Though they constitute a minority of
those who exit organizations, the role of apostates is particularly significant, their
testimony against their previous comrades pivotal in attempts to discredit these
organizations, and they gain high-profile visible roles. Apostates often become the most
hated sub-group among those seen as traitors (Coser 1956). Unlike apostates, most of
those who leave oppositional organizations maintain some attachment to the
organization’s worldview, as well as some personal ties, and tend to not publicly air
their disagreements with their former organizations (Bromely 1998:25). In contrast, the
apostate’s complete break with the past and his public role is what make the figure so
disdained, and these features correspond to the celebrity informers. For example,
O’Callaghan was described as having a “road to Damascus” conversion, with his
arguments echoing the most trenchant critics of Republicanism (Devenport 2000:102).
Because the authority of apostates depends on their past activities in the organization
570 “Where bookshops once presented displays of wine, or gardening, or science fiction books for the
masses, Eason's [the local bookshop in Belfast] now has the makings of a shelf specially reserved for
informers. Gilmore walks on Dead Ground, Collins is consumed by Killing Rage, McGartland has Fifty
Dead Men Walking and O'Callaghan has the ever so subtly titled The Informer. A small library of bare
cheek [...] Touts are the flavour of the month [...] Everywhere you look these days it seems you'll find
one [...] the sneak, stoolie, brussell sprout, grass, is rehabilitated” - Eoghan MacCormaic, ’’Touting for
respectability”, An Phoblacht 11 June 1998.
571 “The Gilmores and O'Callaghans have already made small fortunes by selling information, now they're
trying to make more” (ibid).
57~ Brian Campbell, “O'Callaghan - the truth”, An Phoblacht, 6 March 1997.
573 As Toolis wrote of Eamon Collins: “for a former IRA man to demean the struggle was not just
betrayal, it was heresy” - Kevin Toolis, “Death Fortold”, The Guardian, 3 July 1999.
574 Apostate role is defined as “one that occurs in a highly polarized situation in which an organization
member undertakes a total change of loyalties by allying with one or more of elements of an oppositional
coalition [...] the narrative is one which documents the quintessentially evil essence of the apostate’s
former organization, chronicled through the apostate’s personal experience” (Bromley 1998:36).
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they have left, they tend to employ a “status inflation” of their former role in order to
make their testimony more valuable (Bromley 1998:38). Several sources noted such
status inflation in the account of the celebrity informers (Sharrock and Devenport
1998:201),

a perception which has likely further strengthened the disdain toward

them.

While not discounting the possibility that some or all of these informers experienced an
authentic change of heart and genuinely feel responsible to publicly renounce their
former activity as part of a “redemption narrative”,576 their actions can also be explained
by a process of “secondary deviation”. As Lemert famously defined, “when a person
begins to employ his deviant behaviour or role based upon it as a means of defence,
attack or adjustment to the overt and covert problems created by the consequent societal
reaction to him, his deviation is secondary” (Lemert 1951:76). This process could
explain the emergence of some informers as public apostates: while their initial decision
to turn informers (the “primary deviation”) could have been contingent on specific
immediate reasons (pressure, money, reduced sentence, and so on), the social reaction
that has positioned them as permanent outcasts could have led them to adjust by
adopting the role of apostates (the “secondary deviation”). In this formulation, it is the
social reaction to the original limited act of informing that has pushed them later to
assume a more stable and defying role as public critics of Republicanism (exhibiting a
stronger commitment to the initial deviant act). In other words, the fact that the
Republican community does not appear to offer an “exit path” from the role of informer
may push some of these informers to respond by embracing the role more strongly and
turning it into the elevated role of apostate.577 If this hypothesis is true, the celebrity
informers are then ultimately a creation of the Republican Movement as much as they
are of the media.
575 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011; interview with a former IRA member,
Belfast, April 2011.
576 Redemption narratives are characterized among others by the theme of “’carrying the message’ to
others” (Maruna and Ramsden 2004:142)
577 This is evident, for example, in the case of Eamon Collins, who described (Collins 1997) his
disappointment by the fact that although he ended-up retracting his initial testimony against IRA members
he was not embraced back by the Republican Movement.
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Conclusions
This chapter has shown how a transition can open up new challenges for an armed group
in relation to informing. The legacy of conflict-era informing resulted in several
predicaments in the post-conflict stage. As this chapter has argued, although informers
no longer serve as a threat to Republican military operations, their role has remained
significant: it has shifted from the military arena to the realm of politics, culture and the
media. Republicans have remained haunted, and to some degree obsessed, with
informers. The intense interest in the rumours about the identity of alleged informers
both reflects and shapes the importance ascribed to the issue, combined with a
background of uncertainty, anxiety and credulity. Both state agencies and the
Republican Movement itself have not revealed all they know about informers and their
activities, feeding circles of rumours and counter-rumours, facilitated also by a media
hungry for conflict-related exposures. The revelations and rumours contributed to
identifying informers as the main “culprit” in the forensic moment for those who see the
end of armed struggle as a failure: the notion that informers can be blamed not just for
military failures but for the political shiff of Sinn Fein has become a very useful resource
for those Republicans who oppose Sinn Fein’s peace strategy. The rise of several
“unrepentant” informers as respected public and media figures has also been useful for
opponents of Republicanism and in turn has triggered particular disdain among
Republicans toward those they see as “celebrity touts”.

This intense interest in informers, by all political actors and the media, reflects also what
Simmel called the “fascination of betrayal” (1950: 333), which has amplified the interest
in the topic. One interviewee argued that “It’s a small number of people but it caught the
imagination of people to a greater extent than many other things [...] It’s a tabloidesque
hang-over”.578 At the same time, while many aspects of these new images can be seen as

578 Interview with an academic researching armed groups in Northern Ireland, Belfast, June 2012. The
interviewee further observed that “People are all fussing about betrayal, Shakespearean plays, whether it’s
Yoko and John Lennon, whatever. Something we all fear in our private lives [...] It’s a very strong part of
our consciousness. It’s such a stigma. The Shakespearean thing given it a much greater scale and
prominence than it would have had.”
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having negative effects for mainstream Republicanism, it is interesting to note that they
are all to a large degree sustained by the enduring hostility to informers by the
Republican movement itself. If informers were no longer the prominent enduring enemy
described in chapter 6, the rumours would likely be defused, the narrative of the
informer as manipulator discredited, and the media-profde of the celebrity informers
reduced. Given that the informer has become a useful post-conflict enemy for
Republicans, however, these new images and narratives remain potent.
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CHAPTER 8
Uncovering Skeletons in the Closet:
Truth-Recovery, Apologies and Exonerations
In this chapter I will explore another strand in the Republican response to the legacy of
informing. In the years since the peace process the Republican movement has engaged
in confronting two aspects of its punishment of informers during the conflict:
disappearances, and the killing of wrongly-accused informers. These actions, and
especially the “exonerations” of wrongly-accused informers, have remained largely
“below the radar” of the literature on the Northern Ireland transition, and in this chapter
I will describe, analyse and explain them. Though these actions can at first seem
puzzling or unexpected, given the otherwise enduring hostility to informing, I will argue
below that they are consistent with the Republican Movement’s need to maintain its
legitimacy in the eyes of internal and external audiences. As is suggested in the last
section, these actions of admitting past “mistakes” can also be viewed as a continuation
of the IRA’s “performance of legality” during the conflict (analyzed in chapter 3).

Though the IRA has not itself defined it as such, I would argue that these acts can be
analysed as measures of “symbolic reparations”. The notion that states which have
violated human rights have a duty to provide reparations to victims has become one of
the central tenets of transitional justice (De Grief 2006, International Center for
Transitional Justice 2007). This trend is premised on moving beyond a narrow focus on
attempting to bring perpetrators to justice, and instead is focused on the victims of
abuses, acknowledging their suffering and their needs and attempting to address the
damage done (Garcia-Godos 2008:65). Though reparations often involved monetary
compensation, recent practice and theory has also emphasized the importance of what
has been termed as “symbolic reparations”: acts such as apologies, disclosing the truth
about past events (for example, in relation to enforced disappearances), acknowledgment
of responsibility, restoring the good name of victims, and commemoration measures
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(United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights 200£22-23, Megret 2008).579
Although the question of the general application of intemationl norms to armed groups
has been a subject of much attention recently, there seems tobe a major gap or blind
spot in relation to the question of reparations and truth-recoery, with commentators
suggesting that such measures from armed groups would be (ther unfeasible or of no
relevancy for their victims.

r oa

However, as is argued below, thre are contexts in which

such measures would be feasible and very pertinent for victirs. The next section will
examine the response to disappearances, and the following, section will analyse the
exonerations of wrongly-accused informers. The third, concluing, section will analyse
these policies in the context of broader Republican goals in reltion to the legacy of the
conflict.

8.1. Truth-recovery and apologies in response to the disapparances
The first issue which the Republican Movement has confrontei during the transition has
been the disappearances of alleged informers.

The families o the disappeared were by

and large reluctant to raise the issue publicly during the conflict,

COA

and started

campaigning after the beginning of the peace process.5' As an ex-combatant
acknowledged, “it was only after the ceasefire that the IRA vis engaged with that”.
The pressure levelled at the IRA from the families of the disappared was compelling. 585
At least some of the families came from within Republican coimunities, as most of the
disappeared were IRA members and many of their family meibers and friends remain
aligned with the Republican Movement. This type of pressre, from within its own
579 The central source detailing these rights is the Basic Principles and juidelines on the Right to a
Remedy and Reparation for Victims of Gross Violations of International Rman Rights Law and Serious
Violations of International Humanitarian Law (hereafter “Basic Principles) which were adopted by the
United Nations General Assembly in 21 March 200660/147, 21 March 200(
580 See e.g. Zegveld 2002:223; Gillard 2003:535; Kleffner 2009; Rose 2010109-310; for a detailed review
see Dudai 2011:787-793.
581 See chapter 3 above. The majority of the disappeared were allegec informers, though they also
included others, for example IRA members who were alleged to have stoleriRA weapons.
582 Interview with an academic and political activist, June 2012.
583 “Most of the families suffered in silence over the years, speaking at only after the IRA's 1994
ceasefire” - David McKittrick, “The bloodstained soil of Ireland yielc first of the disappeared'”,
Independent, 29 May 1999.
584 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010.
585 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011. See also .g. Kim Sengupta, “Families
appeal to IRA over graves”, The Independent, 8 September 1998.
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constituency, was difficult for the IRA to ignore, or to discredit as mere state-led
propaganda. It perhaps also legitimized and eased the process from the IRA's
perspective, since it could maintain that it is bowing to internal pressure rather than to
demands from the British state. The families’ campaigning was also supported by
pressure from victims groups and the US administration, further strengthening it.586
Eventually, the issue of the disappeared became a “growing embarrassment for
Republicans” (Smyth 2006:19), and the organization was widely accused of showing
lack of consideration for the bereaved families (de Breadun 2001:229).

The timing of the IRA's first act of acknowledgment in relation to the disappeared was
tied to the political negotiations in the aftermath of the Good Friday agreement and the
gridlock over the decommissioning of its weapons. It was therefore seen by some as a
cynical move aimed to influence the negotiations, though at the same time observers
acknowledged that this was a “significant development in the movement’s psychology”,
“an attempt to draw a line under an unhappy episode” (de Breadun 2001: 229). While
there were certainly political considerations, it seems that there was also a strong sense
of unease among IRA members over the practice, which was indeed stopped by the early
1980s. An ex-combatant, for example, said that the practice “was wrong [...] the IRA
should never have buried people. If the IRA was big enough and strong enough to kill
somebody for being an informer, then they should have been big enough and strong
enough to publicly stand over the reason why they killed him”.

It seems that the

combination of compelling pressure from the outside, internal willingness to admit that
this particular aspect of the IRA’s response to informing was wrong, and the ability to
do something concrete - by providing details on the bodies’ whereabouts - led the IRA
to engage with this issue. 588

586 Interview with an academic and political activist, June 2012.
587 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011. Another ex-combatant, for example,
suggested the families should be able to give their loved ones “Christian burial” (interview with a former
IRA member, Belfast, March 2011).
588 Indeed the combination of widespread abhorrence of the practice, continuing pressure from families
and the ability to respond in a concrete manner have led to the fact the issue of disappearances has in
general been central to the development of the theory and practice of symbolic reparations. See e.g. United
Nations Human Rights Council, Study on the Right to Truth, 2006, para. 8.
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The process of providing symbolic reparations in relation to the disappeared has been
long and gradual. In August 1998 the IRA announced that it had set up a special
investigating unit, headed by a person the IRA defined as “one of our most senior
officers”, in order to investigate the disappearances and attempt to locate the
whereabouts of the bodies of those killed and secretly buried. Around that period IRA
representatives met with at least some of the family members of the disappeared.589 In
December 1998 the IRA declared that it is involved in ongoing “investigations into the
whereabouts of the bodies” and urged anyone with relevant information to contact the
IRA or the family of the relevant person.590 In an important statement from April 1999,
the IRA moved beyond the wording of its previous statements. It admitted for the first
time that it was responsible for the killing and disappearances of nine individuals. It used
a language of acknowledgment and apology, recognizing that “The issue has caused
incalculable pain and distress to a number of families over a period of many years.” It
called the disappearances an “injustice for which we accept full responsibility” and
added “we are sorry that this has taken so long to resolve and for prolonged anguish
caused to the families.”591

Shortly after, in May 1999, a special body, the Independent Commission for the
Location of Victims Remains (ICLVR) was established by the British and Irish
governments to coordinate the search for the disappeared. According to the legislation
setting up the ICLVR, information passed in relation to locations of disappeared will be
inadmissible in courts and forensic examination of the bodies would be limited to
identifying the individuals and will not be used in police investigation.

Information

received from the IRA almost immediately after the legislation passed led to the
discovery of the bodies of three of the disappeared,593 and others have been discovered
589 “Help us find bodies - IRA”, BBC, 8 Dec 1998.
590 “IRA continues search for missing bodies”, An Phoblacht, 10 December 1998
591 “IRA investigation locates grave sites”, An Phoblacht, 1 April 1999. The IRA has later admitted
responsibility to the disappearances of two other people.
592 This was set up in parallel legislations enacted in the UK and in the Republic of Ireland: the Northern
Ireland (Location of Victims’ Remains Act) 1999 (in the UK) and the Criminal Justice (Location of
Victims’ Remains Act) 1999 (in the Irish Republic).
593David McKittrick, “The bloodstained soil of Ireland yields first of 'the disappeared', Independent, 29
May 1999.
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in the following years. 594 In 2003, following the discovery of one body, the IRA issued a
statement reiterating its apology: “we would like to take this opportunity to state our
position in relation to those killed and buried by the IRA. We are sorry that the suffering
of those families has continued for so long. We wish to apologise for the grief
caused.”595 Republican sources reported continuing efforts to locate the whereabouts of
the remaining missing bodies.596 Searches triggered by tip-offs continue, and at the time
of writing the latest finding of a body took place in October 20 1 0.597 The IRA denied its
rgo

involvement in a few other cases where suspected informers were disappeared.
Though the exact details regarding the information passed to ICLVR are naturally
confidential, a former senior police officer who directs the ICLVR’s investigative
forensic work has confirmed that the information received has been mostly accurate and
of high quality.599 This was confirmed also by an interviewee who was involved in
campaigning on behalf of the families of disappeared, who explained that once the IRA
took formal responsibility it had no interest to mislead regarding the location of the
secret graves.600

During this process, interviewees described that the IRA had “gone back to try to talk to
volunteers who were involved in secretly burying people years ago”,601 “asking who
knows what about the disappeared”.

A former IRA member described some of the

difficulties involved: “Some of the people involved are dead; some are saying well yes I
594 See updated details on the ICLVR website at http://www.iclvr.ie/. According to the ICLVR, there were
sixteen people who “disappeared” during the conflict in Northern Ireland. The IRA admitted responsibility
for thirteen of the sixteen, while one was admitted by the INLA. No attribution has been given to the
remaining two. To date nine bodies have been recovered.
595 “IRA Statement”, available at http://www.sinnfein.ie/contents/15239.
596 “Republican efforts continue to retrieve missing bodies”, An Phoblacht, 13 July 2006; “IRA 'was
wrong' over bodies issue”, BBC Website, 11 July 2006.
597 Henry McDonald, “Northern Ireland officials launch new search for 'disappeared' man”, The Guardian,
26 October 2010; “Body found in 'Disappeared' search for Peter Wilson”, BBC website, 2 November
2010.
598 Suzanne Breen, “Put that family out of its misery”, Sunday Tribune, 18 January 2009.
599 See “Interview with Geoff Knupfer,” BBC, available at:
http://news.bbc.co.Uk/l/hi/northem ireland/8020817.stm. See also “Beach search for man murdered 40
years ago”, Newsletter, 27 October 2010. Some of the difficulties in locating the bodies result from the
fact that they were buried in beaches and bogs where the soil has shifted in subsequent years.
600 Interview with an academic and political activist, June 2012.
601 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011.
602 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011.
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did it but it was four in the morning and I don’t have a clue where it was, just told go to
south Armagh and meet people; some of the people might be in a dissident organization
and say fuck off we’re not telling you; some people may be grandfathers and telling you
fuck off that was then, this is now, why the fuck do you know about it, forget about it,
they were touts and that’s the end of the story”.603 However, according to another
interview the disciplined and organized nature of the Republican movement meant that
the majority of individuals cooperated with the leadership’s directive to recover
information.604

The IRA’s engagement with the issue of the disappeared demonstrates the capacity of
armed groups to provide at least some measures of symbolic reparations. Throughout,
this has been a collective measure, taken by, and on behalf of, the organization as such.
Thus the reparations measures reflect similar attributes of the characteristics of the
punishment system itself, as covered in chapter 3. Many of the IRA’s actions closely
resemble the type of symbolic reparations that would have been required from states
under similar circumstances.605 It is important also to note that this process, in which the
IRA has been confronting some of its past abuses, seems to have been an important
component in the process of conflict-transformation and confidence-building in the
immediate aftermath of the 1998 Good Friday Agreement. It provided an implicit
confirmation of the IRA’s shift from political violence to peaceful engagement. As
McEvoy and Conway wrote: “The spectacle of diggers removing hundreds of tons of
earth from remote parts of Ireland, surrounded by media and anxious families, was a

603 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011.
604 Interview with a human rights activist from a Republican background, Belfast, May 2011.
605 Some of the relevant specific obligations as formulated in the Basic Principles require states
responsible for human rights violations to provide: “verification of the facts and full and public disclosure
of the truth”; (art 22b) “the search for the whereabouts of the disappeared”, (art 22c) and “public apology,
including acknowledgement of the facts and acceptance of responsibility” (art 22e). The actions of the
IRA in relation to the disappeared correspond to these state obligations: the IRA acknowledged the
commission of wrongful acts; took responsibility for them; recognized the consequences of these acts for
victims; expressed regret; offered a formal apology; and provided factual disclosure of the truth, including
the location of missing bodies. To be sure, the IRA did not comply with all the relevant obligations. It did
not offer monetary compensation to victims, and did not identify individual perpetrators for prosecutions indeed, as was explained above, the passing of truth in relation to location of the disappeared was
premised on de-facto immunity from prosecutions.
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powerful symbol of the attempts at a transition from a violent past” (McEvoy and
Conway 2004:560).606

8.2 Exonerations of wrongly-accused informers

The other, and perhaps more profound, way in which the Republican Movement
confronted its past punishment of informers has been a process of re-investigation of
some of the cases in which individuals were previously labelled as informers, resulting
in “exonerating” several of them.607 As will be detailed below, the IRA has conducted
several investigations aimed at responding to claims that individuals it has killed in the
past as alleged informers were not in fact informers and were wrongly accused. In
general, exonerating individuals who were wrongly-convicted has been regarded as
among the measures that can be undertaken by governments in the context of transitional
justice. This form of symbolic reparation applies for example to individuals who were
wrongly convicted by past regimes, where the material and symbolic status of being
convicted carries a difficult burden for them or their families,

and is aimed at restoring

their “good name” and “civic status” (Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human
Rights 2008:25).609 One of the aims of such measures is to lead to reintegration of
victims (including families of those who were killed or executed) in society (Megret

606 This has also been reflected in an important fictional account of transitional Northern Ireland: the
ending of David Park’s novel The Truth Commissioner is a scene of “closure” where the disappeared body
of an IRA informer is uncovered by the fictional truth commission following information received from
the IRA.
607 Though the focus here is on IRA’s activities in relation to its past actions against alleged informers,
there were a few other cases in recent years in which the IRA responded to appeals from families of
persons killed during the conflict to clarify the circumstances of their death. These mostly involved the
IRA taking responsibility for the “accidental” killings of civilians during IRA operations, which it has
previously denied involvement in. See e.g. “IRA Apologise For Death of Derry Schoolgirl”, Derry
Journal, 24 June 2005; “IRA apology”, An Phoblacht, 13 April 2006; “IRA offers apology’’, An
Phoblacht, 6 September 2007.
608 An example of this type of reparation is the case of San Martin and others versus Chile, in the InterAmerican Court of Human Rights, where as a form of reparation for individuals wrongly convicted of
crimes, the government has agreed in a friendly settlement: “to publicly provide reparation to the victims
before their community by means by an act of the Regional Government duly disseminated by the mass
media, designed to restore their reputation and honor that had been certainly damaged by the judicial
decisions that once harmed them.” Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Juan Manuel Contreras San
Martin et al. v. Chile, Case 11.715, Report No. 32/02, 12 March 2002, para. 14.
609 One of the specific forms of symbolic reparations included in the Basic Principles is “an official
declaration or a judicial decision restoring the dignity, the reputation and the rights of the victim and of
persons closely connected with the victim” (art 22d).
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2008). At first glance this form of symbolic reparation may seem completely
inapplicable to non-state armed groups. The notion that armed groups can bestow a good
name on anyone or restore their civic status, may seem out of place. And yet, given the
circumstances of the conflict and transition in Northern Ireland, the IRA has been
engaging in a process which can be seen to provide exactly such a measure of
reparation, aiming at restoring the good names and dignity of some of their victims.

To some degree, these post-conflict exonerations are a mirror image of the post-conflict
“outings” explored in the previous chapter: while the latter seek to turn individuals
hitherto thought of as loyal militants into despised traitors, the exonerations seek to do
the opposite: turn individuals who have been regarded as traitors back into loyal
members of the community. In comparative terms post-conflict outings are much more
common than exonerations, though it would be interesting to note that during the
proceedings of the South African truth commission there have been several cases where
ANC members who were long thought to have been informers were posthumously
declared to have not been ones.610 It is also important to remind that, as discussed above,
UK state agencies have maintained their “neither confirm nor deny” policy in relation to
informers, including regarding individuals who were long dead. The only exception has
been in one case, that of the very high profile case of Jean McConville (see chapter 6),
when the Office of the Police Ombudsman of Northern Ireland (OPONI), in the context
of an investigation into a complaint that at the time the police failed to investigate her
abduction, stated that McConville was not an informer.611 However, this remains the

610 One case which became very high profile involved Phila Ndwandwe, a female MK combatant who was
considered to have been an informer, but evidence from state agents revealed that though she was
pressurized to become one she refused and was then killed by their interrogators (TRC final report, vol 6,
section 4, ch. 2, para 5). In another high-profile case the ANC admitted that Ben Langa, which was killed
by the organization as an alleged informer was not in fact an informer, and that false information which
has led to his killing was planted by another informer; The TRC Amnesty committee confirmed that he
was never an informer in a rare case where the amnesty committee made a factual finding on an issue
beyond the granting of amnesty to an individual (Sarkin 2004:193; TRC Report, Vol. 1, Ch. 5, Para. 91). It
should be noted that these exonerations were not part of any systematic effort to reinvestigate informing
allegations, but were rather based on details incidentally uncovered in the course of conducting other
inquiries.
611 OPONI acknowledged that this was a deviation from general policies, and justified it by the 34 years
that has passed since her death, a lack of “immediate and obvious danger to the life of any other individual
consequential upon making statement as to whether Mrs McConville was an agent”, and that
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only case where state authorities formally denied that an individual who was labelled an
informer was not in fact one.

A process of re-examining the veracity of accusations of informing against some of
those killed as informers began after the IRA initiated its inquiry in relation to the
locations of the disappeared. As with the IRA inquiries in relation to the disappeared, it
could only become possible once the transition out of conflict had begun. Ex-combatants
confirmed that this process was an outcome of the peace process; as one of them said:
“People would acknowledge that injustices were done by the IRA, people were killed
who shouldn’t have been killed. At time of war people can justify it, but after that you
can acknowledge that injustices were made and every attempt should be made to right
them”.612 Other interviewees also confirmed that the exonerations were “a sign of the
times”,613 and an act which could not have been plausible during the conflict.614

Several conflict-era dynamics ended up leading to and enabling the exonerations. As
was mentioned in chapter 2, the demonization of informers in Republican communities
often resulted also in a heavy stigma placed on their family members, which as chapter 6
noted, continued in the post-conflict stage. This stigma and often social ostracism has
led to pressure from families to clear the names of relatives accused of informing,
restoring their “good name” and their “community status” if not “civic status”. For
example, a woman whose brother was killed as an informer by the IRA has campaigned
McConville’s disappearance was ignored by the police for twenty three years and no proper investigation
was ever conducted (OPONI 2006). It should be noted that the IRA claim has been that McConville has
been informing for the military, not the police (Moloney 2010), and it is not clear whether the police
ombudsman had access to military files; given that at the time every army battalion ran its own agents
(and battalions were replaced every four months) and in the army many of those “agent-runners were
inexperienced and inept” (Urban 1992:108), it is not clear whether had she was an informer her name
would have been recorded on files which will be available to the police over 30 years later.
612 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010. Another former member similarly
argued that “it all happened as a result of the peace process. This trying to look back upon the past, trying
to get some sort of truth out there” (interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011).
613 Interview with an academic and community activist, Belfast, September 2010.
614 One interviewee described how a brother of one the people in question approached him during the
conflict in an attempt to exonerate his brother, but the interviewee did not see it as feasible at the time: “I
remember [name omitted] came to me to appeal to the IRA a few times and I said it’s a waste of time, they
would never say that this was a mistake. But in the end the IRA apologized, it took nearly 30 years but
eventually they did” (Interview with an academic and political activist, Belfast, April 2011).
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to get the IRA to “tell me the truth, to clear my brother’s name and to give us an
apology”, in order to help the family (McKay 2009:235). As an ex-IRA member
explained to the author in an interview: “there’s no greater insult that you can call a
person than to call him an informer. So families do want the names of their loved-ones
cleared and have them exonerated, if possible”.615 The IRA practice of issuing detailed
statements accusing individuals of being informers (as noted in chapter 3) contributed to
the social stigma and provided a context for the pressure to withdraw these past
statements.616 As noted above, the fact that such pressure has come from within the
Republican community (not from the British state or the Unionist community) made it
much harder for the Republican leadership to resist. The need to maintain legitimacy in
the eyes of the community has shaped the punishment of informing, as explained in
chapter 3, and the same factor influenced the decision to re-examine such cases later on.
As one community activist explained, the exonerations can be explained in the context
of community legitimacy: “there are things that happen within the Republican struggle
that step outside of the boundaries of what’s acceptable to that base. So that base
becomes important. And when you go into electoral politics it becomes even more
important. So in that context this community has a lot of leverage with Republicans.
They too belong to this community, they need to socialize, they’re part of it. So when
things are raised, they’re maybe uncomfortable”.

It is also important to note that the pressure to reinvestigate allegations came not just
from families, but also from former IRA members who felt uneasy about their comrades

615 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010. One community activist who was
asked by the author to explain the drive for these exonerations said: “Don’t underestimate the stigma,
living in these communities, of having the tag attached to your family that your relative was an informer.
The stigma of living with the generational thing that your relative has been working for the British and
they have contributed to the war that the British brought to this community [...] people become identified
- ‘oh, that’s the family of...’. That’s the brother of, the children of [...] People would identify you by the
relative who was killed, in the same way that people are defined by their relatives who were killed on
active service - ‘that’s the brother of an IRA volunteer’ etc. People are defined in this community by their
term of imprisonment, what they did. Being identified as the relative of an informer is a burden”
(interview with a human rights activist from a Republican background, Belfast, May 2011).
616 Interview with a senior journalist, Belfast, September 2010.
617 Interview with a human rights activist from a Republican background, Belfast, May 2011.
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who were killed, 618 and in the context of the peace process were willing to push for
investigations. An ex-combatant told the author that the dynamic has been that “There’s
a tendency in a conflict situation that your first priority is to protect the army, and
everything else is secondary [...] It’s only when you’re coming out of conflict that the
possibility opens up to look at previous actions”.619

Part of the momentum for this process was also the 2003 revelation, detailed above, that
Freddie Scappaticci, a senior member of the IRA’s internal security unit, was himself an
informer. This revelation has led many to suspect the credibility of accusations made by
this unit over the years.

As a result the IRA “has been coming under intense pressure

in Catholic areas from families of IRA men killed for informing”.

One interviewee

suggested that exonerations started “Because there was so much stuff coming out about
Scappaticci, it became clear that their security system was a complete mess”. 622
However, it is important to note that these IRA inquiries had begun before these
revelations, and while they are undoubtedly one of the key factors which encouraged the
organisation in this direction, it was certainly not the only factor.

Fonner IRA members interviewed by the author suggested, perhaps unsurprisingly,
mainly moral reasons for the exonerations. One of them said that: “Well the point about
this is to help bring closure. Where an injustice was done, where people were wrongly
accused to account in some way, to put it right. If someone has been executed as a result
618 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010.
619 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010. These explanations, in which internal
pressure during a transitional period leads an armed group to account for past actions in the context of
punishment of alleged informers, also apply to the only other notable case in which an armed group
provided symbolic reparations, including acknowledgment and apologies. This is the case of the ANC,
which in 1992-3 conducted inquiries in relation to its past punishment of informers and apologized for
abuses which were carried out in this context (Hayner 2002:60; Christie 2000:79-80; Dudai 2011:796797).
620 For example, in one case, the killing of alleged informer Tom Oliver in 1991, there were media reports
that both security and Republican sources hold the view that he was sacrificed to cover the identity of
Scappaticci; see Jim Cusack, “The Forgotten man Caught in the Crossfire”, The Independent, 18 May
2003. Claims that two other IRA men who were killed as informers were not state agents and their killings
were manipulated by Scappaticci were also made in Greg Harkin, “Dirty War- Dirtier Than Many
Republicans Imagined”, Derry Journal, 21 Feb 2004.
621 Jim Cusack, “Terror Chiefs Say ‘Sorry’ to Families of Slain Informers”, Independent, 5 October 2003.
622Interview with an academic and political activist, Belfast, April 2011; a similar view was expressed in
an interview with a human rights activist from a Republican background, Belfast, May 2011.
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of it you can never put it right but you can possibly bring some closure to the family. I
don’t even know how a family feels if their husband or son or father is declared that he
shouldn’t be shot dead. I don’t know how much relief it does bring. But well you do
have a duty to bring out the truth, and you shouldn’t be afraid of it because it’s an
uncomfortable truth”.

Another similarly said that they were about “trying to help the

families, who suffered as a result of the IRA [...] they [the IRA] feel that there is an
onus on them to [...] do justice to people whose lives they may have taken who, if the
reasons given actually weren’t entirely true, or upon examination or upon new
information emerging, they see a different slant, and they want to, if families
approaching the IRA saying ‘we’re not happy’”.624 Another interviewee who was
involved in the process suggested that the reasons for the IRA to engage in the
exonerations were a combination of internal pressure, moral reckoning, and the ability to
take a concrete step: “they see value in this. They see the morality in this. They see the
fact that if there is something levelled against the organization from within, that they feel
they can go and look at [...] there’s something they can do that has a positive impact”.

As a result of this process of investigations the IRA has made several public declarations
“clearing” individuals who were long accused of being informers, expunging their guilt
in the eyes of the community. Such statements are usually issued in Republican
publications626 and later reported by the wider media. For example, in one case, in 2003
the IRA published quite a legalistic statement that:

“Following requests from the family of Anthony Braniff, the IRA has conducted
a lengthy investigation into the circumstances surrounding his death. On 27
September 1981, Anthony Braniff, a Volunteer in the IRA, was executed in
Belfast. Our investigation has found no evidence to support the claims made at
the time that Anthony Braniff ‘was responsible for passing information
623 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, June 2012.
624 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011.
625 Interview with a human rights activist from a Republican background, Belfast, May 2011.
626 Normally by way of a statement from the IRA published in the Republican weekly An Phoblacht,
usually signed by the codename P. O’Neill, the traditional code attesting to the authenticity of statements
from the IRA.
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concerning the location of arms dumps and the movement of Volunteers’ and
that ‘he met his Special Branch contacts regularly... while receiving, in return,
sums of money’ [...] The IRA accepts that proper procedure was not adhered to
in relation to the process of appeal”. 627

In another example the IRA issued an apology following an “in-depth inquiry” into the
circumstances surrounding the killing of a member, stating among other points that
while “at the time allegations were made that he was an informer”, those allegations
have not been accurate.628 In October 2004 the IRA issued a statement admitting its
responsibility for the killing of a 15 year-old child in the 1970s (previously the
organization denied responsibility) and apologized “for the pain caused”, stating “The
killing of Bernard Teggart should not have happened”.

Five years later, the IRA

issued another statement, this time declaring that following an investigation it became
clear that Teggert was not an informer and that “Hopefully the stigma which surrounded
Bernard’s death will now be removed and this will help the Teggert family who have
suffered grievously as the result of the conflict.” Very interestingly, the IRA statement
further said that “Just like his father, who was killed by the British army in 1971,
Bernard was an innocent victim”.630 Needless to say, comparing one of their victims to
those killed by the British army is a major step for the IRA. In another case relating to a
killing of one of its members, the IRA stated in 2002 that “Contrary to some reports, he
was not suspected of being an informer”.631 The IRA also apologised to the family of
another member wrongly accused.632 Other similar cases, where relatives and friends of
people killed as informers demand an inquiry and apologies from the IRA leadership,
continue to emerge.633

627 “Anthony Braniff- IRA Statement”, An Phoblacht, 25 September 2003.
628 “IRA apology”, An Phoblacht, 5 April 2007.
629 “IRA statement - IRA regrets teenager's death”, An Phoblacht, 1 October 2004.
630 “15-year-old Bernard Teggert was not an informer”, An Phoblacht, 6 August 2009.
631 “IRA statement”, An Phoblacht, 15 August 2002.
632 Jim Cusack, “Terror Chiefs Say ‘Sorry’ to Families of Slain Informers”, Independent, 5 October 2003.
633 See e.g. “Killed for being an informer, but it was just a lie”, Belfast Telegraph, 25 September 2010.
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It is important to add that in one case pressure to re-examine a killing of an alleged
informer has led to reiterating the accusation rather than exoneration. This was the case
of Jean McConville which as was discussed above is the only case where the state has
issued a statement that someone was not an informer. In 2006 the IRA stated that
“Following a public request from the family of Jean McConville, the IRA carried out a
thorough investigation” into the case and “That investigation confirmed that Jean
McConville was working as an informer for the British army.”634 Interviewees suggested
that in addition to the cases where public statements were made they could be other
cases where families received information privately from the Republican movement,
and it is plausible that such cases can include exonerations as well as confirmation of the
original accusations

At least according to several public statements by families, it seems that the
exonerations led to positive results from the families’ perspectives. For example, a
brother of one IRA member who was exonerated from being an informer confirmed that
as far as the family are concerned, his good name has been restored, and added: “we are
on a journey seeking dignified closure. We believe the army [IRA] investigation has
played a role in helping us reach the end of that long journey.” 636 The family of another
exonerated member said that they “welcome this latest [IRA] statement clearing our son
and brother [...] of being an informer”.

In another statement a spokesperson for the

634 “IRA carried out ‘thorough investigation’ into McConville death”, An Phoblacht, 13 July 2006. There
is one more case of an investigation ending up not clearing an individual. This relates to the convoluted
case of Joe Lynskey. In 2010 the IRA formally admitted to killing and disappearing him in 1972.
According to the IRA’s investigation, he was killed after being court-martialed for “violating standing
order”, after ordering the killing of another IRA member, with whose wife Lynskey was having an affair.
See: “Investigation confirms 1972 disappearance”. An Phoblacht, 11 Febmary 2010.
635 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011; interview with a human rights activist from
a Republican background, Belfast, May 2011.
636 “Volunteer cleared in IRA probe: Lenadoon man was not paid informer, family is told after in-depth
inquiry”, Irelandclick.com September 25, 2003, available at:
http://www.nuzhound.com/articles/Irelandclick/arts2003/sep25 IRA volunteer cleared.php
637 “Statement from the Braniff family in Belfast”, An Phoblacht, 25 September 2003. See also e.g.
Suzanne McGonagle, “Murdered teen’s family welcome admission he was not an informer”, Irish News, 7
August 2009.
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family said, “we know Bernard [Teggert ] was innocent. He was not an informer. We are
glad that that stigma has been removed”.638

The process involved in these post-conflict investigations by the IRA has not been
transparent and details as to how the IRA has conducted its investigations were not made
public. However, my interviews allow to shed some light on it. It appears that in all
cases the initial initiative has come from relatives or friends of the alleged informer, who
have made representations to the IRA through intermediaries, including victims group,
Sinn Fein members, and ex-prisoners, who would then ask the IRA to conduct an
“internal investigation”.

At this point, the IRA “try to trace everybody who was then

involved”,640 and “the people who sat on a court-martial were maybe questioned by
people involved in the investigation”.641 Later, as a senior ex-combatant described,
“Some sort of panel would mull over and discuss”.642 According to a community activist
who was involved in some of these cases, the investigations by the “panel” can be
prolonged, some of them taking six months to a year.643

The “panel” would aim to identify and interview those who were involved at the time; as
an ex-combatant said, “even at this stage if something happened say 25 years ago in
West Belfast, you can know who was in charge of the IRA at the time, and approach the
person who dealt with that particular issue. It wouldn’t be that hard to trace back”.644
Another ex-combatant similarly described: “When someone comes along and talks about
something that happened in say 1971, you’re talking about - right, ok, who was
knocking about that time, who was the OC [Officer Commanding], who was the squad,

638 “15-year-old Bernard Teggert was not an informer”, An Phoblacht, 6 August 2009.
639 Interview with a human rights activist from a Republican background, Belfast, May 2011; interview
with an academic and community activist, Belfast, September 2010; interview with a former IRA member,
Belfast, April 2011.
640 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011.
641 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010.
642 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010.
643 Interview with a human rights activist from a Republican background, Belfast, May 2011.
644 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010.
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who was the operation, and you go to find out”.645 Interviewees suggested that
difficulties arise when the relevant people are either dead or not willing to cooperate
(much like with the disappearances issue): “The same people who were involved maybe
don’t want to know, are afraid that forensics could still be used against them, genuinely
can’t remember — ‘I was just told your man was an informer, take them out and shoot
them, I wasn’t involved in the interrogations’. [...] And that’s what the IRA has to work
with. Trying to persuade people, Took we’re trying to tell the truth, we’re trying to leave
behind us a legacy’”.646 In one case, for example, the IRA itself publicly admitted the
difficulties: “A number of factors had hindered and prolonged the search for
information: The passage of time and the deaths of many of those directly involved,
coupled with open hostility towards current Republican politics from others approached
for information, have all impacted negatively on efforts to bring closure.”647

It seems that some forms of material evidence, such as records of confessions, courtmartial procedure, and so on, were also used in this truth-recovery process. One
interviewee told the author that “The IRA doesn’t have a filing system, it’s not like the
British government or Dublin castle. It’s basically based on people’s individual
memory”.648 However, when the question was put to another senior ex-combatant he
said “I couldn’t agree with you that there are no archives. There may be archives
somewhere, they may be revisited. [...] Whatever historical evidence is there would be
examined and any personality involved would be questioned about it. [...] There would
probably be some written materials about some things, not about all, for example no
archives would contain the names of those who sat in the court-martial”.649 Therefore, it
is very interesting to point out that the IRA’s punishment system, which emphasized
645 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011. This again demonstrated that the
comparatively high degree of structure and organization during the conflict and after has become
important in facilitating truth-recovery.
646 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, March 2011. Another ex-combatant similarly
acknowledged that “The difficulty is people are dead, reluctant to speak, have different political views -if
someone is now involved with dissidents or opposes the Sinn Fein leadership [...] Some people are very
reluctant, for many reasons, to discuss things. If police and intelligence services don’t know that someone
was involved they don’t want to raise it” (interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010).
647 “Investigation confirms 1972 disappearance”, An Phoblacht, 11 February 2010.
648 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011.
649 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010.
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procedures and processes (see chapter 3), became a very important legacy in the postconflict stage by providing a means to re-examine such cases. For example, in one case,
an investigation reportedly used as evidence a 12-page debriefing statement made by an
IRA member to his IRA interrogators, which cross-referenced with other sources led to
his exoneration years after he was killed.650

Another related legacy aspect is that the inquiries used the IRA’s own procedures as the
normative framework to evaluate whether someone was wrongly-accused. A senior ex
combatant said that the inquiries examine, among other things, “what the IRA should
have done in accordance with its own policies”.651 For example, in one case the IRA
apologised because a killing was not authorised by the organization’s leadership, in
violation of the IRA’s internal regulations.

In another case, the IRA stated that when

one of its members was court-martialled and sentenced to death, no appeal was lodged in violation of its code of conduct, and because of this “the IRA accepts that proper
procedure was not adhered to in relation to the process of appeal.”653 The reliance on its
own code of conduct as the normative point of reference (rather than for example
international human rights standards) was an important element facilitating this process.
It is much more difficult for an organization to justify violations of its own rules than of
state law or international norms. At the same time, this reliance on their own codes also
seems to have had other functions, as the next section will explore.

8.3. Conclusions: apologies, performance of legality, and meta-conflict
The practice of political apologies as a response to abuses has become prominent in the
past two decades, leading some commentators to call it “the age of apologies” (Gibney
et al 2007; for examples of political apologies see also Nobles 2008). The literature on
apologies tends to focus on identifying their role in processes of political reconciliation
between adversaries (Bashir 2008), on analysing campaigns by victims groups who
650 “Volunteer cleared in IRA probe: Lenadoon man was not paid informer, family is told after in-depth
inquiry”, Irelandclick.com September 25, 2003, available at:
http://www.nuzhound.com/articles/Irelandclick/arts2003/sep25_IRA_volunteer_cleared.php
651 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010.
652 “IRA apology”, An Phoblacht, 5 April 2007.
653 An Phoblacht, 25 September 2003.
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demand apologies (Barkan 2000), and especially on determining the conditions for a
“successful” apology from the perspective of the victims (Gibney and Roxstrom 2001).
However, here I would like to focus on the meaning and functions of the apology to the
actor issuing the apologies (rather than on their effects on the actor receiving them).
While the apologies, as well as the recovery of bodies of the disappeared, may have had
some positive outcomes for the families of IRA victims, it is important also to locate
them within a broader Republican effort and explore their other potential effects. In
chapter 5 I have explored the hidden benefits of the punishment of informers during the
conflict, and here I would briefly explore similar benefits involved in apologizing for
aspects of that punishment system.

As O’Leary and McGarry argued, the conflict in Northern Ireland has involved also a
“meta-conflict” — “a conflict on what the conflict is about” (O’Leary and McGarry
1995:1), for example over what were the origins of the conflict, which of the actors bear
responsibility for the escalation of violence, who act offensively and who reacted in selfdefence, and so on. This meta-conflict has continued also during the transition
(Campbell et al 2002), and all conflict protagonists - including the Republican
Movement - sought to portray their actions during the past conflict as part of a “just
war” rather than indiscriminate violence, in order to further their political claims during
the post-conflict era. I argue that the apologies and exonerations can be seen as part of
the Republican fight in this transitional meta-conflict.

First, it must be recognized that the apologies were limited to particular aspects of the
punishment of informers. In relation to the disappeared, the IRA has apologized only for
the secret burial and denial of information, not for the actual killings.654 As one ex
combatant said, “from the IRA point of view, they deserved to be killed, because they
were informers, but irrespective of that, they should never have secretly taken people
654 Adams said in relation to Eamon Molloy, the first whose body was discovered, that he “was an
informer and that is something which is reviled in all aspects of society on this island” - cited in “Cheap
Shots”, Fortnight Magazine, June 1999, p.5. Sinn Fein Chairman Mitchel McLaughlin also caused
something of an uproar when in TV interview in 2005 he refused to condemn the killing of Jean
McConvile as a “crime” (cited in Frampton 2009:161).
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away and bury them”.655 In addition, the apologies for the killing of wrongly-accused
informers of course imply that the killings of “real” informers were justified. Moreover,
the IRA did not address allegations in relation to torture and ill-treatment of suspected
informers during interrogations and within state prisons,656 which would have been
perhaps a more sensitive and risky undertaking for Republicans. Thus, while apologizing
for certain “excesses”, the IRA has reiterated that the killing of informers during the
conflict was in itself a justified and legitimate sanction, carried out by a legitimate
political entity fighting for self-determination against an occupying force. While the
exonerations had the effect of removing the stigma from some families, the inherently
selective nature of the exonerations means that the stigma of the families of those
informers who were not exonerated is at least implicitly reinforced. This resulted in
further stigma for the other families,657 since if individuals need to be cleared from being
informers, the negative status of the identity is reinforced.

z ro

While it could have a long

term effect of eroding confidence in the accusations in other cases,659 their selective
nature clearly suggests that informing remains a sin: indeed the intense efforts put into
the investigations and exonerations are in themselves an implicit recognition that the
stigma of being an informer is justified. This has several effects. First, the norm that
informers should be killed during a war is reasserted, so is the right of the IRA to have

655 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011.
656 Recent testimonies from ex-prisoners exposed new details on the practice. Bradley described how IRA
men who were suspected informers were badly treated in prison and that “the IRA were was beating their”
(Bradley and Feeney 2009:139). Hughes similarly said that “Republican prisoners were being tortured by
other Republican prisoners to try and force confessions” (Moloney 2010:187).
657 An ex-IRA member who is now critical of Sinn Fein said that “I’m less than convinced of the value of
selectively exonerating. If we collectively say yes we make mistakes, it allows everybody, even those who
were genuinely guilty of passing information, it allows their relatives [...] that little, perhaps my uncle and
father he was innocent. [...] The conflict is over, they were giving information as part of the conflict, they
were killed as part of the conflict, to stop the flow of information, but that’s no longer a live issue. It’s
over now. And if it gives some comfort, even to those who were genuine guilty, to distant relatives who
had no part in what happened, if it’s only to allow them to sleep at night, you don’t have to go public, they
may be sitting on the kitchen table on Christmas evening or something saying well maybe grandpa was
innocent, sure some of them were” (interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011).
658 It is interesting to note that the Police Ombudsman report in relation to Jean McConville, cited above,
in fact adopts a similar framework in which being an informer is at least implicitly accepted as a stigma:
“That family has suffered extensively because of the allegation that their mother was an informant” (p.14);
“She is not recorded as having been an agent at any time. She was an innocent woman" (p.15, emphasis
added). This of course suggests that if people were indeed informers — assisting law enforcement agencies
- they were not “innocent”.
659 Interview with a community activist on dealing with the past, Belfast, May 2011.
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done it. Second, the value of loyalty to Republicanism is reasserted, serving Sinn Fein in
the post-conflict stage. Finally, the “clearing” of some individuals from past accusations
at least implicitly involves legitimizing the authority of the armed group to adjudicate
guilt and deliver punishment during the conflict and continue to do at least the former in
the present. The apologies for punishment of informers provided the Republican
Movement with a suitable context through which to make this assertion.

Closely related, the reliance on its own rules as the normative point of reference was
also a very useful step in the meta-conflict. It, of course, served as a reminder of the
Republican claim that the IRA has been an organization that conducted its struggle
subject to procedures and constraints. As such, I would argue that the post-conflict
apologies have been a continuation of the Republican conflict-era “performance of
legality” explored in chapter 3. The reliance on its own rules during the post-conflict
investigations is premised on treating the organization itself as a legitimate entity, and
retaining the authority and status of its own procedures. For example, a Republican
assessing a killing of an alleged informer, in the context of the exonerations process,
said that “There was no court of inquiry or court-martial in keeping with the [IRA’s]
Green Book. The decision was made to take him out. It wasn't an execution, it was
murder.”660 The distinction made between the IRA’s usual policy of legitimate dueprocess “execution” and the uncommon illegitimate “murder” clearly illustrates the
performance of legality in the exonerations process. By treating the cases of exonerated
informers as “deviations” from the “normal” legal, humane, procedures, the apologies
and exonerations used such cases as an exception that proves the rule.661 Thus, though
admitting mistakes, the apologies’ effect can be on the whole not undermining but

660 Suzanne Breen, “Adams offers to meet friend of IRA victim”, Sunday Tribune, July 18, 2010
661 Closely related, the performance of legality is also expressed in the language used by the IRA in these
statements. For example note the legalistic phrasings in the statement in relation to the apology to the
family of Anthony Braniff, including phrases such as “The IRA has conducted a lengthy investigation”,
“Our investigation has found no evidence to support the claims”, or “The IRA accepts that proper
procedure was not adhered to in relation to the process of appeal” - see “Anthony Braniff - IRA
Statement”, An Phoblacht, 25 September 2003.
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reaffirming the Republican ethos and values, seeking to remind that it has been a
movement which adhered to the law of war.

The paradoxical function of apologies - in which admitting mistakes can serve to
strengthen the actor’s legitimacy (Campbell and Connolly 2012) - is reinforced by the
fact that states have by and large avoided demanding that armed groups provide
apologies and symbolic reparations. In general, states are unwilling to accept armed
groups as direct addressees of international law, for fear that this would confer
legitimacy on them (Zegveld 2002:162-3). Though the criminal accountability of armed
groups’ leaders and members has been of growing importance and prominence in
international law and practice, states have been reluctant to apply the norms of symbolic
reparations to them and ask them for apologies, as this is seen as a measure reserved for
legitimate states, not of non-state armed groups (Dudai 2011). Thus, by undertaking to
provide such measures, the IRA has once again sought to portray itself as having the
attributes of a state-like legitimate political entity, as part of the broader political effort
of Republicanism.663

One case which exposes these tensions vividly involved an IRA member who died in
prison in the early 1970s; while his death was classified as a suicide, it was recently
suggested that he was killed by the IRA as an alleged informer. This confirmed longheld doubts of some of his associates who now campaign not only for his name to be
cleared by the IRA and for an apology, but also for another symbolic gesture: that his
name would be added to the IRA’s “roll of honour”.664 If it was performed by state

662 As Campbell and Connolly wrote, “In saying, ‘sorry, we contradicted principles of humanity to which
we ourselves adhere,’ perpetrators may square the circle of simultaneous regret and defense. For
transitionary movements, acknowledgment and apology offer routes to addressing their violations with
apparent advantages over externally imposed mechanisms. The movement can set the agenda, and this can
be presented as being in accordance with its core values” (Campbell and Connolly 2012:31).
663 A senior ex-combatant who now has a senior role in Sinn Fein candidly told the author that the
apologies should be seen in the context of the wider Republican political project: “if we want to move
forward we need to create healing, as part of our project to convince Unionists in a united Ireland, if there
are open wounds it would be more difficult. So most Republicans would see it as part of their long term
project, that the past must be dealt with” (interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010).
<’<’4 Suzanne Breen, “Killed by his Comrades?”, Sunday Tribune, 18 July 2010; Adrian Rutherford, “New
Look at Claim Over ‘Suicide’ in Long Kesh”, Belfast Telegraph, 1 April 2010.
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authorities, such a gesture would clearly amount to an act of symbolic reparation:
restoring the dignity and good name of the victims, as detailed above, as well as the
form of reparation of “commemorations and tributes to the victims” (Basic Principles
22g). However, to seek redress by way of demanding that a still illegal organization
include someone in its list of “martyrs” is to simultaneously claim the political
legitimacy of such a group. Indeed an interviewee who was asked to explain the
Republicans’ motives in conducting this process replied that it is about showing
themselves as political rather than criminal.665 That a request to symbolically re-join the
outlaw ranks is considered as a form of reparations by some members of the community
is in itself another front in the continuing contest over the legitimacy of the IRA and its
past struggle, and in this way an element in the meta-conflict.

In a similar vein, the apologies over wrongly-accused informers have been proudly
claimed by Republicans as demonstrating their ability to confront the past, often with a
flattering comparison to the failure of other conflict actors to provide apologies.666
Republicans suggested that these apologies are proof of “courage” and “integrity”.

667

This is another way in which the apologies had a positive function for the Republican
Movement, positioning it as a self-confident actor, strong and secure enough to admit
some marginal mistakes. As one interviewee told the author, “if one wants to be perhaps
cynical - an organization that admits mistakes is admitting it in the context of, in its own
eyes, achieving a level of legitimacy, acceptance, and power, whereby saying - ‘and of
course we did some wrong things’ - [comes] from a lofty position of acceptance. It’s
almost a kind of deceleration ofpower'”. 668

The apologies, investigations and exonerations also allow the Republican Movement to
present itself as a community-based organization, attuned to the demands of community
members: a variation of being a “people’s army” during the conflict. The words of a
former IRA member who told the author about this process are revealing: “Families
665
666
667
668

Interview with an academic and political activist, June 2012.
See e.g. Danny Morrison, “The issue of apologizing,” An Phoblacht, 10 Feb 2005.
Jackie McMullan, “Facing the truth, facing the future”, An Phoblacht, 12 Oct 2006.
Interview with a veteran human rights and community activist, Belfast, June 2012 (emphasis added).
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need answers. It’s about the integrity of the movement, and the integrity of the whole
struggle. If you can’t give an answer to someone’s family, whom the movement killed,
[then] what the fuck are you doing here? Who are you representing? Because surely
you’re not representing the people, if you can’t even sit down and give them the basic
answer why their loved one was killed”.669 From this sentiment, it is possible to unearth
an implicit claim which is underpinning this process: since the IRA did invest effort in
responding to families’ questions, it means that it does have integrity, and, crucially, that
it does represent the people. Once again informing and its punishment emerge as a
context through which Republicans can assert themselves as representing the people.670
It also shows itself as a disciplined and effective organization, capable of holding
investigations and providing answers. To sum-up, the cumulative effect of this self
presentation - an organization which has always sought to adhere to due process, which
is representing a community and attuned to its concerns, and which is disciplined and
effective - is to show the Republican Movement as a legitimate, political actor which
can attain its rightful place in the political arena of post-conflict Northern Ireland.

In

this way, the potentially negative result of admitting past “mistakes” in fact also have
positive functions in the contest over the meta-conflict and the political present.

669 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011.
670 One interviewee also suggested that this is tied to electoral politics: “I’m a little bit concerned that the
apologies and the acknowledgements - it’s not a comprehensive piece of work, and sometimes it’s
interesting what contact the relatives would have with the organization, and what potential political
influence. Because that movement is now purely an electoral machine [...] someone with considerable
influence in a particular ward, it might be worth trying to appease them, more than some isolated
individual, the single mother of some lad who was shot without a big family and might not have the same
influence, in terms of getting a statement” (Interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011).
While such claims are difficult to confirm, it appears for example that while in one instance the IRA
conducted an investigation in a case involving “a well-respected family with a strong Republican
tradition”, in another case a family’s request from the IRA to start an investigation has failed. See,
respectively, Volunteer cleared in IRA probe: Lenadoon man was not paid informer, family is told after
in-depth inquiry”, Irelandclick.com September 25, 2003; and Sharon O'Neill, “Demands for IRA to 'come
clean'”, Irish News, January 19, 2006.
671 As well as cementing its reputation as a political player in the Republic of Ireland.
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Conclusions to Part II
As the previous chapters argue, the issue of informing has emerged as a prominent
Achilles Heel of the Republican Movement during the transition out of conflict. If
during the conflict informing made Republicans vulnerable in military-operational
terms, then during the transition the legacy of informing has exposed the Republican
Movement to several vulnerabilities in the political domain and in contests over
historical narratives.

The revelations and rumours that informing had been more widespread than previously
acknowledged have been particularly embarrassing for the Republican Movement.
Whatever the truth of these rumours, and as I have argued above at least some should be
treated with scepticism, they have been used by the Republican Movement’s various
opponents to discredit its past struggle and current competence and legitimacy. As one
seasoned commentator aptly summed up:
“If you have a very deep resentment and detestation around informing, as you
have around paedophiles, and then it turns out that actually not only are you
having the odd person who is informing, but actually there’s quite a lot of our
people who are informing [...] then what does it say about us as a people [...] So
in some ways we who hold dear to not selling our country appear to be people
who sell our country quite easily and quite often [...] our people are not that
strong, they don’t stand up, they don’t become martyrs as easy we would like to
portray”.672
A potential accumulated effect of such rumours is to suggest, at least for some, that the
revered Republican struggle was in fact compromised, amateurish and carried out by
weak individuals rather than people willing to sacrifice all.

The narrative which suggests that Republican leaders were being manipulated by
informers to adopt the peace process has also been damaging to the Republican position.
The idea of the informer as political manipulator gave ammunition to the internal
672 Interview with a veteran community activist, currently focusing on dealing with the past, Derry, April
2011.
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critiques of the peace strategy. It provided a useful means of attack for anti-peace
process groups and discredited, at least in the eyes of some audiences, the agency of the
Republican leadership in conducing peace negotiations. Moreover, the rise of the
celebrity informers resulted in some particularly stinging public critique from former
comrades who presented themselves as having insider-knowledge on Republicanism.
The “celebrity informers” emerged as particularly pernicious critics of Republicans, and
placed them under pressure by the media. In addition, the legacy of attacks against
informers has also come to haunt the Republicans, was used in both external and internal
critiques of the organization, with some infonuers standing out among the many victims
of the conflict and becoming symbols of injustice.673 The nature of the violence meted at
alleged informers, as in the cases of Jean McConville and Frank Hegarty, was seen as
particularly brutal, and was amplified by the media and hostile observers. Claims that
the Republicans often wrongly accused people of informing exposed them to internal
pressure, exacerbated by the revelations about an informer within the IRA’s own
counter-informing unit.

At the same time, the Republican Movement has responded to these challenges, and
again adapted in some ways to turn the topic to its advantage. While the enduring
hostility to informers might be grounded in the long-term effects of the deep aversion to
betrayal, the informer also emerged as a useful post-conflict enemy. It enabled political
continuity in uncertain times, reiterated of the importance of loyalty, used to discredit
unauthorized accounts of the past, provided an excuse for conflict-era “excesses”, and
allowed a sense of pride and certainty for those who can say that “at least they never
touted”. The rumours on informers were responded to with counter-rumours in relation
to the security services, allowing point-scoring in the political arena. The narrative of the
informer as omnipotent manipulator has been countered with the proud litany of
“legendary” IRA operations - and indeed provided a justification for such recounting.
The critique regarding disappearances and the killing of wrongly-accused informers was

673 See for example Jenny McCartney, “Jean McConville: one of Belfast's stubborn ghosts”, The
Telegraph, 14 Jan 2002.
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answered effectively: in the case of the former, through literally digging out the
“skeletons in the closet”, and in relation to the latter by taking the unique step of public
exonerations. At the same time these reparations measures were also in themselves a
performance of legality, positioning the Republican Movement as a legitimate, selfconfident political entity, whose apologies - referring to exceptions that prove the rule can serve to reinforce its self-image as a community-based and normative movement.

Several interviewees suggested that the hostility to informers, and its various effects and
variants, would remain unchanged “for generations”.674 However, given past predictions
that the conflict itself would last for generations it might be apt at this point to briefly
reflect on whether the current interest and hostility in relation to informers would indeed
remain static in the near future. Most interviewees suggested that any potential change
would have to be facilitated by a broader formal “truth” process, for example
incorporated in some sort of a truth commission which would examine all aspects of the
conflict.675 Others have suggested that in the right circumstances a public apology from
informers may facilitate a process of some sort of resolution; one interviewee said that
“it will have to be public, for example an interview with the Irish News or something
like that, and express regret”.

Perhaps the most important and pertinent question, one

that can serve as litmus test for attitudes, is whether Republicans continue to express
interest in knowing the identity of currently unexposed informers and exerting some sort
of sanctions on them. As long as this remains a “live” issue the overall situation is likely
to remain the same, but signs that such positions would become less intense might
indicate a change.

At this point it may be instructive to contrast the views of two interviewees. The first of
them, reflecting what is probably a majority view, said that:

674 Interview with an academic and political activist, Belfast, April 2011; interview with a human rights
activist, London, June 2012.
675 Interview with a veteran community activist, currently focusing on dealing with the past, Derry, April
2011; interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, April 2011; interview with a former IRA member,
Belfast, June 2012.
676 Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, September 2010.
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Aye, I would like to know. It’s not something I lie awake at night and worry
about [but] I do know there were clearly other informers within our ranks, I
would like them personally to be exposed [...] I don’t want them to go to prison,
I don’t want to them to be killed, but I would like them not to get away with it.
Those people probably couldn’t continue to live in our communities, people
would be confronting them on the streets [...] I don’t like the idea that someone
may have informed, betrayed us, for years, and continues to live comfortable live
secure in knowing they would never be found. I would like them to worry, I
would like them not to be able to sleep at night”.677

However, another ex-combatant expressed a very different view. It is very important to
note that he himself was betrayed by an informer, and told the author that: “I spent 16
years in jail as a result of someone informing on me”. He is also convinced that his
brother, an IRA member who was killed in an ambush by the British military, was also
betrayed by an informer. Nevertheless, he expressed a very interesting position, and it is
worth quoting it at some length:

“Had I escaped from prison 6 months after I was arrested, and someone gave me
clear evidence [as to who the informer was], let me be very blunt I would have
shot that person. Without any question. Or I would have had asked for them to be
shot. I wouldn’t have thought twice about it. But at this stage now, what benefit
would it be to me to find out that someone who is now in their 60s or maybe
more, possibly has passed away [...] probably [informed] for some sad miserable
reason, caught with something silly [...] would you shoot some 70 year old for
something that happened 40 years ago? What about their family? My attitude at
this stage is that I don’t want to know who informers were. From my point of
view it’s over and done. I don’t want to see this coming back again.
At this stage, I know that there are people that I talk to and meet and have to get
on with, and presumably some of them have worked for the other side. I prefer

677

Interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, July 2011.
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not to know. What am I going to do if I do find out? [...] for example, if I were
to find out some of those responsible for my own brother’s death it would be a
very very disturbing thing to know. [...] I prefer not to know [...] What are we
going to do with these people, if I was to find out they did it? I certainly don’t
want to go and shoot someone, I have no intention of shooting someone. [...] and
I don’t want particularly to see their names in the papers or revealed in a
television programme or something like that. Personally I just think draw a line
and let it go [...] I don’t see anything productive, value, in bringing them all out,
and certainly don’t see any possibility of having them forgiven[...] maybe it can
work as an amnesty, an unspoken amnesty, where we just not investigate [...] if
they’re no longer a threat to us, let it go. [...] we got to the best position we can
be in so let’s put a line on it [...] It’s a wee bit like in infidelity, sometimes it’s
better not to know, if the affair has ended maybe its best that nobody knows
about it [...] Let’s accept that they were there. I can be a bit sanguine about it
because it [the conflict] is over”.

While such an attitude is undoubtedly not the majority view, as discussed above, it did
appear in a small number of interviews I conducted with former IRA activists.

It is

certainly hard to predict whether such views would become more common. An
interviewee from the civil society sector, who is among the most experienced in efforts
to deal with the past in Northern Ireland, suggested that change of attitudes may begin in
private actions, especially in relation to the easier “entry-points” of the treatment of
informers’ families and of wrongly-accused informers, which may perhaps later lead to a
broader outlook which is more willing to accept informers.

Whether or not such

678 Interview with a former IRA member, Armagh, April 2011.
679 Even the interviewee who was cited above saying that he himself would want to know the identities of
informers, also said that: “I think there would be a lot of people who would say that is in the past, what is
the point, they’re not informing now, the conflict is over, what is the point of wracking it up. I heard this
view expressed by some people, it’s not a lone view, probably quite a lot of people would say let sleeping
dogs lie” (interview with a former IRA member, Belfast, July 2011).
680 “Part of any process is that some individuals take personal steps. Sometimes they do it and they get
harangued. That’s how so much of conflict-transformation has worked. [...] It can be a first step, when I
talk to a family of someone who was thought to be an informer but now we realize might not have been an
informer because of the whole mess that this thing is. The next step can be would I talk to family of
someone we know was an informer [...] Stepping into the next phase can be actually I can accept
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processes will indeed take place, it is important, in concluding this part of the thesis, to
be alert to the possibility that privately-held views on informers may be more complex
and intricate than appears on the surface, and in coming years there is at least a potential
that the perceptions of informing may gradually change.

informers, because I’ve gone through accepting people I thought were informers but weren't, and now
accepting people who were informers. Maybe that’s the process. [...] it begins with those individual
cases, and then in conversations [...] And only after these things happening you start see it in reports and
papers and [...] organizations” (interview with a community activist on dealing with the past, Belfast,
May 2011).
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
In the first section of this final chapter I review the themes that were examined
throughout the dissertation. In the second, I conclude the dissertation by discussing the
issue of informing in the topical context of the on-going violence by dissident
Republican groups.

9.1 Recapping the themes
Shadows may first appear as an obvious, straightforward phenomenon, but it is often
hard to describe them in a short, clear and decisive, way. Their contours shift, their
effect changes with time and place, and while sometimes shadows are very visible, at
other times an effort is needed in order to discern them. The shadow of the informer is
no different. Although it seems that wherever armed groups go the shadow of the
informer follows them, its exact shape and effect can be at times elusive for the outside
observer. Those directly affected by the informer’s shadow have mostly feared and hated
being under it, but have used different means to try to escape it. Sometimes they also
accepted this shadow as inescapable and focused on adapting to life under it. Other
times, they even saw the advantage the informer’s shadow can afford them, and it
became a protective shade as well as a menacing shadow. In summing up this study of
the IRA and the shadow of the informer, it is therefore fitting that I focus on
complexities and dualities.

Throughout the dissertation, I have argued, based on extensive archival research,
interviews with former IRA members and others, and a range of secondary and
theoretical sources, that the IRA’s response to informing involved a much broader
repertoire of practices, policies, discourses and effects than may first appear. My
analysis, grounded in a “punishment and society” perspective, revealed a range of
complexities, ambiguities, dualities and tensions within the Republican response to
informing, which was shaped by a range of competing and sometimes contradictory
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goals and dynamics. To summarize the themes which were emerged during the research,
I organized the research findings into a series of tensions and dualities: ideology and
pragmatism', punishment and adaptation', the community as a resource and as a
constraint, the informer as an enemy and as a victim', informing as a problem and as a
solution', continuities and transformations', and universal themes and local context.
These themes inevitably overlap at times, and may not capture each and every aspect of
the research findings, but they are a useful method of reviewing the arguments discussed
in much more detail in previous chapters.

Ideology and pragmatism. The first tension I identify here, which like the others
examined below has been evident throughout the preceding chapters, is between
ideology and pragmatism in Republican actions and attitudes in relation to informing.
Republicans saw informers as undermining operations but also as threatening the
“struggle” more broadly, betraying the IRA, its ethos, and the communities from which
it emerged. The abhorrence of informing was grounded in Republican ideology and was
an important and integral part of this ideology. The fear and loathing of informers was
part of an ideological commitment to what Republicans saw as a just and centuries-old
struggle against foreign occupation. The animosity to informers had not only political
but also social, cultural and religious overtones. For many, this was also cemented by
personal experience of being betrayed by friends, comrades or neighbours. The
punishment of informers was mandated by the IRA’s code of conduct (the Green Book)
and its standing orders, and the view of informing as the ultimate sin was inculcated also
through the training and socialization of new members, in which the despicable figure of
the informer was deployed as a “bogeyman” in contrast to the image of the ideal rebel,
fully committed and willing to become a martyr for Republicanism. The ideological
rejection of informing was also articulated in Republican publications and statements.
This was not just instrumental propaganda: Republicans genuinely believed that
informers were the “lowest of the low” and that they posed a crucial threat to
Republicanism. This deep aversion to informing at times appear irrational, as with the
stigma attached to relatives of informers (including of informers from previous
generations), and has continued in the post-conflict era, in a context wherein clear
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‘■political generosity” (McEvoy 2006) is being shown towards former enemies in
reconciliation work with police officers, members of the British military or Loyalist
leaders.

Yet the ideology was tempered by a pragmatic strand in Republican policies and
attitudes, which was attuned to the reality of events on the ground. Throughout the
conflict many Republicans “normalized” informing, and exhibited a grudging
acceptance of informers as an unavoidable fact of life, an acceptable risk in underground
operations, an “occupational hazard”. The IRA realized that an effective response to the
military and political challenge posed by informing at times meant setting aside its
ideological principles in favour of a more pragmatic approach. For example, going
against its own norms and orders, the IRA offered amnesties for informers who
confessed to it, understanding the limits of its deterrence and retribution and instead
placing a premium on finding the most effective way to incapacitate informers, even if
this resulted in repressing its ideological urge that they should always be killed. The
organization recognized that its own members could likely turn informers,
notwithstanding their ideological training and the threat of punishment, and re-organized
its decades-old structure accordingly. When it became clear that many of its members
could not abide with the ideological rule that dictated to never pass any information
during interrogation, it once again changed its rules and decided that such people should
no longer be punished as long as they admit it to their commanders afterwards. This
pragmatism did not supplant the ideology. Rather, as with the other themes discussed
below, there was a constant interaction between these two components: an analysis of
the response of armed group to informing must take into account this duality of ideology
and pragmatism.

Punishment and adaption. A related theme is the constant interrelation between
punishment and adaption. The killing of informers was obviously a major motif in the
IRA’s strategy against informing. It created a spectacle of suffering (Spierenburg 1984),
and was certainly was the most often cited response to informing in the relevant
literature and media accounts. The IRA killed dozens of alleged informers, forcibly
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exiled many more, and subjected many of them to torture or brutal treatment. The
killings were often accompanied by a public rhetoric which suggested uncompromizing
punitive principles in relation to informers. The punishment also involved the
debasement of dead bodies, a "‘penal excess” (Garland 2005) aimed to generate both a
deterrence effect and a symbolic expression of values. Many of the elements in the
punishment of informers - such as the exile and humiliation of dead bodies - were, then,
reminiscent of pre-modem penology. But these elements also coincided with the use of
court-martial and a parallel performance of legality by the IRA, grounded mainly in the
need to maintain the organization’s legitimacy in the eyes of both its members and
Republican communities more broadly (cf. Balbus 1973).

Moreover, the punitive strand was tempered in practice by flexibility and adaptation.
The IRA appeared at different junctures to realize that an exclusively punitive response
to informing was not an effective strategy given the prevalence of informing. For
example, it also invested resources in public pedagogy campaigns, ranging from graffiti
to carefully orchestrated press conferences. The purposes of such efforts were educating
the community on recruitment methods, warning it of the pernicious and (for them)
dangerous consequences of informing, and altering the community’s behaviour in order
to reduce the threat from informing. As noted above, the IRA also changed its
organizational structure in order to reduce its vulnerability to informing. Such efforts
resonate with the adaptive strategies of states in the context of crime-control which were
associated with late modernity (Garland 2001). The IRA also emphasized its policy of
granting amnesties to informers who confessed to it voluntarily, and appeared to have
exercised

some

discretion

in

punishing

others.

Therefore,

the

duality

of

punishment/adaptation also means a continual calibration of violence by armed groups.
The use of coercive methods was a constant element of IRA policies, but it was
employed strategically, and alternatives to killings were sought and used. The IRA
offered carrots as well as sticks in its fight against informing (Urban 1992), and
attempted to affect the “hearts and minds” of the community and of its own members; it
did not govern them just by violence. While it used periodic spectacular retaliatory
violence, the Republican Movement appeared to be well aware that such violence can
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excite revulsion as well as deterrence, and at some point can become ineffective (cf.
Foucault 1977). It seems that it has searched for ways to inculcate discipline and
instinctive habits of obedience to the anti-informing norms, and chose to use - or
refrained from using - violence accordingly. Armed groups governance - like state
governance - therefore involves a combination of coercive and non-coercive means, and
the exact ratio of this mix would evolve based on a host of factors.

The community as a resource and as a constraint. Informing also speaks to another
important theme of relevance beyond the Northern Ireland context: the relationship
between an armed group and the community from which it emerges. This is a complex
relationship, in which the community simultaneously enables and constrains the armed
group’s campaign (Sluka 1989). In the context of infonning, the community on one level
was a resource for the IRA. The IRA’s ability to operate depended on the support its
members received from the community, particularly in terms of “passive acceptance”:
many community members, even those who objected to aspects of the IRA campaign,
would still consider it illegitimate to inform the authorities about their actions (Burton
1978). Indeed, creating and maintaining the anti-informing norms was itself a tool of
marking the community. That the fear and loathing of informers was shared between
IRA members and much wider segments of their communities was very important for
the survival of the IRA. For example, the ostracism of relatives of informers by the
community was an important social sanction, adding to the direct punishment by the
IRA. Community attitudes assisted the IRA in other contexts, for example, in convincing
Supergrasses to retract their statements and influencing other informers to confess to it
(Greer 1995b). The IRA also mobilized the community through its publicity campaign
aiming at “responsibilisation”, appealing to community members to take part in efforts
against informing. Moreover, the fact that during the post-conflict era civil society
groups have mostly excluded former informers from the remit of their efforts of
reconciliation and of “dealing with the past” activities assisted the Republican
Movement in maintaining the informer as a useful enemy.
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However, the issue of informing also shows how the community can be a threat and a
constraint for an armed group. First, the recruitment of informers from within the
community (and not just from the ranks of the IRA) meant that community members
were also seen as a risk by the IRA. More broadly, the IRA needed to take into account
community attitudes, which constrained the actions it could take against suspected
informers. As such actions targeted people coming from its own community - rather
than the British state or Unionist community - the IRA had to be careful not to alienate
its community members by using methods which would seem to them as excessive or
arbitrary and therefore end up diminishing the support it received. Given its ambition to
be seen as a “people’s army” and a would-be government, the need to maintain
legitimacy in the eyes of the community was particularly important. The IRA therefore
had to project a performance of legality, rely on amnesties, treat “civilian” informers
more leniently than its own members, and so on. This means that the community placed
“checks” on the IRA’s behaviour, in ways which, from the IRA’s point of view,
potentially reduced the effectiveness of its actions against informers. As McEvoy and
Mila (2002) argue on the issue of “punishment violence”, the community should then be
seen as an active actor - and not only passive recipient - in shaping the IRA’s penology
in relation to informing. The community was also important during the post-conflict era
in exposing the Republican Movement to challenges in relation to the legacy of
informing. The community’s high level of interest and credulity in relation to the
identity of alleged informers generated and sustained rumours, and the pressure from
within Republican communities meant the Republican Movement was forced to confront
its responsibility for disappearances and for wrongly accusing several alleged informers.

The Informer as enemy and as victim. As noted above, the notion of the informer as
enemy - an “enemy from within”, often seen as worse than the external enemy - has
been evident throughout the story of the Northern Ireland conflict. The intensity of the
emotions toward informers - who have been compared to paedophiles, and defined as
the “lowest of the low” - is rooted in a combination of several factors. During the
conflict, on an instrumental level the informer was seen as a major threat to the armed
struggle: leading to arrests and ambushes, sabotaging operations, causing the discovery
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of much-prized weapons. Socially and culturally, informers were not just feared but also
hated, and emerged as important “folk-devils” (Cohen 2002). This was based on their
betrayal of the camaraderie of an underground organization and of close-knit
communities which saw themselves as united in a long struggle against a colonial
regime; the practical and symbolic betrayal was also underpinned by a highly-developed
historical consciousness of centuries of informing, and widely-known cultural
representations and dramatizations of informing in fiction and popular culture. The
hostility to informers has continued during the transition out of conflict, and indeed the
informer has become a post-conflict enemy for Republicans: the last “unforgiven”
protagonist of the conflict. For mainstream Republicans, the informer has been a “useful
enemy” (Christie 1986) during the post-conflict era, enabling political continuity in
uncertain times, reminding of the importance of loyalty, providing an excuse for
conflict-era “excesses”, and allowing the management of disappointment of the rankand-file who can retain a sense of certainty and pride that “at least I never touted”. The
informer has also been a useful post-conflict enemy for those Republicans who oppose
the leadership’s decision to end the armed struggle, by providing a convenient scapegoat
and an explanatory narrative which places the blame for the political shift of the
Republican Movement on manipulation by informers: the leadership which “betrayed”
the struggle by ending violence was “riddled with informers”, acting at the behest of
their British masters. In both cases, the perception of informers as enduring enemies
was also tied in with the durable intense emotions that betrayal triggers (Ben-Yehuda
2001), as well as to fury over the rise of a new type of the informer-as-enemy: the
“celebrity informers”, who continuously denigrate Republicanism through the media.

However, as I have sought to argue, Republican perceptions of informers have never
been monolithic. Even during the conflict there were occasional glimpses of a view of
informers as victims. As noted above, the gradual appreciation of the brutal interrogation
methods used by British agencies was one of the reasons the IRA “defmed-down”
informing and decided not to treat all its members who broke-down as informers, thus
implicitly acknowledging such “informers” as victims. More importantly, one of the
reasons that the IRA adopted the amnesty policy was the understanding, by both the IRA
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and the community more broadly, that many informers, especially those who were not
IRA members, were recruited through pressure and blackmail. Moreover, the perception
of the infonner as ideology-driven posed a greater political threat to the IRA than an
image of the informer as a passive tool of state authorities (indeed, state authorities
aimed to portray informers as driven by ideology); the IRA, therefore, used some of its
publicity campaigns to convey the image of the informer as victim of the state.
Naturally, this image was in tension with Republican portrayals of informers as enemies
and folk-devils, a discursive tension which reflected the tensions between the various
practical penal policies mentioned above.

In addition, while informers remained publicly “unforgiven” during the post-conflict era,
my fieldwork suggested that there is growing acceptance (even if often expressed only
privately) of the notion of the informer as victim of the state. Moreover, the passage of
time seems to have led to acknowledging other ways in which the informer is no longer
seen as uniformly evil enemy: whether by admitting that some vulnerable individuals
should never have been allowed to join the IRA and hence become targets for the
security services, by acknowledging that some informers were simply victims of bad
luck and wrong circumstances, or by appreciating that some informers who betrayed
several of their comrades had also been loyal to others and indeed acted to protect them.
In addition, the transition also provided space for Republicans to acknowledge some
informers as victims not just of the state but of the IRA itself: victims of the practice of
“disappearances”, now widely admitted by Republicans to have been excessive
punishment; and of the IRA’s court-martial system, now widely acknowledged by
Republicans to have been at least occasionally far from infallible. Even more commonly,
the transition also allowed the recognition that family members of alleged informers
have been often victims of unnecessary stigma and ostracism. While even during the
transition - and certainly throughout the conflict - the notion of informers as enemy has
remained more prominent than their view as victims, the tension between these two
portraits - shaped by the factors examined above - has been constant in the response to
informing.
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Informing as a problem and as a solution. One of the most interesting themes that this
discretion has explored is the notion that informing can be both a problem and a solution
for an armed group. During the conflict, as elaborated above, informing caused a major
security problem for the IRA, at times triggering debilitating paranoia among its ranks,
and also posed a profound political and ideological challenge. Informing remained a
major political problem for Republicans during the transition. Revelations, rumours and
speculations regarding the identity of informers, the overall extent of informing and the
role informers might have played in influencing the Republican leadership’s decisions,
have all been embarrassing for the Republican Movement and have been used by its
various opponents to discredit its past struggle and current competence and legitimacy.
The legacy of attacks against informers has also haunted the Republicans, was used in
both external and internal critiques of the organization, and some informers stood out
among the many victims of the conflict and became symbols of injustice. The revelation
that informing affected even the IRA’s internal security unit exacerbated the political
damage.

While informing entailed a host of security and political problems for Republicans, both
during and after the conflict, I have argued that it has also served as a governance
solution. While in some contexts informing undermined governance, in other contexts it
enabled it. During the conflict, the Republican discourse and practice of “counter
informing” spread beyond the immediate operational security context, and was used to
rationalize and facilitate the organization’s control over its members as well as over
communities more broadly. At least some of these control modes would have been much
harder to justify and legitimize without reference to informing. In this sense, I have
argued, the Republican Movement in many cases governed through informing (cf.
Simon 2007). Governing through informing also involved using the punishment of
informers as a context through which the IRA could assert itself as a state-like entity and
a political “army” fighting a legitimate war, and also mark and sustain an “imagined
community”. Informing also served as a governance solution during the post-conflict
era. The label of “informer” was used by the Republican Movement to discredit
unauthorized accounts of the past and other types of critique against it. Allegations of
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“dirty tricks” by elements of the security forces in relation to the rumours on informers
enabled the Republican Movement to enjoy significant political point-scoring. In the
realm of the important “meta-conflict” over the past conflict, the Republican apologies
and symbolic reparation measures were again a form of “performance of legality”,
positioning the Republican Movement as a legitimate, responsible, self-confident
political entity, whose apologies - referring to exceptions that prove the rule - can serve
to reinforce its self-image as a community-based and normative movement.

Continuity and transformations. From one perspective, the attitudes and actions toward
informers can appear remarkably static. The intensely negative perception of informers
was not a passing moral panic, but a centuries-old feature of politics in Ireland. The
hatred of informers remained prominent through the decades of the modem conflict and
has persisted mostly unabated during the post-conflict era. Informers were killed by the
IRA all through the conflict, echoing similar killings in previous Irish rebellions. The
fact that hatred of informers and reprisals against them are a constant factor in many
other conflicts can contribute to an appearance of the Republican response to informing
as rigid and unchangeable.

However, beneath this static appearance, as I have documented, there were actually quite
a few changes and adjustments in Republican policies. Throughout the thirty-year
conflict the IRA refined and adapted its response to informing, abandoning some
policies, introducing new ones and systemizing others. Some policies that came to be
rejected include the policy of disappearances of informers that was used in the early
years and later stopped. Similarly, as noted above, the policy of treating all members
who broke in interrogations as informers was also halted in later years. At the same time
new policies were introduced, for example establishing a specific unit to uncover
informers and altering the organizational structure in order to reduce the vulnerability to
informing. Other policies became more formalized, for example court-martial
procedures were followed more closely in later years than in the early 1970s, and the use
of amnesties, press conferences and statements became more systematic and “scripted”.
These changes were rooted in the pragmatic strand of the IRA, mentioned above, as well
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as in what appears to be an acceptance by the IRA leadership that informing was not a
temporary aberration but a permanent vulnerability, which requires on-going
development and refinement of responses. Moreover, as mentioned above, although the
hostility to informers has continued during the transition out of the conflict, there were
certainly some important changes: the notion of the informer as victim (of both the state
and the IRA) was accepted more widely, rumours about alleged informers begun
circulating in the media, and new images of the informer as political manipulator and as
celebrity have emerged. Thus, while a certain core in attitudes to informing has indeed
remained constant, other aspects have been quite dynamic and altered significantly with
changed circumstances.

Universal themes and local context. Finally, the last theme identified here is the relation
between the universal and the unique. Many aspects of the Republican response to
informing are common across diverse regions, periods and contexts. The aversion to
behaviour deemed as betrayal is cross-cultural and cross-temporal, evident in personal as
well as political lives (Akerstrom 1991). The figure of the informer in its many guises is
hated across diverse contexts, from the “snitch” or “rat” in American urban culture to
wartime spies in numerous countries (Ben-Yehuda 2001, Shklar 1984). More
specifically, virtually all armed groups have attacked informers, and certainly all armed
groups comparable with the IRA have invested resources in denigrating and punishing
alleged informers. However, while such universal themes are important, the particular
nature of an armed group’s response to informing is shaped also by the distinctive local
context. To paraphrase Tolstoy (in Anna Karenina), while all armed group are unhappy
about informing, they are each unhappy in their own unique way. The perspective of
punishment and society highlights the importance of examining local contexts (Simon
2012) and my research demonstrated how the particular attributes of the Northern
Ireland conflict shaped the IRA’s policies.

The historical, social, cultural, political and even geographic circumstances in Northern
Ireland have shaped the particular nature of the Republican response to informing. For
example, within the specific context of Northern Ireland, the IRA’s pursuit of informers
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was constrained by the need to maintain its legitimacy in the eyes of the community,
upon which it depended materially and ideologically. Its organizational culture as a
volunteer organization dictated maintaining legitimacy also in the eyes of its own
members, further contributing to the importance of courts-martial in punishing
informers. The organizational culture, as well as the “propaganda war” with the British
State, also involved a desire to project the organization’s image as akin to a state army
and indeed to an alternative “imagined” state, another factor which affected the
discourse and policies in relation to informing. The response to informing was also
shaped by local culture and the particular course of Irish history, building on long-held
beliefs and attitudes toward informing and the forms of punishment due to informers.
The geo-political context was another factor which both constrained and enabled the
IRA’s choices: the fact that Northern Ireland is a relatively small territory with an
accessible terrain contributed to the IRA’s inability to fully control territories over any
sustained period, and it was therefore not able to establish prisons or detention facilities
for suspected informers, as other armed groups did. At the same time, the virtually open
border with the Republic of Ireland meant that it could employ exile as a sanction,
something which was not available to other armed groups. The political situation, in
which throughout the conflict the IRA had a lawful political wing and could engage in
publicity campaigns with relatively little interference from the state, likewise shaped the
particular mix of policies used by Republicans.

The particular nature of the transition out of conflict in Northern Ireland has also formed
the way the legacy of informing has resonated in the post-conflict phase. Unlike some
other cases in which armed groups either decisively won a conflict and took power or
were completely defeated, the IRA neither militarily won nor was completely eradicated,
but rather morphed into a political party which shares power in the local government. It
is arguable that had the IRA took power militarily this would have been followed by
widespread killings of informers. Alternatively, had it been completely defeated and
discredited in the eyes of the community, informers might have been socially
rehabilitated. The complex nature of the transition, however, led to the complex current
situation, in which for example informers are still hated but no longer actively pursued
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by the Republican Movement. While this is beyond my scope here, I hope that the
themes and factors I have identified in my analysis of the IRA’s response to informing
would be of use to other researchers analyzing other armed groups.

9.2. Contemporary informing, dissident organizations and contested governance
From the mid-1990s onward, when it became evident that the IRA and Sinn Fein were
moving toward adopting a permanent cease-fire, several splinter Republican
organizations have emerged, led at least initially by former members of the IRA. As they
are a minority within Republicanism they are commonly known in local parlance as “the
dissidents”. Such groups include the Continuity IRA, and its political wing Republican
Sinn Fein;

the Real IRA, and its political wing The 32 Counties Sovereignty

Movement (32CSM); and Oglaigh na hEireann (ONH), and its political wing
Republican Network for Unity (Sanders 2011, Currie and Tayolr 201 1).682 Dissident
organizations started engaging in political violence after the Good Friday Agreement
was signed, and were responsible for example for the August 1998 Omagh bombing, in
which 29 civilians were killed (the highest loss of life in a single incident in Northern
Ireland since the modem conflict began). In recent years they have attacked mainly
targets from state agencies, including killing soldiers, police officers and a prison
officer. The official assessment is that the threat from such organizations is
significant.

While my focus in this dissertation is on the IRA, in this section I briefly

explore how themes relating to informing are being played out in the contemporary
context of dissident organizations.684 Informing continues to be a key prism through

681 Republican Sinn Fein itself emerged in 1986, after Sinn Fein’s decision to recognize the Irish
parliament, but Continuity IRA began operating only in the late 1990s.
682 There are some shifting allegiances and splits between these groups, and dissident ranks also included a
group of “unaffiliated” former IRA members, who recently appeared to have join the Real IRA - see
Henry McDonald, “Republican dissidents join forces to form a new IRA”, The Guardian, 26 July 2012. It
is also worth noting that the term Oglaigh na hEireann (which means “soldiers of Ireland”), though the
name of one of these groups, is also often claimed by others.
683 See the page on dissident Republican groups on the MIS website, at https://www.mi5.gov.uk/home/thethreats/terrorism/northem-ireland/republican-terrorist-groups.html
684 In consultation with my supervisor I have decided not to attempt to interview anyone who is currently
an active member of an armed dissident organization, both because of the associated ethical concerns and
in order to retain my focus on the IRA. In the analysis in this section I have relied on media accounts,
including statements from dissident organizations, and a review of publications they produce (analogous
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which to see the contested claims to governance of mainstream and dissident
Republicans, their relationship with each other, the state, the community and “the past”.

Since they began operating, dissident organizations have become a target for the
recruitment and operation of informers by the security forces (Moran 2008:181,
Moloney 2007:509). The foiling of operations by these groups has often been attributed
to the work of informers.

z oc

A 2008 report by an official policing body, Her Majesty’s

Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC), confirmed that the use of informers is seen by the
PSNI as the most effective way to counter the threat from dissidents,

z oz

and in 2010 it

was reported that there has been a rise of a third in payments made to informers by the
police in Northern Ireland.

MIS is also continuing its dominant role in Northern

Ireland, and it has been argued that for this agency “the main focus remains spying and
informer recruitment of republican dissidents.”

zoo

Some dissident leaders have

confirmed that they are concerned by the security services use of informers against
them.689 As in the earlier discussion of the IRA, it is hard to assess accurately the scope
of informing among dissidents and there have been rumours regarding the identity of
dissident informers,690 including rumours which have started through anonymous letters
to newspapers.691

to the Republican Movement’s An Phoblacht): The Sovereign Nation, associated with the Real IRA, and
Saoirse, associated with Continuity IRA.
685 See e.g. Moran (2008:184); Liam Clark, “More than Luck to Dissident Failures”, Newsletter, 24 Nov
2009; Kevin Toolis, “Links in the Terror Chain are Old, but Means of Breaking them are Continually
Evolving”, The Scotsman, 8 April 2011.
686 “A range of intelligence gathering methods are used to counter the threat. However the best method is
the use of CHIS [Covert Human Intelligence Source, a formal term now used to describe informers] who
can directly report on and even penetrate terrorist networks.” See HMIC, Police Service of Northern
Ireland Management & Handling of Covert Human Intelligence Sources in Terrorist Networks, July 2008,
summary for publication, 4.3.
687 Adrian Rutherford, “Huge Hike in PSNI Payments to Informers Sparks Concern”, Belfast Telegraph,
11 May 2010. It should be noted that this also include payments for informers in the context of “ordinary
crime”.
688 Henry McDonald, “MIS spends £40m tracking IRA ’dissidents’”, The Observer, 24 May 2009.
689 See Brian Rowan, “Dissidents: Interview with a Terror Splinter Group”, Belfast Telegraph, 3 Nov
2010.
690 See e.g. Ciaran McGuigan,”CIRA boss set up weapons sting”, The Sunday Life, 2 July 2006; Bronagh
Murphy, “Culloville Man Accused of Being an MIS Informer”, The Examiner, 4 May 2010.
691 Brian Rowan, “Three Top Dissidents are on Informers List”, The Belfast Telegraph, 6 March 2010.
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On many levels the response of dissident organizations to informing these days
resembles the response of the IRA during the conflict. Much like Republicans did in
earlier years, dissidents have engaged in public pedagogy campaigns of warnings,
threats and exposing recruitment-attempts. While the scope and scale of these campaigns
may be smaller than those the IRA employed at the height of the conflict, the methods
seem similar. For example, in the last few years, several newspapers and publications
have published stories with allegations that the police and MIS were attempting to
recruit individuals as informers, stories which are reminiscent of the stories published in
An Phoblacht in the 1980s and 1990s.692 In one case, for example, a 32CSM
spokesperson said “We would appeal to anyone who has been asked to work as an
informer to get in touch with us and they will find a sympathetic ear”.693 Publications by
dissidents often also publish warnings such as “Take heed and tell the RUC Special
Branch in no uncertain terms that you would not become an informer - your life is worth
more.”694 At other times clearer threats have also been issued by dissident groups.695
Warnings were also issued through graffiti, for example, after arrests at the aftermath of
dissident attacks in March 2009, graffiti warning “touts” were sprayed in the Bogside
area of Derry (seen by the author in Derry then). While there have not been many cases
where dissidents killed suspected informers from their ranks, there are strong
suggestions that they have done it in at least one case.696

I would argue that, as in the case of the IRA, while the issue of informing is a major
security problem for dissident organizations, in other ways it is also useful for them. One
692 See e.g. “Derry Man Claims Informer Approaches”, The Derry Journal, 4 January 2009; “Informer
Claim by ex-32CSM man”, The Derry Journal, 6 May 2010; “’Relentless’ Efforts to Recruit Republican”,
The Derry Journal, 25 January 2010; Suzanne Breen, “'I want them to stop offering me money and to stop
bugging my car'“, Tribune, 19 April 2009.
693 Cited in “Strabane man claims informer approach”, Derry Journal, 3 Nov 2009.
694 Saoirse, March 2010. The reference to “the RUC” is part of an attempt by dissidents to argue that there
is no difference between the RUC and the new PSNI. See also e.g. “A spokesperson for Republican Sinn
Fein told the people of Roslea that they must not allow themselves to be pressurised into becoming
informers”, cited in “Do not Cooperate with British Colonial Police”, Saoirse, Sep 2008. Similar
warnings, e.g. “anyone passing information to the crown forces will pay the penalty” were also published
in Sovereign Nation, Nov-Dec 2010.
695 See e.g. Ken Foy, “RIRA Vows to Kill Informers after Bombing”, The Herald, 25 Aug 2011.
696 Brendan McDaid, “MIS ‘Made Approach to Real IRA Assassination Victim’”, The Independent, 26
Feb 2010.
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of the major ways in which dissident organizations attempt to legitimize their actions is
by arguing that Northern Ireland has not been transformed by the Good Friday
Agreement and subsequent reforms, and more specifically that the reform of policing - a
major condition Sinn Fein placed for its participation in the peace process (Mulcahy
2006) - has been only superficial. The continuation of the use of informers by the police
and security services is therefore a major rallying cry for dissidents, who claim that the
PSNI is no different than the RUC, and disparage the fact that MIS still operates in
Northern Ireland.697 Dissidents have specifically used the on-going attempts to recruit
informers as part of their argument that the state’s policing methods have not changed
since the peace process and are reminiscent of British actions during the conflict.

ZQO

Informing has also been useful to dissidents’ attempts to denigrate and de-legitimize
Sinn Fein and mainstream Republicans. Dissidents have used the “informer” label to
denounce Sinn Fein’s policies. In one typical case, a dissident publication stated that:
“the Provisional leadership has danced on the graves of all those who gave their lives in
the ongoing cause of Irish freedom. Far from advancing the cause of Irish unity, their
sell-out and surrender has reduced the Provisionals to touts for the police and informers
for the British presence in Ireland.”699 In other cases dissidents have used the label of
“treachery” to denounce Sinn Fein’s working with the British state and agencies,700 and
in an illustrative incident sprayed a graffiti proclaiming “tout” on the house of a Sinn
Fein councillor.

Therefore the historical and social association of the terms “tout” and

“informers” have been seen by dissidents as effective tools in their campaign against
Sinn Fein.

A very interesting example of how informing is used by dissident organizations is the
way the Real IRA has claimed responsibility for the 2006 killing of the prominent self-

697 See Brian Rowan, “Security ‘Secrecy’ Still Spooking Nationalists”, The Irish Times, 11 April 2011.
698 See for example reference to recruitment attempts in “RUC Hasn’t Changed”, Saoirse, Sep 2008, and
in “British Repeats Failed Policy of the Past”, Sovereign Nation, April-May, 2010.
699 “British will be Opposed on Border”, Saoirse, Sep 2008.
700 Sovereign Nation, May-June 2009.
701 “Sinn Fein Man’s Car Damaged in Paint-Bomb Attack”, Irish News, 20 July 2012.
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confessed informer Denis Donaldson.

709

It used this killing in an effort to claim the

historical mantle of Republicanism, to show itself as the true heir to the Republican
tradition, another crucial factor in its struggle for legitimacy.

70^

The Real IRA statement in relation to Donaldson claimed that:

“Denis Donaldson was a traitor and the leadership of the provisional movement,
under the guidance of the British government, made provisions for Donaldson to
escape republican justice in the same manner as Freddie Scappaticci. It fell to the
volunteers of Oglaigh na hEireann [one of the names the Real IRA uses] to carry
out the sentence and punishment demanded in our Army Orders and by the wider
republican family”.704

The dissidents, therefore, use the punishment of informing to claim their attachment to
Republican values and “Republican justice” which they argue the IRA has abandoned,
and their leadership of the Republican “family” which, they argue, the IRA has left as
well. The way the IRA has “gone soft” (as dissidents would see it) is demonstrated by its
failure to kill Donaldson, whereas the dissidents portray themselves as remaining loyal
to the traditional values, and use the same terms the IRA itself used in the past after
killing of informers, such as “sentence” and “punishment demanded by Army Orders”.
The fact that the killing of Donaldson had a symbolic political value, rather than an
operational one, was made clear in an interview given by Real IRA leaders when they
took responsibility for the killing, where they confirmed that “none of the information he
gave his handlers affected this organization [...] but he was a self-confessed informer,
702 On the exposure of Denis Donaldson see the introduction to part II. As mentioned there, no one has
been charged for his killing, and the fact that the Real IRA claimed responsibility for it only three years
after the event may suggest that they were not in fact involved in it. The Real IRA argued that it waited
with claiming responsibility until it killed British soldiers, and issued the statement shortly after its killing
of two British soldiers in 2009. It may also be that the killing of Donaldson was done by unaffiliated
dissidents who later joined the Real IRA and allowed it to claim responsibility in behalf of the
organization. At any case what is important for current purposes is not who really killed Donaldson but
how the Real IRA has publicly used its claim that it was responsible for it.
703 It appears that from the perspective of dissident organizations they draw their legitimacy not from the
level of popular support they currently receive but from “Republican tradition” and the example of earlier
incarnations of the IRA - see Glenn Patterson, “The IRA is a Tradition, Not an Army”, The Guardian, 26
April 2011.
704 Sovereign Nation, May-June 2009.
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and it became a matter of principle to execute him”. The Real IRA spokesperson went
on to say that “by executing Donaldson, we could show - unlike the Proves - that we
weren’t prepared to tolerate traitors. We would prove that while the Proves shirked their
duty under the Green Book, true and faithful republicans will not”.705 Evidently, for
dissidents the claiming of responsibility for Donaldson’s killing is an important part in
their efforts to appropriate traditional Republican symbols in order to legitimize their
current campaign.706

From the other side, the response of Sinn Fein and mainstream Republicans to the
dissident challenge has also made much use of the issue of informing. Their efforts to
discredit the dissidents - and thus maintain their own dominance - through using the
angle of informing is then to some degree a new variation of the Republican “governing
through informing”. The ability of mainstream Republicans to criticize the dissidents has
been limited: they cannot challenge the dissidents’ stated political aim - a united Ireland
- which is at least in theory still the vision of Sinn Fein. Criticising the legitimacy of the
dissident use of violence as such is also a challenge, since mainstream Republicans,
while committed to non-violence at present, have not renounced their own earlier use of
violence and still proudly commemorate their past armed struggle. A potent way to
criticise the dissidents, however, is to sideline discussing their goals and methods and
instead portray them as incompetent, deprived of support, and manipulated by British
agencies. To this end, claiming that there is widespread informing in their ranks is
particularly useful, and indeed mainstream Republicans frequently suggest that the
dissident groups are heavily infiltrated by the British security agencies and that many
dissidents, rather than carrying the historical mantle of Republicanism, are in fact
705 Suzanne Breen, “How the Real IRA Killed Denis Donaldson”, Tribune, 12 April 2009. In the same
interview the Real IRA also issued a threat to kill other high-profile informers who operated against the
IRA in the past, including Freddie Scappattici, Raymond Gilmour, Martin McGartland and Christopher
Black.
706 For example they use terms such as “Army Council” in clear imitation of the title previously used by
the now-defunct mainstream IRA; see David McKittrick, “Dissident republicans including Real IRA unite
for 'armed struggle1 in Northern Ireland”, The Independent, 29 July 2012. They have also relied on other
traditional tools of the IRA, such as hunger strikes and “dirty protests” in prisons, and “punishment
violence” of suspected criminals. See, respectively, “Life as a protesting republican prisoner in Maghabeny”, BBC, 8
March 2008; and Alison Morris, “At least one person a week is victim of a 'punishment attack'”, Irish News, 7
April 2007.
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informers.707 As one interviewee observed, “one of the ways [for Sinn Fein and the IRA]
to undermine the dissidents is saying ‘aye he was in the IRA but he was a tout’ [...] the
‘tout’ is used very much to undermine them and their activities. Sinn Fein becomes very
good in using the language that was used against them against others”.

I would argue

that to a large degree the accusations by mainstream Republicans that informing is
prevalent among the dissidents is not just meant as a factual claim but also used as a
metaphor for a broader point that they wish to make: that the dissident groups are
amateurish, disorganized, young and hopeless.709 In that way the discourse on informing
serves mainstream Republicans as a potent tool to de-legitimise the dissident groups and
•

maintain Sinn Fein’s dominant position.

710

However, a recent dramatic and potentially “game-changing” development may suggest
that the issue of informing is being transformed in Sinn Fein’s public outlook. After a
Catholic police officer was killed by dissident Republicans in Omagh at April 2011,
Martin McGuinness directly called on nationalists to inform on the dissidents. His
statement was forthright: “I would say, and I am standing up to be counted, give the
information to the police [...] my message is very, very simple: those who are
perpetrating these acts, those who are killing our people, need to be apprehended”. In
previous similar occasions, while Sinn Fein leaders condemned dissident attacks after
the IRA 1997 ceasefire, they baulked from directly calling on their supporters to inform
on dissident Republicans; but at this point it appears that a Rubicon has been crossed.

711

707 See, e.g. “The Militarist Campaign: 'Who’s Pulling the Strings?’ Asks Ex-POW Bobby Storey”, An
Phoblacht, 28 June 2010. Claims such as these were made in many of the interviews I conducted with
former IRA members. There were also suggestions that the IRA was behind spreading rumours on
informers in the ranks of dissident organizations - see Brian Rowan, “We Can’t Look to Terrorists To Tell
the Story of the Past”, Belfast Telegraph, 1 Feb 2011.
708 Interview with an academic researching armed groups in Northern Ireland, Belfast, June 2012.
709 As, for example, Martin McGuinness said of the dissidents: “it isn’t an army, it’s a gang” - cited in
Suzanna Breen, “The Bloody Rise of the Dissident IRA”, Tribune, 4 April 2010.
710 Similarly, as mentioned above the dissident suggestions that the IRA has been plagued by informers
are not just factual claims but also used as a metaphor for “sell-out”.
711 See Henry McDonald, “Omagh Bombing Informants Must Come Forward, Says Martin McGuinness”,
The Guardian, 4 April 2011. McGuinness also referred to dissidents as “traitors to Ireland”, again showing
a careful and deliberate use of terminology in order to denounce their actions; see “Martin McGuinness:
From Convicted Terrorist to Political Establishment”, Daily Telegraph, 27 June 2012.
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The continuance of violence by dissident organizations after the IRA’s ceasefire, and the
challenge it has posed for Sinn Fein’s political strategies, has eventually therefore
brought about a major change in the attitudes of the Republican leadership to informing.
In the eyes of Sinn Fein, now sharing power in government, the dissidents are no longer
misguided members of the same broad Republican camp, but are enemies who are
“killing our people” in McGuinness’s words. The call to inform on them is perhaps the
most powerful denouncement available for Sinn Fein in its campaign against the
dissidents.

At the same time, this call is not accepted unquestionably by all Republicans, many of
whom still see informing as illegitimate.

The legacy of decades of anti-informing

efforts by the IRA cannot be simply reversed overnight, and is now still likely impairing
efforts to enlist the public against dissident violence. The current governance efforts of
the Republican Movement, now in government, are therefore being undermined by the
lasting influence of its earlier governance efforts when it was an oppositional
underground movement. This dissertation began with a quote from Roddy Doyle’s novel
The Dead Republic, in which the protagonist felt that the most important thing is to be
able to say “I was never a fucking informer”. Such attitudes are still common in
Northern Ireland; the informer still casts a shadow. To a large degree the challenge
currently facing Sinn Fein’s leadership, and Northern Ireland authorities more generally,
is to convince the relevant communities that the act of passing information to the
authorities should now be disconnected from the moral and social opprobrium hitherto
associated with it: in other words, to reach a situation in which informing the police is no
longer seen as “informing”.

The Preceding chapters examined several images of the informer in Republican eyes: a
traitor, a threat to the struggle, a folk devil, a homo sacer, a marker of an imagined
community, a Judas, a scapegoat.. However, this most recent call to pass information to

712 See for example “McGuinness ‘Should have been Executed’ for Treason”, Derry Journal, 26 April
2011; see also e.g. Suzanne Breen, “Ex-IRA Man Urges Nationalists Not to Pass Information to PSNI”,
Tribune, 24 Oct 2010.
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the police came from Martin McGuinness, a Republican leader of impeccable
credentials who twenty years earlier had publicly said that informers should be met with
“death, certainly”.

This is undoubtedly an indication of one of the most dramatic

transformations in the history of the Northern Ireland conflict.

At this stage, a

fundamentally new image is suggested in McGuinness’s statement: the informer as good
citizen.

713

See the introduction to part I.
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